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Introduction
This deliverable collects the work done by the MIKADO partners which is relevant to the WP1, Programming
Model. There are three main lines of research that have been followed, and we organize the presentation
along these lines. These are: work on Ambient-like models, on LINDA-based models, and work on the
“kell” calculus.

Ambient-like Models
The work on M3, a variant of the Mobile Ambient model, by M. Coppo, M. Dezani-Ciancaglini and
E. Giovannetti (from Torino, as part of the Firenze site of MIKADO), has been submitted as as a journal
paper, entitled “Types for Ambients and process mobility”. This is a joint work of the MIKADO and DART

projects of the Global Computing Initiative. The main difference between the M3 model and the Mobile
Ambients is that it replaces the problematic open primitive of the latter by the migration construct of Dπ,
allowing for the mobility of “naked” (that is, not wrapped up into an Ambient) processes. A type system is
defined for the calculus, to account for communication, access and mobility properties. The types are used
in the labelled transition semantics of the model, and this allows for establishing interesting algebraic laws.
(This paper is therefore relevant also to WP2 of the MIKADO project.)

The paper “Dynamic and local typing for mobile Ambients”, by M. Coppo, M. Dezani-Ciancaglini,
E. Giovannetti and R. Pugliese (from Torino and Firenze), further develops the study of typing the M3

model, or, rather, a variant of it, where the to construct for process mobility is replaced by the up and down
primitives, to move code outside or inside an Ambient. The motivation for the new typing discipline is
to remove the global typing assumption often assumed in type systems for mobile and distributed calculi,
which is not very realistic regarding global computing. Then the approach is to assign to each Ambient a
behavioural type, and to introduce run-time types, with dynamic controls to test the compatibility between
the local (that is, attached to each Ambient) assumptions. More specifically, static types specify “active
mobility” of an Ambient – that is, which Ambients it may cross or send a process to – while dynamic
types specify “passive mobility” – which Ambients may come in or send a process for execution –, and the
compatibility between them is tested at run-time. The fact that “passive mobility” types are dynamically
checked allows for dynamically granting them. Indeed, this is introduced by means of two new constructs
by which a process may enrich the rights of another one. A Subject Reduction theorem is established for the
resulting type discipline, as well as a behavioural semantics. This paper has been published in the TCS’04
Conference. (Again, this work is also relevant to WP2.)

Linda-based Models
The work here consists of two papers by R. De Nicola, D. Gorla and R. Pugliese (from the Firenze site
of MIKADO) on KLAIM. The article “On the expressive power of KLAIM-based calculi” is an extended
version of a paper that appeared in the EXPRESS’04 workshop. It presents a detailed comparison of the
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expressive power of various sub-calculi of KLAIM, and a comparison with the π-calculus model. This
is an important topic, since in the past many formal models for global computing have been proposed,
and these models must be compared in order to understand their relative merits, and whether one is better
suited for global computing than the other. The KLAIM model is quite different from the π-calculus, in
two respects: first, it uses the LINDA coordination model, based on a tuple space, instead of channel-based
communication; second, it introduces network sites with explicitly located processes. In the paper, a series
of sub-calculi of KLAIM are introduced, and the simplest one is finally compared with the asynchronous
π-calculus. The KLAIM variants are successively obtained by removing from the original model higher-
order communication, local binding of site names, polyadic communication and non-destructive inputs, and
remote input and output. Encoding the π-calculus into KLAIM amounts to introduce a specific site for each
communication channel, where the messages are sent and received. Conversely, a locality in KLAIM is
encoded as a channel, which is a parameter for the encoding of a (located) process. The results are that all
the calculi are in a sense equally expressive, although in some cases the encodings do not preserve all the
behavioural properties (and in particular the absence of divergence).

The paper “Global computing in a dynamic network of tuple spaces” (to appear at the COORDINA-
TION’05 conference) deals with the issue of unreliable network connections. More specifically, the authors
modify the KLAIM model, so that available connections between nodes are explicitly specified, and actual
communications can only take place between connected sites. In this setting, routing a message to a distant
site is non trivial, since one has to discover and exploits existant connections. A routing procedure, based
on routing tables, is defined in the calculus, and proved correct. Then the calculus is refined with a fail-
ure model, introducing (partial) silent failures, and a solution to the “set-agreement” problem is given and
shown correct in this refined calculus. Finally, the case where the status (available or not) of the connections
can dynamically evolve is investigated. To this end, specific actions are introduced to disconnect a site from
a distant one. As an application, a simplified version of the handover protocol for cellular phones is given
and proved correct.

Kell Calculus
There are two contributions on this topic. The first one is a paper by A. Schmitt and J.-B. Stefani (from the
INRIA site of MIKADO), entitled “The Kell calculus: a family of higher-order distributed process calculi”,
which extends and improves over a contribution (with the same title and authors) that has been presented at
the Global Computing Worskhop’04 (the review meeting in Rovereto), and should appear in the proceedings
of this workshop, published in Springer’s Lecture Notes in Computer Science. The “kell” calculus evolves
from a distributed version of the π-calculus, or more precisely the join-calculus, by adding a construct for
“passivating” a domain, passing its contents as an argument to some process. This provides an extremely
powerful way of controlling the behaviour of models; indeed, most other calculi for global computing can
be quite easily encoded into the kell calculus, including the MIKADO migration model. The kell calculus is
actually a family of models, instantiated according to a given communication discipline. Being extremely
expressive, the calculus is also not easily amenable to a formal study. The notion of behavioural equivalence,
in particular, is really non-trivial, because of the combination of higher-order communication with the other
features of the calculus. Nevertheless, the main achievement of the paper is to establish a co-inductive
characterization of the behavioural equivalence, by means of a higher-order bisimulation, providing a way
to reason about kell processes.

The second contribution on the kell calculus is a paper by D. Hirschkoff (from the PROFUNDIS project
of the GC Initiative), T. Hirschowitz, D. Pous, A. Schmitt and J.-B. Stefani on “Dynamic modularity with
sharing: containment is not ownership”. This work is concerned with the modelling and programming of
distributed, dynamic component configurations with sharing, which arises as soon as some resource is mul-
tiplexed among several users. In a language with dynamic modularity, where programs can modify their
run-time structure, the semantics of shared components in presence of encapsulation and communication
integrity becomes problematic. To answer the questions raised by sharing in this context, the paper refines
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the usual notion of component encapsulation, as formalized in the Kell calculus approach by the location
construct, distinguishing two kinds of encapsulation: containment, which controls the ability to communi-
cate with a component, and ownership, which controls passivation, that is, the ability to stop and manipulate
a component. The paper therefore enriches the Kell calculus with a notion of component sharing, allowing
locations to refer to a location owned by a parent component. The resulting calculus, called the Kell calcu-
lus with sharing, constitutes a conservative extension of the Kell calculus. Several examples are provided to
illustrate its expressive power.
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Abstract. A new kind of ambient calculus is presented, where the open
capability is replaced by direct mobility of generic processes. The calculus
comes equipped with a labelled transition system in which types play a
major role: this system allows us to show interesting algebraic laws. Types
express, as usual, the communication, access and mobility properties of the
modelled system; inferred types express the minimal constraints required
for the system to well behave.

1 Introduction

In the last few years a new conceptual dimension of computing has ac-
quired a prominent role and is looking for an adequate theoretical founda-
tion: space and movement in space.

A huge amount of computational entities distributed worldwide, ex-
changing data, moving from one location to another, interacting with each
other (either cooperatively or competitively), give rise to a global comput-
ing activity. Computation has therefore to be abstractly described as some-
thing that develops not only in time and in memory space, either sequen-
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2 Mario Coppo et al.

tially (λ-calculus) or as a dynamic set of concurrent processes (π-calculus
[28,27]), but also in a wide geographical and administrative space.

One of the first theoretical models integrating spatial aspects was the
Distributed π-calculus [17], abbreviated Dπ: an extended π-calculus with
immobile locations and processes moving between locations.

Starting from a different background (loosely connected with logic pro-
gramming), in the area of programming languages KLAIM was one of the
first proposals explicitly containing the notion of location [29]; it later de-
veloped in to a fully-fledged project oriented to mobile and global comput-
ing (see [5] and references there).

The calculus of Mobile Ambients [12], abbreviated MA, also build-
ing upon the concurrency paradigm represented by the π-calculus, intro-
duced the notion of an ambient as “a bounded place where (generally mul-
tithreaded) computation happens”, which can contain nested subambients
in a tree structure, and which can move in and out of other ambients, i.e., up
and down the tree (thus rearranging the structure itself). Direct communica-
tion can only occur locally within each ambient (through a common anony-
mous channel); communication and interaction between different ambients
has to be mediated by movement and by the dissolution of ambient bound-
aries.

Ambients are intended to model mobile agents and processes, messages
or packets exchanged over the network, mobile devices, physical and virtual
locations, administrative and security domains, etc. in a uniform way.

For this reason, in ambient calculi the distinction between processes
and (possibly mobile) containers of processes is intentionally blurred. In
the MA there are implicitly two main kinds of processes, which we will
respectively call lightweight processes (or naked processes) and ambient-
processes. The former are unnamed lists of actions1 act1.act2 . . . actm to be
executed sequentially, generally in concurrency with other processes: they
can perform communication and drive their containers through the spatial
hierarchy, but in the original MA calculus they cannot individually go from
one ambient to another. The latter are named containers of concurrent pro-
cesses m[P1 |P2 . . . |Pn]: they can enter and exit other ambients, driven by
their internal processes, but cannot directly perform communication.

In MA, therefore, mobile processes must be represented by ambient-
processes; communication between them is represented by the exchange
of other ambient-processes of usually shorter life, which have their bound-
aries dissolved by an open action so as to expose their internal lightweight
processes performing the input-output proper. Such capability of opening
an ambient, however, has been perceived by many as potentially dangerous,

1 As a matter of fact, a sequence of actions may also end with an asynchronous output,
or an ambient-process creation m[P ], or a forking into different parallel processes.
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since it could be used inadvertently or maliciously to open and thus destroy
the individuality of a mobile agent.

Among the many proposed variations of MA handling this issue, the cal-
culus of Safe Ambients [21,6] introduced the notion of coaction, by which
– among other things – an ambient cannot be opened if it is not willing to.

In the calculus of Boxed Ambients [7], on the other hand, open is dropped
altogether, and its absence is compensated by the possibility of direct com-
munication between parent and children ambients.

In the present work, we explore a slightly different approach, where we
intend to keep the purely local character of communication so that no hid-
den costs are present in the input-output primitives. At the same time we
also want to represent inter-ambient communication by pure input-output
between lightweight processes, avoiding the more general opening mecha-
nism.

We do this by recovering the idea, present in Distributed π-calculus
(Dπ) [17], that a lightweight process may move directly from one loca-
tion to another, without the need of being enclosed in an ambient. Mobile
lightweight processes also seem to more closely represent strong software
mobility, by which a procedure (or function, or method, or script, depend-
ing on the programming model) can – through a go instruction – suspend
its execution on one machine and resume it exactly from the same point on
another (generally remote) machine.

All ambient calculi come with type systems [10] as essential compo-
nents, since – like any formal description – they are intended as founda-
tions for reasoning about program behaviours in the new global computing
reality. In our proposal too the calculus is an elementary basis for a type
discipline able to control communication as well as access and mobility
properties. We have tried to abstract (or extract), from the many complex
features that could be envisaged, a system that is non-trivial but simple
enough to be easily readable and understandable.

Following [11], [25] the notion of group is the key notion for typing
ambients and processes. Groups characterise the possible movements and
communications of ambients and processes.

The type system is incremental in the sense that it can type components
in incomplete environments, and is supplied with a type inference algorithm
that determines the “minimal” requirements for accepting a component as
well typed.

Beside the usual reduction semantics, where types play no role (since
the rules are assumed to apply to well-typed terms only), a labelled transi-
tion system (abbreviated LTS) semantics is given, which allows to define
a notion of bisimilarity and to compare it with a contextual equivalence,
namely a barbed congruence. Unlike in analogous proposals for other pro-
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cess or ambient calculi, the definition of the LTS involves types in an essen-
tial way: in general, a transition may fire only if some specified constraints
on type assumptions hold; the very transition relation, therefore, is relative
to an environment Ξ and a process type g, and is accordingly denoted by
the symbol

α
−−→Ξ,g.

The equivalence between the reduction semantics and the LTS, where
the outcome of a transition may be a concretion, is easily proved; a higher-
order transition relation among processes [24,8] is also defined, which is
needed for the definition of bisimilarity.

Natural notions about process and ambient mobility, definable in terms
of types, may be given behavioural characterizations using the (higher-
order) LTS, and algebraic laws for the congruence relation may be proved
to hold. The new process semantics thus reveals itself to be a useful tool for
reasoning about systems where space and mobility are relevant.

In spite of its simplicity, the calculus seems to possess sufficient expres-
sive power, as shown by the natural encodings in it of two standard calculi
of concurrency, π and Dπ.

The type system enjoys a kind of principal typing property which is an
adaptation to our setting of Wells’ standard definition [34]; a type recon-
struction algorithm is specified which, given a raw term, i.e., a term where
all type annotations have been erased, yields a principal typing for it, i.e.,
a minimal set of assumptions (and minimal-type annotations) for a well-
typed term in a well-formed environment.

The algorithm is proved to be sound and complete, and a formal certifi-
cation in Coq (of a preliminary version of it) has been obtained [19]; it has
also been implemented in Prolog, through the intermediate step of a more
algorithmic formulation of the type system itself [16].

The M3 system, with the contents anticipated above, is described in
detail, along with the proofs of the propositions, in the rest of the paper,
which is an extended and improved version, in particular for the presence
of the LTS behavioural semantics, of the work presented at CATS’03 [14].

In particular, in section 2 we present the syntax of the calculus (without
the type syntax) with the reduction operational semantics. The type sys-
tem is defined in section 3, where the usual subject reduction property is
proved. In section 4 we define the barbed congruence relation between pro-
cesses, we present the new behavioural semantics and we define a notion of
full bisimilarity, which we prove sound (but not complete) w.r.t. the barbed
congruence. In the same section we also state, with a sketch of the proof, a
number of useful algebraic laws.

Some examples of the expressiveness of the calculus and of the type
system are given in section 5, which shows how to encode other mobility
primitives, well-known calculi for concurrency, and some common proto-
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cols; in section 6 we specify a typing reconstruction algorithm, along with
the proof of its soundness and completeness w.r.t. the type system. Finally, a
brief account is given of the Prolog implementation, with some concluding
remarks.

2 The Calculus

N ::= ambients
m, n, . . . ambient names
x, y, . . . variables

C ::= capabilities
in N moves the containing ambient into ambient N
out N moves the containing ambient out of ambient N
to N goes out from its ambient into sibling ambient N
C.C path
x, y, . . . variables

M ::= messages
N ambients
C capabilities

π ::= prefixes
C . capability
〈M〉 synchronous output
(x: W ) typed input

P, Q, R ::= processes
0 null
π P prefixed
P |Q parallel composition
N [P ] ambient
! π P guarded replication
(νn : amb(g))P name restriction
(ν{

−−→
g :G}(k))P group restriction

where: W is a message type, g is a group name, ν{
−−→
g :G}(k) is a concise notation for

ν{g1 : G1, . . . , gk : Gk}, with g1, . . . , gk group names and G1, . . . , Gk group types (see
Fig. 4).

Fig. 1 Syntax

The structural syntax of the pre-terms of our calculus M3, shown in
Figure 1, is the same as that of MA [12] except for the absence of open

and the presence of the new primitive to for lightweight process mobility.
Also, synchronous output is allowed, of which the asynchronous version is
a particular case. The shape of the syntax slightly differs from the original
one of MA for avoiding ill-formed terms like in out m or to n[0].

As in MA, we introduce types – for the sake of simplicity – already
in the term syntax, namely in the input construct and in the restrictions
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w.r.t. ambient names and group names. The terms defined in Figure 1 are
not exactly the terms of our calculus, since the type constraints are not yet
taken into account. This will be done by the typing rules of Figure 5. The
notions of reduction and structural equivalence do not rely upon the fact that
terms are well-typed but obviously they are only meaningful for well-typed
terms. Moreover, as the other relations defined in Section 4, reduction and
structural equivalence should be defined relatively to a typing environment
and a process type. We omit to write this explicitly since in the reduction
and structural equivalence rules typing information is not used (except the
assumption that processes are well typed).

Since group types contain group names, it is crucial to restrict sets of
group names. We denote by ν{g1 : G1, . . . , gk : Gk} the simultaneous re-
striction of the group names g1, . . . , gk having respectively group types
G1, . . . , Gk. Simultaneous restriction is needed since groups can have mu-
tually dependent group types. We adopt the standard convention that ac-
tion prefixing takes precedence over parallel composition: if act denotes a
generic prefix, act.α |β is read as (act.α)|β. We follow the traditional dis-
tinction between letters m, n, . . . for ambient names and letters x, y, . . . for
input variables standing for both ambient names and capabilities. The letter
ξ ranges over ambient names and input variables.

The free and bound names and variables are defined as usual. A capa-
bility or a process is closed if it does not contain free variables (also if it
can contain free names). We identify processes up to α-renaming of bound
names and bound variables.

The operational semantics consists, as usual, of a reduction relation on
closed processes, along with a structural congruence which allows trivial
syntactic restructuring of a term so that a reduction rule can next be applied.

Structural congruence, shown in Figure 2, is quite standard for the usual
ambient constructors [10], with some apparent exceptions. One is the rule
(νn: g)n[0] ≡ 0, which is added to get a form of garbage collection in
the absence of the open primitive.2The others are the rules that handle si-
multaneous group restriction; they allow – under suitable conditions – to
permute, split and erase group restrictions. Despite their awkward aspect
they are basically analogous to the rules for name restriction; what compli-
cates the notation is the fact that mutually dependent group types must be
handled simultaneously.

In Figure 2 the Barendregt convention [4] is assumed to hold on vari-
ables and on group names for any term or set of terms one is consider-
ing: all the bound variables (or respectively the bound group names) are

2 Many similar rules can be devised, as for example (νn: g)n[〈M〉] ≡ 0, but we do
not need to increase the definition of structural congruence, taking into account that these
processes will turn to be fully bisimilar to 0 (for suitable Ξ and g) according to Definition 7.
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distinct among themselves, and distinct from all the free variables (or re-
spectively the free group names). In this way all the problems connected
with α-conversion and capturing of free names are avoided. Observe that
the Barendregt convention allows the shifting of restrictions from inside out
unconditionally; thus a number of side conditions may be omitted, and in
certain rules they are only necessary to control the moving of restriction
from outside in.

equivalence:
P ≡ P P ≡ Q =⇒ Q ≡ P P ≡ Q, Q ≡ R =⇒ P ≡ R

congruence:
P ≡ Q =⇒ π P ≡ π Q P ≡ Q =⇒ N [P ] ≡ N [Q]
P ≡ Q =⇒ ! π P ≡ ! π Q P ≡ Q =⇒ (νn : amb(g))P ≡ (νn : amb(g))Q

P ≡ Q =⇒ P |R ≡ Q |R P ≡ Q =⇒ (ν{
−−→
g :G}(k))P ≡ (ν{

−−→
g :G}(k))Q

prefix associativity:
(C.C′).P ≡ C.C′.P

parallel composition – associativity, commutativity, zero:
P |Q ≡ Q |P (P |Q) |R ≡ P | (Q |R) P | 0 ≡ P

replication:
! π P ≡ π P | ! π P

restriction swapping and group restriction splitting :

(νn : amb(g))(νm : amb(g′))P ≡ (νm : amb(g′))(νn : amb(g))P

gi 6∈ GN(G′
j)&g′

j 6∈ GN(Gi)(1 ≤ i ≤ k)(1 ≤ j ≤ h)

=⇒ (ν{
−−→
g :G}(k))(ν{

−−−→
g′ :G′}(h))P ≡ (ν{

−−−→
g′ :G′}(h))(ν{

−−→
g :G}(k))P

(νn : amb(g))(ν{
−−→
g :G}(k))P ≡ (ν{

−−→
g :G}(k))(νn : amb(g))P if g 6= gi (1 ≤ i ≤ k)

gk+j 6∈ GN(Gi)(1 ≤ i ≤ k)(1 ≤ j ≤ h)

=⇒ (ν{
−−→
g :G}(k+h))P ≡ (ν{g1 : G1, . . . , gk : Gk})(ν{gk+1 : Gk+1, . . . , gk+h : Gk+h})P

scope extrusion:
(νn: amb(g))P |Q ≡ (νn: amb(g))(P |Q) if n /∈ AN(Q)
ξ[(νn : amb(g))P ] ≡ (νn : amb(g))ξ[P ] if n 6= ξ

(ν{
−−→
g :G}(k))P |Q ≡ (ν{

−−→
g :G}(k))(P |Q) if −→g /∈ GN(Q)

ξ[(ν{
−−→
g :G}(k))P ] ≡ (ν{

−−→
g :G}(k))ξ[P ]

equivalence to zero:

(νn : amb(g)) 0 ≡ 0 (ν{
−−→
g :G}(k)) 0 ≡ 0 (νn: amb(g))n[0] ≡ 0

where AN(Q) is the set of free ambient names in Q, GN(Q) is the set of free group names
in Q, and GN(G) is the set of free group names in G.

Fig. 2 Structural congruence: general rules

The reduction rules, shown in Figure 3, are the same as those for MA,
with the obvious difference consisting in the synchronous output and the
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missing open, and with the new rule for the to action, similar to the go

primitive of Dπ or to the “migrate” instructions for strong code mobility in
software agents.

A lightweight process executing a to m action moves between sibling
ambients: more precisely it goes from an ambient n, where it is initially lo-
cated, to a (different) ambient of name m that is a sibling of n, thus crossing
two boundaries in one step; the boundaries are however at the same level,
so that – differently from moving upward or downward – the process does
not change its nesting level.

Observe that the form of the rule, while entailing nondeterminism among
different destinations of the same name, guarantees that the destination,
though possibly having the same name as the source, must be present and
different from the source ambient: so that a term of the form m[to m.P ]
cannot reduce to m[P ], with a jump from one to the very same location! In
Dπ instead go moves processes asynchronously and independently from
the presence of the target location. So m[go m.P ] reduces to m[P ].

Basic reduction rules:

(R-in) n[ in m . P |Q ] |m[R] → m[ n[ P |Q ] |R ]

(R-out) m[ n[ out m . P |Q ] |R ] → n[ P |Q ] |m[R]

(R-to) n[to m . P |Q] |m[R] → n[Q] |m[P |R]

(R-comm) (x : W )P | 〈M〉 . Q → P{x := M} |Q

Structural reduction rules:

(R-in) P → Q ⇒ P |R → Q |R

(R-amb) P → Q ⇒ n[P ] → n[Q]

(R-≡) P ′ ≡ P ′, P → Q, Q ≡ Q′ ⇒ P ′ → Q′

(R-ν) P → Q ⇒ (νn: g)P → (νn: g)Q

(R-ν-group) P → Q ⇒ (ν{
−−→
g :G}(k))P → (ν{

−−→
g :G}(k))Q

Fig. 3 Reduction

3 The Type System

The syntax definition of Figure 1 is not really complete without the type
syntax and the typing rules: as is usual in ambient calculi, a first (trivial)
role of types consists in ensuring that meaningless terms cannot be defined
or be produced by computation.

In addition, we want to use types for the control of access and mobility.
As already observed in [11], expressing such properties in terms of single
ambients leads to dependent types, for example in judgments of the form
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g, h, . . . groups
S , C , E , . . . sets of groups; G is the universal set of groups

Amb ::= amb(g) ambient type: ambients of group g

Pro ::= proc(g) process type: processes that can stay in ambients of group g

Cap ::= Pro1→ Pro2 capability type: capabilities that, prefixed to a process
of type Pro1, turn it into a process of type Pro2

W ::= message type
Amb ambient type
Cap capability type

T ::= communication type
shh no communication
W communication of messages of type W

G ::= gr(S , C , E , T ) group type
where C ⊆ S

Fig. 4 Types

n: CanEnter({m1, . . . ,mk}); an interesting proposal in this direction is
[23]. Following the seminal work of [11], and [25] among others, we in-
stead adopt the more common approach based on ambient groups, which
permits us to avoid direct dependence of types on values.

As usual for ambients, there are three fundamental categories of types:
ambient types, capability types, and process types, corresponding to the
three main syntactic categories of terms. Since only ambient names and
capabilities, but not processes, can be transmitted, message types – i.e.,
the ones explicitly attached to input variables – can only be ambient or
capability types.

Syntactically, groups are merely names g, h, . . . occurring as basic com-
ponents of other types. Formally, they may be considered atomic types,
which represent sets of ambients sharing some common features.

There is a subtle difference w.r.t. [11] and [25]. In those systems, ambi-
ent types are of the schematic form amb(g,B ), where B is the expression of
some behavioral properties concerning mobility and communication. In our
proposal the property B is instead (the content of) the type of the group. The
typing judgment m :amb(g,B ) becomes, in our system, m :amb(g), g :B.

The first form is more general, allowing different ambient types for the
same group. In our approach, on the other hand, a group represents a set of
ambients guaranteed to share common mobility and access properties (and
communication behaviour), as specified by the group’s type.

The only component of an ambient type amb(g) or a process type proc(g)
is a group name g, whose type3 G describes – in terms of other group names

3 Observe that a group type is the type of a type. Thus, following a rather standard termi-
nology, it is a kind; moreover, since it contains group names, it might be considered a “kind
dependent on types”. However, this double level is used, as is clear, only in a very limited
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(possibly including the very group g typed by G) – the properties of all the
ambients and processes of that group. In a sense, groups and group types
work as indirections between types and values, so as to prevent types from
directly “pointing to” (i.e., depending on) values.

As is standard, the connection between ambients and processes is given
by the fact that processes of type proc(g) can run safely only within ambi-
ents of type amb(g).

The form of capability types is a relative novelty: they are (very partic-
ular) sorts of function types from processes to processes, corresponding to
the fact that, from a syntactic point of view, a prefix turns a process into
another process; proc(g1)→ proc(g2) is the type of a capability that, pre-
fixed to a process of type proc(g1), transforms it into a process of type
proc(g2); or, viewed at runtime, the type of a capability that, when exer-
cised by a process of type proc(g2), of course located in an ambient of type
amb(g2), leaves a continuation of type proc(g1), located in an ambient of
type amb(g1).

This form bears some non-superficial resemblance to that of [1], where
a capability type is a type context which, when filled with a process type,
yields another process type.

Notational Remark: we shall simply write g both for amb(g) and for proc(g),
the distinction always being clear from the context. As a consequence, ca-
pability types will be written in the concise form g1→ g2.

Besides, we may use the abbreviations g-ambients and g-processes re-
spectively for the ambients of group g and the processes of group g.

The communication type is completely standard: it is either the atomic type
shh, denoting absence of communication, or a message type, which in turn
may be an ambient type or a capability type. Note that the type shh, typical
of ambient systems, is not the type of empty messages (which can be used
for synchronization), but the one denoting the very absence of input-output.

Finally, group types (ranged over by G) consist of four components
and are of the form gr(S ,C ,E , T ), where S ,C and E are sets of group
names, and T is a communication type. If g is a group of type gr(S ,C ,E , T ),
then the intuitive meanings of the type’s components are the following:

– S is the set of ambient groups where the g-ambients can stay;
– C is the set of ambient groups that g-ambients can cross, i.e., those that

they may be driven into or out of, respectively, by in or out actions;
clearly, it must be C ⊆ S (and C is empty if the g-ambients are immo-
bile);

and ad hoc way, with no real stratification; it is therefore justified not to use the expression
group kind, but simply stick to group type.
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– E is the set of ambients that (lightweight) g-processes can “enter”:
more precisely, those to which a g-process may send its continuation
by means of a to action (it is empty if lightweight g-processes are im-
mobile);

– T is the (fixed) communication type (or topics of conversation) within
g-ambients.

The information of S and C component of a group type was considered
also in [25].

If G = gr(S ,C ,E , T ) is a group type, we write S (G), C (G), E (G),
T (G) respectively to denote the components S , C , E , T of G.

The seeming complexity of the four components of the group types
is not real. From the point of view of the type inference, the C compo-
nent merely records in and out actions, while the E component records
to-moves. From the type checking perspective, C simply lists the ambient
groups into or from which a given ambient is permitted to move (driven by
in or out, respectively), while E lists the groups to which a given ambient
may send processes. Notice that the C and E components of group types
are unrelated: this is so since they represent different mobility, respectively
of ambients and processes.

An environment Ξ consists of two components: a group environment Γ
and a variable (and ambient) environment ∆, as defined by the following
syntax:

Ξ ::= Γ ;∆ Γ ::= ∅ | Γ, g:G ∆ ::= ∅ | ∆, ξ:W

where ξ is a variable or an ambient name.
The domain of an environment is Dom(Ξ) = Dom(Γ ) ∪ Dom(∆),

where:
Dom(∅) = ∅

Dom(Γ, g:G) = Dom(Γ ) ∪ {g}
Dom(∆, ξ:W ) = Dom(∆) ∪ {ξ}

GN(G) denotes the set of all group names occurring in a group type G,
and GN(Ξ) denotes the set of all group names occurring in Ξ , not only
in Dom(Γ ) but also in the components of the types in Ξ . Environments
are considered as sets of statements, therefore modulo permutations and
duplications.

A variable environment ∆ is well-formed if for each ξ∈Dom(∆) there
is exactly one type associated to it in ∆, i.e., there cannot exist ξ:W1, ξ:W2 ∈
∆ with W1 different from W2. We assume that all variable environments
are well-formed.

Analogously, a group environment Γ is well-formed if for each g ∈
Dom(Γ ) there is exactly one group type G associated to it in Γ . Of course,
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only well-formed group environments are allowed in a typing judgement,
but we will see that (potentially) non-well-formed group environments are
used by the type inference procedure.

We use the standard notation ∆, ξ:W to denote a variable environment
containing a statement ξ:W, assuming that ξ /∈Dom(∆). We write ξ:W ∈
∆ as short for ∆ = ∆′, ξ:W for some ∆′. We also write ξ:W ∈ Ξ if Ξ =
Γ, ∆ and ξ:W ∈ ∆. Also, we intend that the notation ∆1,∆2 represents
the variable environment consisting of the set union of ∆1 and ∆2 (i.e.,
with elimination of duplicates). We adopt a similar convention for group
environments and environments.

The formal definition of the type assignment rules is shown in Figure 5.

The system’s fundamental rule (AMB) is quite standard: it requires that in
a term m[P ] the ambient m and its content P be of the same group, while
the process m[P ], being a completely passive object, unable both to com-
municate and to move other ambients, may in turn stay in any ambient of
any group g′ (i.e., it may be of any group g′), provided its “membrane” m,
of type g, has permission from the specification G to stay in a g′-ambient.

Since a process executing an action to m goes from its ambient (in)to
an ambient m, the rule (TO) states that the action to m, if performed by a
g2-process (in a g2-ambient), leaves as continuation a g1-process, if g1 is
the group of m and moreover is one of the groups to which g2-processes
are allowed to go (i.e., to send their continuations) by a to.

The rules (IN) and (OUT) state that a process exercising an in/out m ca-
pability does not change its group g2 since it does not change its enclosing
g2-ambient, which must however have permission to cross the g1-ambient
m; in the case of (OUT), moreover, the g2-ambient – being driven out of
m – becomes a sibling of m, and must therefore have permission to stay
where m stays (i.e., the condition S (G1) ⊆ S (G2)). The analogous side
condition in the rule (IN), ensuring that the moving g2-ambient has the per-
mission to stay inside the g1-ambient m (g1 ∈ S (G2)) is subsumed by the
condition C (G) ⊆ S (G) on group types.

The rules (PATH) and (PREFIX-CAP) are as expected from the informal
definitions of process and capability types: kinds, respectively, of function
composition and function application. The other rules are standard: in the
group restriction the set of group names g1, . . . , gk that are abstracted from
the environment (i.e., moved from the l.h.s. to the r.h.s. of the turnstile)
cannot contain the group g of the restricted term.

Notice that our system has an implicit notion of subtyping, since for
example we can derive Γ, g : G;∆ ` P : g with T (G) 6= shh also for
a silent process P (i.e. for a process offering no communication) and this
allows to send silent processes to ambients where the topic of conversation
is different from shh.
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ξ : W ∈ ∆

Γ ; ∆ ` ξ : W
(VAR)

g : G ∈ Γ

Γ ; ∆ ` g : G
(GROUP)

Ξ ` 0 : g
(NULL)

g2 : G2 ∈ Ξ N : g1 ∈ Ξ g1 ∈ C (G2)

Ξ ` in N : g2→ g2

(IN)

g1 : G1, g2 : G2 ∈ Ξ N : g1 ∈ Ξ g1 ∈ C (G2) S (G1) ⊆ S (G2)

Ξ ` out N : g2→ g2

(OUT)

g2 : G2 ∈ Ξ N : g1 ∈ Ξ g1 ∈ E (G2)

Ξ ` to N : g1→ g2

(TO)

Ξ ` C : g3→ g2 Ξ ` C′ : g1→ g3

Ξ ` C.C′ : g1→ g2

(PATH)

Ξ ` C : g1→ g2 Ξ ` P : g1

Ξ ` C.P : g2

(PREFIX-CAP)

Γ ; ∆, x : W ` P : g Γ ; ∆ ` g : gr(S , C , E , W )

Γ ; ∆ ` (x : W )P : g
(INPUT)

Ξ ` P : g Ξ ` M : W g : gr(S , C , E , W ) ∈ Ξ

Ξ ` 〈M〉P : g
(OUTPUT)

Ξ ` P : g N : g ∈ Ξ g : G ∈ Ξ g′ ∈ S (G)

Ξ ` N [P ] : g′
(AMB)

Ξ ` P : g Ξ ` Q : g

Ξ ` P |Q : g
(PAR)

Ξ ` π P : g

Ξ `! π P : g
(REPL)

Γ ; ∆, m : g′ ` P : g

Γ ; ∆ ` (νm : g′)P : g
(AMBRES)

Γ, g1 : G1, . . . , gk : Gk; ∆ ` P : g gi /∈ GN(Γ ; ∆) gi 6= g (1 ≤ i ≤ k)

Γ ; ∆ ` (ν{g1 : G1, . . . , gk : Gk})P : g
(GRPRES)

Fig. 5 Typing rules

The type assignment system is clearly syntax-directed and therefore a
Generation Lemma trivially holds.

Lemma 1 (Generation Lemma).

1. If Ξ ` ξ : W then ξ : W ∈ Ξ .
2. If Ξ ` g : G then g : G ∈ Ξ .
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3. If Ξ ` in N : g2 → g2 then Ξ ` g2 : G2, Ξ ` N : g1, and g1 ∈ C (G2)
for unique g1, G2.

4. If Ξ ` out N : g2 → g2 then Ξ ` g1 : G1, Ξ ` g2 : G2, Ξ ` N : g1,
g1 ∈ C (G2), and S (G1) ⊆ S (G2) for unique g1, G1, G2.

5. If Ξ ` to N : g1 → g2 then Ξ ` g2 : G2, Ξ ` N : g1, and g1 ∈ E (G2)
for a unique G2.

6. If Ξ ` C.C ′ : g1 → g2 then Ξ ` C : g3 → g2, and Ξ ` C ′ : g1 → g3

for a unique g3.
7. If Ξ ` C.P : g2 then Ξ ` C : g1 → g2, and Ξ ` P : g1 for a unique

g1.
8. If Γ ; ∆ ` (x : W )P : g then Γ ; ∆, x : W ` P : g.
9. If Ξ ` 〈M〉P : g then Ξ ` P : g, Ξ ` M : W , and Ξ ` g :

gr(S ,C ,E ,W ) for a unique gr(S ,C ,E ,W ).
10. If Ξ ` N [P ] : g then Ξ ` P : g′, Ξ ` N : g′, Ξ ` g′ : G, and

g ∈ S (G) for unique g′, G.
11. If Ξ ` P |Q : g then Ξ ` P : g, and Ξ ` Q : g.
12. If Ξ ` ! π P : g then Ξ ` π P : g.
13. If Γ ;∆ ` (νm : g′)P : g then Γ ; ∆, m : g′ ` P : g.
14. If Γ, ∆ ` (ν{g1 : G1, . . . , gk : Gk})P : g then Γ, g1 : G1, . . . , gk : Gk; ∆ `

P : g, gi /∈ GN(Γ ; ∆) and gi 6= g (1 ≤ i ≤ k).

Note this lemma implies that for each typing judgement Ξ ` P : g
there is a unique deduction of it.

It is easy to verify by induction on deductions that our type assignment
system enjoys the weakening and substitution properties.

Lemma 2 (Weakening and Substitution Lemma).

1. If Γ ;∆ ` P : g, the environments Γ ′;∆′ are well-formed and Γ ⊆ Γ ′,
∆ ⊆ ∆′, then Γ ′;∆′ ` P : g.

2. If Γ ;∆, ξ : W ` P : g and Γ ;∆ ` M : W then Γ ;∆ ` P{x := M} :
g.

The usual property of subject reduction holds, which guarantees the
soundness of the system by ensuring that typing is preserved by compu-
tation. Notice that we do not need to expand environments as [11], since
we allow variable environments to contain group names in types also when
there is no group type associated to them in the pairing group envionment
(provided this is compatible with the assignment rules), i.e., we allow Γ ; ∆
with ξ : g ∈ ∆ even if g 6∈ Dom(Γ ).

Theorem 1. [Subject reduction] Let Ξ ` P : g . Then

1. P ≡ Q implies Ξ ` Q : g.
2. P → Q implies Ξ ` Q : g
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Proof. The proof is standard, by induction on the derivations of P ≡ Q
and P → Q using the Weakening, Substitution and Generation Lemmas.
We only consider rule (R-to):

n[to m .P |Q] |m[R] → n[Q] |m[P |R].

If Ξ ` n[to m .P |Q] |m[R] : g then by Lemma 1(11) Ξ ` n[to m .P |Q] :
g and Ξ ` m[R] : g. By 1(10) we must have Ξ ` to m .P |Q : gn, Ξ ` n :
gn, Ξ ` gn : Gn, g ∈ S (Gn), Ξ ` R : gm, Ξ ` m : gm, Ξ ` gm : Gm

and g ∈ S (Gm), for some gn, Gn, gm, Gm. From Ξ ` to m .P |Q : gn by
Lemma 1(11) we have Ξ ` Q : gn and Ξ ` to m .P : gn, which implies
by Lemma 1(7) and (5) Ξ ` P : gm.
Rule (AMB) applied to Ξ ` Q : gn, Ξ ` n : gn, Ξ ` gn : Gn gives
Ξ ` n[Q] : g being g ∈ S (Gn). Rule (PAR) applied to Ξ ` P : gm,
Ξ ` R : gm gives Ξ ` P |R : gm. Since g ∈ S (Gm) we can deduce
Ξ ` m[P |R] : g using rule (AMB). We conclude Ξ ` n[Q] |m[P |R] : g
from Ξ ` n[Q] : g and Ξ ` m[P |R] : g by rule (PAR).

A process containing variables represents a set of closed processes,
which can be obtained by replacing the variables by ambient names or
closed capabilities according to their types. In an untyped settings the set of
possible replacements is in general infinite and never empty. Instead group
environments can make impossible the replacement of capability variables.

We claim that processes which contain variables which cannot be re-
placed are “dead”, as we will discuss in Section 4. We end the present
section with some definitions that formalise the notions of variables which
cannot be replaced and of substitutions respecting environments and types.

Definition 1 (Ξ-ghost variables and processes).

1. Let Γ be a group environment. A capability type W is Γ -ghost if there
is no well-formed environment Γ ′;∆ where Γ ′ ⊇ Γ such that Γ ′;∆ `
C :W for some closed capability C.

2. A variable x is Γ ;∆-ghost if x :W ∈ ∆ where W is Γ -ghost.
3. A process is Ξ-ghost if Ξ ` P : g for some g and P contains a Ξ-ghost

variable.

that Note that if P is Ξ-ghost and P ≡ Q then also Q is Ξ-ghost (the
property of being Ξ-ghost is preserved by structural equivalence).

For instance in the well-formed environment g : gr(∅, ∅, ∅, shh);x :
g → g the variable x is ghost since the typing rules prevent the possibility
of defining from gr(∅, ∅, ∅, shh) a closed capability of type g → g (an
ambient n having group type g can neither move nor send processes). An
effective characterization of the ghost variables in an environment Ξ would
be possible but this is not relevant here. Note that if x :W ∈ Ξ , the variable
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x can be Ξ-ghost only if W is a capability type. In fact if W = g it is
always possible to add to Ξ a fresh ambient name with type g.

Definition 2 (Ξ-closing substitutions). A Ξ-closing substitution s is a par-
tial mapping from variables to ambient names and closed capabilities such
that Ξ ` s(x) : W whenever x :W ∈ Ξ and x is not Ξ-ghost.

It is easy to verify that a Ξ-closing substitution is undefined for all Ξ-
ghost variables. Moreover if s is a Ξ-closing substitution and we assume
s(x) = x for all x not in the domain of s, then Ξ ` s(P ) : g whenever
Ξ ` P : g. Lastly s(P ) is a closed process iff P is not Ξ-ghost.

4 Behavioural Semantics

With M3 being a typed calculus we take the following definition of ob-
servability of an ambient name n w.r.t. an environment Ξ and a group g.

Definition 3 (Observability). Let P be a closed process. We say that P ex-
hibits the ambient name n w.r.t. an environment Ξ and a group g (notation
P ↓Ξ,g

n ) if
P ≡ (νg̃′ :G)(νp̃ :g)(n[P ′] |Q)

where n /∈ p̃ and Ξ ` P : g.
We will use P ⇓Ξ,g

n as short for P →∗↓Ξ,g
n .

Note that group restrictions cannot affect in any way the computational
properties of processes. As remarked in [11], group restrictions are mainly
a tool for preventing restricted groups from ever being known in the outside
environment, thus increasing security against external malicious agents.
But observe that a group name g can be restricted only if in the variable
environment there are neither variables nor ambient names whose types
mention g: all the variables and names of this kind must have already been
abstracted or restricted, so that they are no longer visible.

To formalise the above argument define P as the process obtained from
P by removing all group restrictions. It is easy to check that

P ↓Ξ,g
n if and only if P ↓Ξ,g

n .

Moreover P →∗ P ′ implies P →∗ P ′. Therefore, group restrictions
cannot change the visibility of any agent, and in this section we are then
allowed, without loss of generality, to only consider processes with no oc-
currences of group restrictions. This leads to a simplified formulation of the
labelled transition system. Note in fact that in the labelled transitions sys-
tems of Fig. 2, 3, 4 no label transition can contains a group name: labelled
transition would be transparent to group restrictions.
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Being observability relative to environments and groups, we also define
barbed bisimulation and reduction barbed congruence [32] [21] w.r.t. en-
vironments and groups. More precisely, environments and groups are used
both to test observability and to type the processes that are to be compared
with the enclosing contexts.

Let RΞ,g denote a relation between processes such that P RΞ,g Q im-
plies that Ξ ` P : g and Ξ ` Q : g. We call it a (Ξ, g)-relation. In the
following we will often consider a family of relations with disjoint domains
indexed by the pair (Ξ, g) rather than a single relation. With some abuse
of terminology we will call them simply ”relations” instead of ”families of
relations”.

Definition 4. 1. A (Ξ, g)-relation is reduction-closed if P RΞ,g Q and P →
P ′ imply the existence of some Q′ such that Q →∗ Q′ and P ′RΞ,g Q′.

2. A (Ξ, g)-relation is barb-preserving if P RΞ,g Q and P ↓Ξ,g
n imply

Q⇓Ξ,g
n .

To introduce reduction barbed congruence we need the notion of a con-
text C[ ], defined as usual as a process with a hole in it. As remarked above,
behavioural properties are transparent to group restrictions; in the following
we will then only consider contexts with no occurrences of group restric-
tions.

We say that a context is agreeing with an environment Ξ and a group g,
and we denote it by C[ ]Ξ,g, if Ξ ′ ` C[0] : g′ for some environment Ξ ′ and
some type g′ can be derived using the following typing rule for the hole:

Ξ ⊆ Ξ ′′

Ξ ′′ ` [ ]

In this case we say that Ξ ′, g′ are compatible with C[ ]Ξ,g. Notice that this
implies Ξ ′ ⊆ Ξ ′′.

Definition 5 (Reduction Barbed Congruence).

1. We say that a relation RΞ,g is contextual if P RΞ,g Q implies that
C[P ]Ξ,g RΞ′,g′ C[Q]Ξ,g for all contexts C[ ]Ξ,g with C[P ]Ξ,g, C[Q]Ξ,g

and all Ξ ′, g′ compatible with C[ ]Ξ,g.
2. Reduction barbed congruence ∼=Ξ,g is the maximal contextual (Ξ, g)-

equivalence relation which when restricted to closed processes is reduction-
closed and barb-preserving.

It is worth noting that the restriction to a fixed environment Ξ strongly
influences congruence. Take Ξ = g :gr({g′}, ∅, ∅, shh);n :g, x :g → g.
Then n[x] ∼=Ξ,g′ 0. In fact all contexts which agree with Ξ , g′ and close
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n[x] must be of the shape C1[(x : g → g)C2[ ]Ξ,g′ ]Ξ
′,g′′ and there is no

closed message of type g → g.
The general result is that all Ξ-ghost processes are “dead”, in the sense

that they are (Ξ, g)-reduction barbed congruent to the process 0. ho tolto il
lemma che non mi sembra serva piu’

Lemma 3. If Ξ ` P : g and P is a Ξ-ghost process then P ∼=Ξ,g 0.

Proof. Note first that the property of being Ξ-ghost is invariant under struc-
tural equivalence. Take the relation RΞ,g defined by:

(1) P RΞ,g 0 if P is Ξ-ghost
(2) (x : W )P RΞ,g (x : W )Q if W is Ξ-ghost, for all processes P and Q

and let �Ξ,g denote the closure of RΞ,g under reflexivity, context for-
mation and structural equivalence. We show that �Ξ,g when restricted to
closed processes is reduction closed and barb preserving.

A Ξ-ghost process contains by definition at least one Ξ-ghost variable,
let be x, and let x : W ∈ Ξ where W is Ξ-ghost. Then all contexts which
agree with Ξ and g and close P must be of the shape:

C1[(x :W )Q]Ξ
′,g′

where P is a subterm of Q and W is Ξ ′-ghost. It is then immediate that
C1[(x : W )Q]Ξ

′,g′ ↓Ξ′′,g′′

n implies C1[(x : W )Q∗]Ξ
′,g′ ↓Ξ′′,g′′

n where Q∗ has
been obtained by Q by replacing P with 0 and vice-versa.

To prove reduction closure assume Ξ0 ` C1[(x : W )Q]Ξ
′,g′ : g0. We

prove that if C1[(x : W )Q]Ξ
′,g′ → R then C1[(x : W )Q∗]Ξ

′,g′ → R′

where R �Ξ0,g0 R′.
First note that, since �Ξ,g is closed by structural equivalence, we can

ignore rule (R-≡) and assume that the → reduction step has been obtained
by one of the basic reduction rules (R-in), (R-out), (R-to), (R-comm) com-
bined with the structural rules except (R-≡). Note also that (x : W )Q is
either disjoint from the reduced redex or it is a proper subterm of it.

Now there are only two possible cases:

1. The reduction has been obtained by (R-in), (R-out) or (R-comm) with-
out modifying Q. In this case we have R = C′

1[(x : W )Q]Ξ
′,g′ . Then

also
C1[(x :W )Q∗]Ξ

′,g′ → C′
1[(x :W )Q∗]Ξ

′,g′ �Ξ0,g0 R

and we are done.
2. The reduction is obtained by an application of rule (R-comm). Note that

it is not possible that the communication is performed via x. In fact we
should have

C1[(x :W )Q]Ξ
′,g′ = C2[(x :W )Q | < M > .S]Ξ

′,g′
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and this would imply Ξ ′ ` M : W for some closed M . But this is
impossible since W is Ξ ′-ghost. So we have R = C′

1[(x : W )Q[y :=

M ]]Ξ
′,g′ where y 6= x and Ξ ′ ` Q′[y := M ] : g′. In this case we have:

C1[(x :W )Q∗]Ξ
′,g′ → C′

1[(x :W )Q∗[y := M ]]Ξ
′,g′

and we are done arguing as in the previous case.

Labels α ::= τ | in n | out n | to n | [in n] | [out n] | [to n] | in n | to n | 〈M〉 | 〈−〉

Concretions K ::= (νm̃ :g)〈〈P 〉〉Q | (νm̃ :g)〈〈M〉〉P

Outcomes O ::= P |K

Table 1 Labels, concretions and outcomes

As usual, to study reduction barbed congruences we introduce a labelled
transition system, abbreviated LTS. Our labelled transitions have the form:

P
α

−−→Ξ,g O

where

– Ξ ` P : g
– the label α encodes the transition of the process;
– the outcome O can be either a concretion, i.e., a partial derivative which

needs a contribution from the surrounding context to be completed, or a
process.

Table 1 defines labels and concretions. In (νp̃ :g)〈〈P 〉〉Q the process P
represents the moving part and the process Q represents the remaining sys-
tem not affected by the movement. In (νp̃ :g)〈〈M〉〉P the message M repre-
sents the information transmitted and the process P represents the remain-
ing system not affected by the output. In both cases p̃ :g is the set of shared
private names.

Tables 2, 3, and 4 define the LTS, where AN(α) (AN(P )) is the set of
free ambient names which occur in α (P ). Following a common practice
we omit the symmetric counterparts of the rules dealing with the paral-
lel operator. All rules but (CO-IN) and (CO-TO) are quite standard [21],
[24], [9]. Remark that rule (τ -EXCHANGE) allows to communicate bound
names. The rules (CO-IN) and (CO-TO) require that the environment Ξ
gives visibility to the name n as in the definition of⇓Ξ

n . Note however that
the assumption that processes are well typed in Ξ has other implicit effects
on the possible transitions. For instance in the rule (IN-OUT) the fact that
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P ≡ P ′, Q ≡ Q′ =⇒ 〈〈P 〉〉Q ≡ 〈〈P ′〉〉Q′ P ≡ P ′ =⇒ 〈〈M〉〉P ≡ 〈〈M〉〉P ′

O ≡ O′ =⇒ (νn : g)O ≡ (νn : g)O′ (νn : g)(νm : g′)O ≡ (νm : g′)(νn : g)O
(νn: g)〈〈P 〉〉Q ≡ 〈〈(νn: g)P 〉〉Q if n /∈ AN(Q)

(νn: g)〈〈M〉〉P ≡ 〈〈M〉〉(νn: g)P if n /∈ AN(M)
(νn: g)〈〈P 〉〉Q ≡ 〈〈P 〉〉(νn: g)Q if n /∈ AN(P )

Fig. 6 Structural congruence for concretions

P has type g′ w.r.t. Ξ implies that n : g′′, g′ : G ∈ Ξ for some g′′, G such
that g′′ ∈ C (G). Otherwise it would not be possible to type P and then the
transition would not be possible either.

Figure 6 extends the structural congruence to concretions in the standard
way. We identify concretions up to α-renaming of bound variables.

To avoid writing tedious side conditions in transition rules, we convene
that a transition P

α
−−→Ξ,g O is defined only for processes P such that

Ξ ` P : g.
Also, we will use the following standard conventions:

– if O is the concretion (νp̃ :g)〈〈P 〉〉Q and AN(R)∩ p̃ = ∅, then O |R =
(νp̃ :g)〈〈P 〉〉(Q |R).

– if O is the concretion (νp̃ :g)〈〈M〉〉P and AN(R)∩p̃ = ∅, then O |R =
(νp̃ :g)〈〈M〉〉(P |R).

We start with a lemma which relates the structure of processes with the
labels of visible transitions: the proof by induction on transition rules is
standard.

Lemma 4. 1. If P
C

−−→Ξ,g P ′ with C ∈ {in n, out n} then P ≡ (νp̃ :g)(C.Q |R)
and P ′ ≡ (νp̃ :g)(Q |R) for some p̃, g̃, Q and R.

2. If P
to n
−−→Ξ,g O then P ≡ (νp̃ :g)(to n.Q |R) and O ≡ (νp̃ :g)〈〈Q〉〉R

for some p̃, g̃, Q and R.

3. If P
[C]

−−→Ξ,g O with C ∈ {in n, out n} then P ≡ (νp̃ :g)(m[C.Q |R] |S)
and O ≡ (νp̃ :g)〈〈m[Q |R]〉〉S for some p̃, g̃, m, Q, R and S.

4. If P
[to n]
−−−→Ξ,g O then P ≡ (νp̃ :g)(m[to n.Q |R] |S) and O ≡ (νp̃ :g)〈〈Q〉〉m[R] |S

for some p̃, g̃, m, Q, R and S.

5. If P
in n
−−→Ξ,g O then P ≡ (νp̃ :g)(n[Q] |R) and O ≡ (νp̃ :g)〈〈Q〉〉R

for some p̃, g̃, Q, and R.

6. If P
to n
−−→Ξ,g O then P ≡ (νp̃ :g)(n[Q] |R) and O ≡ (νp̃ :g)〈〈Q〉〉R

for some p̃, g̃, Q, and R.
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(CAP-IN-OUT)
C ∈ {in n, out n}

C.P
C

−−→Ξ,g P

(CAP-TO)

to n . P
to n

−−→Ξ,g 〈〈P 〉〉0

(PATH)

C1.(C2.P )
α

−−→Ξ,g O

(C1 . C2) . P
α

−−→Ξ,g O

(IN-OUT)

P
C

−−→Ξ,g′ P ′ C ∈ {in n, out n}

m[P ]
[C]

−−→Ξ,g 〈〈m[P ′]〉〉0

(TO)

P
to n

−−→Ξ,g′ (νp̃ :g)〈〈P1〉〉P2 m 6∈ p̃

m[P ]
[to n]

−−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈P1〉〉m[P2]

(CO-IN)

n[P ]
in n

−−→Ξ,g 〈〈P 〉〉0

(CO-TO)

n[P ]
to n

−−→Ξ,g 〈〈P 〉〉0

(INPUT)
Ξ ` M : W

(x: W )P
〈M〉

−−→Ξ,g P{x := M}

(OUTPUT)

〈M〉P
〈−〉

−−→Ξ,g 〈〈M〉〉P

Table 2 Commitments: Visible transitions respecting Ξ

7. If P
〈M〉
−−→Ξ,g P ′ then Ξ ` M : g, P ≡ (νp̃ :g)((x: W )Q |R) and

P ′ ≡ (νp̃ :g)(Q{x := M} |R) for some p̃, g̃, x, W , Q and R such that
p̃ ∩ AN(M) = ∅.

8. If P
〈−〉
−−→Ξ,g O then P ≡ (νp̃ :g)(〈M〉Q |R) and O ≡ (νp̃ :g)〈〈M〉〉(Q |R)

for some p̃, g̃, M , Q and R.

Next lemma shows that structural congruent processes have the same
labelled transitions.

Lemma 5. If P
α

−−→Ξ,g O and P ≡ Q, then there exists O′ such that

Q
α

−−→Ξ,g O′ and O ≡ O′.

Proof. We prove by simultaneous induction on the derivation of P ≡ Q
that:

1. if P
α

−−→Ξ,g O and P ≡ Q, then there exists O′ such that Q
α

−−→Ξ,g O′

and O ≡ O′.
2. if P

α
−−→Ξ,g O and Q ≡ P , then there exists O′ such that Q

α
−−→Ξ,g O′

and O ≡ O′.

This gives us for free the case of the symmetry low. There are many other
basic cases, all whose proofs are standard and similar. We just consider one
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(τ -ENTER/τ -TO)

P
[C]

−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈P1〉〉P2 Q
C

−−→Ξ,g (νq̃ :g′)〈〈Q1〉〉Q2
C ∈ {in n, to n}

AN(P ) ∩ q̃ = AN(Q) ∩ p̃ = ∅

P |Q
τ

−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g, q̃ :g′)(n[Q1 |P1] |P2 |Q2)

(τ -EXIT)

P
[out n]

−−−−→Ξ,g′ (νp̃ :g)〈〈P1〉〉P2 n 6∈ p̃

n[P ]
τ

−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)(P1 |n[P2])

(τ -EXCHANGE)

P
〈M〉

−−→Ξ,g P1 Q
〈−〉

−−→Ξ,g (ν q̃ :g)〈〈M〉〉Q1 AN(P ) ∩ q̃ = ∅

P |Q
τ

−−→Ξ,g (ν q̃ :g)(P1 |Q1)

Table 3 Commitments: τ transitions

(PAR)

P
α

−−→Ξ,g O

P |Q
α

−−→Ξ,g O |Q

(RES)

P
α

−−→Ξg O n 6∈ AN(α) Ξ = Ξ ′ ∪ {n : g′}

(νn : g′)P
α

−−→Ξ′,g (νn : g′)O

(τ -AMB)

P
τ

−−→Ξ,g′ P ′

n[P ]
τ

−−→Ξ,g n[P ′]

(REPL)

π . P
α

−−→Ξ,g O

!π . P
α

−−→Ξ,g !π . P |O

Table 4 Commitments: Structural transitions

subcase of point (1). Let P be (νn : g)(R |S), Q be (νn : g)R |S, and
n 6∈ AN(S). Then the labelled transition must have been derived using
rule (RES). Let’s consider the further subcase in which α = τ and

R |S
τ

−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g, q̃ :g′)(m[S1 |R1] |S2 |R2)

follows from an application of rule (τ -TO) to R
[to m]
−−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈R1〉〉R2

and S
to m
−−→Ξ,g (νq̃ :g′)〈〈S1〉〉S2, where AN(R)∩ {q̃} = AN(S)∩ {p̃} =

∅. Notice that S
to m
−−→Ξ,g implies by Lemma 4(6) m ∈ AN(S) and there-

fore m 6= n. Applying rule (RES) to R
[to m]
−−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈R1〉〉R2 we get
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(νn : g)R
[to m]
−−−→Ξ,g (νn : g)(νp̃ :g)〈〈R1〉〉R2, so we can conclude by rule

(τ -TO) being n 6∈ AN(S):

(νn : g)R |S
τ

−−→Ξ,g (νn : g)(νp̃ :g, q̃ :g′)(n[S1 |R1] |S2 |R2).

The induction case is trivial.

Using previous lemmas we can check that labelled transitions agree with
reductions when we restrict to well-typed processes in the current environ-
ment.

Theorem 2. Let Ξ ` P : g for some g.

1. If P
τ

−−→Ξ,g Q then P → Q.

2. If P → Q then P
τ

−−→Ξ,g Q′ for some Q′ ≡ Q.

Proof. (1) By induction on
τ

−−→Ξ,g .
The basic cases are the τ transitions of Table 3. We consider rule (τ -TO):

then P is R |S, Q is (νp̃ :g, q̃ :g′)(n[S1 |R1] |S2 |R2), R
[to n]
−−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈R1〉〉R2,

S
to n
−−→Ξ,g (νq̃ :g′)〈〈S1〉〉S2 and AN(R) ∩ {q̃} = AN(S) ∩ {p̃} = ∅.

By Lemma 4(4) and (6) R ≡ (νp̃ :g)(m[to n.T |U ] |R2), and so R1 ≡

m[T |U ] for some m, T , U and S ≡ (νq̃ :g′)(n[S1] |S2). By rule (R-to)
we get

P → (νp̃ :g, q̃ :g′)(n[S1 |m[T |U ]] |S2 |R2).

The induction case is trivial.
(2) By induction on → . The only interesting case is rule (R-≡):

P ≡ P ′, P → Q, Q ≡ Q′ ⇒ P ′ → Q′

P → Q implies by induction P
τ

−−→Ξ,g Q′′ for some Q′′ ≡ Q. By

Lemma 5 there is Q′′′ such that P ′
τ

−−→Ξ,g Q′′′ and Q′′′ ≡ Q′′ ≡ Q and
this concludes the proof.

Comparing the definition of observability with rules (CO-IN) and (CO-
TO) one can easily conclude that a name is observable iff at least one of the
two actions can be performed.

Proposition 1. P ↓Ξ,g
n if and only if P

α
−−→Ξ,g (νm̃ :g)〈〈Q〉〉R where α ∈

{in n, to n} for some Q,R.
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In order to get a labelled transition comparable with our reduction barbed
congruence we follow [24], [9] and we define higher-order transitions al-
lowing us to get rid of the transitions whose outcome is a concretion rather
than a process (see Table 5). In these transitions we use labels of the form
α;Q or α;Q;R and thus transitions of the form

P
α;Q
−−→Ξ,g P ′ or P

α;Q;R
−−−−→Ξ,g P ′

where Q, R (which are required to be well typed from Ξ with the proper
group type), represent the contribution needed from the context in order to
build from P a well formed term in which action α can fire.

We convene that a transition P
α;Q
−−→Ξ,g P ′ or P

α;Q;R
−−−−→Ξ,g P ′ is de-

fined only for processes P such that Ξ ` P : g. It is easy to see that this
implies Ξ ` P ′ : g′ where g′ = g for all rules but (HO TO) and (HO OUT),
while g′ is in general different from g in the case of these two rules.

We denote by Λ the set of all the first-order labels occurring in the rules
of Table 2 and whose outcome is a process, plus τ , plus the higher-order
labels occurring in the transitions of Table 5. Therefore when we write

P
λ

−−→Ξ,g Q

we means that this is either a transition of Table 2 whose outcome is a pro-
cess, or a τ -transition of Table 3, or a structural transition of Table 4 applied
only to a first-order transition, or a higher-order transition of Table 5.

With λ ∈ Λ we convene that:

i) =⇒Ξ,g denotes
τ

−−→∗
Ξ,g;

ii) λ
=⇒Ξ,g denotes =⇒Ξ,g

λ
−−→Ξ,g =⇒Ξ,g ;

iii) λ̂
=⇒Ξ,g denotes =⇒Ξ,g if λ = τ and λ

=⇒Ξ,g otherwise.

Having only labelled transitions from processes to processes the stan-
dard definition of labelled bisimulation adapts smoothly to our calculus.

Definition 6 (Labelled bisimilarity w.r.t. environments).

1. A symmetric (Ξ, g)-relation RΞ,g over closed processes is a (Ξ, g)-

labelled bisimulation if P RΞ,g Q and P
λ

−→Ξ,g P ′, where Ξ ` P ′ : g′,

imply that there exists Q′ such that Q
λ̂

=⇒Ξ,g Q′ and P ′RΞ,g′ Q′.
2. Two closed processes P and Q are (Ξ, g)-labelled bisimilar, written

P ≈Ξ,g
c Q, if P RΞ,g Q for some (Ξ, g)-labelled bisimulation.

It is easy to see that labelled bisimulations are closed under union. La-
belled bisimilarity is then the maximal labelled bisimulation.
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(HO OUTPUT)

P
〈−〉

−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈M〉〉P ′ Ξ, x :T (G) ` Q : g
Ξ = Γ, g :G; ∆
FV (Q) ⊆ {x}

AN(Q) ∩ p̃ = ∅

P
〈−〉;Q

−−−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)(P ′ |Q{x := M})

(HO TO)

P
to n

−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈P1〉〉P2 Ξ ` Q1 : g′ Ξ ` Q2 : g
Ξ = Γ ; ∆, m :g, n :g′

AN(Q1 |Q2) ∩ p̃ = ∅

P
to n;Q1;m[Q2]

−−−−−−−−−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)(n[P1 |Q1] |m[P2 |Q2])

(HO [IN]/[TO]/CO-IN/CO-TO)

P
α

−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈P1〉〉P2 α ∈ {[in n], [to n], in n, to n} Ξ ` Q : g′ Ξ = Γ ; ∆, n :g′

AN(Q) ∩ p̃ = ∅

P
α;Q
−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)(n[P1 |Q] |P2)

(HO OUT)

P
[out n]

−−−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈P1〉〉P2 Ξ = Γ ; ∆, n :g Ξ ` Q : g AN(Q) ∩ p̃ = ∅

P
[out n];Q

−−−−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)(P1 |n[P2 |Q])

Table 5 Commitments: Higher-Order transitions

Lemma 6. Labelled bisimilarity is an equivalence relation.

Proof. By definition labelled bisimilarity is symmetric and reflexive. Let
RΞ,g be any labelled bisimulation. Define RΞ,g

∗ as the transitive closure
of RΞ,g . It is easy to check that RΞ,g

∗ is also a labelled bisimulation. This
implies that also labelled bisimilarity is transitive.

[Questo l’ho spostato] It is easy to verify that ≡ is a (Ξ, g)-labelled
bisimulation on closed processes.

Lemma 7. 1. If P ≡ Q and P
λ

−→Ξ,g P ′ then Q
λ

−→Ξ,g Q′ for some
Q′ ≡ P ′.

2. Ξ ` P : g and P ≡ Q imply P ≈Ξ,g
c Q.

Proof. (1)When λ is first order this is Lemma 5. If λ is higher-order all
proofs are similar, we consider the case λ = to n;R1;m[R2]. In this case

P
λ

−→Ξ,g P ′ implies P
to n
−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈P1〉〉P2 and P ′ ≡ (νp̃ :g)(n[P1 |R1] |m[P2 |R2]).

By Lemmas 4(2) and 5 Q
to n
−−→Ξ,g (νq̃ :g′)〈〈Q1〉〉Q2 and (νp̃ :g)〈〈P1〉〉P2 ≡

(νq̃ :g′)〈〈Q1〉〉Q2. Then by rule (HO TO) Q
λ

−→Ξ,g (νq̃ :g′)(n[Q1 |R1] |m[Q2 |R2]).
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(2) follows from (1).

In order to extend bisimilarity to open processes we need to consider Ξ-
ghost variables. Lemma 3 proves that all Ξ-ghost processes are fully bisim-
ilar to the 0 process. This is also substantiated by the absence of transitions
from processes which are abstractions w.r.t. ghost variables, as proved in
the following lemma.

Lemma 8. If x is Ξ-ghost, Ξ = Ξ ′, x :W , and Ξ ` P : g with FV (P ) ⊆

{x}, then there is no λ such that (x :W )P
λ

−→Ξ,g .

Proof. By Lemma 4(9) the only possible transitions would have label 〈M〉
for some closed M such that Ξ ′ ` M :W , but such an M does not exist by
definition of Ξ-ghost variable.

Definition 7 (Full bisimilarity w.r.t. environments). Two processes P and
Q are fully (Ξ, g)-bisimilar, P ≈Ξ,g Q, if one of the following conditions
hold:

1. both P and Q are Ξ-ghost;
2. both P and Q are not Ξ-ghost and s(P ) ≈Ξ′,g

c s(Q) for every Ξ ′ ⊇ Ξ
and every Ξ ′-closing substitution s;

3. P is Ξ-ghost, Q is not Ξ-ghost and s(Q) ≈Ξ,g
c 0 for every Ξ ′ ⊇ Ξ

and every Ξ ′-closing substitution s;
4. Q is Ξ-ghost, P is not Ξ-ghost and s(P ) ≈Ξ,g

c 0 for every Ξ ′ ⊇ Ξ
and every Ξ ′-closing substitution s.

It is easy to verify that full bisimilarity is an equivalence relation and it
includes structural equivalence.

Lemma 9. 1. Full bisimilarity is an equivalence relation.
2. Ξ ` P : g and P ≡ Q imply P ≈Ξ,g Q.

Proof. Point (1) follows from Lemma 6 and Definition 7. Point (2) follows
by Lemma 7 and the fact that the property of being Ξ-ghost is preserved by
≡.

The following lemma is instrumental for proving that ≈Ξ,g is closed
under contexts.

Lemma 10. 1. If P
λ

−→Ξ,g P ′ and λ 6∈ {to n;Q1;m[Q2], [out n];Q}

then P |R
λ

−→Ξ,g P ′ |R for all processes R.

2. If P
λ̂

=⇒Ξ,g P ′ and λ 6∈ {to n;Q1;m[Q2], [out n];Q} then P |R
λ̂

=⇒

Ξ,g P ′ |R for all processes R.
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3. If P
to n;Q1;m[R |Q2]
−−−−−−−−−−−−→Ξ,g P ′ then P |R

to n;Q1;m[Q2]
−−−−−−−−−→Ξ,g P ′ for all

processes R.

4. If P
[out n];Q |R
−−−−−−−−→Ξ,g P ′ then P |R

[out n];Q
−−−−−−→Ξ,g P ′ for all processes

R.

5. If P
[C];Q
−−−→Ξ,g P ′, R

C
−→Ξ,g (νr̃ :g)〈〈Q〉〉R′ and C ∈ {in n, to n},

then P |R
τ

−−→Ξ,g Q′ for some Q′ ≡ (νr̃ :g)(P ′ |R′).

6. If P
C;Q
−−→Ξ,g P ′, R

[C]
−−→Ξ,g (νr̃ :g)〈〈Q〉〉R′ and C ∈ {in n, to n},

then P |R
τ

−−→Ξ,g (νr̃ :g)(P ′ |R′).

7. If P
λ

−→Ξ,g P ′ implies P |R
λ′

−→Ξ,g P ′ for all P, P ′ and for some R,

then Q
λ

=⇒Ξ,g Q′ implies Q |R
λ′

=⇒Ξ,g Q′.

8. If P
λ

−→Ξ,g Q then (νn :g′)P
λ

−→Ξ′,g (νn :g′)Q where Ξ = Ξ ′ ∪ {n :
g′}.

Proof. In the proofs of all cases when the labels are higher-order we derive
the translations of processes and the shapes of them by inspection of the
translation rules.

If λ is a first-order label (1) follows from rule (PAR). Otherwise λ =
α;Q and either P

α
−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈M〉〉P2, and P ′ ≡ (νp̃ :g)(P2 |Q{x :=

M}) or P
α

−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈P1〉〉P2, and P ′ ≡ (νp̃ :g)(n[P1 |Q] |P2). In
the first case by rule (PAR) P |R

α
−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈M〉〉P2 |R, so we con-

clude P |R
λ

−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)(P2 |Q{x := M}) |R by rule (HO OUTPUT).
Similarly in the second case.

For (2) P
λ̂

=⇒Ξ,g P ′ means either P =⇒Ξ,g P ′ if λ = τ or P =⇒

Ξ,g Q
λ

−→Ξ,g Q′ =⇒Ξ,g P ′ for some Q,Q′. In the first case (2) follows
from rule (PAR), in the second case from rule (PAR) and (1).

For (3) we have that P
to n
−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈P1〉〉P2 and P ′ ≡ (νp̃ :g)(n[P1 |Q1] |m[P2 |R |Q2]).

By rule (PAR) P |R
to n
−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈P1〉〉P2 |R, so we conclude

P |R
to n;Q1;m[Q2]
−−−−−−−−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)(n[P1 |Q1] |m[P2 |R |Q2]) by rule (HO TO).

The proof of (4) is similar to that of (3).

For (5) we have P
[C]
−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g′)〈〈P1〉〉P2 and P ′ ≡ (νp̃ :g′)(n[P1 |Q] |P2).

We get P |R
τ

−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g, r̃ :g′)(n[P1 |Q] |P2 |R
′) by rule (τ -ENTER)

or (τ -TO).

The proof of (6) is similar to that of (5).
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For (7) Q
λ

=⇒Ξ,g Q′ means Q =⇒Ξ,g S
λ

−→Ξ,g S′ =⇒Ξ,g Q′ for some

S, S′. By rule (PAR) Q |R =⇒Ξ,g S |R and by hypothesis S |R
λ′

−→Ξ,g S′.

So we conclude Q |R
λ′

=⇒Ξ,g Q′.
For (8) the case of λ first order is immediate by rule (RES). For higher-

order labels we consider the case λ = to q;Q1;m[Q2], since the other cases

are similar. In this case P
to q
−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g′)〈〈P1〉〉P2 and Q ≡ (νp̃ :g′)(q[P1 |Q1] |m[P2 |Q2]).

By rule (RES) we get (νn : g)P
to q
−−→Ξ′,g (νn : g)(νp̃ :g′)〈〈P1〉〉P2, so we

conclude (νn :g)P
to q;Q1;m[Q2]
−−−−−−−−−→Ξ′,g (νn :g)(νp̃ :g′)(q[P1 |Q1] |m[P2 |Q2])

by rule (HO TO).

Following [24], [9] we can show the closure under contexts of ≈Ξ,g .

Theorem 3. Full bisimilarity is contextual.

Proof. First we show that ≈Ξ,g is preserved by typed input prefixes, i.e. we
show that if P ≈Ξ,g Q and Ξ = Ξ ′, x :W then (x: W )P ≈Ξ′,g (x: W )Q.
We distinguish two cases according to P and Q are Ξ-ghost or not.
If P and Q are both not Ξ-ghost and we assume P ≈Ξ,g Q, by definition
s(P ) ≈Ξ,g

c s(Q) for every Ξ ′′ ⊇ Ξ and every Ξ ′′-closing substitution s.
This implies s(P{x := M}) ≈Ξ,g

c s(Q{x := M}) for every Ξ ′′ ⊇ Ξ and
every Ξ ′′-closing substitution s and every x,M such that x : W ∈ Ξ and
Ξ ′′ ` M : W for some W . We conclude (x:W )P ≈Ξ′,g (x:W )Q.
Notice that if a process R is Ξ-ghost and Ξ ` R : g then either (x :
W )R is Ξ-ghost or x is a Ξ-ghost variable and therefore by Lemma 8
(x : W )R ≈Ξ′,g

c 0. We conclude that if one between P and Q is Ξ-ghost
and P ≈Ξ,g Q then (x:W )P ≈Ξ′,g (x:W )Q.

We will show that ≈Ξ,g is preserved by all process constructor different
from input prefixes. To this aim it is enough to prove that ≈Ξ,g

c is preserved
by all such constructors since the property shifts immediately to ≈Ξ,g . So
we consider now only closed processes (note that closed processes are never
Ξ-ghost) and define ./Ξ,g as the transitive congruence closure of ≈Ξ,g

c

with respect to all process constructors except input prefixes, i.e. as the
least equivalence relation such that: [Ho eliminato il caso ex-3 (astrazione
di variabile) che secondo me non ci vuole perche’ porta a inconsistenza
(infatti ./Ξ,g e’ definita solo su CHIUSI)]

1. ≈Ξ,g
c ⊆./Ξ,g;

2. P ./Ξ,g Q and Ξ ` C : g→ g′ imply C .P ./Ξ,g′ C .Q;
3. P ./Ξ,g Q, Ξ ` M : W , and Ξ ` g : gr(S ,C ,E ,W ) imply

〈M〉P ./Ξ,g 〈M〉Q;
4. P ./Ξ,g Q and Ξ ` R : g imply P |R ./Ξ,g Q |R;
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5. P ./Ξ,g Q, Ξ ` N : g, Ξ ` g : G, and g′ ∈ S (G) imply N [P ] ./Ξ,g′

N [Q];
6. P ./Ξ,g Q implies !P ./Ξ,g!Q;
7. P ./Ξ,g Q and Ξ = Γ ;∆, m : g′ imply (νm : g′)P ./Γ ;∆,g (νm :

g′)Q.

By Lemmas 7 and 6 it is clearly enough to show that ./Ξ,g is a (Ξ, g)-
labelled bisimulation up to ≡, since this implies ./Ξ,g⊆≈Ξ,g

c , and we con-
clude ./Ξ,g=≈Ξ,g

c which proves that ≈Ξ,g
c (and then ≈Ξ,g ) is preserved

by all process constructors different from input prefixes. The proof is by
induction on the definition of ./Ξ,g using Lemma 10.

(1) follows by definition.
For (2) notice that if C .P

λ
−→Ξ,g′ P ′ then either λ ∈ {in n, out n}, and

P ′ ≡ P or λ = to n;R1;m[R2], and P ′ ≡ n[P |R1] |m[R2].Ora si Since

also C .Q
C

−→Ξ,g′ Q for C ∈ {in n, out n} and to n .Q
to n;R1;m[R2]
−−−−−−−−−→Ξ,g n[Q |R1] |m[R2]

we are done using contextuality of ./. The proof of (3) is similar and sim-
pler.

For (4) we need to consider many different subcases:

– If P |R
λ

−→Ξ,g P |R′ because R
λ

−→Ξ,g R′ and λ 6∈ {to n;S1;m[S2], [out n];S}
the proof follows trivially by Lemma 10(1) and contextuality of ./.

– Let P |R
λ

−→Ξ,g P ′ |R because P
λ

−→Ξ,g P ′ and λ 6∈ {to n;S1;m[S2], [out n];S}.

Then by induction Q
λ̂

=⇒Ξ,g Q′ for some Q′ such that P ′ ./Ξ,g Q′. By

Lemma 10(2) we get Q |R
λ̂

=⇒Ξ,g Q′ |R and then P ′ |R ./Ξ,g Q′ |R.

– Let P |R
to n;S1;m[S2]
−−−−−−−−−→Ξ,g R′ because R

to n
−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈R1〉〉R2.

Then Ξ ` P : g, Ξ = Γ ; ∆, m : g, n : g′, Ξ ` S1 : g′, Ξ `
S2 : g, and R′ ≡ (νp̃ :g)(n[R1 |S1] |m[P |R2 |S2]). By rule (PAR)
we have Q |R

to n
=⇒Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈R1〉〉Q |R2 and then by rule (HO TO)

we get Q |R
to n;S1m[S2]

=⇒ Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)(n[R1 |S1] |m[Q |R2 |S2]), so we
are done.

The proof in case P |R
[out n];S
−−−−−→Ξ,g R′ because R

[out n]
−−−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈R1〉〉R2

is similar.

– Let P |R
to n;S1;m[S2]
−−−−−−−−−→Ξ,g P ′ because P

to n
−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈P1〉〉P2.

Then Ξ ` R : g, and Ξ = Γ ; ∆, m : g, n : g′, and Ξ ` S1 : g′,
and Ξ ` S2 : g, and P ′ ≡ (νp̃ :g)(n[P1 |S1] |m[P2 |R |S2]). By

rule (HO TO) we get P
to n;S1;m[R |S2]
−−−−−−−−−−−→Ξ,g P ′. Then by induction

Q
to n;S1;m[R |S2]

=⇒ Ξ,g Q′ for some Q′ such that P ′ ./Ξ,g Q′. By Lemma

10(3) and (7) we have Q |R
to n;S1;m[S2]

=⇒ Ξ,g Q′, so we are done.
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The proof in case P |R
[out n];S
−−−−−→Ξ,g P ′ because P

[out n]
−−−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈P1〉〉P2

is similar.

– Let P |R
τ

−→Ξ,g P ′ because P
[C]

−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈P1〉〉P2, and R
C

−−→Ξ,g (νr̃ :g′)〈〈R1〉〉R2

and C ∈ {in n, to n}. Then P ′ ≡ (νp̃ :g, r̃ :g′)(n[P1 |R1] |P2 |R2). By

rule (HO [IN]) or (HO [TO]) we get P
[C];R1

−−−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)(n[P1 |R1] |P2).

Then by induction Q
[C];R1
=⇒ Ξ,g Q′ for some Q′ such that (νp̃ :g)(n[P1 |R1] |P2) ./Ξ,g

Q′. By Lemma 10(5) and (7) we have Q |R =⇒ Ξ,g Q′′ for some
Q′′ ≡ (νr̃ :g′)(Q′ |R2) and this concludes the proof by contextuality
of ./.

The proof in case P |R
τ

−→Ξ,g P ′ because P
〈M〉
−−→Ξ,g P1 and R

〈−〉
−−→Ξ,g (ν q̃ :g′)〈〈M〉〉R1

is similar.

– Let P |R
τ

−→Ξ,g P ′ because P
C

−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈P1〉〉P2, and R
[C]

−−→Ξ,g (νr̃ :g′)〈〈R1〉〉R2

and C ∈ {in n, to n}. Then P ′ ≡ (νp̃ :g, r̃ :g′)(n[P1 |R1] |P2 |R2). By

rule (HO CO-IN) or (HO CO-TO) we get P
C;R1

−−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)(n[P1 |R1] |P2).

Then by induction Q
C;R1
=⇒Ξ,g Q′ for some Q′ such that (νp̃ :g)(n[P1 |R1] |P2) ./Ξ,g

Q′. By Lemma 10(6) and (7) we have Q |R =⇒Ξ,g (νr̃ :g′)(Q′ |R2)
and this concludes the proof by contextuality of ./.

The proof in case P |R
τ

−→Ξ,g P ′ because P
〈−〉
−−→Ξ,g ;P1 and R

〈M〉
−−→Ξ,g (ν q̃ :g′)〈〈M〉〉R1

is similar.

Point (5) also requires to examine different cases:

– The case m[P ]
τ

−→Ξ,g m[P ′] because P
τ

−→Ξ,g′ P ′ is trivial.

– Let m[P ]
[in n];R
−−−−−→Ξ,g P ′ because P

in n
−→Ξ,g′ P1, and Ξ = Γ ; ∆, n :

g′, and Ξ ` R : g′. Then P ′ ≡ n[m[P1] |R]. By induction Q =⇒

Ξ,g′ S
in n
−→Ξ,g′ V =⇒Ξ,g′ Q1 and P1 ./Ξ,g′ Q1 for some S, V,Q1.

By rule (τ -AMB) m[Q] =⇒Ξ,g m[S]. By rules (IN) and (HO [IN])

m[S]
[in n];R
−−−−−→Ξ,g n[m[V ] |R]. By rule (τ -AMB) n[m[V ] |R] =⇒Ξ,g n[m[Q1] |R].

This concludes the proof by contextuality of ./.

– Let m[P ]
[to n];R
−−−−−→Ξ,g P ′ because P

to n
−→ Ξ,g′ (νp̃ :g)〈〈P1〉〉P2, and

Ξ = Γ ; ∆, n :g′, and Ξ ` R : g′. Then P ′ ≡ (νp̃ :g)(n[P1 |R] |m[P2]).

By rule (HO TO) P
to n;R;m[0]
−−−−−−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)(n[P1 |R] |m[P2 | 0]) ≡

P ′. By induction Q =⇒ Ξ,g′ S
to n;R;m[0]
−−−−−−−→Ξ,g V =⇒ Ξ,g′ Q′ and

P ′ ./Ξ,g′ Q′ for some S, V,Q′. By rule (τ -AMB) m[Q] =⇒Ξ,g m[S].

If S
to n;R;m[0]
−−−−−−−→Ξ,g V then S

to n
−→ Ξ,g′ (νs̃ :g′′)〈〈S1〉〉S2 and V ≡
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(νs̃ :g′′)(n[S1 |R] |m[S2]). By rule (TO) m[S]
[to n]
−→Ξ,g (νs̃ :g′′)〈〈S1〉〉m[S2]

and by rule (HO [TO]) m[S]
[to n]R
−→ Ξ,g V and this concludes the proof.

– Let m[P ]
α;R
−−→Ξ,g P ′ since P

α
−→Ξ,g′ P1, and α ∈ {in m, to m}, and

Ξ = Γ, g′′ :G; ∆, m :g′, n :g′′, and g ∈ S (G), g′ ∈ C (G) if α = in m,
g′ ∈ E (G) if α = to m, and Ξ ` R : g′. Then P1 ≡ 〈〈m[P ]〉〉0

and P ′ ≡ m[P |R]. By rule (CO-IN) or (CO-TO) we get m[Q]
α

−→

Ξ,g 〈〈m[Q]〉〉0. Then using either (HO CO-IN) or (HO CO-TO) we get

m[Q]
α;R
−−→Ξ,g m[Q |R]. This concludes the proof by contextuality of

./.
– Let m[P ]

τ
−→Ξ,g P ′ since P

[out m]
−→ Ξ,g′ (νp̃ :g)〈〈P1〉〉P2. Then P ′ ≡

(νp̃ :g)(P1 |m[P2]). By rule (HO OUT) P
[out m];0
−−−−−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)(P1 |m[P2 | 0]) ≡

P ′. By induction Q =⇒ Ξ,g′ S
[out m];0
−−−−−−→Ξ,g V =⇒ Ξ,g′ Q′ and

P ′ ./Ξ,g′ Q′ for some S, V,Q′. By rule (τ -AMB) m[Q] =⇒Ξ,g m[S].

If S
[out m];0
−−−−−−→Ξ,g V then S

[out m]
−→ Ξ,g′ (νs̃ :g′′)〈〈S1〉〉S2 and V ≡

(νs̃ :g′′)(S1 |m[S2]). By rule (τ -EXIT) m[S]
τ

−→Ξ,g V =⇒Ξ,g′ Q′

and this concludes the proof.

For (6) [Vedi se ora va bene] note first that ! can be applied only to
guarded processes. So we can assume that both P and Q are guarded and
then that they cannot do τ -transitions.
Let !P

α
−→Ξ,g P ′ because P

α
−→Ξ,g P1 where α 6= τ is a first-order

label. Then P ′ ≡!P |P1. By induction hypothesis Q
α

=⇒ Ξ,g Q1 and
P1 ./Ξ,g Q1 for some Q1. By rule (REPL) !Q

α
=⇒ Ξ,g !Q |Q1. Lastly

note that !P |P1 ./Ξ,g!P |Q1 ./Ξ,g!Q |Q1 (by contextuality of ./) and
then !P |P1 ./Ξ,g!Q |Q1 by transitivity of ./.

Otherwise let !P
λ

−→Ξ,g P ′ where λ is a higher-order label: we only give
the proof for λ = to n;R1;m[R2] since the other cases are similar and

simpler. Let !P
to n;R1;m[R2]
−−−−−−−−−→Ξ,g P ′ because P

to n
−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈P1〉〉P2.

Then P ′ = (νp̃ :g)(n[P1 |R1]m[P2 | !P |R2]. By rule (HO TO)

P
to n;R1;m[!Q |R2]
−−−−−−−−−−−−→Ξ,g (νp̃ :g)(n[P1 |R1]m[P2 | !Q |R2] ./Ξ,g P ′, since

./ is contextual. Notice that Q cannot do silent actions, so by induction

Q
to n;R1;m[!Q |R2]
−−−−−−−−−−−−→Ξ,g S =⇒Ξ,g Q′ for some S, Q′ such that P ′ ./Ξ,g Q′.

If Q
to nR1m[!Q |R2]

−→ Ξ,g S then by Lemma 10(3) Q | !Q
to n;R1;m[R2]
−−−−−−−−−→Ξ,g S

and by Lemma 7(1) !Q
to n;R1;m[R2]
−−−−−−−−−→Ξ,g S′ for some S′ ≡ S and S′ =⇒

Ξ,g Q′′ for some Q′′ ≡ Q′ and so we are done.
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For (7) we also have several cases. Let (νn : g′)P
to m;R1;q[R2]
−−−−−−−−−→Ξ,g P ′

since P
to m
−−→Ξ′,g (νp̃ :g)〈〈P1〉〉P2 where Ξ ′ = Ξ,n : g′. Then P ′ ≡ (νn :

g′, p̃ :g)(m[P1 |R1]q[P2 |R2]) and P
to m;R1;q[R2]
−−−−−−−−−→Ξ′,g (νp̃ :g)(m[P1 |R1]q[P2 |R2]) ≡

P1. By induction Q =⇒ Ξ′,g S
to m;R1;q[R2]
−−−−−−−−−→Ξ′,g V =⇒ Ξ′,g Q1 and

P1 ./Ξ,g Q1 for some S, V,Q1. By Lemma 10(8) (νn : g)Q =⇒Ξ,g (νn :

g)S
to m;R1;q[R2]
−−−−−−−−−→Ξ,g (νn : g)V =⇒Ξ,g (νn : g)Q1 and (νn : g)Q1 ./Ξ,g

(νn : g)P1 ≡ P ′ by contextuality of ./. The proof in the other cases is
similar and simpler.

[*** non mi sembra giusto dire che !Q =⇒ Ξ,g !Q |S per la regola
(REPL). Infatti chi ci dice che Q sia della forma π.Q1? E se lo fosse non
avrebbe bisogno di fare τ -transizioni. In generale, mi sembra che un pro-
cesso come !(< to a > | (x)P ) per le nostre regole sia bloccato. Non sara’
necessario aggiungere una regola che permette di eseguire mosse dentro un
”!” ? ]

Full bisimilarity is sound but not complete w.r.t. the reduction barbed
congruence.

Theorem 4 (Soundness of full bisimilarity). If P ≈Ξ,g Q then P ∼=Ξ,g

Q.

Proof. By Lemma 10 it is enough to show that ≈Ξ,g is reduction-closed
and barb-preserving when restricted to closed processes. Take P, Q closed
and assume that P → P ′. By Theorem 2 2 P

τ
=⇒Ξ,g ≡ P ′. Since

P ≈Ξ,g Q, there exists Q′ such that Q →∗ Q′ and P ′ ≡≈Ξ,g ≡ Q′.
Thus by Lemma 9 and transitivity also P ′ ≈Ξ,g Q′. Now assume P ≈Ξ

c

Q. If P ↓n then, by Proposition 1, and rules (HO CO-IN), (HO CO-TO)

P
α;R
−−→Ξ,g S where α ∈ {in n, to n}, for some R,S. Since P ≈Ξ

c Q we

know that Q
αR

==⇒ S′ for some S′ ≈Ξ
c S, from which Q⇓n, as desired.

The failure of completeness is due to the fact that contexts are insen-
sitive to movements of restricted ambients and to sending dead processes.
For example no context can distinguish between the processes:

(νn : g)(n[in a]) (νn : g)(n[out a]) (νn : g)(n[to a]) 0

which are not fully bisimilar. We conjecture that we could obtain a complete
labelled transition system by refining the notion of bisimilarity distinguish-
ing between visible and invisible transitions in the line of [26]. Va bene
cosi’
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We end this section by discussing some properties of processes and am-
bients in a fixed environment; they will allow us to prove a few interesting
algebraic laws.

As a matter of fact, using type information we can define some useful
notions about ambients and processes, which have a natural characteriza-
tion in terms of higher-order transitions.

Definition 8. Let Ξ ` P : g. We say that

1. Process P is an (Ξ, g)-mover if P =⇒Ξ,g
in n
−→Ξ,g P ′ or

P =⇒Ξ,g
out n
−→Ξ,g P ′ for some n, P ′;

2. Process P is an (Ξ, g)-sender if P =⇒Ξ,g
to n
−→Ξ,g O for some n, O;

3. Process P is an (Ξ, g)-communicator if P =⇒Ξ,g
〈M〉
−→Ξ,g P ′ or

P =⇒Ξ,g
〈−〉
−→Ξ,g O for some M,P ′, O;

4. An ambient n is (Ξ, g)-mobile if n[P ]
[in m]
−→Ξ,g O for some P, m, O.

In point (4) we have chosen to the action
[in m]
−→Ξ,g to characterize mobility

of ambients since it is easy to see that n[P ]
[out m]
−→ Ξ,g O for some process

P and concretion O implies n[P ′]
[in m]
−→ Ξ,g O′ for some process P ′ and

concretion O′. The vice-versa is not true since the conditions of the typing
rule (OUT) are more restrictive than those of the typing rule (IN).

Types give necessary conditions for the process properties as stated in
the following Lemma.

Lemma 11. Let Ξ ` P : g and Ξ = Γ, g : G;∆.

1. If P is a (Ξ, g)-mover then C (G) 6= ∅;
2. If P is a (Ξ, g)-sender then E (G) 6= ∅;
3. If P is a (Ξ, g)-communicator then T (G) 6= shh.

Ambient mobility can be fully characterized by types.

Lemma 12. Let Ξ = Γ, g′ :G;∆, n : g′. An ambient n is (Ξ, g)-mobile iff
there are g′′,m such that g′′ ∈ C (G) and m :g′′ ∈ ∆.

Proof. Assume n[P ]
[in m]
−→ Ξ,g O, this implies P ≡ (νp̃ :g)(in m.Q |R)

for some p̃, g̃, Q,R by Lemma 4(3). By definition Ξ ` n[P ] : g, so by
Theorem 1(1) and Lemma 1(10) Ξ ` (νp̃ :g)(in m.Q |R) : g′ and g ∈
S (G). We get Ξ, p̃ :g ` in m.Q |R : g′ by Lemma 1(13) and (11), which
implies Ξ ` in m : g′ → g′, Ξ ` m : g′′, and g′′ ∈ C (G) by Lemma 1(7)
and typing rule (IN). Vice-versa note that if there are g′′,m such that g′′ ∈

C (G) and m :g′′ ∈ ∆ we can deduce n[in m.0]
[in m]
−→Ξ,g 〈〈n[0]〉〉0.
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Using the previous definitions we can formulate a number of useful al-
gebraic laws about processes. Some of them will be used in the following
section of examples.

Theorem 5. Let the LHS and RHS of the following equalities be well-typed
with type g from Ξ . Then we have:

1. Let Ξ ′ = Ξ,m : g′. If n 6∈ AN(P ) ∪ AN(Q), n: g′′ ∈ Ξ , Q is neither
a (Ξ ′, g′′)-mover nor a (Ξ ′, g′′)-sender, and m is not (Ξ ′, g)-mobile,
then:

(νm : g′)((νn : g′′)(n[in m .P |Q]) |m[R]) ∼=Ξ,g (νm : g′)(m[(νn : g′′)(n[P |Q]) |R])

2. If n 6∈ AN(P ) ∪ AN(Q), n: g′′ ∈ Ξ , Q is neither a (Ξ, g′′)-mover nor
a (Ξ, g′′)-sender, and m is not (Ξ, g)-mobile, then:

m[(νn : g′′)(n[out m .P |Q]) |R] ∼=Ξ,g (νn : g′′)(n[P |Q]) |m[R]

3. Let Ξ ′ = Ξ, m : g′. If m,n are not (Ξ ′, g)-mobile then:

(νm: g′)(n[to m .P |Q] |m[R]) ∼=Ξ,g (νm: g′)(n[Q] |m[P |R])

4. If R is not a (Ξ, g′)-communicator then:

(νn : g′)(n[(x:W )P | 〈M〉Q |R]) ∼=Ξ,g (νn : g′)(n[P{x := M} |Q |R])

5. Let Ξ ′ = Ξ, n : g′. If n 6∈ AN(P ), and P is neither a (Ξ ′, g′)-sender
nor a (Ξ ′, g′)-mover then:

(νn :g′)(n[P ]) ∼=Ξ,g 0

Proof. Let IΞ,g denote the identity relation on processes.
For 1. take

BΞ,g = IΞ,g ∪ {((νm: g′)(n[in m . P |Q] |m[R] |S), (νm: g′)(m[n[P |Q] |R] |S))}

where n, m, Q satisfy the hypothesis of 1. and P, R, S denote arbitrary
closed processes such that Ξ ′ ` P: g′′, Ξ ′ ` Q: g′′, Ξ ′ ` R: g′, Ξ ′ ` S: g
and m does not occur in S.

For BΞ,g to be a bisimulation, it must satisfy:

T
λ

−→Ξ,g T ′ and TBΞ,gU imply U
λ̂

=⇒Ξ,g U ′ for some T ′ ∈ BΞ,gU ′ (1)

U
λ

−→Ξ,g U ′ and TBΞ,gU imply T
λ̂

=⇒Ξ,g T ′ for some T ′ ∈ BΞ,gU ′ (2)

We give first the proof of part (1). If (T,U) ∈ IΞ,g the property is trivial.
So we have to verify (1) only when (T,U) is of the form

((νm: g′)(n[in m .P |Q] |m[R] |S), (νm: g′)(m[n[P |Q] |R] |S)) (3)
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By inspection of the reduction rules of Tables 2, 4, 5 we have that
the possible transitions of (νm: g′)(n[in m .P |Q] |m[R] |S) can be origi-
nated by transitions of the following forms:
(a) the τ transition

(νm: g′)(n[in m .P |Q] |m[R] |S)
τ

−→Ξ,g (νm: g′)(m[n[P |Q] |R] |S);

(b) internal τ transitions in Q, R, S, like Q
τ

−→Ξ′,g′′ Q′;
(c) internal τ transitions of the form m[R]

τ
−→Ξ′,g m[R′] | a[R′′] deter-

mined by an ambient a which goes out from R;
(d) higher-order transitions involving only S (i.e. of the shape S

λ
=⇒Ξ′,g S′);

(e) other possible τ transitions involving two parallel processes, for instance
generated by transitions of the form m[R] |S

τ
−→Ξ′,g m[R′] |S′ produced

by a to action sending a process from m[R] to an ambient in S.
The transitions mentioning m are blocked by name restriction. The pro-

cess Q cannot have transitions with labels in a, out a, to a, for some ambi-
ent a, since Q is neither a (Ξ ′, g′′)-mover nor a (Ξ ′, g′′)-sender. The pro-
cess R cannot have transitions with labels in a, out a, for some ambient a,
since m is not (Ξ ′, g)-mobile by hypothesis. No ambient can go out from
P or Q since n 6∈ AN(P ) ∪ AN(Q). Lastly there cannot be higher-order
transitions of label in n;V, or to n;V for some V , since n is restricted.

A case analysis shows that in all cases point (1) is satisfied. We treat
cases (a) and (c).
- In case (a) use the fact that IΞ,g ⊆ BΞ,g.
- In case (c) assume

(νm: g′)(n[in m . P |Q] |m[R] |S)
τ

−→Ξ,g (νm: g′)(n[in m . P |Q] |m[R′] | a[R′′] |S)

Notice that being m not Ξ, g-mobile, a = m is impossible, and then
a[R′′] 6⇓m. We also have:
(νm: g′)(m[n[Q |P ] |R]) |S)

τ
−→Ξ,g (νm: g′)(m[n[Q |P ] |R′] | a[R′′] |S)

and
(νm: g′)(n[in m . P |Q] |m[R′] | a[R′′] |S) BΞ,g (νm: g′)(m[n[Q |P ] |R′] | a[R′′] |S)

is an instance of (3). This is indeed the case that motivates the presence of
the process S in the definition of BΞ,g.

To prove point (2) it is enough to observe that
(νm: g′)(n[in m .P |Q] |m[R] |S)

τ
−→Ξ,g (νm: g′)(n[Q] |m[P |R] |S).

The proof of 2. is similar to that one of 1.

For 3. take
BΞ,g = IΞ,g ∪ {((νm: g′)(n[to m . P |Q] |m[R] |S), (νm: g′)(n[Q] |m[P |R] |S))}

where n, m satisfy the hypothesis of 3. and P, Q, R, S denote arbitrary
closed processes such that Ξ ′ ` P: g′′, Ξ ′ ` Q: g′′, Ξ ′ ` R: g′, Ξ ′ ` S: g
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and m does not occur in S. Reasoning as in the proof of 1. we only have to
verify:

T
λ

−→Ξ,g T ′ and TBΞ,gU imply U
λ̂

=⇒Ξ,g U ′ for some T ′ ∈ BΞ,gU ′ (4)

when (T,U) is of the form

((νm: g′)(n[to m .P |Q] |m[R] |S), (νm: g′)(n[Q] |m[P |R] |S)) (5)

By inspection of the reduction rules of Tables 2, 4, 5 we have that
the possible transitions of (νm: g′)(n[to m .P |Q] |m[R] |S) can be orig-
inated by transitions of the following forms:
(a) the τ transition

(νm: g′)(n[to m .P |Q] |m[R] |S)
τ

−→Ξ,g (νm: g′)(n[Q] |m[P |R] |S);

(b) internal τ transitions in Q, R, S, like Q
τ

−→Ξ′,g′′ Q′;
(c) internal τ transitions of the form n[to m .P |Q]

τ
−→Ξ′,g n[to m .P |Q′] | a[Q′′]

or m[R]
τ

−→Ξ′,g m[R′] | a[R′′] determined by an ambient a which goes out
from Q or R;
(d) higher-order transitions involving only S (i.e. of the shape S

λ
=⇒Ξ′,g S′);

(e) higher-order transitions of label in n;V, or to n;V involving n[to m .P |Q],

for instance n[to m .P |Q]
to n V
=⇒ Ξ′,g n[to m .P |Q |V ];

(f) other possible τ transitions involving two parallel processes, for instance
generated by transitions of the form m[R] |S

τ
−→Ξ′,g m[R′] |S′ produced

by a to action sending a process from m[R] to an ambient in S or vice-
versa or by a top level ambient in S going inside m.

The transitions mentioning m are blocked by name restriction. The pro-
cesses R and Q cannot have transitions with labels in a, out a, for some
ambient a, since m and n are not (Ξ, g)-mobile by hypothesis.

A case analysis shows that in all cases point (4) is satisfied. We treat
case (e). We assume

(νm: g′)(n[to m .P |Q] |m[R]) |S)
in n;V
−→ Ξ,g (νm: g′)(n[to m .P |Q |V ] |m[R]) |S)

Note that we also have:
(νm: g′)(n[Q] |m[P |R]) |S)

in n;V
−→ Ξ,g (νm: g′)(n[Q |V ] |m[P |R]) |S)

and note that
(νm: g′)(n[to m .P |Q |V ] |m[R]) |S BΞ,g (νm: g′)(n[Q |V ] |m[P |R]) |S
is an instance of (5) (just take Q |V for Q).

For (4) the key observation is that no process can enter n, since n is
private. Moreover R cannot offers communications since it is not a (Ξ, g′)-
communicator.
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For (5) take

BΞ,g = IΞ,g ∪ {(νn: g′)(n[P ]), 0)}

where n and P satisfiy the hypothesis of (5).
We need to prove that if (νn: g′)(n[P ])

λ
−→Ξ,g P ′ then λ = τ . The

transitions mentioning n are blocked by name restriction. No ambient can
go out from (νn: g′)(n[P ]) since n 6∈ AN(P ). No process can go out from
(νn: g′)(n[P ]) since P is not a (Ξ ′, g′)-sender. Lastly n[P ] cannot move
since P is not a (Ξ ′, g′)-mover.

5 Examples

In this section we test the expressiveness of our calculus, by showing first
how to model a publisher and some other common protocols considered
in the literature (such as a firewall, and a defence against Trojan-horse at-
tacks), and then how to encode other process mobility primitives (up and
down) and other well-known calculi for modelling concurrent (π-calculus)
and distributed (Dπ) systems.

5.1 Protocols

Publisher

Many institutions (INSTi) want to make accessible for their affiliates the
electronic library of a publisher PUB. A user USRi

j from institution i
can access a paper of journal k only if INSTi subscribes journal k. In
this case the E component of the group type of all users belonging to
INSTi contains the group of journal k and vice versa. Note that users
from all institutions can enter the publisher, but only the certified ones
send processes to the journals and finally get a copy of the papers. At
the end process P{x := paper} containing the paper is inside the am-
bient returnj

i which in its turn is inside USRi. The system is defined as
INST1 | . . . | INSTm |PUB, and can be typed by g0: all processes and
types are given in Figure 7.

Firewall

A system protected by a firewall can be viewed as an ambient fw that sup-
plies the incoming agent with a “password” (represented by its very name)
which allows the process P to enter it.
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insti : ginsti
: Ginsti

, gr({g0}, ∅, ∅, shh)

pub : gpub : Gpub , gr({g0}, ∅, ∅, shh)

usri
j : gusri : Gusri , gr({g0, ginsti

, gpub}, {ginsti
, gpub}, {gjouri

1

, . . . , gjouri
ki

}, PAPER)

jourk : gjourk
:Gjourk

, gr({gpub}, ∅, {gusrk
1

, . . . , gusrk
ik

}, PAPER)

where gjourk
∈ E (Gusri) iff gusri ∈ E (Gjourk

)

INSTi = insti[USRi
1 | . . . |USRi

hi
]

USRi
j = (νusri

j : gusrj )(usri
j [out insti. in pub. to jourk. (x : PAPER)to usri

j . out pub. in insti. P ])

PUB = pub[J1 | . . . | Jn]

Jk = jourk[! < paper > ]

Fig. 7 The publisher example

We give two encodings: in the first the processes inside the firewall can
perform computations also before the process P has entered the firewall,
while in the second they are blocked until the process P has entered the
firewall. In both cases we assume that the name agent occurs only once.

The first encoding is:

AGENT = agent[(x : gagent → gfw)x.P ]
FW = (ν fw : gfw)fw[to agent.〈to fw〉 |Q]

where we assume that agent does not occur in P and Q, and x does not
occur in P .

In this encoding the system agent-plus-firewall is represented by the top-
level process AGENT | FW. It can be typed with the group g0 by assuming
agent : gagent and fw : gfw, where the groups are typed as follows:

gagent : gr({g0}, ∅, {gfw}, gagent → gfw)
gfw : gr({g0}, ∅, {gagent}, shh)

where shh can be replaced by a suitable type if we allow communication
inside the ambient fw . Let Ξ contain the assumptions above and let the
typing Ξ ` AGENT | FW : g0 hold; notice that the ambients fw and agent
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are not Ξ-mobile. Then:
(ν agent : gagent)(AGENT | FW)

≡ (ν agent : gagent)(ν fw : ggw)(agent[(x : gagent → gfw)x.P ] | fw[to agent.〈to fw〉 |Q])

∼=Ξ,g0 (ν agent : gagent)(ν fw : ggw)(agent[(x : gagent → gfw)x.P | 〈to fw〉] | fw[Q])

by Theorem 5 (3)

≡ (ν agent : gagent)(agent[(x : gagent → gfw)x.P | 〈to fw〉]) | (ν fw : ggw)(fw[Q])

since fw does not occur in P and agent does not occur in Q

∼=Ξ,g0 (ν agent : gagent)(ν fw : ggw)(agent[to fw.P ] | fw[Q])

by Theorem 5 (4)
∼=Ξ,g0 (ν agent : gagent)(ν fw : ggw)(agent[] | fw[P |Q])

by Theorem 5 (3)

≡ (ν agent : gagent)(agent[]) | (ν fw : ggw)(fw[P |Q])

since agent does not occur in P and Q

≡ (ν fw : ggw)fw[P |Q]

In the second encoding we block, by means of a communication, the
process Q until process P has entered the firewall:

AGENT = agent[(x : gagent → gfw)x.〈M〉P ]
FW = (ν fw : gfw)fw[to agent.〈to fw〉 | (y : W )Q]

where agent does not occur in P and Q, W is the type of messages ex-
changed within fw if it exists, or an arbitrary message type otherwise, M
has type W , x does not occur in P and y does not occur in Q.

Also in this case the system agent-plus-firewall is represented by the
top-level process AGENT | FW. The types are as before but for the type of
gfw that must allow the communication, i.e.:

gfw : gr({g0}, ∅, {gagent},W )

Similarly to previous case one can show that

(ν agent : gagent)(AGENT | FW) ∼=Ξ,g0 (ν fw : gfw)(fw[〈M〉P | (y : W )Q])

and then conclude by Theorem 5 (4):

(ν agent : gagent)(AGENT | FW) ∼=Ξ,g0 (ν fw : gfw)(fw[P |Q])

Types play a crucial role for the correctness of this encoding, since for
example we could not apply Theorem 5 (3) if the C components of the
gagent and gfw group types would not be empty.

This example shows how the to capability allows processes to cross
firewalls in a simple way.
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The Trojan Horse Attack

In this example, we show how our type system can detect a Trojan horse
attack. Ulysses is naturally encoded as a mobile ambient-process that enters
an ambient horse containing an in troy action, and then goes out of it into
Troy to destroy Priam’s palace. The initial situation is represented by the
process MYTH defined as:

ulysses[in horse.out horse.to palace.DESTROY] | horse[in troy ] | troy [palace[P]]

If ambients ulysses, horse, . . . belong respectively to groups gulysses, ghorse, . . .,
the whole MYTHic process can be typed by a group gmyth w.r.t. an environ-
ment Ξ which contains the following assumptions:

gulysses : gr({gmyth, gtroy, ghorse}, {ghorse}, {gpalace}, shh)
ghorse : gr({gmyth, gtroy}, {gtroy}, ∅, shh)
gtroy : gr({gmyth}, ∅, ∅, shh)
gpalace : gr({gtroy}, ∅, ∅, shh)

from which it is clear that ambients of group gulysses must have permission
to stay within ambients of group gtroy and to send processes to ambients of
group gpalace in order to make the myth well-typed. In particular palace is
a Ξ-receiver and so the danger of destruction is evident.

Observe that without S component the Trojans would have no way of
knowing that Ulysses may come into Troy, since he comes in hidden within
the horse. The case is well-known, and in previous ambient systems this
knowledge may be directly relevant for security.

Actually, with the to mechanism, the Greeks do not need the horse to
set Troy on fire: they might merely send incendiary processes to Troy from
the outside (the E component serves to protect Trojans exactly from these
missiles, either coming from the outside or from the inside).

In the absence of open, the simple Ulysses’ presence in Troy is not
dangerous: if he is not allowed to send out processes, he can only take a
harmless stroll in the city. However, the knowledge is desirable of which
ambients may move where, and completely forbidding Ulysses the access
to Troy is, after all, a good policy.

Also note that the C component, already present in other type sys-
tems (for example, in [25]), is essential for controlling ambient mobility,
as shown in the examples above; for instance, the C components of the
various types state that the firewall is immobile, and so are Troy and the
king’s palace; at the same time they permit the horse to enter Troy, etc.

The novel E component is needed to control the potentially most dan-
gerous to-moves, as is also apparent from the examples. Observe that, as
usual, types are only static preconditions that do not prevent more restric-
tive properties from being checked at runtime; for example, though the
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agent is granted permission to send a process into the firewall by its group
type, it cannot actually do it if in addition it is not provided at runtime with
the appropriate capability.

C and E serve therefore different purposes, and are not interrelated: as
is apparent, the former is mainly intended to control mobility, the latter is
relevant for security.

The S component, on the other hand, is a superset of C ; it is not di-
rectly connected with security, and the reasons for its presence are not com-
pelling (as a matter of fact, in the first version of the system it was absent,
and was added later). However, without S the control of ambient mobility
is rather lop-sided, owing to the fact that in the standard out m construct
the argument m is the ambient one comes out of, instead of that whereinto
one enters (like in the to m construct). Thus the C component cannot con-
trol which ambients are allowed to enter a given ambient from downwards,
and another more general set of permissions is necessary.

5.2 Encoding Process Calculi

Encoding other process mobility actions

The main choice in designing a calculus with mobile (lightweight) pro-
cesses is the one of the mobility primitives for them. We have chosen to
introduce, for the moment, only one primitive, to,4 since already present,
though in a context of immobile locations, in a well established concurrent
calculus such as Dπ [17]. Also, this primitive might be argued to naturally
model the elementary instruction by which an agent moves from one loca-
tion to another at the same level.

A natural alternative, or a natural extension, would be a thread mobility
analogous to that for ambients, i.e., capabilities to go one step up or down
the tree hierarchy, by exiting or entering an ambient.

Consider for example the two primitives up and down, with the follow-
ing reduction rules:

(R-down) down m .P |m[R] → m[P |R ]

(R-up) m[ p[ up m .P |Q ] |R ] → m[P | p[Q ] |R]

where also the up takes as argument the destination ambient, instead of
the source (as the analogous out does). It is interesting that both can be
encoded in the to-language, though only as actions in process prefixes and
not as capabilities transmissible in a message.

4 the pun was initially unintended.
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Such encodings are carried out by means of auxiliary ambients, with an
interplay of ambient and process mobility.

A natural typing rule associated to down is:

Ξ ` gp : Gp Ξ ` m : gm Ξ ` P : gm gm ∈ E (Gp)

Ξ ` down m.P : gp

(down m)

Therefore if we define the action down as:

[[down m .P ]] = (νgn : gr({gp}, ∅,E (Gp), shh))(νn : gn)n[to m .P ]

we get that Ξ ` down m.P : gp with rule (down m) iff Ξ ` [[down m .P ]] :
gp.

In the case of up, we can only define the encoding of an action upp

where p is the name of the ambient from which the process comes, needed
to simulate the action with the basic to primitive. A typing rule for up has
the same premisses of (down m) and conclusion Ξ ` up m.P : gp. We can
then define

[[up pm .P ]] = (νgn : Gn)(νn : gn)n[out p . out m . to m .P ]

where p : gp : Gp, gm : Gm, gm ∈ S (Gp), and Gn = gr({gp}∪S (Gp)∪
S (Gm), {gp, gm},E (Gp), shh). This definition correctly simulates the re-
duction rule of the up action, as the following reduction sequence shows:

m[p[(νgn : Gn)(νn : gn)n[out p . out m . to m .P ] |Q] |R]
→ (νgn : Gn)(νn : gn)(n[to m .P ] |m[p[Q] |R])
→ (νgn : Gn)(νn : gn)n[ ] |m[P | p[Q] |R] ≡ m[P | p[Q] |R]

Observe that if there is another ambient named m in parallel with the one
which is the subject of the definition, the to m action may take the process
into the wrong m, i.e., the following reduction is possible:

m[p[(νgn : Gn)(νn : gn)n[out p . out m . to m .P ] |Q] |R] |m[R′]
→∗ m[p[Q] |R] |m[P |R′].

Thus the encoding may nondeterministically allow, besides the effect of
the original up action, also a completely different evolution (one might say,
following the terminology of [21], that it suffers from a plain interference).

The encoding is consistent w.r.t. typing, in the same sense as the down action
considered above.
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Encoding the π-calculus

A standard expressiveness test for the Ambient Calculus and its variants is
the encoding of communication on named channels via local anonymous
communication within ambients. We consider a core fragment of the typed
monadic synchronous π-calculus, given by the following grammar (we use
letters a–d for channel names and x–z for variables):

P ::= pref P | (νc : T )P | P |Q | !pref P | 0

where
pref ::= c(x : T ) | c〈a〉

and T ranges over a type linear hierarchy:

T ::= Ch() | Ch(T )

The reduction relation, which will be denoted by →π, is defined by one
basic rule:

c(x : T )P | c〈a〉Q →π P{x := a} |Q

and by structural equivalence and reduction rules similar to those of Figure
3 for our calculus, except (R-amb) and (R-ν-group).

The type system, defined by the typing rules of Figure 8, derives judge-
ments of the form Θ ` P , where Θ is a set of judgements of the form
c : Ch(T ). The informal meaning of Θ ` P is that P is a well-typed π-
process w.r.t. the environment Θ, i.e., communication is well-typed in P
w.r.t. assumptions Θ. Note that the typing rules only guarantee safeness of

Θ ` c : Ch(T ) Θ, x : T ` P

Θ ` c(x : T )P

Θ ` c : Ch(T ) Θ ` a : T Θ ` P

Θ ` c〈a〉P

Θ, c : T ` P

Θ ` (νc : T )P

Θ ` P Θ ` Q

Θ ` P |Q

Θ ` pref P

Θ `!pref P Θ ` 0

Fig. 8 Type system for π-calculus

communications. We will use the labelled transition system of Section 4
based on our richer type system to discuss the correctness of our two trans-
lations, i.e., the translation in this subsection and that in the following one.

The basic idea of the first encoding consists, as usual, in representing
each channel as an ambient: processes prefixed with a communication ac-
tion on a channel c are encoded as mobile processes that first go (in)to the
ambient c[ ] where they communicate, and then go back to where they be-
long. Since, however, a to action can only move a process between sibling
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ambients, the introduction is needed, in parallel with the channel-ambients,
of an ambient p containing the encoding proper [[P ]] of the top-level π-
calculus term P .

The infinite sequence of π-calculus types Ch(),Ch(Ch()), . . . ,Chn(), . . .
is encoded as an infinite sequence of group names g0, g1, . . . , gn−1, . . .
along with the sequence of their respective group types G0, G1, . . . , Gn−1, . . .:

[[Ch()]] = g0 with g0 : G0 = gr({g, gp}, {gp}, {gp}, shh)
[[Ch(T )]] = gj+1 if [[T ]] = gj with gj+1 : Gj+1 = gr({g, gp}, {gp}, {gp}, gj)

where gp is the group of the above-mentioned ambient p, while g is the
group of the top-level M3 ambient-processes, i.e., both the process p[[[P ]]]
and the channel-processes c[ ].

Let Θ ` P : the global encoding of P , denoted by C([[P ]], Θ), is then the
process of group g given by:

C([[P ]], Θ) = (νp : gp)p[[[P ]]] | c1[ ] | . . . | ch[ ]

where c1, . . . , ch is the domain of Θ and [[P ]] is defined in Figure 9. Of
course, this requires that the (finite) set of free channel names occurring
in the term be known in advance. We can, however, always assume to be
working on closed terms.

[[c(x : T )P ]] = to c.(x : [[T ]])to p.[[P ]]
[[c〈a〉P ]] = to c.〈a〉to p.[[P ]]
[[(νc : T )P ]] = (νc : [[T ]])(c[out p] | [[P ]])
[[P |Q]] = [[P ]] | [[Q]]
[[!pref P ]] = ![[pref P ]]
[[0]] = 0

Fig. 9 Encoding of π-calculus

If one defines the translation of a type environment [[Θ]] as the set of
assumptions {c : [[T ]] | c : T ∈ Θ}, Theorem 6 below states that the
translation respects types. Also, the translation is correct in the weak sense
expressed by Theorem 7. In the next subsection we will present a more
complex encoding which enjoys a stronger correctness.

In the following, Πk denotes the group environment

{g0 : G0, . . . , gk : Gk, gp : Gp}

where Gp = gr({g}, ∅, {gi | 0 ≤ i ≤ k}, shh).

Theorem 6. Let Θ ` P , and k be greater or equal to the maximum nesting
of Ch() in types occurring in P and Θ. Then: Πk; [[Θ]] ` C([[P ]], Θ) : g.
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Proof. Notice that fn(P ) ⊆ Dom(Θ). Let Φ = Πk ; [[Θ]], p : gp. We can
show that, for every well-typed π-process P , the judgement Φ ` [[P ]] : gp

is always derivable by induction on the derivation Θ ` P .
As an example, let us consider P ≡ c(x : T )P ′. From

Θ ` c : Ch(T ) Θ, x : T ` P ′

Θ ` c(x : T )P ′

we get by induction Φ, x : [[T ]] ` [[P ′]] : gp. Moreover if c : gc ∈ [[Θ]] and
gc :Gc ∈ Πk then T (Gc) = [[T ]]. We have the following typing derivation
for [[P ]] (let c : gc be the type assumption for the name c in Φ):

Φ, x : [[T ]] ` to p : gp→ gc Φ, x : [[T ]] ` [[P ′]] : gp

Φ, x : [[T ]] ` to p.[[P ′]] : gc

Φ ` (x : [[T ]])to p.[[P ′]] : gc Φ ` to c : gc→ gp

Φ ` to c.(x : [[T ]])to p.[[P ′]] : gp

The statement of the theorem easily follows, considering the type judge-
ments Φ ` ci[ ] : g, Φ ` p[[[P ]]] : g and then using type derivation rules
(PAR), (AMBRES), and (GRPRES).

Theorem 7. Let P be a term of the π-calculus such that Θ ` P .

1. If P →π Q then C([[P ]], Θ) →∗ C([[Q]], Θ).
2. If C([[P ]], Θ) →∗ C(Q,Θ), and Q = [[R]] for some π-calculus process

R, then P →∗
π R.

Proof. 1. Let us consider, as interesting case, the one where P is of the form
c(x : T )P ′ | c〈a〉P ′′ |R, which can reduce to Q ≡ P ′{x := a} |P ′′ |R. By
definition of [[·]], we have that [[P ]] is to c.(x : [[T ]])to p.[[P ′]] | to c.〈a〉to p.[[P ′′]] | [[R]].
Of course, c is a free variable of P , and in the term C([[P ]], Θ) there is by
hypothesis an ambient c[ ] which runs in parallel with the process [[P ]]. We
have therefore the following reduction (we only show the relevant subpro-
cesses):

p[to c.(x : [[T ]])to p.[[P ′]] | to c.〈a〉to p.[[P ′′]]] | c[ ]
→∗ p[ ] | c[(x : [[T ]])to p.[[P ′]] | 〈a〉to p.[[P ′′]]]
→ p[ ] | c[to p.[[P ′]]{x := a} | to p.[[P ′′]]]
→∗ p[[[P ′]]{x := a} | [[P ′′]]] | c[ ]

whereas [[Q]] is [[P ′{x := a}]] | [[P ′′]] | [[R]].
An easy induction on the definition of the translation concludes the

proof by showing that [[P{x := a}]] = [[P ]]{x := a}.
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2. By the definition of the encoding, C([[P ]], Θ) consists of a parallel
composition of processes running inside the ambient p[ ]. The key obser-
vation is that all these processes being translations of π-calculus processes
must be of one of the following two shapes:

to c.(x : [[T ]])to p.[[P ′]] to c.〈a〉to p.[[P ′]]

or a replication of the above shapes. In this case the only possible move
the system can perform is a to action. Consider a subprocess of the form
to c.(x : [[T ]])to p.[[Q′]]: this is the translation of the π-calculus process
Q ≡ (x : T )Q′, hence [[P ]] ≡ [[Q]] | [[U ]] for some process U . The to c
action can always be performed, both if c = ci, for some i, or if we are in
the scope of a restriction of the c name. Once the to c action is performed,
the process will reduce to a process in the form C([[R]], Θ) only if the chan-
nel c is cleared. To obtain this the other two actions in the prefix must be
fired. This happens only if the input action is consumed inside the ambient
c, hence if there is a process [[U ]] ≡ to c.〈a〉to p.[[Q′′]] | [[U ′]] that trans-
lates a π-calculus process c〈a〉Q′′ |U ′. To conclude the proof, it suffices
to observe that, after clearing channel c, the process C([[P ]], Θ) reduces to
C([[Q′]]{x := a} | [[Q′′]] | [[U ′]], Θ). Lastly observe that
P = (x : T )Q′ | 〈a〉Q′′ |U ′ →π Q′{x := a} |Q” |U ′ and [[Q′{x := a}]] =
[[Q′]]{x := a}.

Encoding the π-calculus revisited

A drawback of the π-calculus encoding of previous section is that by re-
ducing a M3-process which encodes a π-process P one can obtain an M3-
process which is not observationally equivalent to an encoding of some
π-process Q such that P →∗

π Q. The problem is due to communications on
public channels that never happen: in this case the encoding of the process
offering the communication on channel c starts with to c, but after execu-
tion of to c the process willing to communicate remains in the ambient c.

Consider for example the irreducible π-process c〈a〉P : its encoding is

(νp : gp)(p[to c . 〈a〉to p.[[P ]]] | c[ ])

which reduces to (νp : gp)(p[ ] | c[〈a〉to p.[[P ]]]) and clearly there is no pi-
calculus process observationally equivalent to the latter process. The latter
process is in some sense “one step ahead”, waiting for an input that in this
case will never come.

We present in Figure 10 an encoding of the π-calculus that overcomes
these difficulties, at the price of doing a number of synchronizations, which
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{{c(x : T )P}} = (νm : g0)(to c̆.(z : [[T ]])to c . to z .
m[to c̆ . (x̆ : [[T ]])(x : [[T ]])m[out c̆ . out z . to p.{{P}}]])

{{c〈a〉P}} = (νn : [[T ]])(to c̆.〈n〉n[out c̆ . c̆[〈ă〉〈a〉n[out c̆ . out n.to p.{{P}}]]])
where T is the type carried by channel c

{{(νc : T )P}} = (νc : [[T ]])(νc̆ : [[T ]])(c[out p] | c̆[out p] | {{P}})
{{P |Q}} = {{P}} | {{Q}}
{{!pref P}} = !{{pref P}}
{{0}} = 0

where m, n, z do not occur in P .

Fig. 10 Encoding of π-calculus revisited

are performed by means of communications. We use the notations intro-
duced in previous subsection without redefining them. The group types of
the new encoding coincide with those of the previous one.

In this alternative encoding we associate to each channel name c two
ambient names c and c̆;

– c is a top-level ambient whose only role consists in making possible the
exhibition of a c-labelled transition, obtained through the visibility of
the capability to c at a certain intermediate step of the computation that
encodes the communication on the channel c;

– c̆ is the name of two private ambients: a top-level ambient where pro-
cesses willing to do a communication on channel c migrate and are
synchronized, and an internal ambient where the actual communication
takes place.

The encoding of a π-process P such that Θ ` P , where Θ = {c1 :
T1, . . . , ch : Th}, is the process E({{P}}, Θ) defined by:

(νp : gp)(νc̆1 : [[T1]]) . . . (νc̆h : [[Th]])

(p[{{P}}] | c̆1[ ] | . . . | c̆h[ ] |c1[ ] | . . . |ch[ ])

where c1, . . . , ch, k, [[ ]] are as in previous encoding, and the mapping {{ }}
is given in Figure 10.

If for readability we omit restrictions, the process encoding c(x:T )P
within the ambient p[ ] is

to c̆.(z : [[T ]])to c . to z .m[to c . (x̆ : [[T ]])(x : [[T ]])m[. . . ]]

which reduces in one invisible step to

(z : [[T ]])to c . to z .m[to c . (x̆ : [[T ]])(x : [[T ]])m[. . . ]]

inside ambient c̆. In this state the process is blocked waiting for input on z.
Analogously, the encoding of a π-process c〈a〉Q silently reduces to

〈n〉n[out c̆ . c̆[〈ă〉〈a〉n[out c̆ . out n.to p.{{Q}}]]]
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inside the same ambient c̆. The only possible move inside c̆ is the com-
munication of the private name n, and this event starts the simulation of
the communication in π. Through communication of n the two processes
synchronize and from this point on, the two processes are committed to
perform the communication that is the subject of the encoding. Now one of
them (the process committed to input) visits the ambient c so as to exhibit
(through the capability to c) a visible transition, which “encodes” the com-
munication label in the original π-process. After that, they – so to speak –
meet within n which in the meanwhile went out of c̆. Notice that the name
n cannot be communicated inside the ambient n, since it would require for
the group gn of n a group type Gn with T (Gn) = gn, and this is not al-
lowed by the formation rules of group types encoding channel types (see
page 44). Another invisible ambient nested in n is therefore necessary: it is
also named c̆, and in it the input-output is at last performed.

Two more ambients with private names, one of which may be again
named n (and the other m) are finally needed for carrying the continuation
processes P and Q to top-level ambients, wherefrom they can go back to p
with a to-action.

At the end of the story, all the auxiliary ambients are garbage-collected.
The new encoding preserves types as the previous one does: the proof

of the following Theorem is similar to that of Theorem 6.

Theorem 8. Let Θ ` P , Θ = {c1 : T1, . . . , ch : Th}, and k be greater
or equal to the maximum nesting of Ch() in types occurring in P and Θ.
Then: Πk; {c1 : [[T1]], . . . ,ch : [[Th]]} ` E({{P}}, Θ) : g.

As informally explained in the above discussion the feature of the present
encoding is that it better agrees with the reductions of π-calculus modulo
observability.

Theorem 9. Let Θ ` P , Θ = {c1 : T1, . . . , ch : Th}, and k be greater or
equal to the maximum nesting of Ch() in types occurring in P and Θ.

1. If P →π Q then E({{P}}, Θ, k) →∗ E({{Q}}, Θ, k).
2. If E({{P}}, Θ) →∗ E(Q,Θ, k), then there is a π-calculus process R

such that
P →∗

π R and E(Q,Θ) ≈Ξ,g E({{R}}, Θ)

where Ξ = Πk; {c1 : [[T1]], . . . ,ch : [[Th]]}.

Proof. Point 1. can be proved as the corresponding point in Theorem 7.
For point 2. it is crucial to notice that the only observable entities in the
encoding of π-calculus are the ambient names c1, . . . ,ch. Looking at the
encoding of Figure 10 one can easily verify that the only observable tran-
sitions have labels to c and [to c]. Moreover the encoding E({{P}}, Θ) al-

ways offer a transition to c
=⇒Ξ,g for all c in the domain of Θ and a transition
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[to c]
=⇒ Ξ,g iff the process P is doing an internal communication on chan-
nel c. This together with the fact that this encoding (like the previous one)
correctly mimics π-calculus communications concludes the proof.

Notice that the example discussed at the beginning of this subsection
shows that the first encoding of π-calculus does not satisfy condition 2 of
Theorem 9.

Encoding the Dπ-calculus

We refer to the version of Dπ presented in [17], but assuming a much sim-
pler type system. The basic syntactic categories are shown in Figure 11,
where the set of values V consists of channel and location names.

Prefixes Thread System
pref = u?(X : T ) p, q, r = stop P, Q, R = 0

u!〈V 〉 pref p P |Q
go l.p l[p]
p | q (νlu : ch(T ))P
(νu : ch(T ))p ∗pref P

Fig. 11 Syntax of Dπ-calculus

We assume in this presentation a very basic type system similar to that of π,
aimed only at preventing communication errors. The main limitation is that
channels with the same name in different locations must transmit values of
the same type. We assume the following syntax for types:

loc | ch(T )

The reduction semantics of the Dπ-calculus, that we will denote with →D,
has the following reduction rules:

l[u?(X : T )p] | l[u!〈V 〉q] →D l[p{X := V }] | l[q]
l[go l′.p] →D l′[p]

Operational semantics, as usual, is given together with rules that define
structural equivalence. Besides the standard ones, it is worth mentioning
the following rules, peculiar to Dπ, which state that two locations with
the same name are the same location (differently from our calculus), and
that we can enlarge the scope of a channel restriction outside a location,
provided that we keep the information about the location:

l[p | q] ≡ l[p] | l[q]
l[(νu : ch(T ))p] ≡ (νlu : ch(T ))l[p]
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The typing rules we consider are similar to those of π-calculus (see Figure
12).

Ω ` u : ch(T ) Ω, x : T ` p

Ω ` u?(x : T )p

Ω ` u : ch(T ) Ω ` V : T Ω ` p

Ω ` u!〈V 〉p

Ω ` p

Ω ` go l.p

Ω, u : ch(T ) ` p

Ω ` (νu : ch(T ))p

Ω ` p Ω ` q

Ω ` p | q

Ω ` pref p

Ω ` ∗pref p Ω ` stop

Ω, u : ch(T ) ` P

Ω ` (νlu : ch(T ))P

Ω ` P Ω ` Q

Ω ` P |Q

Ω ` p

Ω ` l[p] Ω ` 0

Fig. 12 Type system for Dπ-calculus

Like in the π-calculus encoding, we assume that we know in advance
the (finite) set of locations (and of free channel names for each location,
written lu1,...,un) required to run the process. The set of free channel names
appearing within a location is statically determinable, as shown by Dπ type
systems. We also remark that in our version of Dπ channel names are abso-
lute and not relative to locations. This implies that channels with the same
name must communicate values of the same type even if they are in differ-
ent locations.

The basic idea of the translation is the following. Each location l is
represented by an ambient l[ ] that contains as subambients the encodings
of channels used in communications local to l. Moreover, each location
l contains an internal ambient self that contains a process !〈l〉 offering
as output the location name. This is used to allow processes to perform
communications on channels located elsewhere w.r.t. their original site. In
particular, a system P using at most locations l1 (with at most local free
channels u1

1, . . . , u
r1
1 , r1 ≥ 0), . . . , ln (with at most local free channels

un
1 , . . . , un

rn
, rn ≥ 0) will be represented by:

[[P ]] | l1[self [!〈l1〉] |u
1
1[ ] | . . . u1

r1
[ ]] | . . . | ln[self [!〈ln〉] |u

n
1 [ ] | . . . un

rn
[ ]]

We will use for this term the notation D([[P ]], l
u1
1,...,u1

r1
1 , . . . , l

un
1 ,...,un

rn
n ).

For example

D(m[go l.u!〈m〉] | l[u?(X : loc)],mu, lu) =
(νn1 : gaux1)(n1[to m.to l.(νn2 : gaux2)(n2[to self.(x: gloc)to u.〈l〉to n2.out x.to x]])) |
(νn3 : gaux3)(n3[to l.(νn4 : gaux4)(n4[to self.(x: gloc)to u.(X: gloc)to n4.out x.to x]])) |
m[self [!〈m〉] |u[ ]] | l[self [!〈l〉] |u[ ]]
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and the M3 process has labelled transitions with labels [to l], [to m], to l,
to m.

Let now be gloc the group of locations and gD the group of the whole
system. We define the following group and group types:

g0 = gloc : Gloc = gr({gD}, ∅, {gloc}, shh)
gi+1 : Gi+1 = gr({gloc, gD}, {gloc}, {gaux}, {gi})
gaux : Gaux = gr({gloc, gD}, {gloc}, {gself , gloc}, shh)
gself : Gself = gr({gloc}, ∅, {g0, . . . , gk}, gloc)

Dπ types are encoded in the following way:

[[loc]] = gloc

[[ch(T )]] = gi+1 where [[T ]] = gi

Also assume li : gloc (for all location names that occur in the current pro-
cess), self : gself , u : gi+1 where gi = [[T ]] and ch(T ) is the type of com-
munications on channel u (for all channel names that occur in the current
process).
The encoding of Dπ-calculus terms is given in Figure 13.

THREADS :

[[stop]] = 0

[[p | q]] = [[p]] | [[q]]
[[go l. p]] = to l.[[p]]
[[u?(X: T )p]] = (νn: gaux )n[to self .(x: gloc)to u.(X: [[T ]])to n.out x.to x.[[p]]]
[[u!〈V 〉p]] = (ν n : gaux )n[to self .(x : gloc)to u.〈[[V ]]〉to n.out x.to x.[[p]]]
[[(νe : ch(T ))p]] = (νe : gi+1)(e[ ] | [[p]]) where [[T ]] = gi

[[(∗ pref p)]] = ! [[pref p]]

SYSTEM :

[[0]] = 0

[[P |Q]] = [[P ]] | [[Q]]
[[l[p]]] = (ν n : gaux )n[to l.[[p]]]
[[(νle : ch(T ))P ]] = (νe : gi+1)(e[in l] | [[P ]]) where [[T ]] = gi

Fig. 13 Encoding of Dπ-calculus

The correctness of the translation, in the same sense as for the first en-
coding of the π-calculus, is ensured by analogous theorems, where →D

denotes reduction in the Dπ-calculus, and the translation of a type environ-
ment [[Θ]] is the set of assumptions {u : [[T ]] | u : T ∈ Θ}. Moreover let
ΞD

(k,h) be the environment:

{gloc : Gloc, g1 : G1, . . . , gk : Gk, gaux : Gaux , gself : Gself };
{l1 : gloc, . . . , lh : gloc, self : gself }
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Theorem 10. Let P be a term of the Dπ-calculus, such that the set of loca-
tions is a subset of {l1, . . . , lh}, and for each location li the set of free chan-
nel names located at li is a subset of {ui

1, . . . , u
i
ri
} (ui for short). Moreover

let Θ ` P and k be an integer greater or equal to the maximum nesting of
ch() in types occurring in P , Θ. Then:

ΞD
(k,h), [[Θ]] ` D([[P ]], lu

1

1 , . . . , lu
h

h ) : gD.

Theorem 11. Let P be a term of the Dπ-calculus, such that the set of lo-
cations is a subset of {l1, . . . , lh}, and for each location li the set of free
channel names located at li is a subset of {ui

1, . . . , u
i
ri
} (ui for short). We

have:

1. If P →D Q then D([[P ]], lu
1

1 , . . . , lu
h

h ) →∗ D([[Q]], lu
1

1 , . . . , lu
h

h );
2. If D([[P ]], lu

1

1 , . . . , lu
h

h ) →∗ D(Q, lu
1

1 , . . . , lu
h

h ), and Q = [[R]], for some
Dπ-process R, then P →∗

D Q.

For the present encoding the stronger form of correctness expressed by
Point 2 of Theorem 9 does not hold. A counterexample is the encoding of
l[u?(X: loc) |u!〈l′〉]: it initially offers the visible transition [out l], but after
consuming this transition it offers the visible transition [to l], and no encod-
ing of a Dπ-process offers this last transition. One could clearly revisit the
Dπ encoding as we did for the π encoding, but we are confident that the
given examples already show the flexibility of our calculus.

6 Type Inference

In this section we present a type inference algorithm for our type assign-
ment system: the algorithm builds a typing whenever possible and fails
otherwise. A type inference algorithm is a desirable feature in distributed
systems, because it allows a type analysis to be performed even when only
incomplete type assumptions about processes are available.

Given a raw process R, i.e., a well-formed process in which all type
annotations have been erased, our algorithm computes an environment Ξ
and a well-typed version P of R (obtained by assigning types to the bound
names occurring in R) such that Ξ ` P : g for some group g. Moreover
Ξ, P, g are the “most general” ones in the sense that all other typings
Ξ ′, P ′, g′ (that can be given to processes P ′ obtained from R by intro-
ducing type annotations) can be derived from Ξ, P, g via substitution,
weakening and a kind of subtyping.

Note that our notion of most general typing, although in some sense
classical (see for instance [18]), is formally different from that of [34]
where “principal” typing is defined via a partial order between typings in-
dependently from terms. The reason is that [34] deals with type inference
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systems where types are assigned to initially untyped terms. In this case no
type commitment is written in terms and all typing information for a term
is contained in the environment and in the final type. This makes it sensible
to compare the intended typings as pairs environment and type, without ref-
erence to the terms to which they are assigned. In our system, on the other
hand, types are also written inside terms, and this information cannot in
general be retrieved from the environment and the final type: the complete
type information about a raw term can only be obtained by also considering
the term itself. Aside from these technicalities, however, the two definitions
represent essentially the same concept.

Type Variables, Substitutions and Environment Operations

We first introduce some technical tools that will be useful in defining the
inference procedure and its properties. The inference algorithm deals with
type variables, substitutions, unifiers, and merging of type environments;
moreover, a partial order relation on group types and type environments is
needed for the derivation of a principal typing property.

Let a raw process R be a well-formed process in which all type anno-
tations have been erased. In a raw process, in particular, group restrictions
are missing, name restrictions are of the form (νn)R, and inputs are of the
form (x)R. If P is a process, its raw form is the raw process |P | obtained
from P by erasing all group restrictions and all type annotations.

In order to describe and prove properties of the inference algorithm,
it is necessary to generalize the previously introduced syntactic categories
for types by extending the syntax of communication types T by a set VT of
communication-type variables (denoted by t). The resulting set is a set of
type schemes in the standard nomenclature [18].

On the other hand in the inference algorithm only environments with no
occurrences of shh type (hush-less environments) are generated. Type shh

will be introduced only in the final step of the algorithm. In the inference
process the role of type shh will be played by communication type variables
with only one occurrence as fourth component of a group type.

The new syntax of type schemes, where most of the syntactic sugar has
been eliminated, is shown in Figure 14.

As usual, in computing types and type environments the algorithm is
driven by the syntax of the process; it has therefore to put together distinct
environments whenever the process has more than one subprocess. A fresh
group name is assigned to each name, but when different environments
are put together groups must be equated. This is achieved by means of
substitutions. In the context of this paper a substitution maps group names
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G ::= g, h, . . . groups (ambient/process types)
S , C , E , . . . sets of groups;

W ::= message type (ranged over by W)
g ambient type
g1→ g2 capability type

T ::= communication type schemes (ranged over by T)
t communication-type variable
W communication of messages of type W

G ::= gr(S , C , E , T ) group type (ranged over by G)

Fig. 14 Type schemes

to group names, and communication-type variables to communication-type
schemes. Let T be the set of communication-type schemes as in Figure 14.

Definition 9. An inference substitution (substitution for short) is a finite
mapping in (G → G) ∪ (VT → T). Let ϕi range over G ∪ VT and Ai

over G ∪ T. A substitution σ can be represented as an expression [ϕ1 :=
A1, . . . , ϕn := An], where i 6= j implies ϕi 6= ϕj . As usual, we assume

σ(ϕ) =

{
Aj if ϕ = ϕj for some 1 ≤ j ≤ n

ϕ otherwise.

The application of a substitution to a variable environment (denoted by
σ(∆)) is defined in the standard way. Well-formed variable environments
are closed under substitution. In applying substitutions to group environ-
ment we must take into account that in a statement g:G group names occur
also in the subjects (left hand sides) of the statements. Taken a well-formed
group environment Γ and an arbitrary substitution σ, the group environ-
ment σ(Γ ) could be non-well-formed. For instance if g1:G1, g2:G2 ∈ Γ we
could have σ(g1) = σ(g2) but σ(G1) 6= σ(G2). Consequently type infer-
ence is not, in general, closed under substitution. However it is easy to see
that if Γ ; ∆ ` P : g and σ(Γ ), σ(∆) are well-formed then σ(Γ ); σ(∆) `
σ(P ) : σ(g).

When two different environments are put together, it may be necessary to
unify different message types and group names. This is impossible if they
are an ambient type and a capability type: in such case we get a failure.
Therefore, in the definitions below, operations on types and environments
may yield an undefined result denoting failure. A failure is raised whenever
none of the cases considered in definitions can be applied. Failure propa-
gates, and an operation produces an undefined result whenever some steps
in its evaluation produces undefined. To simplify notation, we assume fail-
ure propagation as understood and we avoid indicating it explicitly in the
definitions.
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Definition 10. We denote by φ({(Ai, A
′
i)|1 ≤ i ≤ n}) the two-sorted most

general unifier of the set of equations {Ai = A′
i | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, if it

exists, which is a substitution according to Definition 9. We will simply call
φ({(Ai, A

′
i)|1 ≤ i ≤ n}) the unifier of {(Ai, A

′
i)|1 ≤ i ≤ n}.

Let ∆, ∆′ be two variable environments. We denote with (∆, ∆′) the
set

{(W,W ′) | x : W ∈ ∆ and x : W ′ ∈ ∆′}.

Let’s write for short φ(∆, ∆′) instead of φ((∆, ∆′)). Note that φ(∆, ∆′)
is the most general substitution σ (if it exists) such that σ(∆, ∆′) is well-
formed.

As already observed, the application of a substitution σ to a group en-
vironment Γ gives an environment that is not, in general, well-formed, be-
cause σ can map two distinct group names of Dom(Γ ) to the same group
name. In the sequel, we show how to recover a well-formed group environ-
ment after the application of substitutions. This task is performed in two
steps:

1. by unifying the communication types in different type assumptions for
the same group name (completion-unification, Definition 11);

2. by merging (through componentwise set union) group types having the
same communication type (compression, Definition 12).

Completion-unification and compression are also useful for recovering a
well-formed environment when the algorithm needs to merge two environ-
ments, for example in typing a parallel composition.

We say that a group environment Γ is consistent if for all g:G1, g:G2 ∈Γ
we have T (G1) = T (G2). This condition does not imply G1 = G2, so
consistent environments are in general not well-formed.

Definition 11. Let Γ be an arbitrary group environment. The completion-
unifier of Γ , denoted Σ[Γ ], is the inference substitution defined in the fol-
lowing way:

1. if Γ is consistent Σ[Γ ] is the empty substitution.
2. Otherwise let

σ = φ{(T (G), T (G′)) | ∃g . g : G, g : G′∈Γ such that T (G) 6= T (G′)}

in Σ[σ(Γ )] ◦ σ.

The environment Σ[Γ ](Γ ) is called the completion-unification of Γ .

The completion-unification procedure always terminates, either with a fail-
ure or with a finite result consisting of a substitution Σ[Γ ]. This is obvious,
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since the number of distinct group names decreases at each iteration and
the number of group names in Γ is finite.

The environment Σ[Γ ](Γ ) is consistent but it is not, in general, well-
formed. The basic properties of completion-unification are formalized by
the following lemma:

Lemma 13. Let Γ be an arbitrary group environment. If Σ[Γ ] is defined,
then:

1. Σ[Γ ](Γ ) is consistent;
2. for all σ such that σ(Γ ) is consistent, there is a substitution σ′ such that

σ = σ′ ◦ Σ[Γ ].

Otherwise there is no substitution σ such that σ(Γ ) is consistent.

Proof. 1. follows by definition.
2. Assume that to get Σ[Γ ] step 2. of Definition 11 is applied n times. The
proof is by induction on n. If n = 0 the lemma is trivially true. Otherwise
let

S = {(T, T ′) | ∃g . g : gr(S , C , E , T ), g : gr(S ′, C ′, E ′, T ′)∈Γ such that T 6= T ′}.

Note that since σ(Γ ) is consistent we must have σ(T ) = σ(T ′) for all pairs
(T, T ′) ∈ S. If σ0 is the most general unifier of S we must have σ = σ′◦σ0

for some substitution σ′. So we have that σ(Γ ) = σ′(σ0(Γ )). Now observe
that Σ[σ0(Γ )] is defined in n − 1 steps. By inductive hypothesis there is
σ′′ such that σ′ = σ′′ ◦Σ[σ0(Γ )]. We conclude since by definition Σ[Γ ] =
Σ[σ0(Γ )] ◦ σ0.

The (non-recursive) step still necessary for transforming a consistent envi-
ronment into a well-formed one simply consists in putting together, by set
union, the group types of all the different assumptions for the same group
name.

Let G1 = gr(S1,C1,E1, T ) and G2 = gr(S2,C2,E2, T ). Define

G1 ∪ G2 = gr(S1 ∪ S2,C1 ∪ C2,E1 ∪ E2, T )

It is easy to see that ∪ is associative and commutative.

Definition 12. The compression ](Γ ) of a consistent group environment Γ
is the group environment defined as:

](Γ ) , {g :
⋃

i∈Ig

Gi | g ∈ Dom(Γ ), Ig = {i | g : Gi ∈ Γ}}.

One can easily check that:

Lemma 14. If Γ is consistent then ]Γ is well-formed.
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In order to discuss properties of completion-unification and compres-
sion (and of the algorithm), we introduce a partial order on types and envi-
ronments.

Definition 13. The relation ≤ on group types is defined by:

gr(S,C,E, T) ≤ gr(S ′,C ′,E ′, T ′)

if S ⊆ S ′, C ⊆ C ′, E ⊆ E ′ and either T = shh or T = T ′.
This partial order is extended monotonically to arbitrary environments

by adding set inclusion:

Γ ≤ Γ ′ if ∀ (g:G) ∈ Γ .∃ (g:G′) ∈ Γ ′ . G ≤ G′

∆ ≤ ∆′ if ∀(ξ:W )∈ ∆ .∃ (ξ:W ′)∈∆′ .W = W ′

Γ ;∆ ≤ Γ ′;∆′ if Γ ≤ Γ ′ and ∆ ≤ ∆′

The condition W = W ′ in the definition of ∆ ≤ ∆′ reflects the absence of
subtyping between message types.

The meaning of the relation Γ ≤ Γ ′ is that Γ ′ is more permissive than
Γ on Dom(Γ ) but it can contain statements which are not present in Γ .
The definitions of ∆ ≤ ∆′ and Ξ ≤ Ξ ′ are similar. However a process P
that is well typed w.r.t. Γ is not necessarily well typed w.r.t. Γ ′, owing to
the condition in rule (OUT) which forces some inclusion conditions on the
S components of groups. Note that for hush-less environments G ≤ G′

imply T (G) = T (G′).
The following properties of ≤ are useful.

Lemma 15. 1. If Ξ is well-formed and Ξ ′ ≤ Ξ then Ξ ′ is consistent.

2. Let Γ be a consistent group environment such that σ(Γ ) ≤ Γ ′ where Γ ′

is well-formed. Then also σ(]Γ ) ≤ Γ ′.

Proof. 1. trivial.
2. If Ig = {i | g : Gi ∈ Γ}, then

⋃
i∈Ig

Gi is the group type assigned to
g in ]Γ . Now let σ(g) : G′ ∈ Γ ′. By hypothesis we have that σ(Gi) ≤ G′

for all i ∈ Ig, and then also σ(
⋃

i∈Ig
Gi) ≤ G′.

Type Inference Algorithm

We now give an algorithm for reconstructing the type information from a
raw process in the most general way. The algorithm is defined through a
set of “natural semantics” rules [20]. A reasonable judgement produced by
such system would be of the form

R ⇒ Ξ, P, g
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∅; {ξ : t} `I ξ : t (I-Name) where ξ is a variable or an ambient name

{g2 : gr(∅, ∅, {g1}, t2); {N : g1}} `I to N : g1 → g2 (I-to)

{g2 : gr({g1}, {g1}, ∅, t2); {N : g1}} `I in N : g2 → g2 (I-in)

{g2 : gr({g∗
1}, {g1}, ∅, t2); {N : g1}} `I out N : g2 → g2 (I-out)

Γ ; ∆ `I C : W Γ ′; ∆′ `I C′ : W ′

](σ′(Γ, Γ ′)); σ′(∆, ∆′) `I C.C′ : σ′(g3 → g2)
(I-Path)

where σ′ = Σ[σ(Γ, Γ ′)]◦ σ and σ = φ({(W, g1 → g2), (W
′, g3 → g1)} ∪ (∆, ∆′))

Fig. 15 Type reconstruction for capabilities/messages

where R is a raw process, P is a typed version of R (i.e. |P | = R) and
Ξ, g are such that Ξ ` P : g is the “most general” typing judgement for
R in the sense that that any other typing Ξ ′ ` Q : g′ for a process Q such
that |Q| = R can be obtained from it by substitution and ≤. To make this
algorithm more readable we use instead a judgement of the form

Ξ `I P : g

which is intended to represent the most general typing for the raw pro-
cess |P |. Note that this could be expressed in the previous form by writing
|P | ⇒ Ξ, P, g. Similarly we will use a judgement of the form

Ξ `I M : g → g′

for representing the (most general) typing of a raw capability M .
As a first remark notice that raw terms do not contain indications about

possible occurrences of group restriction. Moreover they can always be
moved from a typed term to the environment preserving the typing. This
can be formalized as follows:

Lemma 16. If {
−−→
g :G}(k) are all the group restrictions occurring in P and

P is obtained from P by removing them, then:

Ξ ` P : g implies Ξ, {
−−→
g :G}(k) ` P : g.

Proof. Let C[ ] be a context not containing group restrictions. Using Lemma 1
it is easy to show by induction on C[ ] that:

Ξ ` C[(ν{
−−→
g :G}(k))P ] : g implies Ξ, {

−−→
g :G}(k) ` C[P ] : g.

The base step is Lemma 1(14). For the induction step let us consider the
case C[ ] = N [C′[ ]]. By Lemma 1(10) Ξ ` N [C′[(ν{

−−→
g :G}(k))P ]] : g
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implies Ξ ` C′[(ν{
−−→
g :G}(k))P ] : g′, Ξ ` N : g′, Ξ ` g′ : G, and

g ∈ S (G) for unique g′, G. By induction Ξ, {
−−→
g :G}(k) ` C′[P ] : g′ and by

rule (AMB) Ξ, {
−−→
g :G}(k) ` C[P ] : g′.

Owing to the above Lemma the type inference process can ignore group
restrictions. They can always be introduced without affecting typings (while
satisfying the relative side conditions).

The inference procedure is defined in natural semantics style. Figure 15
gives the inference rules for messages and Figure 16 those for processes. In
all the type inference rules, group names and type variables that appear in
the conclusion and do not appear in the premises are fresh. The rule (I-out)
(Figure 15) distinguishes some occurrences of group names in the gener-
ated environment by marking them with an asterisk (∗) for later use. The
marked occurrences are preserved by substitution: if an occurrence g∗ is
in the domain of a substitution replacing g with g′, then the occurrence is
changed in g′∗5. Marking is completely transparent to all operations intro-
duced in this section.

In all the rules with two premises (i.e., rules (I-Path), (I-Prefix-Cap),
(I-Output) and (I-Par) ), the algorithm merges the two environments of the
premises using completion-unification and compression. In rules (I-Path),
(I-Prefix-Cap) and (I-Par) two groups are identified. More precisely: in the
rule (I-Path) the output group of C ′ is identified with the input group of C;
in rule (I-Prefix-Cap) the input group of C is identified with the group of
P ; in rule (I-Par) the groups of P and Q are identified.

In the rule (I-Output), the algorithm identifies the communication types
of P and M using the unifier defined in Definition 10. The same kind of
unification is performed by the rule (I-Input). In the (I-Amb) rule the ambi-
ent name N must be typed with the group g of process P . The type of the
resulting process is a fresh group name g′. The group g′ is added to the set
of the ambient groups where g ambients can stay.

Soundness and Completeness

In this subsection, we give the soundness and completeness proofs of the
inference algorithm. To this aim we introduce restricted versions of our type
assignment system.

Let -̀νg denote the type assignment system for the variant of our lan-
guage in which there are no group restrictions (i.e. rule (GRPRES)).

5 Note that in inference substitutions a group name can be replaced only by another group
name.
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∅; ∅ `I 0 : g (I-Null)

Γ ; ∆ `I M : W Γ ′; ∆′ `I P : g1

](σ′(Γ, Γ ′)); σ′(∆, ∆′) `I M. σ′(P ) : σ′(g2)
(I-Prefix-Cap)

where σ′ = Σ[σ(Γ, Γ ′)]◦ σ and σ = φ((∆, ∆′) ∪ {(W, g1 → g2)})

Γ ; ∆ `I P : g

](σ′(Γ, g : G)); σ′(∆, x : t) `I σ′((x : t)P ) : σ′(g)
(I-Input)

where σ′ = Σ[σ(Γ, g : G)]◦ σ, σ = φ(∆, {x : t}) and G = g : gr(∅, ∅, ∅, t)

Γ ; ∆ `I P : g Γ ′; ∆′ `I M : W

](σ′(Γ, g : G, Γ ′)); σ′(∆, ∆′) `I 〈M〉σ′(P ) : σ′(g)
(I-Output)

where σ′ = Σ[σ(Γ, g : G, Γ ′)]◦ σ, σ = φ((∆, ∆′) ∪ {(W, t)}) and G = g : gr(∅, ∅, ∅, t)

Γ ; ∆ `I P : g1 Γ ′; ∆′ `I Q : g2

](σ′(Γ, Γ ′)); σ′(∆, ∆′) `I σ′(P |Q) : σ′(g2)
(I-Par)

where σ′ = Σ[σ(Γ, Γ ′)]◦ σ and σ = φ((∆, ∆′) ∪ {(g1, g2)})

Γ ; ∆ `I P : g

](σ′(Γ, g : G)); σ′(∆, N : g) `I N [σ′(P )] : g′
(I-Amb)

where σ′ = Σ[σ(Γ, g : G)]◦ σ, σ = φ(∆, {N : g}) and G = g : gr({g′}, ∅, ∅, t)

Γ ; ∆, n : g′ `I P : g

Γ ; ∆ `I (νn : g′)P : g
(I-Res)

Γ ; ∆ `I P : g n /∈ Dom(∆)

Γ ; ∆ `I (νn : g′)P : g
(I-Res1)

Γ ; ∆ `I P : g

Γ ; ∆ `I!π P : g
(I-Repl)

Fig. 16 Type reconstruction for raw processes

Moreover, let -̀νg
+V denote the type assignment for the variant of -̀νg in

which also type variables are allowed to occur in communication types. The
inference rules in Figure 16 are not affected by the presence of variables.
Obviously -̀νg

+V is an extension of -̀νg in the sense that each statement valid
in -̀νg is also valid in -̀νg

+V .

Finally, let -̀νg
+V
−S

denote the type inference system obtained from -̀νg
+V

by ignoring the condition on inclusion of S components in rule (OUT).

It is easy to see that the generation Lemma 1 holds for deductions in
-̀νg

+V
−S

too. This implies that there is a unique deduction for each valid
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statement. One can show by induction on deduction that -̀νg
+V
−S

is closed
under substitutions respecting consistency and applications of ], and it is
preserved when the current environment is replaced by a well-formed and
bigger (w.r.t. ≤) environment.

Notational convention: in the following Π denotes generically a process R
or a message M and τ either a process type g or a capability type g1 → g2,
the meaning being clear from the context.

Lemma 17. 1. Let Γ ;∆ -̀νg
+V
−S

Π : τ then the deduction showing it is unique.
2. Let Γ ;∆ -̀νg

+V
−S

Π : τ and σ be a substitution such that σ(Γ ) is consis-
tent. Then ](σ(Γ ));σ(∆) -̀νg

+V
−S

σ(Π) : σ(τ).
3. Let Ξ -̀νg

+V
−S

Π : τ and Ξ ′ be a well formed environment such that Ξ ≤

Ξ ′. Then Ξ ′
-̀νg

+V
−S

Π : τ .

The main lemma for the soundness proof is the following.

Lemma 18. If Ξ `I Π : τ then Ξ -̀νg
+V
−S

Π : τ .

Proof. The proof is by induction on the type inference deduction (system
`I). Notice that in all rules the environments in the conclusions are well-
formed by Lemmas 13 1. and 14. Moreover Lemma 17 2. and 3. assures us
that we can apply the substitutions and the compression in the conclusions
also to the corresponding premises and that we can weaken the environ-
ments in the premises.
As an example we show the case of rule (I-Prefix-Cap). We have:

Γ1;∆1 `I C : W Γ2;∆2 `I P : g1

](σ′(Γ1, Γ2)); σ′(∆1,∆2) `I C. σ′(P ) : σ′(g2)

where σ′ = Σ[σ(Γ1, Γ2)]◦ σ and σ = φ((∆1,∆2) ∪ ({W, g1 → g2)}).
By induction we have Γ1;∆1 -̀νg

+V
−S

C : W and Γ2;∆2 -̀νg
+V
−S

P : g1.
By construction we have that σ′(∆1,∆2) is consistent and σ′(∆i) ≤ σ′(∆1,∆2)
for i = 1, 2.
By Lemma 13 1. σ′(Γ1, Γ2) is consistent, and then by Lemma 14 ](σ′(Γ1, Γ2))
is well-formed: therefore also ](σ′(Γi)), for i = 1, 2, are well-formed and
such that ](σ′(Γi)) ≤ ](σ′(Γ1, Γ2)).
Moreover we must have σ′(W ) = g → g′ and σ′(g1) = g, σ′(g2) = g′ for
some groups g, g′.
By Lemma 17 2. and 3. we have ](σ′(Γ1, Γ2));σ

′(∆1,∆2) -̀νg
+V
−S

C : g →

g′ and ](σ′(Γ1, Γ2));σ
′(∆1,∆2) -̀νg

+V
−S

P : g and the proof follows by rule
(PREFIX-CAP).
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Note that, by Lemmas 18 and 17(1), if Ξ `I Π : τ there is a unique
deduction of Ξ -̀νg

+V
−S

Π : τ . This can indeed be obtained by applying back-
ward in the deduction tree of Ξ `I Π : τ the substitutions generated in `I

and using ≤ to match environments. We can keep track of the starred group
names in doing this: in particular (using the notation of Definition 12) in
the union of S fields in the compression operation a group name is starred
if it is starred in at least one of the Si. It will turn out that in the result-
ing deduction in -̀νg

+V
−S

the starred group names are the only occurrences
of g1 in S (G2) such that there is a statement out ξ : g2 → g2 where
ξ : g1, g2 : G2 ∈ Ξ .

We eliminate the asterisk by means of the following closure operation.

Definition 14. The closure of a group environment Γ (written M(Γ )), where
Γ may contain occurrences of the marker ∗, is the environment computed
as follows:

repeat
if for some g∗ ∈ S (G), g : G′ ∈ Γ , and S (G′) 6⊆ S (G) then replace
S (G) by S (G) ∪ S (G′)
until there are no more g∗ satisfying the above condition
Then erase all ∗.

Note that if Γ is well-formed then also M(Γ ) is well-formed and Γ ≤
M(Γ ), since the effect of closure is only that of increasing the S component
of group types.

Lemma 19. Let Γ ;∆ `I Π : τ . Then

1. M(Γ );∆ -̀νg
+VΠ : τ .

2. Moreover if Γ ′;∆ -̀νg
+VΠ : τ for some well-formed Γ ′ such that Γ ≤

Γ ′ then M(Γ ) ≤ Γ ′.

Proof. 1. By Lemmas 18 and 17 3. there is a deduction of M(Γ );∆ -̀νg
+V
−S

P :
g which, by the Lemma 17(1), is unique. Now the only reason why a de-
duction in -̀νg

+V
−S

can fail to be a deduction in -̀νg
+V is that the condition

on rule (OUT) is not satisfied somewhere, i.e. that for some action out N
occurring in P we have that to out N is assigned a type g2 → g2 and that
ξ : g1 ∈ ∆, g1 : G1, g2 : G2 ∈ Γ and S (G1) 6⊆ S (G2). This is im-
possible since in this case inside Γ we have g?

1 ∈ S (G2) and at the end of
the closure, i.e. in M(Γ ), all starred groups g1 :G1 occurring in S (G2) are
such that S (G1) ⊆ S (G2).
2. By induction on the number of steps of the algorithm of Def. 14 we
show that the environment Γn resulting at the n-th step must be such that
Γn ≤ Γ ′. For n = 0 it is trivial. Let the n+1 step replace S (G) by S (G)∪
S (G′) since g∗ ∈ S (G), g : G′ ∈ Γ , and S (G′) 6⊆ S (G). An inspection
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of the type reconstruction rules shows that the only rule introducing starred
groups is (I-out), so Π must contain the capability out N , and N : g ∈ ∆.
Therefore in the deduction of Γ ′;∆ -̀νg

+VΠ : τ there will be an application
of rule (OUT) for typing out N with premises Ξ ` g : G1, Ξ ` g′ : G2

and S (G1) ⊆ S (G2) for some G1, G2. By induction S (G) ⊆ S (G1)
and S (G′) ⊆ S (G2), so we conclude S (G) ∪ S (G′) ⊆ S (G2).

Definition 15. The finishing substitution σf for a judgement Γ ;∆ `I Π : τ
is a substitution which:

1. replaces with shh all the communication-type variables t that occur only
once in the fourth components of group types in Γ ;

2. replace with arbitrary group names the communication–type variables
t that occur exactly twice, once in the fourth components of group types
in Γ and once in Π as input types.

Note that finishing substitutions are not inference substitutions in the
sense of Definition 9.
By an inspection of the inference rules, it is easy to see that the variables
mentioned in point 1. can occur only in one group type and never as com-
ponents of a capability type. So they characterize the groups in which no
communication is done and then can be replaced by shh. In the resulting
term, there can still be left some type variables as those mentioned in point
2. which can be replaced by arbitrary group names.

The soundness result is then a consequence of Lemma 19 1. since the
finishing substitution eliminates all variables while preserving the well-
formedness of environments.

Theorem 12 (Soundness). If Γ ;∆ `I Π : τ and σf is a finishing substitu-
tion for it then σf (M(Γ );∆) -̀νgσf (Π) : σf (τ).

Completeness of the type inference procedure can be proved by induc-
tion on deductions using Lemmas 13, 15.

Theorem 13 (Completeness). If Ξ -̀νgΠ : τ then Ξ ′ `I Π ′ : τ ′ where
|Π| = |Π ′| and there is a substitution σ such that:

1. σ(Π ′) = Π;
2. σ(τ ′) = τ ;
3. σ(Ξ ′) ≤ Ξ .

Proof. By induction on deductions in -̀νg.
We only show the case of rule (AMB). The other cases are similar. So as-
sume

Ξ ` P : g Ξ ` N : g Ξ ` g : G g′ ∈ S (G)

Ξ ` N [P ] : g′
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where Ξ = Γ ;∆, and N is either a variable or an ambient name. In both
cases we must have N : g ∈ ∆. Moreover g : G ∈ Γ .

By induction hypothesis on Γ ;∆ ` P : g we have that Γ1;∆1 `I P1 :
g1 and there is a substitution σ1 such that:
1′. σ1(P1) = P ;
2′. σ1(g1) = g;
3′. σ1(Γ1;∆1) ≤ Γ ;∆.
Applying rule (I-Amb) to Γ1;∆1 `I P1 : g1 we have that

](σ′
0(Γ1, g1 : G1)); σ′

0(∆1, N : g1) `I N [σ′
0(P1)] : g′1

where σ′
0 = Σ[σ0(Γ1, g1 : G1)]◦ σ0, σ0 = φ(∆1, {N : g1}) and G1 =

g1 : gr({g′1}, ∅, ∅, t).
Being g′1, t fresh we can define σ2 = σ1 ◦ [g′1 := g′] ◦ [t := T (G)].

Clearly σ2 satisfies:
1′′. σ2(P1) = P (by 1′. since g′, t do not occur in P );
2′′. σ2(g1) = g;
2′′′. σ2(g

′
1) = g′;

3′′. σ2(Γ1, g1 :G1; ∆1, N :g1) ≤ Γ ;∆ (by 3′., 2′′. and 2′′′.
since N : g ∈ ∆, g : G ∈ Γ , g′ ∈ S (G) and σ2(t) = T (G)).

Lemma 15 1. and 3′′. imply that σ2(∆1, N : g1) is well-formed, then by
definition of most general unifier we must have σ2 = σ3◦ σ0 for some sub-
stitution σ3.
Lemma 15 1. and 3′′. imply also that σ3(σ0(Γ1, g1 : G1)) ≤ Γ is con-
sistent, then by Lemma 13 2. there must be a substitution σ such that
σ3 = σ◦Σ[σ0(Γ1, g1 : G1)]. So σ2 = σ◦Σ[σ0(Γ1, g1 : G1)]◦σ0 = σ◦σ′

0.
Now σ is the desired substitution since:
1. σ(σ′

0(N [P1])) = N [P ];
2. σ(g′1) = g′;
3. σ(](σ′

0(Γ1, g1 : G1)); σ′
0(∆1, N : g1)) ≤ Γ ;∆;

where σ(](σ′
0(Γ1, g1 : G1)) ≤ Γ follows from 3′′. using Point 2. of

Lemma 15.

7 Related Papers

In the original Mobile Ambients [12], besides the subjective moving capa-
bilities in and out , the open capability is present. This capability allows
to dissolve boundaries: it has been criticised both for bringing about serious
security concerns [7] and for being difficult to implement [33].

The proposal of Boxed Ambients [7] is to drop the open capability but
to allow communications across ambient boundaries between parents and
children. In M3 instead the open capability is replaced by the to capability.
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The communication of Boxed Ambients can be mimicked in M3 just
moving one of the two processes willing to communicate. Let us consider
the example of a parent willing to send a message M to the child ambient
n waiting for it, i.e. using the syntax of Boxed Ambients the process:

〈M〉n |n[(x : W )↑P ]

In M3 a process with a similar behaviour is:

(νm : g)(m[to n.〈M〉] |n[(x : W )P ]

We conjecture the to capability to be more expressive than the com-
munication mechanisms of Boxed Ambients, since we do not know how
to encode this capability or the Dπ calculus in Boxed Ambients. Of course
this deserves more investigations.

Instead the to capability seems less powerful (and less dangerous!) than
the open capability, which we do not know how fully encode in M3. We
are only able to encode an open inside an ambient, i.e. a process of Mobile
Ambients of the shape:

n[m[P ] | open m |Q]

as the M3 process:
n[Q] |m[to n.P ]

Vice-versa the effect of to :

m[to n.P |Q] |n[R]

can be mimicked as follows in Mobile Ambients:

(νp)(m[p[out m.in n.P ]) |Q] |n[open p.R])

In M3 like in Mobile and Boxed Ambients the ambients do not control when
other ambients traverse them. [22] propose to add co-capabilities to Mobile
Ambients in such a way each action needs the agreements of both the active
and the passive involved ambients. Clearly one could devise a version of M3

with co-capabilities. We did not add co-capabilities since M3 types assure
that active ambients have the “right” of traversing or sending processes to
passive ambients.

The type system of M3 is inspired by [11]: similarities and differences
are pointed out in Section 3. The type inference algorithm of Section 6
could be easily modified to deal with group types for Mobile Ambients. In
the literature there are few type inference algorithms for ambient calculi,
[35], [3], [2], and none of them deal with group types. So the design of the
present algorithm involves a number of non-trivial choices.
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In the literature there are many labelled transition systems for ambient
calculi. The labelled transition system of M3 is similar to those of [24], [9]:
the novelty is the pervasive use of types and environments. We claim that
type information is crucial in the design of labelled transition systems for
typed calculi, especially when as in M3 types enforce security policies. The
influence of types on π calculus process behaviours was first observed by
Pierce and Sangiorgi [31]. The present labelled transition system is sound
but not complete with respect to reduction barbed congruence: we conjec-
ture that a complete system could be obtained by distinguishing between
visible and invisible transitions as Merro and Zappa Nardelli do for Mobile
Ambients [26]. The price would be to increase the complexity of transition
labels, making less clear the use of type information: for this reason we did
not try this development.

[13] presents a typed ambient calculus based on M3 where global type
assumptions on ambient names are eliminated: this is realistic in a scenario
where interaction may take place between parties whose respective proper-
ties are unknown or only partially known to each other. [15] gives a type
inference algorithm equipped with a Prolog implementation for the calculus
of [13].

8 Implementation

As shown in [16], the type system may be easily recast into a more algo-
rithmic form, where the rules for capabilities, environment and null process
only contain minimal assumptions, and the other rules combine different
minimal environments in the premisses in a new minimal environment in
the conclusion.

The new rules are thus similar to the ones that describe the reconstruc-
tion algorithm, with the only difference that they do not contain unification.
They can be almost directly translated into logic programming clauses,
so that the unification explicitly indicated in the algorithm’s specification
is automatically performed by Prolog; with the addition of functional or
imperative Prolog procedures for computing completion and compression,
one obtains a program that implements, with slight modifications, the very
type reconstruction algorithm specified in section 6.

For example, the rule for parallel composition may be written as:

Γ1;∆1 ◦̀ P : pr(g) Γ2;∆2 ◦̀ Q : pr(g)

Γ1 d Γ2; ∆1 ∪ ∆2 ◦̀ P |Q : pr(g)
(PAR)

where the condition that the two environments in the two premisses are
compatible is omitted; the corresponding Prolog clause is:
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typing(GEnv, Env, P1 par P2, pr(G)):-
typing(GEnv1, Env1, P1, pr(G)),
typing(GEnv2, Env, P2, pr(G)),
sumunion(Env1,Env,GEnv1,GEnv2,GEnv).

The procedure sumunion is the “impure” logic programming procedure that
performs completion and compression.

The type reconstruction algorithm is embodied in a web-based proto-
type tool at the URL lambda.di.unito.it/m3. The SWI-Prolog source code is
available at the URL www.di.unito.it/ elio/dart/m3.pl.

Figure 17 is the listing of the session for the Trojan horse example,
which can only be well typed if the assumptions allow Ulysses’ group to
send lightweight (possibly harmful) processes into Priam’s palace.

TYPE THE RAW TERM FOR WHICH YOU WANT THE TYPING
TERMINATED BY A SEMICOLON (;)

TERM = ulys[in horse.out horse.to pal.0]|
horse[in troy.0] | troy[pal[0]];

_________________________________________________

GAMMA |- ulys[in horse.out horse.to pal.0] |
horse[in troy.0] | troy[pal[0]] : pr(g_top)

where GAMMA is:

g_ulys:gr([g_top, g_horse, g_troy], [g_horse], [g_pal], shh)
g_horse:gr([g_top, g_troy], [g_troy], [], shh)
g_troy:gr([g_top], [], [], shh)
g_pal:gr([g_troy], [], [], shh)

pal:amb(g_pal), troy:amb(g_troy),
horse:amb(g_horse), ulys:amb(g_ulys).

Fig. 17 Example session

9 Conclusion

We have presented a simple calculus that combines ambient mobility with
general process mobility, putting together the standard in and out Mobile
Ambients actions with the to primitive of the Distributed π-calculus [17].
As observed in section 5, other choices were possible for process mobility,
namely moving up to the parent ambient, or down to a child ambient.

With the down primitive alone, even in the presence of the in and out

ambient primitives, it is impossible to express the up and to moves.
The up m .P construct (m being the destination ambient) is the most

powerful of the three, since it allows the other two kinds of process move-
ments to be expressed by means of it, with the help of in and out; in par-
ticular, the down m .P construct may be obtained in a context-free way as

http://lambda.di.unito.it/m3
http://www.di.unito.it/~elio/dart/m3.pl
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(νp:gp)p[in m . up m .P ], while a to m.P process may be contextually en-
coded, within an ambient n, by the term (νp:gp)p[out n . in m . up m .P ].

Since the up primitive is deterministic (the parent ambient is only one),
the encodings of the other two constructs do not contain any additional
nondeterminism and are therefore correct in a strong sense, in contrast with
the opposite encoding of up by means of to, where the latter’s inherent
nondeterminism w.r.t. homonymous ambients does not allow an expression
of the former that is correct in all contexts, as remarked in section 5.

Nevertheless, we have chosen to adopt the to primitive for its greater
meaningfulness in the context of mobile computing, and its grounding in a
well-known foundational system such as D-π (whose untyped calculus can
thus be very easily encoded in our system).

We also have chosen, for the moment, to privilege simplicity. The type
system is indeed defined in such a way that subject reduction almost holds
by definition.

As a final remark, we observe that the very simplicity of our type sys-
tem, which grants it an easy readability and usability, does not allow the
control of finer properties, expressible through much more sophisticated
types such as the ones by Pierce-Sangiorgi [30] for the π-calculus. Even
the basic type system for Dπ [17] is only incompletely rendered, since our
system cannot encode the assignment of different types to homonymous
channels belonging to different locations; this is made possible in D-π by
the presence of local typing judgments, which cannot be simulated by our
only global judgments.
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Abstract An ambient calculus with both static and dynamic types is presented, where the
latter ones represent mobility and access rights that may be dynamically con-
sumed and acquired in a controlled way. Novel constructs and operations are
provided to this end. Type-checking is purely local, except for a global hierar-
chy that establishes which locations have the authority to grant rights to which:
there is no global environment (for closed terms) assigning types to names. Each
ambient or process move is subject to a double authorization, one static and the
other dynamic: static type-checking controls (communication and) “active” mo-
bility rights, i.e., where a given ambient or process has the right to go; dynamic
type-checking controls “passive” rights, i.e., which ambients a given ambient
may be crossed by and which processes it may receive.

Keywords: Ambient calculi, type systems for security, local type checking, dynamic ex-
change of rights.

1. Introduction
The ever growing importance, in the last decades, of forms of distributed and mo-

bile computing over wide physical or virtual domains has prompted the design of new
theoretical models of computing: in particular, distributed process calculi and ambient
calculi, for example [Hennessy and Riely, 2002; Cardelli and Gordon, 2000; Levi and
Sangiorgi, 2003; Bugliesi et al., 2004].
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All such models rely on (often sophisticated) type systems for expressing and
checking behavioural properties concerning mobility, resource access, security, etc.
In most of them, a system or component is represented by a term t of a given calculus,
a type T assigned to t, and an environment Γ. In the standard view, as is well-known,
the term t abstractly describes the implementation, its type T may express some be-
havioural properties, and the environment Γ is a set of assumptions on the outside
world. Typically, these are assumptions on types of non-local names; there is thus the
notion of a global environment, which is the abstract description of situations where
all the interacting parties are known in advance to each other, so that static checks
performed before execution ensure the correctness of the whole system.

When dealing with distributed and mobile computing in wide-area “open” systems,
however, one is often confronted with a scenario where interaction may take place
between parties whose respective properties are unknown or only partially known to
each other. If stopping the execution for re-checking is to be avoided, each component
must dynamically carry with it sufficient behavioural information that can be checked
at runtime by the other ones interacting with it. This may correspond to a formal
system where, like in the one proposed in [Bugliesi and Castagna, 2002], the typing
judgment Γ `a t:T is relative to a locality a, and may be “packed” into a new kind of
term a[t]ΓT that carries at runtime the typing information.

In this paper we address the same problem (of theoretically modelling such kind of
scenarios) via a new approach that, though similar in spirit to the one of [Bugliesi and
Castagna, 2002] just recalled, is nevertheless different from it in several aspects.

We present a typed ambient calculus where global type assumptions on ambient
names are eliminated, and the only global assumptions left are those on the input
variables which, owing to their nature, have only a limited scope and do not span the
whole system.

Behavioural type assumptions are instead local to each ambient. Thus an ambi-
ent type, which in most calculi [Cardelli et al., 2000; Bugliesi and Castagna, 2002;
Bugliesi et al., 2004; Coppo et al., 2003; Bugliesi et al., 2003] specifies the behaviour
of all ambients with the same name or group and requires cross-reference type con-
trols, is here attached to a single ambient occurrence: ambients with the same name
or group, occurring in different parts of a system, can have different types. The ab-
sence of static global type information requires the introduction of runtime types, with
dynamic controls which test the compatibility between different local assumptions.

Our calculus is based on M3 [Coppo et al., 2003], a variant of the Calculus of Mo-
bile Ambients (MA) where the open primitive for dissolving ambient boundaries has
been removed and its role in enabling component interaction is played by primitives
for general process mobility. The new operators were inspired by the go primitive of
Dπ [Hennessy and Riely, 2002], but they are tailored to the ambient nested structure,
which is richer than the flat structure of Dπ locations.

As a matter of fact, the open primitive of MA has been considered by many re-
searchers as potentially dangerous, because it could be inadvertently or maliciously
used to destroy an ambient’s individuality (by dissolving its boundary). Several vari-
ants of MA have therefore been proposed, which either are equipped with additional
constructs for controlling the execution of open, like co-capabilities of Safe Ambi-



ents [Levi and Sangiorgi, 2003], or replace it with other mechanisms for interaction
between ambients, such as the communication between nested ambients that charac-
terizes Boxed Ambients [Bugliesi et al., 2004]. Process mobility, however, seems to
be a more suitable mechanism for modelling code exchange and remote execution.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we describe the
main features of our system. In sect. 3 a meaningful example, which illustrates the use
of the different constructs of the calculus, is developed at length. In sect. 4 we draw
some short conclusions.

Due to space limitation most technical details, like the proof of subject reduction,
have been omitted. We refer the interested reader to the full paper [Coppo et al.,
2004] for a detailed account. In it we also introduce, along with further examples, a
behavioural semantics (i.e., barbed congruence) and some equivalence laws based on
it. The soundness of the laws is proved through standard techniques by relying on a
higher-order labelled transition system and on a labelled bisimulation (which is proved
sound w.r.t. to the behavioural semantics).

2. The typed language and its reduction semantics
The syntax of the pre-terms of the language (where type constraints are ignored) is

given in Fig. 1, the one of types in Fig. 2. The precise syntax of the language results
from the typing rules given in Definition 3. Processes are built through the usual con-
structs of sequential action prefixing, parallel composition, and ambient construction.
In the following a process of the form m:g(G)[c, e‖P ], which corresponds, in our
richer calculus, to the term m[P ] of standard ambient calculi, will be simply called an
ambient, distinct from the mere ambient name m. Communication is only local (and
synchronous), as in the original MA [Cardelli and Gordon, 2000]. Actions include
the usual in and out primitives for ambient mobility, and the two new primitives down

and up for moving processes between ambients; already taken into consideration in
[Coppo et al., 2003], they replace the to primitive of M3.

The down action is analogous to the in action. Its (simplified) reduction rule (see
[Coppo et al., 2003]) is: down m.P |Q |m[R] → Q |m[P |R]; i.e., the process
down m.P enters an ambient named m where it continues as P . On the contrary,
the up action is only partially analogous to out, since its argument is the name of the
destination ambient and not that of the source ambient, like in the case of out. The cor-
responding (simplified) reduction rule is m[n[up m.P |R] |Q] → m[P |n[R] |Q],
also given in [Coppo et al., 2003]. The explicit mention of the target ambient allows
more effective controls on the incoming process. In the present setting the four mo-
bility primitives, though keeping their basic behaviours just recalled, come with richer
syntactic forms that correspond to more sophisticated reduction rules, as we will see
later in the section.

Types describe communication and mobility properties. With reference to an am-
bient, we distinguish between its active and passive mobility: by the former we intend
which ambients the given ambient may cross or send processes to; by the latter, the
ambients by which it may be crossed or sent processes. Of course, by directly specify-
ing the active mobility of each ambient one indirectly specifies the passive mobility of
all the concerned ambients, and vice versa. One of the main features of our system is



A denotes the set of ambient names and G denotes the set of group names.

α ::= ambients
m, n, . . . ambient names
x, y, . . . variables

γ ::= groups
g, h, . . . group names
x, y, . . . variables

χ ::= capabilities
in α:g moves the containing ambient

into ambient α of group g

out α:g moves the containing ambient
out of ambient α of group g

up α:g with G moves the continuation process out from
its ambient up to enclosing ambient α

of group g requiring rights G

down α:g with G moves the continuation process from
its ambient down to enclosed ambient α

of group g requiring rights G

addc γϕ in α:g adds the crossing right γ with
multiplicity ϕ to ambient α of group g

adde 〈γ, G〉ϕ in α:g adds the entering right 〈γ, G〉 with
multiplicity ϕ to ambient α of group g

χ.χ′ path
x, y, . . . variables

M, N, L ::= messages
α ambients
γ groups
χ capabilities

ρ ::= guards
χ capabilities
〈
−→
M〉 synchronous output

(
−−→
x: W ) typed input

P, Q, R ::= processes
0 null
ρ . P prefixing
P |Q parallel composition
α:g(G)[c, e‖P ] ambient
! ρ . P guarded replication
(νn)P name restriction

where c are multisets of groups, e are multisets of pairs 〈g, G〉;
−→
W and G are defined

in Figure 2.
Figure 1. Syntax



C , E , . . . sets of groups;
G ::= mc(C , E , T ) mobcom type: mobility rights

and communication type
Pro ::= g(G) process type: processes that can stay in ambients

of group g with rights G

Cap ::= g′(G′) g(G) capabilities that can be consumed
by processes of type g′(G′) and leave
processes of type g(G) as continuations

W ::= message type
Cap capability type
group group
amb ambient type

T ::= communication type
shh no communication
−→
W communication of messages of type

−→
W

Σ ::= ∅ context
Σ, x : W

Figure 2. Types

that static types directly specify active mobility while dynamic types directly specify
passive mobility, and the compatibility between them is tested by runtime checks.

The type system is based on ambient groups: a group is a name that represents (i.e.,
labels) a set of ambient name occurrences. Different ambient names may belong to the
same group, but at the same time different occurrences of the same ambient name may
be labelled with different group names, i.e., different ambients with the same name
may belong to different groups. The mobility properties directly specified for each
ambient are always expressed with reference to groups and not to individual ambients,
so as to avoid a dependence of types from values.

In order to enable an ambient to check at runtime (i.e., during reduction) that the
active types of the incoming processes are compatible with its own type, the primi-
tives for moving processes between ambients carry with them the communication and
mobility types of their continuations.

While local typing allows the control of the active mobility behaviour, the absence
of global type information makes impossible a static control of the passive behaviour.
This check has therefore also to be performed dynamically; for that reason, at runtime
each ambient carries a specification of which (groups of) ambients can cross it and
which can send it processes, and how many times.

Thus every mobility action becomes subject to a double authorization, one static
and the other dynamic. The fact that “passive” permits are dynamically checked al-
lows them to also be dynamically granted; to this end, we have introduced two new
primitives through which a process may enrich the rights of another one thus enabling
it to carry out a given task.



Static types and their packing for runtime use
The static type system is centered on the notion of process type, which consist both

of a group name g and of a mobility and communication type (or mobcom type for
short) G; following the notation of [Cardelli et al., 1999], we write it g(G).

The mobcom type G is of the form mc(C , E , T ), where C is the set of (groups of)
ambients into which the process may drive (through an in or out action) its enclosing
ambient, E the set of (groups of) ambients to which it may send (through a down or
up action) a continuation process, and T is the process communication type. We use
the notation C (G), E (G), T (G) to respectively indicate the components C , E , T of
G.

Like in most ambient calculi, all the (parallel) processes within an ambient must
have the same process type g(G), which is thus a sort of inner type of that ambient and,
as we will see, is bound locally to it. Ambient names, on the other hand, only have the
atomic type amb, and are therefore omitted in the environments. As a consequence,
name restriction may be simply written as (νm)P . Similarly, group names have the
atomic type group. Group names can be exchanged in communications but group
variables can only be used in a limited way, as will be remarked later.

Ambient and process mobility actions must specify not only an ambient name, as in
MA, but also a group name. For instance, the syntax of the usual in and out primitives
becomes inα:g, outα:g (with α ambient name or variable). A process may contain one
such action (i.e., it may be well typed) only if its type allows it to drive its enclosing
ambient across the boundary of ambients labelled with the group name g. Values
exchanged in communications may be ambient names (of type amb), group names (of
type group), or capabilities.

A capability type consists, as in [Coppo et al., 2003], of a pair of process types,
written here with the notation g′(G′) g(G). Capability types take into account the
fact that, owing to the down or up actions, a process can move from one ambient to
another, changing its type accordingly. A capability χ of type g′(G′)  g(G) drives
a continuation process P from an ambient of (inner) type g′(G′) to an ambient of type
g(G). Obviously P must have the type g(G) of the destination ambient while the
resulting process χ.P has the type g′(G′) of the source ambient. This is formalized in
the rule (Prefix) of Fig. 3. The type of a sequence of in- or out-capabilities has the
form g(G)  g(G), because in executing in or out actions a process remains in the
same ambient.

The meaning of types, informally described in the body of this section, is formally
defined by the set of the typing rules shown in Fig. 3.

Dynamic types
Type controls no longer statically performed must of course be done dynamically.

To this end, the inner type g(G) of an ambient named m is bound to it with the notation
m:g(G)[. . . ]. An ambient is also characterized by two components c and e that record
by which ambient or process groups it may be entered and how many times. The
complete notation is α:g(G)[c, e‖P ], with α variable or ambient name.



n ∈ A

O; Σ ` n : amb
(Amb Const)

g ∈ G

O; Σ ` g : group
(Grp Const)

x : W ∈ Σ

O; Σ ` x : W
(Env)

O; Σ ` 0 : ((g)G)
(Null)

O; Σ ` α : amb g ∈ C (G)

O; Σ ` in α:g : g′(G) g′(G)
(In)

O; Σ ` α : amb g ∈ C (G)

O; Σ ` out α:g : g′(G) g′(G)
(Out)

O; Σ ` α : amb g ∈ E (G′)

O; Σ ` down α:g with G : g′(G′) g(G)
(Down)

O; Σ ` α : amb g ∈ E (G′)

O; Σ ` up α:g with G : g′(G′) g(G)
(Up)

〈〈g, g′〉〉 ∈ O O; Σ ` α : amb O; Σ ` γ : group

O; Σ ` addc γϕ in α:g : g′(G) g′(G)
(Add-c)

〈〈g, g′〉〉 ∈ O O; Σ ` α : amb O; Σ ` γ : group

O; Σ ` adde 〈γ, G〉ϕ in α:g : g′(G′) g′(G′)
(Add-e)

O; Σ ` χ : g′(G′) g′′(G′′) O; Σ ` χ′ : g′′(G′′) g(G)

O; Σ ` χ.χ′ : g′(G′) g(G)
(Path)

O; Σ ` χ : g′(G′) g(G) O; Σ ` P : g(G)

O; Σ ` χ.P : g′(G′)
(Prefix)

O; Σ,
−−−→
x : W ` P : g(G) G ≡ mc(C , E ,

−→
W )

O; Σ ` (
−−−→
x : W ) . P : g(G)

(Input)

O; Σ ` P : g(G) O; Σ `
−→
M :

−→
W G ≡ mc(C , E ,

−→
W )

O; Σ ` 〈
−→
M〉 . P : g(G)

(Output)

O; Σ ` α : amb O; Σ ` P : g(G) 〈g′′, G′′〉 ∈ e =⇒ G′′ ≤ G

O; Σ ` α:g(G)[c, e‖P ] : g′(G′)
(Amb)

O; Σ ` P : g(G) O; Σ ` Q : g(G)

O; Σ ` P |Q : g(G)
(Par)

O; Σ ` ρ . P : g(G)

O; Σ `! ρ . P : g(G)
(Repl)

O; Σ ` P : g(G)

O; Σ ` (νn)P : g(G)
(Amb Res)

Figure 3. Typing rules



More precisely, in a given ambient the component c is the multiset of groups of
ambients that are allowed to cross its external boundary, while e is the multiset of
groups of ambients that are allowed to send processes to it. In e each element is
actually a pair 〈g, G〉 consisting of a group and a mobcom type; its meaning is that a
process coming from an ambient of group g is given the entrance permit if it respects
the behavioural constraints specified by the type G. In an ambient m:gm(Gm)[c, e‖P ]
all the pairs 〈g, G〉 occurring in e must therefore be such that G is a subtype of Gm.

Each execution of an in or out action consumes one element of c and each execu-
tion of a down or up action consumes one element of e, with the exception of starred
elements, which represent permanent permits, i.e., elements with infinite multiplicity.
The control of the mobility constraints represented by c and e is performed dynami-
cally during process reduction. A reduction rule cannot fire if the corresponding side
conditions on c and e are not satisfied.

In the following we give the formal definition of a multiset with possibly infinite
multiplicities, and we define the operations of addition and removal of elements.

Definition 1
A multiset over a set of elements S is a function from S to the set of multiplicities
ω ∪ {∗} (ranged over by f); ω ∪ {∗} is the set of natural numbers ω extended
with the extra element ∗ denoting the infinity;

If f is a multi-set on S, s, r ∈ S, ϕ ∈ ω ∪ {∗} we define:

– s ∈ f iff f(s) 6= 0;

– (f ∪ sϕ)(r) =

{

f(s) + ϕ if r = s,

f(r) otherwise.

– (f ↓ s)(r) =

{

f(s) − 1 if r = s,

f(r) otherwise.

where ∗ + ϕ = ∗.

A partial order on mobcom types is naturally defined via set inclusion, and so is the
notion of glb of mobcom types. Communication subtyping is characterized only by
the fact that shh is smaller than any other communication type.

Definition 2

T ≤ T ′ if either T = shh or T = T ′.

mc(C , E , T ) ≤ mc(C ′, E ′, T ′) if C ⊆ C ′ and E ⊆ E ′ and T ≤ T ′.

T u T ′ =







shh if T = shh or T ′ = shh

T if T = T ′

undefined otherwise

mc(C , E , T ) u mc(C ′, E ′, T ′) = mc(C ∩ C ′, E ∩ E ′, T u T ′)
if T u T ′ is defined and is undefined otherwise.

The elements of c and e are similar to the co-capabilities of Safe Ambients [Levi and
Sangiorgi, 2003], with starred elements corresponding to banged co-capabilities.



Dynamic modification of mobility rights
The components c and e of an ambient process may allow or forbid movements

at runtime; they can therefore be changed dynamically without breaking the subject
reduction. As a matter of fact, this is achieved:

by automatically removing a (consumable) permit when a movement action is
performed;

by adding to c or to e an element with a multiplicity, by means of one of the
two newly introduced permit-adding primitives addc and adde.

Action addc gϕ in m:gm dynamically adds the group g with multiplicity ϕ to the c
component of a local ambient named m of group gm (see the reduction rule (R-addc));
as usual, by “local ambient” we intend one that is found in the same enclosing am-
bient. Action adde 〈g, G1〉

ϕ in m:gm dynamically adds the group/type pair 〈g, G1〉
with multiplicity ϕ to the e component of a local ambient m (rule (R-adde)). In a
term m:gm(Gm)[c, e‖P ] all mobcom types occurring in e are subtypes of Gm. This
property is preserved by the reduction rule (R-adde) since the adde 〈g, G1〉

ϕ in m:gm

action can be performed only if G1 u Gm is defined.
A process may perform a permit-adding operation on an ambient only if its group

is higher than the target’s group in a global administrative hierarchy, represented by
a partial order relation O over group names. Such hierarchy is the only global envi-
ronment of our calculus; it might be thought of as some general (not necessarily cen-
tralized) coordination and administration structure of the network. The typing rules
(Add-c), (Add-e) assure that this hierarchy is always respected.

Mobility actions and dynamic type-checking
Process mobility actions must specify, in addition to the ambient and group name

of the destination, the mobcom type G of the continuation process (i.e., of the process
that will run within the target ambient). The complete syntax of the down action is
downm:gm withG, that of up is similar. Of course, the type G needs to be compatible
(via subtyping) with the mobcom type Gm of the destination ambient. More precisely,
if a process down m:gm with G′ . P is of group g (i.e., is typed with a type g(G)) the
e component of the target ambient m must contain the group g paired with a type G′′

such that G′ ≤ G′′. The typing rule (Amb), along with the reduction rule (R-adde),
ensures that G′′ ≤ Gm and so G′ ≤ G′′ ≤ Gm. Hence, the migrating process P is
guaranteed not to require more rights than those specified by the inner type gm(Gm)
of the destination ambient, which was statically checked.

Reduction rules are thus dependent on the typing assumptions and the reduction
relation is labelled with the process type g(G), even though the group name g is only
involved in the (R-down) rule and the type G never plays any role in reduction. In fact
reduction rules are only defined for well typed terms, i.e., for processes that are typed
with some type g(G). The complete set of rules is given in Fig. 4.

A basic property of the system is that typing is preserved by ≤ on mobcom types.

Lemma 3 If O; Σ ` P : g(G) and G ≤ G′ then O; Σ ` P : g(G′)



Basic reduction rules:

(R-in) n:gn(Gn)[cn, en‖ in m:gm . P |Q ] |m:gm(Gm)[cm, em‖R]

→g,G m:gm(Gm)[cm ↓ gn, em‖n:gn(Gn)[cn, en‖P |Q ] |R ]

if gn ∈ cm

(R-out) m:gm(Gm)[cm, em‖n:gn(Gn)[cn, en‖ out m:gm . P |Q ] |R ]

→g,G n:gn(Gn)[cn, en‖P |Q ] |m:gm(Gm)[cm ↓ gn, em‖R]

if gn ∈ cm

(R-down) down m:gm with G′ . P |m:gm(Gm)[cm, em‖Q]
→g,G m:gm(Gm)[cm, em ↓ 〈g, G′′〉‖P |Q]

if 〈g, G′′〉 ∈ em & G′ ≤ G′′

(R-up) m:gm(Gm)[cm, em‖n:gn(Gn)[cn, en‖up m:gm with G′ . P |R] |Q]
→g,G m:gm(Gm)[cm, em ↓ 〈gn, G′′〉‖n:gn(Gn)[cn, en‖R] |Q |P ]

if 〈gn, G′′〉 ∈ em & G′ ≤ G′′

(R-addc) addc g′ϕ in m:gm . P |m:gm(Gm)[cm, em‖R]

→g,G P |m:gm(Gm)[cm ∪ g′ϕ, em‖R]

(R-adde) adde 〈g′, G′〉ϕ in m:gm . P |m:gm(Gm)[cm, em‖R]

→g,G P |m:gm(Gm)[cm, em ∪ 〈g′, G′ u Gm〉ϕ‖R]

if G′ u Gm is defined

(R-comm) (
−−−→
x : W ) . P | 〈

−→
M〉 . Q →g,G P{−→x :=

−→
M} |Q

Structural reduction rules:

(R-par) P →g,G Q ⇒ P |R →g,G Q |R

(R-amb) P →g,G Q ⇒ n:g(G)[c, e‖P ] →g′,G′ n:g(G)[c, e‖Q]

(R-≡) P ′ ≡ P ′, P →g,G Q, Q ≡ Q′ ⇒ P ′ →g,G Q′

(R-ν) P →g,G Q ⇒ (νn)P →g,G (νn)Q

Structural Congruence: ( | , 0) is a commutative monoid.

(νn)(P |Q) ≡ (νn)P |Q (n 6∈ fn(Q)) (νn)(νm)P ≡ (νm)(νn)P

n:g(G)[c, e‖(νm)P ] ≡ (νm)n:g(G)[c, e‖P ] (n 6= m) ! P ≡ P | ! P

Figure 4. Reduction



Using Lemma 3 a property of subject reduction, which ensures that static typing is
preserved by computation, can be proved with standard techniques.

Theorem 4 (Subject Reduction) If O; Σ ` P : g(G) and P →g,G Q

then O; Σ ` Q : g(G).

Finally, observe that group variables may only occur as first arguments of addc and
adde, so that they never occur in G or within the c and e components, since otherwise
their role in allowing a safe name restriction would be defeated.

3. An example
Our main example is the modelling of a public transportation system, the train

introduced by [Cardelli, 1999] as a nice pictorial illustration of the issues related to
the control of mobility.

We want to represent a railway network connecting a set of different places (e.g.,
cities) in the world. Trains move between stations, travellers may get into and off
trains only at stations and cannot drive them (no hijacking possible). The number
of passengers in a train at any given instant cannot exceed the number of seats; a
passenger takes a seat on boarding and releases it on getting off. Each train has a fixed
route.

For the sake of simplicity, we assume that:

There is a top-level untrusted ambient world, which includes stations, travellers,
and some other unspecified process R (e.g., other means of transport); it has
group and mobcom type gw(Gw), but no assumption can be made on Gw. Also,
cworld, eworld and R are unknown.

In our intended representation different stations should be found within different
cities or localities, and moving from one city to another would only be possible
by train. The presence of cities would however increase the size of the example
in a trivial manner, without providing more insights; we therefore place stations
directly within world, although in this way travellers appear to use a train to end
up in the same ambient world where they started from.

There are only two stations stA and stB, and one train train commuting be-
tween them. Initially, the train is within stA.

Stations and trains are represented by ambient processes; travellers are represented
by simple processes; the number of free seats in a train is represented by the multi-
plicity of the right to get into the train.

Stations are ambients stA:gst(Gst)[. . . ] and stB:gst(Gst)[. . . ], of group gst and mob-
com type Gst. They are immobile, and can have travellers both going down into the
trains or up into the world; they can be crossed by trains, and can receive travellers
both from train and from the outside world. Correspondingly:

Gst = mc(∅, {gtr, gw}, shh) cst = {g∗tr} est = {〈gtr, Gto〉
∗, 〈gw, Gfrom〉

∗}

where Gfrom = mc(∅, {gtr}, shh) and Gto = mc(∅, {gw}, shh). Note that Gfrom ≤ Gst

and Gto ≤ Gst, i.e., both Gfrom and Gto, which represent two accepted behaviours for



processes entering the station, are compatible with Gst, as is required by the typing
rule (Amb).

The train is an ambient of group gtr, which can cross stations and world, send
traveller processes into stations, and receive a maximum number n of passengers from
stations, provided they behave as good passengers (and not, for example, as drivers):

train , tr:gtr(Gtr)[ctr, etr‖ ! out stA:gst . in stB:gst . out stB:gst . in stA:gst]
where Gtr = mc({gst}, {gst}, shh) ctr = ∅ etr = {〈gst, Gpsng〉

n}
with Gpsng = mc(∅, {gst}, shh)

A traveller is represented by a parametric process traveller(src, dst) which from
some unspecified place in the world enters the station src to become a passenger of a
train that takes it to the station dst:

traveller(src, dst) , down src:gst with Gfrom . psng

where psng , down tr:gtr with Gpsng . up dst:gst with Gto

. adde 〈gst, Gpsng〉 in tr : gtr . up world:gw with Gw .P

The mobcom types Gfrom and Gto specify the behaviours of a passenger respectively
in the departure station, going to board a train, and in the arrival station, going to exit
the station into the outside world or city.

The initial configuration is:

(ν stA, stB)world :gw(Gw)[cw, ew‖R |trvlrs(stA, stB)
| stA :gst(Gst)[cst, est‖train] | stB :gst(Gst)[cst, est‖0 ]
|trvlrs(stB, stA) ]

where trvlrs(src, dst) is a parallel composition of processes traveller.
Our specification satisfies many properties of interest; some of them immediately

follow from the definitions. For instance, from the definition of etr it follows that no
traveller can get into the train tr when this is outside a station: any action to such
purpose from a process in world will be dynamically blocked. Also, by the definition
of etr and of the psng process1 it follows that at most n psng processes can be within
the train tr at the same time.

A bad passenger willing to get off the train when this is not in a station, though
it maybe statically well typed, is dynamically not allowed to do so. Suppose the bad
passenger be represented by the process

badpsng , down tr:gtr with Gbad . up world:gw with Gw .bp

By assuming O; Σ ` bp : gw(Gw) one may derive the typing

O; Σ ` up world:gw with Gw .bp : gtr(Gbad) with Gbad , mc(∅, {gw}, shh)

Observe that the process type gtr(Gbad) characterizes a process that might stay within
the train and go from it directly into the world. From the above we may infer the
typing O; Σ ` badpsng : gst(Gst), since for that it is enough that Gst allows the
process to get into the train, i.e., gtr ∈ E (Gst).

1The present specification does not prevent a passenger to add more than one pair to etr.



The process badpsng is therefore statically allowed to stay within a station, as
for example in the well-typed term stA : gst(Gst)[cst, est‖ badpsng |train]. Nev-
ertheless, when trying at runtime to get into the train, the process is blocked be-
cause etr = {〈gst, Gpsng〉

n} (with Gpsng ≤ Gtr). As a matter of fact, for the action
down tr:gtr with Gbad to fire, it is required that Gbad ≤ Gpsng, which is not the case
since Gbad = mc(∅, {gw}, shh) while Gpsng = mc(∅, {gst}, shh): Gbad allows going
into the world while Gpsng does not.

This should have been somehow expected, because in our calculus the dynamic
checks performed by an ambient are assigned the task of controlling that mobile pro-
cesses willing to get in do respect some fixed policies expressed through types and, if
this is not the case, of preventing them from getting in. Notice that all the previous
properties are guaranteed by only exploiting in the operational semantics information
local to the involved processes/ambients.

A similar scenario has already been modelled in [Cardelli, 1999; Ferrari et al.,
2002]. In both cases, the mobility control is implemented by informing the passenger
when the train has reached the station at which he wants to get off. More specifically,
in [Cardelli, 1999] a new primitive for ambient renaming is exploited. Intuitively, the
train ambient takes a suitable name to implicitly inform the passengers when it has
arrived at a certain station, while it takes a name unknown to passengers when it is
moving (in this way passengers cannot get in or off the train). In [Ferrari et al., 2002]
a suitable ambient called announcement is generated by the train when it arrives at a
station. This ambient informs the passengers of the arrival at a certain station.

4. Conclusions
The calculus we presented is a first attempt to model the interplay of static and

dynamic type-checking when handling the security requirements of global computing
applications. In particular, the packing of a mobility and communication type within
a mobile process and its subsequent check at destination may be considered as an
abstract modelling of the proof-carrying code approach.

Due to the absence of static ambient types (apart from the atomic type amb), static
typing rules may be easily translated into a simple type inference algorithm that, given
a term in whose body all the mobcom types are left unspecified, reconstructs the min-
imal such type allowing the term to be well typed. The algorithm will merely build a
type by recording the capabilities occurring in the term. The groups assigned to ambi-
ent occurrences, on the other hand, as well as the dynamic components c and e, define
the policy and the mobility constraints established by the designer of the application,
and cannot be sensibly inferred.

A still unsatisfactory aspect of our model is that the authority (specified by the
partial order O) granting dynamic rights to ambients is a too coarse-grain notion:
either an ambient is authorized to grant a right with any (even infinite) multiplicity, or
the ambient may grant none. It would be useful that this authority could have different
degrees, related to maximal multiplicities of granted rights. As noticed by one referee,
another useful extension would be the introduction of a primitive for group restriction
as in [Cardelli et al., 2000; Coppo et al., 2003]. This could provide protection from
external untrusted agents, but the interaction with the partial order O representing the



administrative hierarchy requires a careful handling. A modification of the calculus
in this sense, along with a possible increasing of the expressivity of types, is currently
under investigation.
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Abstract

We study the expressive power of variants of K, an experimental language with pro-
gramming primitives for global computing that combines the process algebra approach with the
coordination-oriented one. K has proved to be suitable for programming a wide range of
distributed applications with agents and code mobility, and has been implemented on the top of
a runtime system written in Java. The expressivity of its constructs is tested by distilling from it
a few, more and more foundational, calculi (namely, µK, K and K) and study-
ing the encoding of each of the considered language into a simpler one. The expressive power
of K based calculi is finally tested by comparing one of the calculi with the asynchronous
π-calculus. In particular, we describe and assess an encoding of K in the asynchronous
π-calculus and an encoding of the asynchronous π-calculus in K.
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1 Introduction

In the design of programming languages for global computing, a key research challenge is devis-
ing theoretical models and calculi with a clean formal semantics for specifying, programming and
reasoning about global computing applications. These calculi could provide a basis for the design
of systems which should be “sound by construction” and behave in a predictable and analyzable
manner. The crux is to identify the more appropriate abstractions and to supply foundational and
effective tools for supporting the development of global computing applications.

One of the abstractions that appears to be very important is mobility. This feature deeply
increases flexibility and, thus, expressiveness of programming languages for global computers.
Evidence of the success of this programming style is provided by the design of new commer-
cial/prototype programming languages with primitives for moving code and processes. This activity
has seen the involvement of several important industrial and academic research institutions.

The first foundational calculus dealing with mobility has been the π-calculus [19], a simple and
expressive calculus representing aiming at capturing the essence of name passing with the minimum
number of basic constructs. Indeed, the only operators of the π-calculus are the empty process, out-
put and input prefix, parallel composition, name restriction and process replication; the exchanged
values of the calculus are just names. If considered, from a global computing perspective, one could
say that the π-calculus misses an explicit notion of locality and/or of a domain where computations
take place.

To deal with this deficiency of the π-calculus, several foundational formalisms, presented as
process calculi or strongly based on them, have been developed. They have, undoubtedly, improved
the formal understanding of global computing systems. We want to mention, among the others,
the Ambient calculus [9], the Dπ-calculus [16] and K [10]. As usual, a major problem in
the development of a foundational language is to find appropriate sets of abstractions that can be
considered an acceptable compromise between expressiveness, elegance and implementability. A
paradigmatic example is the Ambient calculus: it is very elegant and expressive, but a reasonable
distributed implementation is still problematic.

We have been long working with K, an experimental language with programming con-
structs for global computing that combines the process algebra paradigm with the coordination-
oriented one. K has been specifically designed to program distributed systems consisting of
several mobile components that interact through multiple distributed tuple spaces. K primitives
allow programmers to distribute and retrieve data and processes to and from the nodes of a net.
Moreover, localities are first-class citizens that can be dynamically created and communicated over
the network. Components, both stationary and mobile, can explicitly refer and control the spatial
structures of the network. Communication takes place through distributed repositories (a very flexi-
ble model that meets important requirements of global computing) and remote operations (to supply
a realistic abstraction level and avoid heavily resorting to code mobility).

K rests on an extension of the basic L coordination model [14] with multiple distributed
tuple spaces. A tuple space is a multiset of tuples that are sequences of information items. Tuples
are anonymous and can be associatively selected from tuple spaces by means of a pattern-matching
mechanism. Tuples can contain both values and code that can be subsequently accessed and eval-
uated. An allocation environment (associating logical and physical localities) is used to avoid the
programmers to consider the precise physical allocation of the distributed tuple spaces.

K has been upgraded to a full fledged programming language (called X-K [2]) by
relying on the implementation of a run-time system [3] developed in Java for the sake of portability.
The linguistic constructs of K have proved to be appropriate for programming a wide range of
distributed applications with agents and code mobility [10, 11] that, once compiled in Java, can be

2



run over different platforms.
In this paper, we aim at assessing the expressive power of tuple based communications and eval-

uating the theoretical impact of the linguistic primitives proposed for K. This task is performed
by distilling from K a few, more and more, foundational calculi and studying the possibility of
encoding each of the calculi in a more basilar one. A tight comparison between these calculi and the
asynchronous π-calculus [17, 5] is also provided. The first sub-calculus we consider is µK [15];
it is obtained by eliminating from K the distinction between logical and physical localities (i.e.,
no allocation environment) and the possibility of higher order communication (i.e., no process code
in tuples). The second sub-calculus, K, is obtained from µK by only considering monadic
communications and by removing the basic actions read. The last calculus, K, is obtained
by removing also the possibility of performing remote inputs and outputs; communications is only
local and process migration is needed to use remote resources.

To assess the quality of our encodings, we shall use well-established criteria (see, e.g., [21]),
namely full abstraction and semantical equivalence based on an appropriate family of equivalences
EQ.

Full Abstraction w.r.t. EQ: An encoding enc(·) of language X into language Y satisfies this
property if for every pair of X-terms T1 and T2 it holds that T1 EQX T2 if and only if
enc(T1) EQY enc(T2).

Semantical Equivalence w.r.t. EQ: An encoding enc(·) of language X into language Y satisfies
this property if for every X-term T it holds that T EQZ enc(T ), for some language Z con-
taining both X and Y.

In the above definitions, EQ is not a precise equivalence but a family of equivalences that has to be
properly instantiated to the considered languages, say X, Y , Z, to obtain EQX, EQY and EQZ. Of
course, a stronger equivalence guarantees a better encoding, in that it attests that the target language
has expressive power closer to that of the source calculus. Moreover, we have that, if an encoding
is semantical equivalent w.r.t. EQ then it is also fully abstract w.r.t. the same equivalence. Thus, an
encoding enjoying semantical equivalence is ‘better’ then an encoding enjoying fully abstraction.
Finally, if we want to establish semantical equivalence between a languageY that is a sub-language
of X, then the natural choice forZ is X itself.

The equivalences we use in this paper are barbed bisimilarity and barbed congruence; these
are uniformly defined equivalences on process calculi often considered to be their ‘touchstone’
semantic theories. Barbed bisimulation equates two terms that offer the same observable behaviour
along all possible computations. Barbed congruence is obtained by closing barbed bisimulation
under all possible language contexts. As expected, see e.g. [26], barbed bisimilarity is coarser then
barbed congruence. It often turns out that a ‘half-way’ solution between the two notions above is
the appropriate one; it relies on what we call translated barbed congruence, written �

tr. We say
that an encoding enc(·) from language X to language Y is fully abstract w.r.t. �

tr whenever the set
of contexts in Y considered for context closure is formed by using only the translation via enc(·) of
contexts in X. Indeed, if we consider the encoding as a protocol (i.e. a precise sequence of message
exchanges), translated contexts represent opponents conforming to the protocol. This result suffices
to assess expressiveness of languages, see, e.g., [4, 8]. Indeed, it amounts to saying that the source
language can be faithfully compiled in the target one.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. K and the three calculi derived from it are
presented in Section 2. Sections 3, 4 and 5 present the encodings of K in µK, of µK
into K and of K into K, respectively. Section 6 contains a comparison with the
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N ::= 0
∣∣∣ l ::ρ C

∣∣∣ N1 ‖ N2

∣∣∣ (νl)N

C ::= 〈t〉
∣∣∣ P

∣∣∣ C1 | C2

P ::= nil
∣∣∣ a.P

∣∣∣ P1 | P2

∣∣∣ X
∣∣∣ rec X.P

a ::= in(T )@u
∣∣∣ read(T )@u

∣∣∣ out(t)@u
∣∣∣ eval(P)@u

∣∣∣ new(l)

t ::= u
∣∣∣ P

∣∣∣ t1, t2

T ::= u
∣∣∣ ! x

∣∣∣ ! X
∣∣∣ T1,T2

Table 1: K syntax

πa-calculus; in particular it presents an encoding of the πa-calculus into K and an encoding of
K into the πa-calculus. In Section 7 we sum up our work and discuss the results presented in
the paper and contrast them with related work.

2 A Family of Process Languages

In this section, we formally present the languages we shall work with, namely K [10] and the
three calculi derived from it.

2.1 K: Kernel Language for Agents Interaction and Mobility

The syntax of K is given in Table 1. We assume two disjoint countable sets: L of names
l, l′, . . . and V of variables x, y, . . . , X, Y, . . . , self, where self is a reserved variable (see below).
Notationally, we prefer letters x, y, . . . when we want to stress the use of a name as a basic variable,
and X,Y, . . . when we want to stress the use of a name as a process variable. We will use u for basic
variables and localities.

Processes, ranged over by P,Q,R, . . ., are the K active computational units and may be
executed concurrently either at the same locality or at different localities. Processes are built from
the terminated process nil and from basic actions by using action prefixing, parallel composition
and recursion. Basic Actions, ranged over by a, permit removing/accessing/adding data from/to
node repositories, activating new threads of execution and creating new nodes. Action new is not
indexed with an address because it always acts locally; all the other actions explicitly indicate the
(possibly remote) locality where they will take effect. Tuples, t, are the communicable objects: they
are sequences of names and processes. Templates, T , are patterns used to retrieve tuples and the
pattern matching underlying the communication mechanism is the one used for L [14].

Nets, ranged over by N, M,H,K, . . ., are finite collections of nodes. A node is a triple l ::ρ C,
where locality l is the address of the node, ρ is the allocation environment (a finite partial mapping
from variables to names, used to implement dynamic binding of names) and C is the program and
data component located at l. Components, ranged over by C,D, . . ., can be either processes or data,
denoted by 〈t〉. In the net (νl)N, the scope of the name l is restricted to N; the intended effect is that
if one considers the net N1 ‖ (νl)N2 then locality l of N2 cannot be immediately referred to from
within N1. We say that a net is well-formed if for each node l ::ρ C we have that ρ(self) = l, and,
for any pair of nodes l ::ρ C and l′ ::ρ′ C′, we have that l = l′ implies ρ = ρ′. Hereafter, we will
only consider well-formed nets. Moreover, we shall always assume that bound names are always
the address of a node in the net.

Names and variables occurring in K processes and nets can be bound. More precisely,
prefix new(l).P binds name l in P, and, similarly, net restriction (νl)N binds l in N. Prefix
in(. . . , ! , . . .)@u.P binds variable in P; this prefix is similar to the λ-abstraction of the λ-calculus.
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Finally, rec X.P binds variable X in P. A name/variable that is not bound is called free. The sets
fn(·) and bn(·) (respectively, of free and bound names of a term) and fv(·) and bv(·) (of free/bound
variables) are defined accordingly. The set n(·) is the union of the free and bound names and vari-
ables occurring in · . Moreover, we define fl(N) the subset of fn(N) that are addresses of nodes in
N.

As usual, we say that two terms are alpha-equivalent, written =α, if one can be obtained from
the other by renaming bound names/variables. We shall say that u is fresh for if u < n( ). In the
sequel, we shall work with terms whose bound variables are all distinct and whose bound names
are all distinct and different from the free ones.

Remark 2.1 The language presented so far slightly differs from [10]: the two differences are the
absence of values and expressions, and the use of recursion instead of process definitions. Values
and expressions (e.g., integers, strings, ...) are not included only to simplify reasoning: they can
be easily encoded by following the classical implementations in the π-calculus (see, e.g., [26]).
Recursion is easier to deal with in a theoretical framework because the syntax of a recursive term
already contains all the code needed to properly run the term itself.

Notations and Conventions. We write A , W to mean that A is of the form W; this notation is used
to assign a symbolic name A to the term W. We shall use notation ·̃ to denote sequences of objects
(e.g. l̃ is a sequence of names); this will be sometimes written as x̃i∈I , for an appropriate index-set
I. Moreover, if x̃ = (x1, ..., xn), we shall assume that xi , x j for i , j. If x̃ = (x1, . . . , xn) and ỹ =

(y1, . . . , ym) then x̃, ỹ will denote the sequence of pairwise distinct elements (x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym).
When convenient, we shall regard a sequence simply as a set.

We shall sometimes write in()@l, out()@l and 〈〉 to mean that the argument of the actions or
the datum are an empty sequence of items. We usually omit trailing occurrences of process nil and
write Π j∈J Wj for the parallel composition (both ‘|’ and ‘‖’) of terms (components or nets, resp.) Wj.

Finally, we assume that allocation environments act as the identity on locality names. This
assumption simplifies the operational semantics.

The operational semantics relies on a structural congruence relation, ≡, bringing the partici-
pants of a potential interaction to contiguous positions, and a reduction relation, 7−→, expressing
the evolution of a net. The structural congruence is the least congruence closed under the axioms
given in the upper part of Table 2. Most of the laws are mundane [18, 26], while laws (A) and
(C) are peculiar to our setting. The first one states that nil is the identity for ‘|’; the second one
turns a parallel between co-located components into a parallel between nodes (thus, it is also used
to achieve commutativity and associativity of ‘|’).

The reduction relation is given in the lower part of Table 2. There, we use two auxiliary func-
tions:

1. a tuple/template evaluation function, E[[ ]]ρ, to transform variables according to the alloca-
tion environment of the node performing the action whose argument is . The main clauses
of its definition are given below:

E[[ u ]]ρ =



u if u ∈ L
ρ(u) if u ∈ dom(ρ)
UNDEF otherwise

E[[ P ]]ρ = P{ρ}

where P{ρ} denotes the process obtained from P by replacing any free occurrence of a variable
x that is not within the argument of an eval with ρ(x). Clearly, E[[ P ]]ρ is UNDEF if ρ(x) is
undefined for some of these x. We shall write E[[ t ]]ρ = t′ to denote that the evaluation of t
using ρ succeeds and returns t′.
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Axioms for Structural Congruence:

Monoid laws for “‖”, i.e.

N ‖ 0 ≡ N , N1 ‖ N2 ≡ N2 ‖ N1 , (N1 ‖ N2) ‖ N3 ≡ N1 ‖ (N2 ‖ N3)

(A) N ≡ N′ if N =α N′

(RC) (νl1)(νl2)N ≡ (νl2)(νl1)N

(E) N1 ‖ (νl)N2 ≡ (νl)(N1 ‖ N2) if l < fn(N1)

(A) l ::ρ C ≡ l ::ρ (C |nil)

(C) l ::ρ C1|C2 ≡ l ::ρ C1 ‖ l ::ρ C2

(R) l ::ρ rec X.P ≡ l ::ρ P[rec X.P/X]

Reduction Relation:

(R-O)
ρ(u) = l′ E[[ t ]]ρ = t′

l ::ρ out(t)@u.P ‖ l′ ::ρ′ nil 7−→ l ::ρ P ‖ l′ ::ρ′ 〈t′〉

(R-E)
ρ(u) = l′

l ::ρ eval(P2)@u.P1 ‖ l′ ::ρ′ nil 7−→ l ::ρ P1 ‖ l′ ::ρ′ P2

(R-I)
ρ(u) = l′ match(E[[ T ]]ρ, t) = σ

l ::ρ in(T )@u.P ‖ l′ ::ρ′ 〈t〉 7−→ l ::ρ Pσ ‖ l′ ::ρ′ nil

(R-R)
ρ(u) = l′ match(E[[ T ]]ρ, t) = σ

l ::ρ read(T )@u.P ‖ l′ ::ρ′ 〈t〉 7−→ l ::ρ Pσ ‖ l′ ::ρ′ 〈t〉

(R-N) l ::ρ new(l′).P 7−→ (νl′)(l ::ρ P ‖ l′ ::ρ[l′/self] nil)

(R-P)
N1 7−→ N′1

N1 ‖ N2 7−→ N′1 ‖ N2

(R-R)
N 7−→ N′

(νl)N 7−→ (νl)N′

(R-S)
N ≡ M 7−→ M′ ≡ N′

N 7−→ N′

Table 2: K Operational Semantics

2. a pattern matching function, match(·, ·), to verify the compliance of a tuple w.r.t. a template
and to associate values (i.e. names and processes) to variables bound in templates. Intuitively,
a tuple matches against a template if they have the same number of fields, and corresponding
fields match (where a bound name matches any value, while two names match only if they
are identical). Formally, match is defined by the following rules:

match(l, l) = ε match(!x, l) = [l/x]

match(!X, P) = [P/X]
match(T1, t1) = σ1 match(T2, t2) = σ2

match( T1, T2 , t1, t2 ) = σ1 ◦ σ2

where we let ‘ε’ to be the empty substitution and ‘◦’ to denote substitutions composition.
Here, a substitution σ is a mapping of names and processes for variables; Pσ denotes the
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N ::= 0
∣∣∣ l :: C

∣∣∣ N1 ‖ N2

∣∣∣ (νl)N C ::= like in Table 1

t ::= u
∣∣∣ t1, t2 P ::= like in Table 1

T ::= u
∣∣∣ ! x

∣∣∣ T1,T2 a ::= like in Table 1

Table 3: µK Syntax

(capture avoiding) application of σ to P. Moreover, we assume that Pσ yields a process
written according to the syntax of Table 1.

The intuition beyond the operational rules of K is the following. In rule (R-O), the
local allocation environment is used both to determine the name of the node where the tuple must
be placed and to evaluate the argument tuple. This implies that if the argument tuple contains a field
with a process, the corresponding field of the evaluated tuple contains the process resulting from the
evaluation of its free variables. Hence, processes in a tuple are transmitted after the interpretation
of their free variables through the local allocation environment. This corresponds to having a static
scoping discipline for the (possibly remote) generation of tuples. A dynamic linking strategy is
adopted for the eval operation, rule (R-E). In this case the free variables of the spawned
process are not interpreted using the local allocation environment: the linking of variables is done
at the remote node. Rules (R-I) and (R-R) require existence of a matching datum in the
target node. The tuple is then used to replace the free occurrences of the variables bound by the
template in the continuation of the process performing the actions. With action in, the matched
datum is consumed while with action read it is not. Finally, in rule (R-N), the environment of
a new node is derived from that of the creating one with the obvious update for the self variable.
Therefore, the new node inherits all the bindings of the creating node.

2.2 µK: micro K

The calculus µK has been derived in [15] from K by removing allocation environments and
the possibility of having pieces of code as tuple fields.1 Its syntax is given in Table 3. The removal
of allocation environments makes it possible to merge together names and variables. Thus, we only
assume a countable set N of names l, l′, . . . , u, . . . , x, y, . . . , X, Y, . . .. Names provide the abstract
counterpart of the set of communicable objects and can be used as localities, basic variables or
process variables: we do not need to distinguish between these three kinds of objects anymore.
Like before, we prefer letters l, l′, . . . when we want to stress the use of a name as a locality, x, y, . . .
when we want to stress the use of a name as a basic variable, and X,Y, . . . when we want to stress
the use of a name as a process variable. We will use u for basic variables and localities.

Notice that µK can be considered as the largest sub-calculus of K where tuples do
not contain any process, allocation environments are empty and all processes are closed. These
modifications sensibly simplifies the operational semantics of the language. The structural con-
gruence is readily adapted from Table 2; the key laws to define the reduction relation are given
in Table 4. Notice that now tuples/templates evaluation function is useless and substitutions are
(standard) mappings of names. Hence, the definition of function match is given by the following
laws:

match(l, l) = ε match(!x, l) = [l/x]
match(T1, t1) = σ1 match(T2, t2) = σ2

match( T1, T2 , t1, t2 ) = σ1 ◦ σ2

1The calculus used in this paper slightly differs from the calculus given in [15]: the differences are the absence of
values and expressions (to simplify reasoning) and the use of recursion. These simplifications have been motivated in
Remark 2.1.
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(R-O) l :: out(t)@l′.P ‖ l′ :: nil 7−→ l :: P ‖ l′ :: 〈t〉

(R-E) l :: eval(P2)@l′.P1 ‖ l′ :: nil 7−→ l :: P1 ‖ l′ :: P2

(R-I)
match(T, t) = σ

l :: in(T )@l′.P ‖ l′ :: 〈t〉 7−→ l :: Pσ ‖ l′ :: nil

(R-R)
match(T, t) = σ

l :: read(T )@l′.P ‖ l′ :: 〈t〉 7−→ l :: Pσ ‖ l′ :: 〈t〉

(R-N) l :: new(l′).P 7−→ (νl′)(l :: P ‖ l′ :: nil)

Table 4: µK Distinctive Reduction Rules

2.3 K: core K

The calculus K has been introduced in [12] by eliminating from µK action read and by
only considering monadic communications (i.e. tuples and templates containing only one field).
The formal syntax of K is given in Table 5. Notice that K is a sub-calculus of µK
and thus it inherits from µK the operational semantics.

2.4 K: local core K

K is the version of K where actions out and in can be only performed locally, i.e. the
only remote primitive is action eval (this is the principle underlying the language Dπ [16]). The
syntax of the new calculus can be derived from the syntax of K given in Table 5 by using the
following production for process actions:

a ::= in(T )
∣∣∣ out(t)

∣∣∣ eval(P)@u
∣∣∣ new(l)

We want to remark that K is a sub-calculus of K: indeed, it is the largest sub-calculus
of K closed under the predicate {, defined as

N { , N = 0 ∨ (N = (νl)N′ ∧ N′ {) ∨

(N = N1 ‖ N2 ∧ N1 { ∧ N2 {) ∨ (N = l :: C ∧ C {l)

C {l , C = 〈l′〉 ∨ (C = P ∧ P {l) ∨ (C = C1|C2 ∧ C1 {l ∧ C2 {l)

P {u , (P = nil, X) ∨ (P = eval(Q)@v.R ∧ Q {v ∧ R {u) ∨

(P = P1|P2 ∧ P1 {u ∧ P2 {u) ∨

(P = in(T )@u.Q, out(t)@u.Q, new(l).Q, rec X.Q ∧ Q {u)

The only relevant cases are those for prefixes in/out/eval. They ensure that actions in and out only
specify as target node the node where the action is executed (i.e. the u decorating {u).

The operational semantics of K is obtained by replacing rules (R-O) and (R-I) of
Table 4 with the following ones:

(R-O) l :: out(l′).P 7−→ l :: P | 〈l′〉

(R-I) l :: in(T ).P | 〈l′〉 7−→ l :: Pσ if match(T, l′) = σ
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N ::= like in Table 3

C ::= like in Table 3

P ::= like in Table 3

a ::= in(T )@u
∣∣∣ out(t)@u

∣∣∣ eval(P)@u
∣∣∣ new(l)

t ::= u

T ::= u
∣∣∣ !x

Table 5: K Syntax

2.5 Observational Semantics

A net context C[·] is a net with an occurrence of a hole [·] to be filled with any net.2 Formally,

C[·] ::= [·]
∣∣∣ N ‖ C[·]

∣∣∣ (νl)C[·]

We now give the main equivalences we shall work with throughout this paper, namely barbed
bisimilarity and reduction barbed congruence. To this aim, we start by defining an intuitive notion
of observable, or barb.

Definition 2.2 (Barbs) Predicate N ↓ l holds true if and only if N ≡ (ν̃l)(N′ ‖ l ::ρ 〈t〉) for some l̃,
N′ and t such that l < l̃. Predicate N ⇓ l holds true if and only if N 7−→∗ N′, for some N′ such that
N′ ↓ l.

Definition 2.3 Let < be a binary relation between nets. < is said

• Barb preserving if N<M and N ↓ l imply M ⇓ l

• Reduction closed if N < M and N 7−→ N′ imply M 7−→∗ M′ and N′ < M′, for some M′

• Context closed if N < M implies C[N]< C[M] for every net context C[·].

Definition 2.4 (Barbed Bisimilarity) A symmetric relation < between nets is a barbed bisimu-
lation if it is barb preserving and reduction closed. Barbed bisimilarity, �̇, is the largest barbed
bisimulation.

Definition 2.5 (Reduction Barbed Congruence) Reduction barbed congruence, �, is the largest
symmetric, barb preserving, reduction and context closed relation between nets.

2.6 Technical Preliminaries

In this section, we set up the technical background needed for establishing the properties enjoyed
by the encodings. We start by presenting the necessary notions and notations for µK; the
corresponding ones for K and K are strictly related to them and are sketched at the end.

We start by introducing a labelled transition system (LTS, for short) that describes the evolution
of a net and provide information about the performed actions [12]. The LTS is given in Table 6
and uses labels as generated by the following BNF (we use I ::= nil | 〈t〉 to denote inert node
components):

χ ::= τ
∣∣∣ (ν̃l) I @ l α ::= χ

∣∣∣ . l
∣∣∣ t / l1

2In the case of K, we implicitly assume that the hole of a context C[·] can be filled only with those nets N such
that the resulting net C[N] is well-formed, i.e. allocation environments in clones of the same node coincide.
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(LTS-O)

l :: out(t)@l′.P
. l′
−−→ l :: P ‖ l′ :: 〈t〉

(LTS-E)

l :: eval(Q)@l′.P
. l′
−−→ l :: P ‖ l′ :: Q

(LTS-I)
match(T, t) = σ

l :: in(T )@l′.P
t / l′
−−−→ l :: Pσ ‖ l′ :: nil

(LTS-R)
match(T, t) = σ

l :: read(T )@l′.P
t / l′
−−−→ l :: Pσ ‖ l′ :: 〈t〉

(LTS-N)

l :: new(l′).P
τ
−→ (νl′)(l :: P ‖ l′ :: nil)

(LTS-E)

l :: I
I @ l
−−−−→ l :: nil

(LTS-C)

N1
t / l′
−−−→ N′1 N2

〈t〉 @ l′
−−−−−−→ N′2

N1 ‖ N2
τ
−→ N′1 ‖ N′2

(LTS-S)

N1
nil @ l
−−−−−→ N′1 N2

. l
−−→ N′2

N1 ‖ N2
τ
−→ N′1 ‖ N′2

(LTS-R)
N

α
−→ N′ l < n(α)

(νl)N
α
−→ (νl)N′

(LTS-O)

N
(ν̃l) 〈t〉 @ l′
−−−−−−−−→ N′ l ∈ fn(t) − {̃l, l′}

(νl)N
(ν̃l,l) 〈t〉 @ l′
−−−−−−−−−→ N′

(LTS-P)
N1

α
−→ N2 bn(α) ∩ fn(N) = ∅

N1 ‖ N
α
−→ N2 ‖ N

(LTS-S)
N ≡ M

α
−→ M′ ≡ N′

N
α
−→ N′

Table 6: µK Labelled Transition System (LTS)

Let us now briefly comment on some rules of the LTS; most of them are adapted from the π-
calculus [26]. Rule (LTS-E) signals existence of nodes (label nil @ l) or of data (label 〈t〉@ l).
Rules (LTS-O) and (LTS-E) express the intention of spawning a component and require the
existence of the target node to complete successfully (rule (LTS-S)). Similarly, rules (LTS-I)
(given in an early style) and (LTS-R) express the intention of performing an input; this input
is actually performed (rule (LTS-C)) only if the chosen datum is present in the target node.
Notice that, in the right hand side of these rules, existence of the node target of the action can be
assumed: indeed, if l provides datum 〈t〉, this implies that l does exist. Rule (LTS-O) signals
extrusion of bound names; as in some presentation of the π-calculus (see, e.g., [23]), this rule is
used to investigate the capability of processes to export bound names, rather than to extend the
scope of bound names. To this last aim, law (E) is used; in fact, in rule (LTS-C) labels do not
carry any restriction on names, whose scope must have been previously extended. Rules (LTS-R),
(LTS-P) and (LTS-S) are standard.

Notation. We shall write N
α
−→ to mean that there exists a net N′ such that N

α
−→ N′. Alternatively,

we could say that N can perform a α-step. Moreover, we shall usually denote relation composition

by juxtaposition; thus, e.g., N
α
−→

α′

−→ M means that there exists a net N′ such that N
α
−→ N′

α′

−→ M. We
shall use the convention that putting a bar over a relation means that such a relation does not hold
(e.g. N 6

α
−→ N′ means that N cannot reduce to N′ performing α). As usual, we let =⇒ to stand for

τ
−→∗ and

α
=⇒ to stand for =⇒

α
−→ =⇒ . Notation

α̂
=⇒ stands for =⇒ , if α = τ, and for

α
=⇒ , otherwise;

similarly,
α̂
−→ stands for

α
−→ if α , τ, and for either

τ
−→ or the identity, otherwise.
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We now present some useful properties of the LTS that substantiate its use throughout the paper.
We start with a simple Proposition that relates the labels of the LTS with the syntax of the net
performing the labelled action.

Proposition 2.6 The following facts hold:

1. N
nil @ l
−−−−−→ N′ if and only if N ≡ N′′ ‖ l :: nil; moreover, N′′ ≡ N′ ≡ N.

2. N
(ν̃l) 〈t〉 @ l
−−−−−−−−→ N′ if and only if N ≡ (ν̃l)(N′′ ‖ l :: 〈t〉) for l < l̃; moreover, N′ ≡ N′′ ‖ l :: nil.

Then, we can use the LTS to describe the possible evolutions of a net put in a context. This result
will enable the development of the proofs of this paper.

Proposition 2.7 C[N]
α
−→ N̄ if and only if one of the following conditions hold:

1. N
α
−→ N′ with n(α) ∩ bn(C[·]) = ∅, or

2. C[0]
α
−→ C′[0], or

3. N
α′

−→ N′ with α = (νl)α′, C[·] , C1[(νl)C2[·]] and fn(α) ∩ bn(C1[·],C2[·]) = ∅, or

4. C[·] , C1[C2[·] ‖ H] with H
nil @ l
−−−−−→ H′, N

. l
−−→ N′ and l < bn(C2[·]), or

5. C[·] , C1[C2[·] ‖ H] with H
. l
−−→ H′, N

nil @ l
−−−−−→ N′ and l < bn(C2[·]), or

6. C[·] ≡ C1[C2[·] ‖ H] with H
〈t〉 @ l
−−−−−→ H′, N

t / l
−−−→ N′ and {l, t} ∩ bn(C2[·]) = ∅, or

7. C[·] ≡ C1[C2[·] ‖ H] with H
t / l
−−−→ H′, N

(ν̃l) 〈t〉 @ l
−−−−−−−−→ N′ and {l, t} < bn(C2[·])

Moreover, the resulting net N̄ is, respectively, structurally equivalent to C[N′], or C′[N], or
C1[C2[N′]], or C[N′], or C1[C2[N] ‖ H′], or C1[C2[N′] ‖ H′], or C1[(ν̃l)C2[N′ ‖ H′]]. Finally,
α = τ in cases 4., 5., 6., and 7. .

Proof: See [12].

By exploiting this result, we can prove that the LTS we have just defined is sound w.r.t. the semantics
of the calculus.

Proposition 2.8 (Soundness of the LTS) N 7−→ N′ if and only if N
τ
−→ N′.

Because of this result we shall regularly mix the use of reductions and of τ-steps, and use one in
place of the other interchangeably.

As we already said in the Introduction, we shall assess quality of our encodings by using a
notion of translated barbed congruence. Once fixed an encoding enc(·) from a certain language L
into µK, this equivalence is defined like barbed congruence but it only consider those contexts
that are the encoding (via enc) of a source one. By following [4], we shall denote this barbed
congruence as �

tr
µK (because the contexts considered are always translated, via enc). However, in

the proofs, it will be convenient to keep track of the number of τ-steps a net requires to simulate
the other while establishing barbed congruence. This gives rise to a preorder on nets that we call

barbed expansion. Recall from Notation 2.6 that N
τ̂
−→ N′ stands for either N ≡ N′ or N

τ
−→ N′.
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Definition 2.9 (Barbed Expansion Preorder) A preorder< between µK nets is a barbed ex-
pansion if for each N1<N2 it holds that:

1. if N1 ↓ l then N2 ↓ l;

2. if N2 ↓ l then N1 ⇓ l;

3. if N1
τ
−→ N′1 then N2

τ
=⇒ N′2 and N′1<N′2, for some N′2;

4. if N2
τ
−→ N′2 then N1

τ̂
−→ N′1 and N′1<N′2, for some N′1;

5. C[N1] < C[N2], for every context C[·].

The expansion preorder, .µK , is the largest barbed expansion (when notationally useful, we write
N.µK M as M&µK N).

Like barbed congruence, barbed expansion can be defined by requiring closure only under a
subset of language contexts. In particular, once fixed an encoding enc(·) from a certain language L
into µK, we define .tr

µK , the translated barbed expansion, to be the largest relation defined like
.µK , but where context closure only consider those contexts C[·] such that C[·] = enc(D[·]) and
D[·] is a L-context. We let enc(D[·]) be defined as a standard net encoding that replaces [·] with
[·]. We now establish an ordering among the relations introduced so far.

Proposition 2.10 ≡ ⊂ .µK ⊂ �µK and ≡ ⊂ .tr
µK ⊂ �

tr
µK .

Proof: We just prove the first statement; the second one is similar. The inclusion ≡ ⊂ .µK

is simple: proving ‘⊆’ is straightforward, while the first four statements of Proposition 2.14 can
be used to prove that the reverse inclusion does not hold. The inclusion .µK ⊂�µK holds by
definition.

In what follows, we shall use some well-established proof techniques, namely up-to expansion
techniques. We say that< is a barbed congruence up-to .µK if it is defined like in Definition 2.4 but
reduction and context closure are weakened and consider &µK<.µK (instead of<) in the closure.
The translated versions of barbed congruence and expansion are modified similarly. Formally, we
have the following definitions.

Definition 2.11 (Barbed Congruence up-to .µK) A symmetric relation between µK nets <
is a barbed congruence up-to .µK if, whenever N1 < N2, it holds that:

• if N1 ↓ l then N2 ⇓ l;

• if N1
τ
−→ N′1 then there exists N′2 such that N2 =⇒ N′2 and N′1 &µK<.µK N′2;

• for every context C[·], it holds that C[N1] &µK<.µK C[N2].

Definition 2.12 (Translated Barbed Congruence up-to .tr
µK) A symmetric relation between

µK nets < is a translated barbed congruence up-to .tr
µK if, whenever N1 < N2, it holds that:

• if N1 ↓ l then N2 ⇓ l;

• if N1
τ
−→ N′1 then there exists N′2 such that N2 =⇒ N′2 and N′1 &

tr
µK<.

tr
µK N′2;

• C[N1] &tr
µK<.

tr
µK C[N2], for every translated context C[·].

Proposition 2.13 (Up-to Techniques) The following facts hold:

1. if< is a barbed congruence up-to .µK , then< ⊆ �µK .

2. if< is a translated barbed congruence up-to .tr
µK , then< ⊆ �

tr
µK .
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Proof: The proofs of the two claims are similar; we just show the first one. It suffices to prove
that = , {(N, M) : N&µK<.µK M} is barb preserving, reduction closed and closed under translated

contexts. We consider N&µK N1 < M1.µK M. Let N
τ
−→ N′. Then, by hypothesis, N1

τ̂
−→ N2 and

N′&µK N2. Now, if N1 ≡ N2, we can state that N′&µK N1; hence, M =⇒ M and N′ = M. On the other

hand, if N1
τ
−→ N2 then M1

τ̂
=⇒ M2 and N2 &µK<.µK M2. Then, M

τ̂
=⇒ M′ and M2.µK M′; hence,

by transitivity of .µK (that can be easily proved), we obtain N′ < M′, as required. Now, let N ↓ l;
then, N1 ↓ l. Then, M1 ⇓ l, i.e. M1 =⇒ M2 ↓ l. Now, M =⇒ M′ and M2 .µK M′; thus, M′ ⇓ l and,
hence, M ⇓ l, as required. Finally, context closure holds by definition.

We now give some simple laws that greatly simplify our proofs.

Proposition 2.14 The following facts hold:

1. (νl′)(l :: Pσ ‖ l′ :: nil) .µK (νl′)(l :: in(T )@l′.P ‖ l′ :: 〈t〉) whenever match(T, t) = σ

2. l :: P ‖ l′ :: 〈t〉 .µK l :: out(t)@l′.P ‖ l′ :: nil

3. l :: P ‖ l′ :: Q .µK l :: eval(Q)@l′.P ‖ l′ :: nil

4. (νl′)(l :: P ‖ l′ :: nil) .µK l :: new(l′).P

5. (νl)(l :: I) .µK 0 .µK (νl)(l :: I).

Technicalities for K and K. Most of the theory presented for µK can be easily
adapted to K and K. In particular, an LTS for K can be obtained from the rules
in Table 6 by removing the rule for action read and by only considering monadic tuples/templates.
The LTS for K is obtained by replacing the rules of K for actions out and in with the
following ones:

l :: out(l′).P
τ
−→ l :: P | 〈l′〉

match(T, l′) = σ

l :: in(T ).P
l′ / l
−−−−→ l :: Pσ

Then, we denote with �cK the restriction of �µK to K nets; clearly, �cK ⊆ �µK . Relations
.cK , �

tr
cK and �

tr
cK are defined similarly. Finally, we define similar relations .lcK and �lcK for

K. Clearly, all the properties stated and proved in this section for µK can be faithfully
rephrased to deal with the sub-relations containing only K or K nets.

3 K vs µK

In this section we develop a fully abstract and divergence-free encoding of K in µK. The
trickiest part of this section is the implementation of the allocation environments in µK.

The other removed feature, i.e., the presence of processes within tuples can be readily accom-
modated. Indeed, since the name binding discipline for actions out is static, the theory developed
for the higher-order π-calculus [25] relying on triggers can be smoothly adapted to our setting. In
loc.cit., a HOπ-calculus process

ā〈p〉 | a(X).X

is translated to
(νc)(ā〈c〉 | !c().p′) | a(x).x̄〈〉

where ā〈p〉 sends process p on channel a and p′ is the translation of p (for a more precise syntax
and semantics of the π-calculus see Section 6). The key idea of the encoding of process movement
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is to assign a fresh pointer c to p and distribute it in place of p. Such pointer is then is used by the
interested processes to activate as many copies of p as needed. This idea can be faithfully adapted
to K and, e.g., we translate

l1 :: out(P)@l ‖ l2 :: in(!X)@l.X

(whose intended meaning is to evolve in l1 :: nil ‖ l2 :: P) into

l1 :: new(l′).eval(rec X.in(!y)@l′.eval(P)@y.X)@l′.out(l′)@l
‖ l2 :: in(!x)@l.out(l2)@x

(that evolves to a net bisimilar to l1 :: nil ‖ l2 :: P). Thus, from now on, we can assume that K
nets do not contain processes in tuple fields.

Thus, we are left with the problem of properly implementing in µK the translation via
allocation environments of free variables to locality names. This is done by the encoding presented
in Table 7. Intuitively, allocation environments are mapped to tuples in the tuple space allocated at
a reserved locality env. Intuitively, if the allocation environment ρ of l maps x to l′, then a tuple
〈l, x, l′〉 is stored at env.

Moreover, node env also contains another kind of tuples, i.e. pairs 〈l′, l〉 stating that the allo-
cation environment of l′ coincides with l’s one, except for the self entry. This is useful when l′ is
a node created by l. Indeed, we do not duplicate the allocation environment of l in env for l′, but
we just put a “link” to the original environment; we shall say that l is an alias for l′. Clearly, this
solution imposes the special handling of variable self, that is not implemented as the other entries
of an allocation environment but is automatically resolved by the encoding (see the second case for
the encoding of action eval and the side conditions (∗∗) and (∗ ∗ ∗) for actions out, in and read).
Moreover, if l created l′ that, in turn, created l′′, then env contains the tuples 〈l′, l〉 and 〈l′′, l〉 (see
the encoding of action new). This is necessary because the allocation environment of l′ is, in fact,
the environment of l.

Finally, when performing an action out/in/read, all the (originally) free variables occurring
in the tuple/template must be translated according to the current allocation environment. This is
made possible by first retrieving the link to the proper allocation environment, and by then adding a
sequence of actions read to properly translate the free variables. Notice, however, that a renaming
of the free variables with fresh ones is necessary not to capture occurrences of the same variables
within the scope of prefixed actions eval (this is necessary to correctly implement the dynamic
binding of these variables).

The main encoding function is 〈(N)〉 that picks up a fresh locality env to store the information on
the allocation environments. Notice that, when a locality l is present in N, its allocation environment
is explicitly stored in env and l is clearly linked to l itself (i.e., the tuple 〈l, l〉 is stored in env).
Notice also that, by definition of 〈(0)〉, the tuple space of env is never empty. This will turn out to
be fundamental in order to obtain a fully abstraction result.

The main encoding relies on an auxiliary encoding for node components. Then, the component
C located in l is encoded as 〈(C)〉l;fv(C). This encoding uses env for operations related to environ-
ments, keeps track of the locality where the component is located (to statically resolve occurrences
of variable self and to dynamically enable the encoded term to properly translate the free variables
occurring in actions out/in/read) and records the originally free variables occurring in C. This last
information is necessary because the encoding proceeds compositionally; thus, it is necessary to
distinguish which variables were free ‘at the beginning’ from those that are temporarily free but
will be bound by a binding prefix during the encoding phase. To clarify this point, consider the
following process

P , in(!x1)@l.out(x1, x2)@l
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Encoding Nets (where env is a reserved name):

〈(0)〉 , env :: 〈〉

〈(N1 ‖ N2)〉 , 〈(N1)〉 ‖ 〈(N2)〉

〈((νl)N)〉 , (νl)〈(N)〉

〈(l ::ρ C)〉 , l :: 〈(C)〉l;fv(C) ‖ env :: 〈l, l〉 |
x,self

Π
(x,l′)∈ρ

〈l, x, l′〉

Encoding Components:

〈( 〈t〉 )〉u;V , 〈t〉

〈(C1|C2)〉u;V , 〈(C1)〉u;V | 〈(C2)〉u;V

〈(nil)〉u;V , nil

〈(X)〉u;V , X

〈(rec X.P)〉u;V , rec X.〈(P)〉u;V

〈(new(l).P)〉u;V , new(l).read(u, !y)@env.out(l, y)@env.〈(P)〉u;V where y is fresh

〈(eval(Q)@v.P)〉u;V ,



eval(〈(Q)〉v;V )@v.〈(P)〉u;V

eval(〈(Q)〉u;V )@u.〈(P)〉u;V

read(u, !y)@env.read(y, v, !z)@env.

eval(〈(Q)〉z;V )@z.〈(P)〉u;V

if v ∈ L

if v = self

if (∗)

〈(out(t)@v.P)〉u;V , read(u, !y)@env.read(y, x1, !y1)@env. · · · where (∗∗)
· · · .read(y, xn, !yn)@env.out(t′)@v′.〈(P)〉u;V

〈(in(T )@v.P)〉u;V , read(u, !y)@env.read(y, x1, !y1)@env. · · · where (∗ ∗ ∗)
· · · .read(y, xn, !yn)@env.in(T ′)@v′.〈(P)〉u;V

〈(read(T )@v.P)〉u;V , read(u, !y)@env.read(y, x1, !y1)@env. · · · where (∗ ∗ ∗)
· · · .read(y, xn, !yn)@env.read(T ′)@v′.〈(P)〉u;V

(∗) v ∈ V − {self} and y, z are fresh

(∗∗) {x1, · · · , xn} = (fv(t, v) − {self}) ∩ V and y, y1, · · · , yn are fresh and
t′ = t[u, y1, · · · , yn/self, x1, · · · , xn] and v′ = v[u, y1, · · · , yn/self, x1, · · · , xn]

(∗ ∗ ∗) {x1, · · · , xn} = (fv(T, v) − {self}) ∩ V and y, y1, · · · , yn are fresh and
T ′ = T [u, y1, · · · , yn/self, x1, · · · , xn] and v′ = v[u, y1, · · · , yn/self, x1, · · · , xn]

Table 7: Encoding K into µK

located at l′. In this process, only x2 is (originally) free. But to encode P, we need to first encode
the (sub)process out(x1, x2)@l that has two free variables: x1 and x2. Hence, if we encode such a
process as

read(l′, !y)@env.read(y, x1, !y1)@env.read(y, x2, !y2)@env.out(y1, y2)@l

we would change the overall behaviour. Indeed, the binding of the first argument of action out to
the argument of action in (programmed in P) would be lost. The right solution is

read(l′, !y)@env.read(y, x2, !y2)@env.out(x1, y2)@l
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that, once prefixed by (the encoding of) action in(!x1)@l, properly binds variable x1.

To proof properties of this encoding, we first introduce a notion of normal form of an encoding
〈(N)〉, written 〈〈(N)〉〉. Essentially, the normal form of an encoding is the net resulting from the
execution of (what we can call) administrative τ-steps. Informally, these are the τ-steps introduced
by the encoding and that do not correspond to any τ-step in the source net. Normal forms enjoy the
desirable property of being prompt, i.e. any top-level action they intend to perform corresponds to
an analogous action in the source term. This fact will greatly simplify our proofs.

Intuitively, 〈〈(N)〉〉 is obtained from 〈(N)〉 by firing as many top-level ‘administrative’ actions read
(introduced to implement allocation environments) as possible. For example, if ρ is the allocation
environment of l and the side condition (∗ ∗ ∗) of Table 7 holds, we let

〈〈(read(T )@v.P)〉〉l;V , read(l′, xk, !yk)@env. · · · .read(l′, xn, !yn)@env.

read(T ′)@v′.〈(P)〉l;V

where l′ is the alias for l, {x1, · · · , xk−1} ⊆ dom(ρ) and xk < dom(ρ). The idea underlying this
normalization is that, if 〈〈(read(T )@v.P)〉〉l;V has a top-level action of the form read(·, x, !y)@env,
then there exists a variable in (fv(T, v) − {self}) ∩ V that cannot be resolved in ρ; thus, the original
action read(T )@v gets stuck. Hence, as expected, also its encoding gets stuck when it tries to
resolve variable x.

The above definition can be made more formal; however, for the sake of simplicity, we think that
this intuitive presentation suffices. Just notice that the normalization procedure behaves similarly
when the translated action is a in/out/eval, and it extends homomorphically to complex processes
and nets. The following result states that the reduction to normal forms is performed while respect-
ing &tr

µK .

Lemma 3.1 〈(N)〉 &tr
µK 〈〈(N)〉〉.

Proof: To prove the thesis, we need to show that

< , { (C[H],C[K]) : 〈(N)〉 (
· / env
−−−−−→)∗ H (

· / env
−−−−−→)∗ K (

· / env
−−−−−→)∗ 〈〈(N)〉〉

∧ C[·] is a context translated via 〈(·)〉 }

is contained in &tr
µK . Let us pick up a pair (C[H],C[K]) ∈ < and prove that it satisfies the require-

ments of the definition of &tr
µK .

Let C[H]
χ
−→ H̄ and let us reason by case analysis on χ.

χ = nil @ l . In this case, H̄ ≡ C[H]; moreover, since H and K have the same addresses, it trivially
holds that C[K]

χ
−→ C[K] and the thesis follows up-to ≡.

χ = (ν̃l) 〈t〉@ l . If the datum is provided by the context, then the thesis is easy to prove. Otherwise,

suppose that H
(ν̃l′) 〈t〉 @ l
−−−−−−−−→ H′ and let l̃ be obtained from l̃′ by adding some names l̃′′ bound by

C[·]. Then, by definition of the encoding and of relation <, it must be that N
(ν̃l′) 〈t〉 @ l
−−−−−−−−→ N′

and that 〈(N′)〉 (
· / env
−−−−−→ )∗ H′ (

· / env
−−−−−→ )∗ K′ (

· / env
−−−−−→ )∗ 〈〈(N′)〉〉, where K

(ν̃l′) 〈t〉 @ l
−−−−−−−−→ K′. In

conclusion, C[H] ≡ (ν̃l′′)C1[H]
χ
−→ C1[H′], where C1[·] is still a translated context; moreover,

C[K]
χ
−→ C1[K′] and C1[H′]< C1[K′], as required.

χ = τ. According to Lemma 2.7, we have six possible sub-cases, that we now examine separately.
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1. H
τ
−→ H′ and H̄ ≡ C[H′]. There are two possibilities for this τ-step: it can be either

generated by an action read over env or not.

(a) In the first case, by construction, it can be that K has been obtained
from H by firing also such an action read; hence, C[K]

ε
−→ C[K] and

C[H′] < C[K]. Otherwise, K can mimic this τ-step and reduce to a K′ such that
〈(N)〉 (

· / env
−−−−−→)∗ H′ (

· / env
−−−−−→)∗ K′ (

· / env
−−−−−→)∗ 〈〈(N)〉〉 and the thesis follows.

(b) On the other hand, if the τ-step of H did not involved any exchange over env, it
must be that K can perform the same action. Indeed, actions not involving env can
only increase while passing from H to K (no action over a locality different from
env is touched and some new action over a locality different from env could be
enabled by the removal of some prefixing read over env). Thus, K

τ
−→ K′ such that

H′ (
· / env
−−−−−→)∗ K′. We can conclude, once we prove that there exists a K net M

such that 〈(M)〉 (
· / env
−−−−−→)∗ H′ and K′(

· / env
−−−−−→)∗ 〈〈(M)〉〉. But this is not difficult: if H

performs a τ-step without involving env, this means that N (that exists by definition
of <) can perform a top-level τ-step over l, see the definition of the encoding in
Table 7. Then, the M we were looking for is the τ-reduct of N obtained from firing
the action whose encoding has been fired by H.

2. C[·]
τ
−→ C′[·] and H̄ ≡ C′[H]. This case is trivial.

3. H
. l
−−→ H′, C[·] ≡ C[ · ‖ l :: nil] and H̄ ≡ C[H′]. Clearly, l , env, otherwise H could

have performed the τ-step without the contribution of the context. By definition of the
normalization and of the relation <, K has as many sending actions as H (possibly, it
has some more sending action resulting from the removal of some prefix read); thus,

K
. l
−−→ K′ such that H′(

· / env
−−−−−→)∗ K′ and hence C[K]

τ
−→C[K′]. Like in case 1.(b) above,

we can find a net M such that 〈(M)〉 (
· / env
−−−−−→ )∗ H′ and K′(

· / env
−−−−−→ )∗ 〈〈(M)〉〉: indeed, it

is the . l -reduct of N obtained from firing the action whose encoding has been fired by
H.

4. H
nil @ l
−−−−−→ H′, C[·] ≡ C′[ · ‖ L], L

. l
−−→ L′ and H̄ ≡ C′[H ‖ L′]. This case is simpler.

5. H
t / l
−−−→ H′, C[·] ≡ C′[ · ‖ l :: 〈t〉] and H̄ ≡ C′[H′]. Again, l , env, otherwise H could

have performed the τ-step without the contribution of the context. The proof is like in
case 3. above.

6. H
(ν̃l) 〈t〉 @ l
−−−−−−−−→ H′, C[·] ≡ C′[ · ‖ L], L

t / l
−−−→ L′ and H̄ ≡ C′[(ν̃l)(H′ ‖ L′)]. Like before.

The converse, i.e. that each χ-move of C[K] can be properly replied to by C[H], can be proved
similarly. To prove closeness under translated contexts, letD[·] be a translated context; we have to
prove that D[C[H]] < D[C[K]], but this holds by definition of <, once we consider the context
D[C[·]] that is still a translated context.

Now, we can consider the operational correspondence. Through this proof, we shall write ENVρ

l
to indicate the tuples allocated at env to implement the allocation environment ρ of node l, i.e.

〈l, l〉 |
x,self

Π
(x,l′)∈ρ

〈l, x, l′〉. To better understand the following proofs, notice that translated contexts

comply with the expected interaction protocol with env. In particular, they cannot count how many
times a given datum appears in env and cannot tell env :: ENVρ

l | 〈l
′, l〉 and env :: ENVρ

l | ENVρ

l′
apart.
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Lemma 3.2 (Operational Correspondence) Let N be a K net. Then

1. N 7−→ N′ implies that 〈〈(N)〉〉 7−→ ∗&tr
µK 〈〈(N

′)〉〉

2. 〈〈(N)〉〉 7−→ N′ implies that N 7−→ N′′ and N′ &tr
µK 〈(N

′′)〉

Proof:

1. The proof is by induction over the length of the inference for N 7−→ N′. For the base case,
we just consider two representative cases, i.e. when N evolves by exploiting rules (R-I)
and (R-N); the other ones are similar or easier.

In the first case, we have that N , l ::ρ in(T )@u.P ‖ l′ ::ρ′ 〈t〉, and we let V =

fv(in(T )@u.P). By hypothesis, ρ(u) = l′ and E[[ T ]]ρ is defined and yields T ′; thus, fv(T, u) ⊆
dom(ρ). By construction, we have that

〈〈(N)〉〉 , l :: in(T ′)@l′.〈(P)〉l;V ‖ l′ :: 〈t〉 ‖ env :: ENVρ

l | ENVρ′

l′

Moreover, we also know that match(T ′, t) = σ. By using Lemma 3.1, we can conclude that
〈〈(N)〉〉 7−→ 〈(l ::ρ Pσ ‖ l′ ::ρ′ nil)〉 , 〈(N′)〉 &tr

µK 〈〈(N
′)〉〉, as required.

When N evolves exploiting rule (R-N), then N , l ::ρ new(l′).P and N′ , (νl′)(l ::ρ
P ‖ l′ ::ρ[l′/self] nil). It is easy to show that

〈〈(N)〉〉 7−→∗ (νl′)(l :: 〈(P)〉l,fv(P) ‖ l′ :: nil ‖ env :: ENVρ

l | 〈l
′, l〉)

&tr
µK (νl′)(l :: 〈(P)〉l,fv(P) ‖ l′ :: nil ‖ env :: ENVρ

l | ENVρ

l′) &
tr
µK 〈〈(N

′)〉〉

We now consider the inductive step; we only discuss the case in which the last rule
applied is (R-S). In this case, N 7−→ N′ because N ≡ M, M 7−→ M′ and
M′ ≡ N′. It is easy to see that structurally equivalent nets have encodings related by .tr

µK ;
thus, 〈〈(N)〉〉 &tr

µK 〈〈(M)〉〉 and 〈〈(M′)〉〉 &tr
µK 〈〈(N

′)〉〉. By induction, we know that 〈〈(M)〉〉 7−→∗

M′′ &tr
µK 〈〈(M′)〉〉, for some M′′. These two facts together imply that 〈〈(N)〉〉 7−→∗ N̄ for some N̄

such that N̄ &tr
µK M′′. By transitivity of &tr

µK , we can conclude.

2. The proof is by induction on the length of the inference for 〈〈(N)〉〉 7−→ N′. We only ex-
amine the base cases for (R-I) and (R-N). The key observation is that, because of
normalization, 〈〈(N)〉〉 can evolve via rule (R-I) only if

〈〈(N)〉〉 , l :: in(T ′)@l′.〈(P)〉l;V ‖ l′ :: 〈t〉 ‖ env :: ENVρ

l | ENVρ′

l′

where V = fv(in(T ′)@l′.P) and match(T ′, t) = σ; moreover, we also have that

N′ ≡ l :: 〈(Pσ)〉l;V ‖ l′ :: nil ‖ env :: ENVρ

l | ENVρ′

l′

Now, it must be that N , l ::ρ in(T )@u.P ‖ l′ ::ρ′ 〈t〉, where ρ(u) = l′ and E[[ T ]]ρ = T ′.
This suffices to infer N 7−→ l ::ρ Pσ ‖ l′ ::ρ′ nil , N′′ and N′ ≡ 〈(N′′)〉.

The case for (R-N) is proved like before. Indeed, N , l ::ρ new(l′).P, 〈〈(N)〉〉 , 〈(N)〉
and N′ ≡ l :: read(l, !y)@env.out(l′, y)@env.〈(P)〉l,fv(P) ‖ l′ :: nil ‖ env :: ENVρ

l | 〈l
′, l〉.

Thus, N 7−→ (νl′)(l ::ρ P ‖ l′ ::ρ[l′/self] nil) , N′′ and

N′ &tr
µK (ν, l′)(l :: 〈(P)〉l,fv(P) ‖ l′ :: nil ‖ env :: ENVρ

l | 〈l
′, l〉)

&tr
µK (ν, l′)(l :: 〈(P)〉l,fv(P) ‖ l′ :: nil ‖ env :: ENVρ

l | ENVρ′

l′ ) , 〈(N′′)〉

that can be easily proved.
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Theorem 3.3 (Full Abstraction w.r.t. Translated Barbed Congruence) N �K M if and only if
〈(N)〉 �

tr
µK 〈(M)〉.

Proof: We start with the ‘if’ part and prove that < , {(N, M) : 〈〈(N)〉〉 �
tr
µK 〈〈(M)〉〉} is barb

preserving, reduction closed and contextual. Indeed, by Lemma 3.1, 〈(·)〉 &tr
µK 〈〈(·)〉〉; hence, the

hypothesis 〈(N)〉 �
tr
µK 〈(M)〉 implies that 〈〈(N)〉〉 �

tr
µK 〈〈(M)〉〉, as needed.

• Let N ↓ l; since the encoding and the normalization preserve the barbs (this can be easily seen
by the definitions of 〈(·)〉 and 〈〈(·)〉〉), we have that 〈〈(N)〉〉 ↓ l. Then, by hypothesis, 〈〈(M)〉〉 ⇓ l,
i.e. 〈〈(M)〉〉 7−→∗ M′ ↓ l. Now, by Lemmas 3.2.2 and 3.1, we have that there exists a net M′′

such that M 7−→∗ M′′ and M′ &tr
µK 〈〈(M′′)〉〉. By Definition 2.2 and Proposition 2.6.2, we can

conclude that M′′ ↓ l and hence M ⇓ l.

• Let N 7−→ N′; by Lemma 3.2.1 this implies that 〈〈(N)〉〉 7−→∗ &tr
µK 〈〈(N

′)〉〉. By hypothesis, we
have that 〈〈(M)〉〉 7−→∗ &tr

µK M′, for some M′ such that 〈〈(N′)〉〉 �
tr
µK M′. By Lemmas 3.2.2

and 3.1, we have that there exists a net M′′ such that M 7−→∗ M′′ and M′ &tr
µK 〈〈(M′′)〉〉.

Now, since .tr
µK ⊆ �

tr
µK (that can be easily verified) and by transitivity of �

tr
µK , we have that

〈〈(N′)〉〉 �
tr
µK 〈〈(M′′)〉〉; thus, N′ < M′′, as required.

• Let us pick up a translated context C[·]; this means that C[·] , 〈(D[·])〉. Now, if ei-
ther D[N] or D[M] are undefined (i.e. they give rise to a ill-defined net) then we do
not have to consider D[·] for context closure of <. Otherwise, we have to prove that
D[N] < D[M] by knowing that C[〈〈(N)〉〉] �

tr
µK C[〈〈(M)〉〉]. By Lemma 3.1 (that can be

easily extended to contexts) we have that C[·] &tr
µK 〈〈(D[·])〉〉 and hence C[·] &tr

µK 〈〈(D)〉〉[·];
thus, 〈〈(D)〉〉[〈〈(N)〉〉] �

tr
µK 〈〈(D)〉〉[〈〈(M)〉〉], i.e. 〈〈(D[N])〉〉 �

tr
µK 〈〈(D[M])〉〉. By definition, we

obtain the requiredD[N]<D[M].

Conversely, we can similarly prove that < , {(〈〈(N)〉〉, 〈〈(M)〉〉) : N �K M} is barb preserving,
reduction closed and contextual. We omit the details, since they are an easy adaption of the above
steps. The only tricky part is barb preservation when 〈〈(N)〉〉 ↓ env; however, since 〈〈(M)〉〉 always has
at least one (possibly useless) datum at env, we also have that 〈〈(M)〉〉 ↓ env, as required.

To conclude this section, we want to stress that we need env not to be empty to preserve, e.g.,
the equivalence 0 �K (νl)(l ::[self 7→l] nil). Once translated, these two nets become env :: 〈〉 and
(νl)(l :: nil ‖ env :: 〈l, l〉) resp., that are equivalent w.r.t. �

tr
µK exactly because translated contexts

cannot tell 〈〉 and 〈l, l〉 when located at env apart.

4 µK vs K

In this section, we develop a fully abstract but possibly divergent encoding of µK in K. As
we already stressed, the main differences between these two dialects are due to presence/absence
of action read and to polyadic/monadic communications. Action read is trivial to encode in the
more elementary calculus. The encoding of polyadic communications into monadic ones is the
most complex part of this work and provide evidence of the expressive power of L’s pattern
matching mechanism.

We start with the easier task: proving that read actions can be implemented in K.
Essentially, read behaves like in except for the fact that it does not remove the accessed datum.

It is easy to prove that

l :: read(T )@l′.P �µK l :: in(T )@l′.out(T̂ )@l′.P
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where l̂ , l, !̂x , x and T̂1,T2 , T̂1, T̂2. This implementation of action read can be extended
to complex nets in the obvious way, i.e. structurally; it can be then easily proved that the resulting
encoding enjoys semantical equivalence w.r.t. �µK . We omit the details on this aspect to leave space
to the second difference between µK and K, namely the use of polyadic/monadic data.

To softly introduce the reader to our encoding, first let us examine Milner’s well-known en-
coding of polyadic into monadic communication for the synchronous π-calculus [18]. We have
that:

ā〈b, c〉 | a(x, y)

becomes
(νn)ā〈n〉.n̄〈b〉.n̄〈c〉 | a(n).n(x).n(y)

with n fresh. Hence, a fresh name (n) is exchanged by exploiting a common channel (a); n is
then used to pass the sequence of values. In the asynchronous π-calculus [17], Honda and Tokoro
propose a slightly more complex encoding:

ā〈b, c〉 | a(x, y)

is rendered as
(νn)(ā〈n〉 | n(n1).( n̄1〈b〉 | n(n2).n̄2〈c〉 ))

| a(n).(νn1, n2)(n̄〈n1〉 | n1(x).( n̄〈n2〉 | n2(y) ))
The schema is similar to the one for the synchronous calculus. However, since output sequenzial-
ization is not possible, different channels are needed to send the different values in the sequence.

Our encoding somehow evolves Honda’s one because it also has to consider the presence of
pattern-matching. Hence, when encoding a polyadic communication (of µK) into a monadic
one (of K) we are faced with the problem of starting to access a tuple and, while scanning
it, finding out that it does not match with the specified template. The solution is to then put back
the part of the tuple retrieved and restart the process; of course, this introduces divergence in the
encoding. The full encoding is given in Table 8.

Remark. The encoding in Table 8 is defined only for nets in which each tuple is located alone on a
different clone of the node hosting it (thus, for example, 〈|l :: 〈t1〉|〈t2〉|〉 is not defined). To overcome
this problem and let the encoding easy, we let 〈|N|〉 to be 〈|N′|〉 where N′ ≡ N but 〈|N′|〉 is defined
(notice that such N′ can be always found for each N by only using rule (C)).

The focus of the encoding is in the implementation of tuples and in the translation of actions
in/out. A tuple 〈t〉 is translated into a (monadic) reference to a fresh locality l where a process,
Rl(t), sequentially produces the fields of the tuple and the length of the tuple plus one (this is used
to properly implement the pattern matching mechanism). The fields are requested sequentially by
the (translation of a) in action by using localities 1, 2, . . . , n, . . .; this is necessary to maintain the
order of the data in the tuple, since our calculus is asynchronous. Once the process Rl(t) has ac-
cepted the requirement for the i-th field, it produces such a field together with an acknowledgement
implemented via the reserved locality go.

Once the process translating an in action acquires the reference to (the locality hosting the
process handling) a tuple, it first verifies whether the accessed tuple and the template used to retrieve
it have the same number of fields. If this is the case, it sequentially asks for all the fields of the tuple.
For the i-th tuple field ui, the encoding of the input non-deterministically chooses whether accepting
ui (because it matches the i-th template parameter Ti), thus proceeding with the tuple scanning, or
refusing it and re-establishing the original situation (with the reference put back in its original
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Encoding Nets:

〈|0|〉 , 0

〈|l :: C|〉 ,

{
(νl′)(l :: 〈l′〉 ‖ l′ :: Rl′(t) ) if C , 〈t〉 and l′ is fresh
l :: 〈|P|〉 if C = P

〈|N1 ‖ N2|〉 , 〈|N1|〉 ‖ 〈|N2|〉

〈|(νl)N|〉 , (νl)〈|N |〉

Encoding Processes:

〈|nil|〉 , nil

〈|X|〉 , X

〈|rec X.P|〉 , rec X.〈|P|〉

〈|P1|P2|〉 , 〈|P1|〉 | 〈|P2|〉

〈|new(l).P|〉 , new(l).〈|P|〉

〈|eval(Q)@l.P|〉 , eval(〈|Q|〉)@l.〈|P|〉

〈|out(t)@l.P|〉 , eval(nil)@l.new(l′).out(l′)@l.eval(Rl′ (t))@l′.〈|P|〉 with l′ fresh

〈|in(T )@l.P|〉 , rec X.in(!x)@l.Q0
l,x,X(T ; P) with x, X fresh

where

• Rl(u1, . . . , un) , S l(u1, . . . , un) | Ln
l

• S l(u1, . . . , un) ,
n
Π
i=1

in(i)@l.new(li).out(go)@l.out(li)@l.out(ui)@li with li fresh

• Ln
l , in(len)@l.new(llen).out(go)@l.out(llen)@l.out(n + 1)@llen with llen fresh

• Qk
l,x,X(T1, . . . , Tn; P) ,



out(len)@x.in(go)@x.in(!xlen)@x.( if k = 0
in(n + 1)@xlen.Q1

l,x,X(T1, . . . , Tn; P)
| in(!y)@xlen.eval(Ln

l )@x.out(x)@l.X )

out(k)@x.in(go)@x.in(!xk)@x.( if 1 ≤ k ≤ n
in(Tk)@xk.Qk+1

l,x,X(T1, . . . ,Tn; P)
| in(!y)@xk.eval( Ln

x | S x(T̂1, . . . , T̂k) )@x.out(x)@l.X )

〈|P|〉 if k = n + 1

with xlen, y and xk fresh variables

• T̂ ,

{
u if T = u
x if T = !x

• len, go, 1, . . . , n, . . . are pairwise distinct reserved localities

Table 8: Encoding The Polyadic Calculus into the Monadic Calculus
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Tuple Consumer (with template T ) Tuple Handler (for tuple t)

Acquire the lock over a tuple

Ask for t’s length −−−−−−−−→

←−−−−−−−−− Provide t’s length k

If k = |T | then proceed,
otherwise release the lock

and roll back the tuple handler

Ask for t’s first field −−−−−−−−→

←−−−−−−−−− Provide t’s first field f1
If the first field of T matches f1 and an ack go

then proceed, otherwise release the lock
and roll back the tuple handler

. . . . . . . . .

Ask for t’s last field −−−−−−−−→

←−−−−−−−−− Provide t’s the last field fk
If the last field of T matches fk and an ack go

then FINISH, otherwise release the lock
and roll back the tuple handler

Table 9: The Protocol to Encode Polyadic Communications

location and the process handling the tuple rolled back). In the latter case, notice that the input has
not been fired and hence the process implementing it recursively starts back its task. Clearly, this
protocol is not divergent free; the intuition underlying it is illustrated in Table 9.

We now prove some interesting properties of 〈|·|〉. In particular, we prove that a polyadic net
N and its encoding are semantically equivalent w.r.t. barbed bisimulation (clearly, they cannot be
equivalent w.r.t. any equivalence that is a congruence). We also prove that the encoding is adequate
w.r.t. barbed congruence, but it is not fully abstract (at least, when considering all the possible
monadic contexts in the context closure). Like for the π-calculus3, a fully abstract encoding seems
very hard to achieve. The problem is that putting two encoded terms in a generic context (i.e., a
context not necessarily corresponding to the encoding of any term) can break the equivalence. In our
setting, consider the polyadic net N , l :: in(!x)@l.out(x)@l; in [12] it is proved that N �cK l :: nil
and, thus, N �µK l :: nil. However, 〈|N|〉 6�cK 〈|l :: nil|〉 because of, e.g., context [ ] ‖ l :: 〈l〉|〈2〉 that
provides a link to an ‘unfair’ tuple handler (actually, it provides a non-restricted locality and the
handler only provides the length of a tuple but not its fields). Indeed, the protocol of Table 9 cannot
succeed because N gets blocked in Q1

... since no go will be ever produced at l.
We believe that, by relying on sophisticated typing theories (like in [27]) to consider in context

closure only those contexts that do not violate the exchange protocol implemented by the encoding,
a (restricted) fully abstraction result does hold. However, it seems us unreasonable for a tuple-based
language to assume that the repository of a node contains only data (i.e. tuples) of the same kind
(i.e. with the same shape). So, even if theoretically possible, fully abstraction (w.r.t. an equivalence
that is a congruence) would be in contrast with the principles underlying the tuple-space paradigm.

We now give the theoretical results. They rely on some preliminary steps, describing the oper-
ational correspondence between polyadic nets and their encoded monadic nets.

3[27] shows that Milner’s encoding (that we sketched before) is not fully abstract w.r.t. bisimulation.
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Proposition 4.1 The following facts hold.

1. If N
nil @ l
−−−−−→ N′ then 〈|N|〉

nil @ l
−−−−−→ 〈|N′|〉; viceversa, if 〈|N|〉

nil @ l
−−−−−→ M then N

nil @ l
−−−−−→ N′ and

M , 〈|N′|〉.

2. If N
(ν̃l) 〈t〉 @ l
−−−−−−−−→ N′ then 〈|N|〉

(νl′) 〈l′〉 @ l
−−−−−−−−−→ (ν̃l)(〈|N′|〉 ‖ l :: nil ‖ l′ :: Rl′(t)); viceversa, if

〈|N|〉
(νl′) 〈l′〉 @ l
−−−−−−−−−→ M then N

(ν̃l) 〈t〉 @ l
−−−−−−−−→ N′ and M ≡ (ν̃l)(〈|N′|〉 ‖ l :: nil ‖ l′ :: Rl′(t)).

3. If N
. l
−−→ N′ then 〈|N|〉

. l
==⇒ 〈|N′|〉. Viceversa, if 〈|N|〉

. l
−−→ M, then N

. l
−−→ N′ and M &cK 〈|N′|〉.

4. If N
t / l
−−−→ N′ then 〈|N|〉

l′ / l
−−−−→ 〈|C|〉[l′′ :: Q0

l,l′,X(T ; P)[in(!x)@l.Q0
l,x,X(T ; P)/X]], where N ≡ C[l′′ ::

in(T )@l.P] for some C[·], l′′, T and P such that fn(l, t) ∩ bn(C[·]) = ∅ and match(T, t) = σ.

Viceversa, if 〈|N|〉
l′ / l
−−−−→ N1 then N ≡ C[l′′ :: in(T )@l.P] for some C[·], l′′, T , and P such

that l < bn(C[·]). Moreover, for every t s.t. fn(t) ∩ bn(C[·]) = ∅ and match(T, t) = σ, it holds

that N
t / l
−−−→ C[l′′ :: Pσ].

Proof: All the statements can be proved by induction on the inference length. The proof is long
and standard, thus we omit it.

Lemma 4.2 (Preservation of Execution Steps) If N is a polyadic net and N
τ
−→ N′ then

〈|N|〉 =⇒ &cK〈|N′|〉.

Proof: The proof is by induction on the length of the inference for
τ
−→ . There are three base cases:

when using (LTS-N), (LTS-S) and (LTS-C). The first one is straightforward; we now
inspect the other cases.

(LTS-S). We have that N , N1 ‖ N2
τ
−→ N′1 ‖ N′2 , N′ because N1

. l
−−→ N′1 and N2

nil @ l
−−−−−→ N′2.

In this case, we use Proposition 4.1.1 and .3 to conclude that 〈|N|〉 =⇒ 〈|N′1|〉 ‖ 〈|N
′
2|〉 ‖ l :: 〈|P|〉 ≡

〈|N′|〉.

(LTS-C). We have that N , N1 ‖ N2
τ
−→ N′1 ‖ N′2 , N′ because N1

〈t〉 / l
−−−−→ N′1 and

N2
〈t〉 @ l
−−−−−→ N′2. Then, by using Proposition 4.1.2 and .4 and Proposition 2.14.5, we can say

that 〈|N|〉 =⇒ (νl′)(〈|N′|〉 ‖ l′ :: nil) &cK〈|N′|〉 because l′ < n(N) and, thus, l′ < n(〈|N′|〉).

For the inductive case, we analyst the last rule used, namely (LTS-P), (LTS-R) and
(LTS-S). All the cases are easy.

Let us now consider the converse; to this aim, we need a slightly more involved result. We start
with a definition needed to consider the intermediate states in the execution of a communication.
Recall that l ∈ fl(N) if and only if N ≡ N′ ‖ l :: nil.

Definition 4.3

1. A K net M is a partial reduct of a µK net N whenever N ≡ l1 :: in(T )@l2.P ‖ l2 :: 〈t〉
and 〈|N|〉

τ
=⇒ M

τ
=⇒&cK 〈|N|〉.

2. A K net M is a partial state of a µK net N whenever N ≡ (ν̃l)(N1 ‖ · · · ‖ Nn ‖ N̄),
M ≡ (ν̃l)(M1 ‖ · · · ‖ Mn ‖ 〈|N̄|〉) and for all i it holds that fl(Ni) ⊆ fl(N̄) and that Mi is a partial
reduct of Ni.
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A pleasant property of partial reducts (that turns out to be crucial for the proof of Theorem 4.7) now
follows.

Lemma 4.4 If M is a partial reduct of N ≡ l1 :: in(T )@l2.P ‖ l2 :: 〈t〉 and M
τ
−→ M′, then either

M′ is a partial reduct of N, or M′ &cK 〈|N|〉, or M′ &cK l1 :: 〈|Pσ|〉 ‖ l2 :: nil, where σ = match(T, t).

Proof: By definition of partial reduct and by an easy inspection of the possible reductions.

Lemma 4.5 (Reflection of Execution Steps) If N is a polyadic net and 〈|N|〉
τ
−→ M then either

N
τ
−→ N′ and M &cK 〈|N′|〉, or M is a partial state of N.

Proof: The proof is by induction on the length of the inference for 〈|N|〉
τ
−→ M having τ as label.

There are three base cases:

(LTS-S). In this case it holds that 〈|N|〉 , 〈|N1|〉 ‖ 〈|N2|〉
τ
−→ M. Then, by definition, 〈|N1|〉

. l
−−→ M1,

〈|N2|〉
nil @ l
−−−−−→ M2 and M , M1 ‖ M2. By Proposition 4.1.3, we know that N1

. l
−−→ N′1 and

M1 &cK 〈|N′1|〉. Thus, N
τ
−→ N′1 ‖ N2 , N′ and M &cK 〈|N′|〉.

(LTS-C). In this case it holds that 〈|N|〉 , 〈|N1|〉 ‖ 〈|N2|〉
τ
−→ M1 ‖ M2 , M because 〈|N1|〉

l′ / l
−−−−→ M1

and 〈|N2|〉
〈l′〉 @ l
−−−−−−→ M2. This case is not possible, since no encoding of a net can directly offer

a non-restricted datum.

(LTS-N). This case trivially falls in the first possibility of this Lemma.

For the inductive case, we reason by case analysis on the last rule used in the inference.

(LTS-P). In this case it holds that 〈|N|〉 , 〈|N1|〉 ‖ 〈|N2|〉
τ
−→ M′ ‖ 〈|N2|〉 , M because 〈|N1|〉

τ
−→ M′. By

induction, either N1
τ
−→ N′1 and M′ &cK 〈|N′1|〉, or M′ is a partial state of N1. In the first case,

we have that N
τ
−→ N′1 ‖ N2 , N′ and M &cK 〈|N′|〉. In the second case, M is a partial state of

N, by definition.

(LTS-R). We now isolate two sub-cases:

• 〈|N|〉 , 〈|(νl)N1|〉 , (νl)〈|N1|〉
τ
−→ (νl)M1 , M because 〈|N1|〉

τ
−→ M1. This case easily follows

by induction.

• 〈|N|〉 , (νl)M1
τ
−→ (νl)M2 , M because M1

τ
−→ M2 but M1 is not the encoding of any

polyadic net. In this case, locality l is fresh for N and has been introduced by the
encoding. It is then easy to see that l is the reference for a datum located in a node of
N, i.e. M1 , l1 :: 〈l〉 ‖ l :: Rl(t), and N , l1 :: 〈t〉. But then no τ-step can be performed
by M1

(LTS-S). In this case we have that 〈|N|〉 ≡ M1
τ
−→ M2 ≡ M. Let AN , bn(〈|N|〉) − n(N) be

the (restricted) names introduced by the encoding; we then proceed by induction on k, the
number of names in AN touched by rules (RC) and (E) in deriving 〈|N|〉 ≡ M1. We shall
refer to this latter induction as the internal induction, while the induction on the number of
rules used to infer

τ
−→ will be called the external one.

Base. If k = 0, then we can claim that M1 , 〈|N′′|〉 for some N′′ ≡ N (this can be proved by
an easy induction on the length of 〈|N|〉 ≡ M1). By using this fact and a straightforward
external induction, the thesis holds easily.
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Induction. Let l ∈ AN . Then 〈|N|〉 , C[(νl)(l′ :: 〈l〉 ‖ l :: Rl(t))] for some t and l′. By using
Lemma 2.7 and a simple analysis over the definition of the involved processes, it can
only be one of the following cases:

• C[0]
τ
−→ C′[0] and M ≡ C′[(νl)(l′ :: 〈l〉 ‖ l :: Rl(t))]. But then 〈|N|〉 , C[(νl)(l′ ::

〈l〉 ‖ l :: Rl(t))]
τ
−→ M can be inferred without touching l with rules (RC) and

(E) Hence, by internal induction, we can conclude.

• C[·] , C1[C2[·] ‖ H] where H
. l′
−−→ H′, l′ < bn(C2[·]) and M ≡ C1[(ν̃l)(C2[l′ :: 〈l〉 ‖

l :: Rl(t)] ‖ H′)]. Like in the previous case, 〈|N|〉 , C[(νl)(l′ :: 〈l〉 ‖ l :: Rl(t))]
τ
−→ M

can be inferred without touching l with rules (RC) and (E) Hence, by internal
induction, we can conclude.

• C[·] , C1[C2[·] ‖ H] where H
l / l′
−−−−→ H′ and M ≡ C1[C2[(νl)(l′ :: nil ‖ l ::

Rl(t)] ‖ H′)]. By Proposition 4.1.4, H , E[l′′ :: rec X.in(!x)@l′.Q0
l′,x,X(T ; P)],

for some E[·], l′′, T and P, where context E[·] does not bind l and l′; moreover,
H′ ≡ E[l′′ :: P′], where P′ , Q0

l′,l,X(T ; P)[rec X.in(!x)@l′.Q0
l′,x,X(T ; P)/X]. Thus,

M ≡ C1[C2[(νl)(l′ :: nil ‖ l :: Rl(t)] ‖ l′′ :: P′) ‖ l′ :: nil ‖ E[l′′ :: nil]]

Now, we have that

N ≡ D[(l′ :: 〈t〉 ‖ l′′ :: in(T )@l′.P) ‖ l′ :: nil ‖ F[l′′ :: nil]]

for E[·] , 〈|F[·]|〉 and C1[C2[·]] , 〈|D|〉[ ·]. By definition, we have that M is a partial
state of N.

The following Lemma relates the behaviour (both the barbs and the reductions) of a partial state
M of N to the behaviour of the encoding of N.

Lemma 4.6 Let M be a partial state of N.

1. If N ↓ l then M ⇓ l; moreover, if N
τ
−→ N′ then M =⇒ 〈|N′|〉.

2. If M ↓ l then N ↓ l.

3. If M
τ
−→ M′, then N

τ̂
−→ N′ for some N′ such that M′ &tr

cK M′′, where M′′ is a partial state of
N′.

Proof:

1. By exploiting Proposition 4.1.3 and Lemma 4.2 respectively, this case is simple, once noticed
that M =⇒&cK 〈|N|〉 (by definition of partial states).

2. By definition, N ≡ (ν̃l)(N1 ‖ · · · ‖ Nn ‖ N̄) and M ≡ (ν̃l)(M1 ‖ · · · ‖ Mn ‖ 〈|N̄|〉), where Mi

is a partial reduct of Ni. By construction, we know that Mi can only host data on restricted
locations; thus, Mi 6↓ l. This implies that 〈|N̄|〉 ↓ l and l < l̃; because of Proposition 4.1.2, N̄ ↓ l
and hence N ↓ l.

3. We know that N ≡ (ν̃l)(N1 ‖ · · · ‖ Nn ‖ N̄), M ≡ (ν̃l)(M1 ‖ · · · ‖ Mn ‖ 〈|N̄|〉), and for all
i = 1, . . . , n it holds that fl(Ni) ⊆ fl(N̄) and that Mi is a partial reduct of Ni. The crucial
observation is that there are only two possible cases:
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Mi
τ
−→ M′i and M′ ≡ (ν̃l)(M1 ‖ · · · ‖ Mi−1 ‖ M′i ‖ Mi+1 ‖ · · · ‖ Mn ‖ 〈|N̄|〉).

By Lemma 4.4 we have three possible sub-cases:

(a) M′i is a partial reduct of Ni: in this case, M′ is still a partial state of N. By con-
struction, (N, M′) ∈ <.

(b) M′i &cK 〈|Ni|〉: by contextuality of .cK , it holds that M′ &cK (ν̃l)(M1 ‖ · · · ‖ Mi−1 ‖

Mi+1 ‖ · · · ‖ Mn ‖ 〈|Ni ‖ N̄|〉) , M′′. Now, M′′ is a partial state of N and, hence,
(N, M′) ∈ < up-to .µK .

(c) Ni ≡ l1 :: in(T )@l2.P ‖ l2 :: 〈t〉 and M′i &cK l1 :: 〈|Pσ|〉 ‖ l2 :: nil , N′, where

σ = match(T, t): in this case, we can consider Ni
τ
−→ l1 :: Pσ ‖ l2 :: nil , N′i and

have that M′i &cK 〈|N′|〉. Thus, N
τ
−→ (ν̃l)(N1 ‖ Ni−1 ‖ Ni+1 ‖ · · · ‖ Nn ‖ N′i ‖ N̄) and

M′ &cK (ν̃l)(M1 ‖ · · · ‖ Mi−1 ‖ Mi+1 ‖ · · · ‖ Mn ‖ 〈|N′i ‖ N̄|〉) , M′′. Since M′′ is a
partial state for N′, we have that (N′, M′) ∈ < up-to .µK .

〈|N̄|〉
τ
−→ M̄ and M′ ≡ (ν̃l)(M1 ‖ · · · ‖ Mn ‖ M̄).
By Lemma 4.5, we have two possible sub-cases:

(a) N̄
τ
−→ N̄′ and M̄ &cK N̄′: in this case, N

τ
−→ (ν̃l)(N1 ‖ · · · ‖ Nn ‖ N̄′) , N′ and

M′ &cK (ν̃l)(M1 ‖ · · · ‖ Mn ‖ 〈|N̄′|〉); thus, (N′, M′) ∈ < up-to .µK .

(b) M̄ is a partial state of N̄: by definition, we have that N̄ ≡ (ν̃l′)(H1 ‖ · · · ‖ Hh ‖ H̄),
M̄ ≡ (ν̃l′)(K1 ‖ · · · ‖ Kh ‖ 〈|H̄|〉), and for all j = 1, . . . , h it holds that fl(H j) ⊆ fl(H̄)
and that K j is a partial reduct of H j. Thus, N ≡ (ν̃l, l′)(N1 ‖ · · · ‖ Nn ‖ H1 ‖

· · · ‖ Hh ‖ H̄) and M′ ≡ (ν̃l, l′)(M1 ‖ · · · ‖ Mn ‖ K1 ‖ · · · ‖ Kh ‖ 〈|H̄|〉), where Mi

is a partial reduct of Ni and K j is a partial reduct of H j. Moreover, we also have
that fl(H j) ⊆ fl(H̄) (by definition) and that fl(Ni) ⊆ fl(H̄) (this easily follows from
fl(Ni) ⊆ fl(N̄) and by definition of N̄). Thus, M′ is a partial state of N; this suffices
to conclude (N, M′) ∈ <.

To conclude this section, we can formulate a limited full abstraction result, by following [4]. In
particular, we shall consider for full abstraction the translated barbed congruence.

Theorem 4.7 (Full Abstraction w.r.t. Translated Barbed Congruence) N �µK M if and only if
〈|N|〉 �

tr
cK 〈|M|〉.

Proof: For the ‘if’ direction, it suffices to prove that relation< defined as follows

< , <1 ∪ <2 ∪ <3
<1 , {(N, M) : 〈|N|〉 �cK 〈|M|〉}
<2 , {(N, M) : ∃M̄. 〈|N|〉 �cK M̄ ∧ M̄ partial state of M}
<3 , {(N, M) : ∃N̄. N̄ �cK 〈|M|〉 ∧ N̄ partial state of N}

is barb preserving, reduction closed (up-to .tr
cK) and closed under translated contexts (again, up-to

.tr
cK). Notice that<1 is symmetric, while<2 and<3 are mutually symmetric; thus,< is symmetric.

We pick up (N, M) ∈ < and reason by case analysis on whether (N, M) ∈ <1, (N, M) ∈ <2 or
(N, M) ∈ <3.

1. Let N ↓ l (the case for M ↓ l is similar). By definition and Proposition 4.1.2, we have that
〈|N|〉 ↓ l that implies 〈|M|〉 ⇓ l, i.e. 〈|M|〉 7−→∗ M′ ↓ l. According to Lemma 4.5, we have two
possibilities:
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(a) M 7−→∗ M′′ and M′ &tr
cK 〈|M

′′|〉. In this case, by definition of &tr
cK , we have that 〈|M′′|〉 ↓ l

and hence M ⇓ l.

(b) M′ is a partial reduct of M. By Lemma 4.6.2, M ↓ l.

Now, let N 7−→ N′; then, 〈|N|〉 7−→∗ N̄ &tr
cK 〈|N

′|〉. By definition of reduction closure,
〈|M|〉 7−→∗ M̄ and N̄ �

tr
cK M̄. According to Lemma 4.5, we have two possibilities:

(a) M 7−→∗ M′ and M̄ &tr
cK 〈|M

′|〉. In this case is simple: because of Proposition 2.10 and by
transitivity, we can obtain 〈|N′|〉 �

tr
cK 〈|M

′|〉 and, hence, (N′, M′) ∈ <1.

(b) M′ is a partial reduct of M. By construction, (N′, M) ∈ <2 (notice that, if the starting
move was from M instead of being from N, the inclusion would have been in<3).

We are left with context closure; this case is simple because, if we take any µK context
C[·], by definition of<1 and because 〈|C|〉[〈|·|〉] = 〈|C[·]|〉, we have that (C[N],C[M]) ∈ <1.

2. Let (N, M) ∈ <2; by definition, there exists a partial reduct of M, M̄, such that 〈|N|〉 �cK M̄.
Let us start with N ↓ l; hence, M̄ ⇓ l, i.e. M̄ 7−→∗ M̄′ ↓ l. Now, by using Lemma 4.6.3,
we have that M 7−→∗ M′ for some M′ such that M̄′ &tr

cK M̄′′, where M̄′′ is a partial state of
M′. By definition of .tr

cK , we have that M̄′′ ↓ l and, by Lemma 4.6.2, M′ ↓ l; this suffices to
conclude M ⇓ l.

Now, let N 7−→ N′; then, by Lemma 4.2, 〈|N|〉 7−→∗ N̄ &tr
cK 〈|N

′|〉. By reduction closure,
M̄ 7−→∗ M̄′ and N̄ �

tr
cK M̄′, that implies 〈|N′|〉 �

tr
cK M̄′. By Lemma 4.6.3, M 7−→∗ M′

and M̄′ is an expansion of a partial state of M′, say M̄′′. By Proposition 2.10 and transitivity,
〈|N′|〉 �

tr
cK M̄′′; this suffices to conclude that (N′, M′) ∈ <2.

We are left with context closure; by definition, we have that 〈|C|〉[M̄] �
tr
cK 〈|C[N]|〉. If we

prove that 〈|C|〉[M̄] is a partial state ofC[M], we can conclude the desired (C[N],C[M]) ∈ <2.
Since M̄ is a partial state of M, we have that M ≡ (ν̃l)(M1 ‖ · · · ‖ Mn ‖ M̂), M̄ ≡ (ν̃l)(M̄1 ‖

· · · ‖ M̄n ‖ 〈|M̂|〉), and for all i = 1, . . . , n it holds that fl(Mi) ⊆ fl(M̂) and that M̄i is a partial
reduct of Mi. Let l̃′ = bn(〈|C|〉[ · ]) ∩ fn(M̄1, . . . , M̄n) = bn(C[·]) ∩ fn(M1, . . . , Mn); then,
C[·] ≡ (ν̃l′)D[·] and 〈|C|〉[ · ] ≡ (ν̃l′)〈|D|〉[ · ]. Thus, C[M] ≡ (ν̃l′)(M1 ‖ · · · ‖ Mn ‖ D[M̂]) and
〈|C|〉[M̄] ≡ (ν̃l′)(M̄1 ‖ · · · ‖ M̄n ‖ 〈|D|〉[M̄]); clearly, 〈|C|〉[M̄] is a partial state of C[M].

3. Finally, let (N, M) ∈ <3; by definition, there exists a partial reduct of N, N̄, such that 〈|M|〉 �cK

N̄. Let us start with barb preservation and let N ↓ l; by Lemma 4.6.1, N̄ ⇓ l, i.e. N̄ 7−→∗ N̄′ ↓
l. Now, 〈|M|〉 ⇓ l that, like in case 1. above, implies M ⇓ l, as required.

Now, let N 7−→ N′; then, Lemma 4.6.1, N̄ 7−→∗ N̄′ &tr
cK 〈|N

′|〉. By reduction closure,
〈|M|〉 7−→∗ M̄ and N̄′ �

tr
cK M̄, that implies 〈|N′|〉 �

tr
cK M̄. By Lemma 4.5, we have two

possibilities:

(a) M 7−→∗ M′ and M̄ &tr
cK 〈|M

′|〉. By Proposition 2.10 and transitivity, we can conclude
that (N′, M′) ∈ <1.

(b) M 7−→∗ M′ and M̄ is a partial state of M′. By construction, (N′, M′) ∈ <2.

Context closure is proved like in case 2. above.

We are left with the ‘only if’ direction; this can be done similarly to the ‘if’ direction. We leave
the details to the reader.
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Encoding Nets:

{[0]} , 0 {[(νl)N]} , (νl){[N]}

{[N1 ‖ N2]} , {[N1]} ‖ {[N2]} {[l :: C]} , l :: {[C]}l

Encoding Components:

{[〈l′〉]}u , 〈l′〉 {[C1 | C2]}u , {[C1]}u | {[C2]}u

{[nil]}u , nil {[X]}u , X

{[eval(Q)@u′.P]}u , eval({[Q]}u′)@u′.{[P]}u {[rec X.P]}u , rec X.{[P]}u

{[out(u2)@u1.P]}u , eval(out(u2))@u1.{[P]}u {[new(l).P]}u , new(l).{[P]}u

{[in(T )@u′.P]}u , eval(in(T ).eval({[P]}u)@u)@u′

Table 10: Encoding K in K

5 K vs K

In this section we develop a semantically equivalent encoding of K in K. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first result that clearly shows that remote (input and output) operations
do not add expressiveness to a distributed language with code mobility. Indeed, we have that the
possibility of using remote operations simplifies programming but a calculus with migrations as the
only remote operation permits finer dynamic checks against incoming agents (see, e.g., [24, 15]).

The encoding of K into K is given in Table 10. The only relevant cases are those
for the translation of actions in and out of K. In the first case, a remote action out is replaced
with a migration to the target locality and a local action. In the second case, a remote action in is
replaced with a migration to the target locality, a local in and a migration back to the original node.
The subscript u in {[·]}u is needed to keep track of the original node where report the result of the
(remote) action.

In order to carry on the proofs, we introduce an auxiliary notion. We define a function between
K nets nrmL(·), called the normalization w.r.t. a set of localities L, as follows

nrmL(N1 ‖ N2) , nrmL(N1) ‖ nrmL(N2) nrmL((νl)N) , nrmL∪{l}(N)

nrmL(l :: C1 | C2) , nrmL(l :: C1) ‖ nrmL(l :: C2) nrmL(l :: 〈·〉) , l :: 〈·〉

nrmL(l :: P) ,



l :: P′ ‖ l′ :: Q if P = a.P′ and a = eval(Q)@l′ and l′ ∈ L
and Q = in(T ).eval({[P]}l)@l

l :: P if P , |

Essentially, the normalisation of an encoding replaces all the encodings of actions in occurring at
top level (i.e., as the first action of a process) with the net resulting from the execution of their first
actions (i.e., the migration over the locality target of the in), provided that this execution is possible
(i.e., the target locality of the input exists in the net).

Now, it is easy to prove the following Proposition. For the sake of readability, we write
nrmL({[N]}) as {{[N]}}L and {{[N]}}fl(N) as {{[N]}}.

Proposition 5.1 Let N be a K net and M be a K net. Then

1. fl(M) = fl({{[M]}}L), whenever L ⊆ fl(M)

2. M &lcK nrmL(M), whenever L ⊆ fl(M)
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3. {{[N]}}L ‖ l :: nil &lcK {{[N]}}L∪{l} ‖ l :: nil

4. {[N]} &lcK {{[N]}}

Lemma 5.2 Let N be a K net and fl(N) ⊆ L. Then

1. if N
(ν̃l) I @ l
−−−−−−−→ N′ then {{[N]}}L

(ν̃l) I @ l
=======⇒ {{[N′]}}L∪{̃l}

2. if N
. l
−−→ N′ then {{[N]}}L

. l
==⇒ {{[N′]}}L

3. if N
l2 / l1
−−−−−→ N′ then either {{[N]}}L

l2 / l1
=====⇒ {{[N′]}}L, or {{[N]}}L ≡ C[l ::

eval(in(T ).eval({[P]}l)@l)@l1] where match(T, l2) = σ, l1 < L, {l1, l2} ∩ bn(C[·]) = ∅

and {{[N′]}}L ≡ nrmL(C[l :: {[Pσ]}l])

4. if {{[N]}}L
(ν̃l) I @ l
−−−−−−−→ N′, then N

(ν̃l) I @ l
−−−−−−−→ N′′ and N′ &lcK {{[N′′]}}L∪{̃l}

5. if {{[N]}}L
l2 / l1
−−−−−→ N′, then N

l2 / l1
−−−−−→ N′′ and N′ &lcK {{[N′′]}}L

6. if {{[N]}}L
. l
−−→ N′ then

(a) either N
. l
−−→ N′′ and N′ &lcK {{[N′′]}}L

(b) or N ≡ C[l′ :: in(T )@l.Q] for l < bn(C[·]) ∪ L and N′ ≡

{{[ C[l′ :: nil ‖ l :: in(T ).eval({[P]}l)@l] ]}}L

Proof: All the statements are proved by induction over the length of the inference used to derive
the transition; the proof is standard.

Lemma 5.3 (Operational Correspondence) Let N be a K net. Then

1. if N
τ
−→ N′, then {{[N]}} =⇒&lcK {{[N′]}}

2. if {{[N]}}
τ
−→ N′, then N

τ
−→ N′′ and N′ &lcK {{[N′′]}}

Proof: Both the claims are proved by induction on the inference length. The inductive steps are
easy: they rely on the fact that .lcK is a pre-congruence and on the observation that N ≡ M implies
{{[N]}} ≡ {{[M]}}. Thus, we only give the base cases for both the claims.

In the first case, the τ-step can be inferred by using rules (LTS-N), (LTS-S) or
(LTS-C). The first case is simple; hence, let us consider the other two.

(LTS-S): in this case, N , N1 ‖ N2
τ
−→ N′1 ‖ N′2 , N′, where N1

. l
−−→ N′1 and N2

nil @ l
−−−−−→ N′2.

The key observation is that fl(Ni) ⊆ fl(N) = fl(N′1 ‖ N′2) = fl(N′); let us call L the set fl(N).

By Lemma 5.2.1 and .2, we have that {{[N2]}}L
nil @ l
=====⇒ {{[N′2]}}L and {{[N1]}}L

. l
−−→ {{[N′1]}}L. Thus,

{{[N]}} =⇒ {{[N′1 ‖ N′2]}} , {{[N′]}}.

(LTS-C): in this case, N , N1 ‖ N2
τ
−→ N′1 ‖ N′2 , N′, where N1

l2 / l1
−−−−−→ N′1 and N2

〈l2〉 @ l1
−−−−−−−→ N′2.

Again, we have that fl(Ni) ⊆ fl(N) = fl(N′); let us call L the set fl(N). By Lemma 5.2.1

we have that {{[N2]}}L
〈l2〉 @ l1
=======⇒ {{[N′2]}}L. Moreover, according to Lemma 5.2.3, we have two

cases. The case for {{[N1]}}L
l2 / l1
=====⇒ {{[N′1]}}L is simple. The case when {{[N1]}}L ≡ C[l ::

eval(in(T ).eval({[P]}l)@l)@l1] cannot occur. Otherwise, we would have that l1 < L; but
this cannot be the case since, by Proposition 2.6.2, we know that N2 ≡ N′2 ‖ l1 :: 〈l2〉. Hence
l1 ∈ fl(N2) ⊆ fl(N) , L.
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The second claim is similar. We reason by case analysis on the possible base cases. The case
for rule (LTS-N) is simple and we only inspect the other two. In what follows, we let L to be
fl(N).

(LTS-S): in this case, {{[N]}} , M1 ‖ M2
τ
−→ N′1 ‖ N′2 , N′, where M1 , {{[N1]}}L

. l
−−→ N′1 and

M2 , {{[N2]}}L
nil @ l
−−−−−→ N′2. By Lemma 5.2.1 we have that N2

nil @ l
−−−−−→ N′′2 and N′2 &lcK {{[N′′2 ]}}L.

We now isolate two sub-cases:

(a) C = {[P]}l. Then, by Lemma 5.2.6(a) we have that N1
. l
−−→ N′′1 and N′1 &lcK {{[N′′1 ]}}L. Thus,

N , N1 ‖ N2
τ
−→ N′1 ‖ N′2 , N′′ and N′ &lcK {{[N′′1 ‖ N′′2 ]}} , {{[N′′]}}.

(b) C , in(T ).eval({[Q]}l′)@l′. By Lemma 5.2.6(b) we know that N1 ≡ C[l′ :: in(T )@l.Q],
with l < bn(C[·]) ∩ L. This case cannot occur because, by By Proposition 2.6.1, we
know that N2 ≡ N′2 ‖ l :: nil; hence, l ∈ L.

(LTS-C): in this case, {{[N]}} , M1 ‖ M2
τ
−→ N′1 ‖ N′2 , N′, where M1 , {{[N1]}}L

l2 / l1
−−−−−→ N′1 and

M2 , {{[N2]}}L
〈l2〉 @ l1
−−−−−−−→ N′2. By Lemma 5.2.4 we have that N2

〈l2〉 @ l1
−−−−−−−→ N′′2 and N′2 &lcK {{[N′′2 ]}}L;

by Lemma 5.2.5 we have that N1
l2 / l1
−−−−−→ N′′1 and N′1 &lcK {{[N′′1 ]}}L. Thus, N , N1 ‖ N2

τ
−→ N′′1 ‖

N′′2 , N′′ and N′ &lcK {{[N′′1 ]}}L ‖ {{[N′′2 ]}}L , {{[N′′]}}.

Theorem 5.4 Let N be a K net. Then, N �cK {{[N]}}.

Proof: By Lemma 2.13.1, it suffices to prove that

< , {(C[N],C[{{[N]}}]) : N is a K net and C[·] is a K context}

is barb preserving, reduction closed (up-to .cK) and context closed. Clearly, we consider here the
restriction of �µK and .µK to K nets; all the proofs developed in Section 2.6 for µK can
be faithfully rephrased to deal with the sub-relations containing only K nets.

Barb preservation and context closure are simple. Let us consider C[N] 7−→ N̄. According to
Lemma 2.7, we have six possible sub-cases:

1. N 7−→ N′ and N̄ ≡ C[N′]. Because of Lemma 5.3.1, we know that {{[N]}} =⇒ &cK {{[N′]}}; thus,
we can conclude up-to .cK .

2. C[·] 7−→ C′[·] and N̄ ≡ C′[N]. This case is trivial.

3. N
. l
−−→ N′, C[·] ≡ C[ · ‖ l :: nil] and N̄ ≡ C[N′]. Because of Lemma 5.2.2, we know that

{{[N]}}
. l
==⇒ &cK {{[N′]}} and we can easily conclude.

4. N
nil @ l
−−−−−→ N′, C[·] ≡ C′[ · ‖ H], H

. l
−−→ H′ and N̄ ≡ C′[N′ ‖ L′]. This case relies on

Lemma 5.2.1 and is simple.

5. N
l′ / l
−−−−→ N′, C[·] ≡ C′[ · ‖ l :: 〈l′〉] and N̄ ≡ C′[N′]. The proof relies on Lemma 5.2.3 to show

that C[{{[N]}}] =⇒ C′[{{[N′]}}]; now it is easy to conclude.

6. N
(ν̃l) 〈l′〉 @ l
−−−−−−−−→ N′, C[·] ≡ C′[ · ‖ H], H

l′ / l
−−−−→ H′ and N̄ ≡ C′[(ν̃l)(N′ ‖ H′)]. This case relies

on Lemma 5.2.1 and is simple.
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To conclude, let us consider C[{{[N]}}] 7−→ N̄. According to Lemma 2.7, we still have six possible
sub-cases:

1. {{[N]}} 7−→ N′ and N̄ ≡ C[N′]. Because of Lemma 5.3.3, we know that N 7−→ N′′ and
N′ &lcK {{[N]}}; this suffices to conclude up-to .cK (indeed, by considering both N′ and {{[N]}} as
K nets, we have that N′ &cK {{[N]}}).

2. C[·] 7−→ C′[·] and N̄ ≡ C′[{{[N]}}]. This case is trivial.

3. {{[N]}}
. l
−−→ N′, C[·] ≡ C[ · ‖ l :: nil] and N̄ ≡ C[N′]. Because of Lemma 5.2.6, we have two

possible sub-cases:

(a) N
. l
−−→ N′′ and N′ &cK {{[N′′]}}. In this case it is easily to conclude.

(b) N ≡ D[l′ :: in(T )@l.P], for l < bn(D[·]) ∪ fn(N), and N′ ≡ {{[D]}}[l′ ::
nil ‖ l :: in(T ).eval({[P]}l′)@l′]. Now, C[{{[N]}}] 7−→ C[{{[D]}}[l′ :: nil ‖
l :: in(T ).eval({[P]}l′)@l′]] , N̄ &cK C[{{[D[l′ :: nil ‖ l :: in(T ).eval({[P]}l′)@l′]]}}] ,

C[{{[N ‖ l :: nil]}}] (the last inequality holds by Proposition 5.1.3). Now, since C[N] ≡
C[N ‖ l :: nil], we have that (C[N], N̄) ∈ < up-to .cK , as required.

4. {{[N]}}
nil @ l
−−−−−→ N′, C[·] ≡ C′[ · ‖ H], H

. l
−−→ H′ and N̄ ≡ C′[N′ ‖ L′]. This case relies on

Lemma 5.2.4 and is simple.

5. {{[N]}}
l′ / l
−−−−→ N′, C[·] ≡ C′[ · ‖ l :: 〈l′〉] and N̄ ≡ C′[N′]. The proof relies on Lemma 5.2.5 and

is simple.

6. {{[N]}}
(ν̃l) 〈l′〉 @ l
−−−−−−−−→ N′, C[·] ≡ C′[ · ‖ H], H

l′ / l
−−−−→ H′ and N̄ ≡ C′[(ν̃l)(N′ ‖ H′)]. This case relies

on Lemma 5.2.4 and is simple.

Corollary 5.5 (Semantical Equivalence w.r.t. �cK) Let N be a K net. Then, N �cK {[N]}.

Proof: By Propositions 5.1.4 and 2.10, Theorem 5.4 and by transitivity of �cK .

6 A Comparison with the πa-calculus

In this section, we want to compare the asynchronous π-calculus, that we write πa-calculus, with our
languages. In particular, we develop a fully abstract and divergence-free encoding of πa-calculus
in K and a fully abstract but divergent encoding of K in πa-calculus. This will allow
us to conclude that our languages are more suitable than the πa-calculus for programming global
computing applications.

The variant of the πa-calculus that we consider in this paper is adapted from [1]. Its syntax is

p ::= 0
∣∣∣ āb

∣∣∣ a(b).p
∣∣∣ p1|p2

∣∣∣ (νa)p
∣∣∣ [a = b]p

∣∣∣ !p

while its operational semantics is given in Table 11. On top of this LTS, barbed equivalence is
defined as follows (see also [1]).
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āb
āb
−→ 0 a(b).p

ac
−→ p[c/b]

p
µ
−→ p′

[a = a]p
µ
−→ p′

p =α p′
µ
−→ q′ =α q

p
µ
−→ q

p
µ
−→ p′

!p
µ
−→ !p | p′

p
µ
−→ p′ a < fn(µ)

(νb)p
µ
−→ (νb)p′

p
āb
−→ p′ a , b

(νb)p
ā(b)
−−→ p′

p
āb
−→ p′ q

ab
−→ q′

p | q
τ
−→ p′ | q′

(∗)

p
ā(b)
−−→ p′ q

ab
−→ q′ b < fn(q)

p | q
τ
−→ (νb)(p′ | q′)

(∗)
p

µ
−→ p′ bn(µ) ∩ fn(q) = ∅

p | q
µ
−→ p′ | q

(∗)

and the obvious symmetric versions of the rules marked with (*)

Table 11: A LTS for the πa-calculus

Definition 6.1 (Asynchronous Barbed Equivalence) Asynchronous barbed equivalence, �πa , is
the largest symmetric relation between πa-calculus processes such that p �πa q implies that

1. whenever p ↓ ā, it holds that q ⇓ ā,

where p ↓ ā , (∃b . p
āb
−→ ∨ p

ā(b)
−−→ ) and p ⇓ ā , (p =⇒↓ ā)

2. whenever p
τ
−→ p′, it holds that q =⇒ q′ and p′ �πa q′

3. for all names ñ and for all πa-calculus process r, it holds that (ν̃n)p �πa (ν̃n)q and p|r �πa q|r.

6.1 Encoding the πa-calculus in K

We now provide an encoding of the πa-calculus in K; it is given in Table 12. Like in the
previous section, we need a normalization function between K nets that makes the encoding
prompt. It is defined as follows:

nrmL((νl)N) , nrmL∪{l}(N) nrmL(N1 ‖ N2) , nrmL(N1) ‖ nrmL(N2)

nrmL(l :: 〈·〉) , l :: 〈·〉 nrmL(l :: C1 | C2) , nrmL(l :: C1) ‖ nrmL(l :: C2)

nrmL(l :: P) ,



l :: P′ ‖ l′ :: 〈l′′〉 if P = out(l′′)@l′.P′ and l′ ∈ L
(νl′) (nrmL∪{l′}(l :: P′)) if P = new(l′).P′

l :: P if P , | and no previous case holds

Essentially, the normalisation replaces all actions new with the net resulting from the creation of the
new nodes and all actions out over existing localities with the net containing the datum produced
by the action. When a net is the encoding of a πa-calculus process, the continuation of each action
out is nil and function nrm does not need to be iterated on it.

For the sake of readability, we write nrmL([[p]]L) as [[[p]]]L. Some simple but crucial properties
of nrmL(·) are given in the following proposition, whose proof is simple.

Proposition 6.2 Let P be a K process and p be a πa-calculus process. Then

1. if l , l′ then nrmL((νl′)(l :: P)) = nrmL(l :: new(l′).P)

2. [[[p]]]L ‖ l :: nil &cK [[[p]]]L∪{l}

3. [[p]]L &lcK [[[p]]]L
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Top-level Encoding:

[[p]]L , proc :: [[p]] ‖ Π
n∈L

n :: nil if fn(p) ⊆ L and proc is a reserved name

Encoding πa-calculus processes:

[[0]] , nil [[(νa)p]] , new(a).[[p]]

[[āb]] , out(b)@a.nil [[a(b).p]] , in(!b)@a.[[p]]

[[p1|p2]] , [[p1]] | [[p2]] [[!p]] , rec X.([[p]] | X)

[[[a = b]p]] , new(l).out(a)@l.in(b)@l.[[p]]

Table 12: Encoding πa-calculus in K

We now prove a tight correspondence between πa-calculus processes and their encodings. We
start with a correspondence between the labelled semantics of the two calculi and then give their
operational correspondence.

Lemma 6.3 Let p be a πa-calculus process and fn(p) ⊆ L. Then

1. if p
āb
−→ p′ then [[[p]]]L

〈b〉 @ a
======⇒ [[[p′]]]L

2. if p
ā(b)
−−→ p′ then [[[p]]]L

(νb) 〈b〉 @ a
=========⇒ [[[p′]]]L∪{b}

3. if p
ab
−→ p′ then [[[p]]]L

b / a
====⇒ N and [[[p′]]]L∪{b} ≡ N ‖ b :: nil

4. if [[[p]]]L
〈b〉 @ a
−−−−−−→ N then p

āb
−→ p′ and N ≡ [[[p′]]]L

5. if [[[p]]]L
(νb) 〈b〉 @ a
−−−−−−−−−→ N then p

ā(b)
−−→ p′ and [[[p′]]]L∪{b} ≡ N ‖ b :: nil

6. if [[[p]]]L
b / a
−−−−→ N then p

ab
−→ p′ and [[[p′]]]L∪{b} .cK N ‖ b :: nil

Proof: By induction on the length of the inferences.

Lemma 6.4 (Operational Correspondence) Let p be a πa-calculus process and fn(p) ⊆ L. Then

1. p
τ
−→ p′ implies that [[[p]]]L =⇒ [[[p′]]]L

2. [[[p]]]L
τ
−→ N implies that p

τ
−→ p′ and N &cK [[[p′]]]L

Proof: Both the claims are proved by induction on the inference occurring in the premise. The first
statement is quite simple. We give the base cases for the second statement. We want to remark that,
thanks to the normalization procedure, the only possible base case is when using rule (LTS-C).

Thus, [[[p]]]L , N1 ‖ N2
τ
−→ N′1 ‖ N′2 , N, because N1

b / a
−−−−→ N′1 and N2

〈b〉 @ a
−−−−−−→ N′2. By definition,

it must be that Ni , [[[pi]]]L, for i = 1, 2; moreover, {a, b} ⊆ fn(N2) ⊆ L. By Lemma 6.3.6 and

.4, we have that p1
ab
−→ p′1 and [[[p′1]]]L .cK N′1 ‖ b :: nil, and p2

āb
−→ p′2 and N′2 ≡ [[[p′2]]]L. Thus,

p , p1|p2
τ
−→ p′1|p

′
2 , p′. Moreover, N ≡ N′1 ‖ b :: nil ‖ N′2 &cK [[[p′1]]]L ‖ [[[p′2]]]L , [[[p′]]]L, as

required.
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We now prove that full abstraction can be obtained when considering only the following subset
of K contexts, called translated:

C[·] ::= [·]
∣∣∣ C[·] ‖ [[p]]L

∣∣∣ (νl)C[·]

Basically, we only permit parallel components resulting from the encoding of πa-calculus processes.
This ensures that each free name occurring in any parallel component is also the address of a node
in the component itself and is essential to prove full abstraction.

Theorem 6.5 Let fn(p, q) ⊆ L. Then p �πa q if and only if [[[p]]]L �
tr
cK [[[q]]]L.

Proof: We start with proving that [[[p]]]L �
tr
cK [[[q]]]L implies p �πa q. Let< , {(p , q) : [[[p]]]L �

tr
cK

[[[q]]]L}; we prove that< ⊆ �πa . Let p< q. For reduction closure, we take p
τ
−→ p′; by Lemma 6.4.1

it holds that [[[p]]]L =⇒ [[[p′]]]L. Thus, [[[q]]]L =⇒ N and [[[p′]]]L �
tr
cK N. Then, by using Lemma 6.4.2,

it can be easily verified that q =⇒ q′ and [[[q′]]]L .cK N. This suffices to conclude that p′ < q′ since,
by the fact that .cK ⊆ �cK ⊆ �

tr
cK and by transitivity of �

tr
cK , it holds that [[[p′]]]L �

tr
cK [[[q′]]]L (notice

that, as it is standard in the π-calculus, fn(p′) ⊆ fn(p) and, thus, fn(p′) ⊆ L – and similarly for q and
q′).

We now consider barb preservation; let p ↓ ā because p
āb
−→ . By Lemma 6.3.1 it holds that

[[[p]]]L
b @ a
=====⇒ ; thus, [[[q]]]L

b @ a
=====⇒ . Hence, by Lemma 6.3.4 and reduction closure (just proved), it

holds that q
āb
=⇒ ; thus, by definition, q ⇓ ā. The case for p ↓ ā because p

ā(b)
−−→ is similar, but relies

on Lemma 6.3.2 and .5.
Finally, we have to prove closure under parallel composition and restriction. Let us examine the

two conditions separately.

• We want to prove that (ν̃n)p < (ν̃n)q by knowing that (ν̃n)([[[p]]]L) �
tr
cK (ν̃n)([[[q]]]L). By

definition, we have that (ν̃n)([[[·]]]L) , [[[(ν̃n) · ]]]L−{̃n} and fn((ν̃n) · ) , fn(·) − {̃n}. Thus,
fn((ν̃n)p, (ν̃n)q) ⊆ L− {̃n} and hence [[[(ν̃n)p]]]L−{̃n} �

tr
cK [[[(ν̃n)q]]]L−{̃n}. By definition of<, this

suffices to conclude.

• We want to prove that p|r< q|r by knowing that [[[p]]]L ‖ [[[r]]]L′ �
tr
cK [[[q]]]L ‖ [[[r]]]L′ . By defi-

nition of [[·]]· and by Proposition 6.2.2, it holds that [[[·]]]L ‖ [[[r]]]L′ &cK [[[·]]]L∪L′ ‖ [[[r]]]L∪L′ ,

[[[ · ‖ r]]]L∪L′ . Thus, [[[p ‖ r]]]L∪L′ �
tr
cK [[[q ‖ r]]]L∪L′ and fn(p|r, q|r) = fn(p, q) ∪ fn(r) ⊆ L ∪ L′.

This suffices to conclude.

We are left with proving the converse, i.e. p ≈πa q implies that [[[p]]]L �
tr
cK [[[q]]]L. Let < ,

{([[[p]]]L , [[[q]]]L) : p ≈πa q}; we prove that < is a barbed congruence, up-to .cK . For reduction
closure, we let [[[p]]]L

τ
−→ N; by Lemma 6.4.2 it holds that p

τ
−→ p′ and N &cK [[[p′]]]L. Then, q=⇒ q′ and

p′ �πa q′. By Lemma 6.4.1, we know that [[[q]]]L =⇒ [[[q′]]]L; this suffices to conclude up-to .cK . Barb

preservation can be proved easily. By Proposition 2.6.2, [[[p]]]L ↓ a implies that [[[p]]]L
(ν̃b) 〈b〉 @ a
−−−−−−−−−→ ;

by Lemma 6.3.4 (or .5) and by definition of barbs in the πa-calculus, this implies that p ↓ ā. Then,
q ⇓ ā; by using Lemma 6.3.1 (or .2) and Lemma 6.4.1, we obtain the desired [[[q]]]L ⇓ a.

To conclude, we have to prove that, for every translated context C[·], it holds that
C[[[[p]]]L] < C[[[[q]]]L]. The key observation is that, by definition of translated context, it holds
that C[·] ≡ (ν̃n)([·] ‖ [[r]]L′). Moreover, by hypothesis, we know that (ν̃n)(p|r) �πa (ν̃n)(q|r).
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Hence,

C[[[[·]]]L] ≡ (ν̃n)([[[·]]]L ‖ [[r]]L′)
&cK (ν̃n)([[[·]]]L ‖ [[[r]]]L′) by Prop. 6.2.3
&cK (ν̃n)([[[·]]]L∪L′ ‖ [[[r]]]L∪L′) by Prop. 6.2.2
, (ν̃n)(nrmL∪L′([[ · |r]]L∪L′))
, nrmL′′((ν̃n)[[ · |r]]L∪L′) for L′′ , (L ∪ L′) − {̃n}
, nrmL′′((ν̃n)(proc :: [[ · |r]] ‖ Π

l′∈L∪L′
l′ :: nil))

≡ nrmL′′((ν̃n)(proc :: [[ · |r]])) ‖ Π
l′∈L′′

l′ :: nil

= nrmL′′(proc :: [[(ν̃n)( · |r)]]) ‖ Π
l′∈L′′

l′ :: nil by Prop. 6.2.1

≡ [[[(ν̃n)( · |r)]]]L′′

Notice that, if fn(·) ⊆ L and fn(r) ⊆ L′ (these hold by definition of the encoding), then fn((ν̃n)( · |r)) ⊆
(L ∪ L′) − {̃n} , L′′. Thus, C[[[[p]]]L] &cK [[[(ν̃n)(p|r)]]]L′′ < [[[(ν̃n)(q|r)]]]L′′ .cK C[[[[q]]]L]. This
suffices to conclude, up-to .cK .

Corollary 6.6 (Full Abstraction w.r.t. Translated Barbed Equivalence) Let fn(p, q) ⊆ L. Then
p �πa q if and only if [[p]]L �

tr
cK [[q]]L.

Proof: Trivial, by Theorem 6.5, Proposition 6.2.3 and by observing that .cK ⊆ �cK ⊆ �
tr
cK .

Remark 6.7: On full abstraction w.r.t. barbed equivalence. We have already said that translated
full abstraction seems us the best possible result for the encoding of Table 12. Indeed, there is a key
design issue that breaks full abstraction: in π-calculus, knowing a name implies that communication
actions can be performed upon a channel with that name and these actions succeed whenever a
parallel component performs a complementary action. This is not the case in K (and in the
calculi derived from it). Indeed, it is not necessarily the case that each free name is associated to a
locality (while each name in a π-calculus process is associated to a channel). This aspect can break
full abstraction: e.g., consider the following πa-calculus equivalence

p , a(x).(x̄ | x.b̄) �πa a(x).( (x̄ | x.b̄) ⊕ b̄ ) , q

where ⊕ denotes internal choice. However,

[[p]]L 6�cK [[q]]L

Indeed, [[q]]L can produce a datum at node b, while [[p]]L cannot: if the name received in the input
(that replaces x) is not a node of the net, the encoding of the output over x will never produce a
datum. Thus, the input from x is blocked and the following output on b will never produce a datum.

We think that no ‘reasonable’ encoding of πa-calculus in K (nor in any other calculus
derived from K) can be given: checking the existence of nodes before firing an output is a too
low-level feature that cannot be implemented in such an abstract setting as the π-calculus. There
are two ways in which we can recover full abstraction.

1. We can make K higher-level: a simple way to do this is to add the following structural
rule to those given in Table 2

l :: nil ≡ 0
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Encoding Nets:

([0]) , ! ex〈〉 ([N1 ‖ N2]) , ([N1]) | ([N2])

([(νl)N]) , (νl)(([N]) | ! ex l) ([l :: C]) , ([C])l | ! ex l

Encoding Processes:

([nil])u , 0 ([〈l〉])u , ū l

([X])u , X ([rec X.P])u , rec X.([P])u

([C1|C2])u , ([C1])u | ([C2])u ([new(l).P])u , (νl)(([P])u | ! ex l)

([out(u′).P])u , ū u′ | ([P])u ([in(!x).P])u , u(x).([P])u

([in(u′).P])u , rec X.u(x).(νc)( c̄ | [x = u′]c.([P])u | c.(ū x | X)) for x, X fresh

([eval(Q)@u′.P])u , rec X.ex(x).(νc)( c̄ | [x = u′]c.(([P])u | ([Q])u′) | c.X ) for x, X fresh

Table 13: Encoding K in πa-calculus

In this way, we recover the π-calculus’ philosophy that each name is always associated to a
communication medium (up-to ≡).

Another possibility is to consider a typed language, where types ensure that, if a locality
name is eventually used as target of an operation, then a node whose address is that name is
present in the net. This possibility strongly resembles Dπ’s framework [16].

2. We can make the πa-calculus lower-level: some names are channels, while the other ones
are just communicable objects. This can be formalized by structuring the syntax of the πa-
calculus as follows:

Systems S ::= ∃a
∣∣∣ (νa)S

∣∣∣ S 1 | S 2
∣∣∣ p

Processes p ::= . . .

where the particle ∃a implements the presence of a channel with name a. The operational
semantics of Table 11 must be then modified by following the lines of the LTS in Table 6 (by
adding a check of existence of a channel before firing an output action).

6.2 Encoding K in the πa-calculus

We now present an encoding of the simplest K-based calculus, namely K, in the πa-
calculus. The encoding is somehow inspired from the encoding of K in µK (for the han-
dling of names) and of µK in K (for the encoding of the name matching construct of
K).

We can follow the correspondence between channels and localities that we pointed out in Sec-
tion 6.1 and translate each locality to a channel. Output actions performed at l, as well as data
located at l, can be translated to output particles of the πa-calculus l̄ . Similarly, input actions per-
formed at l can be translated to input prefixes of the πa-calculus l(x). . Finally, any action new(l′) is
translated to a restriction (νl′). Thus, the correspondence between the two calculi is quite straight-
forward up to now.

A first feature that distinguish K from πa-calculus is the communication paradigm and,
mainly, the name matching of K (that happens while retrieving a datum). This issue can
encoded quite easily, if we accept divergence: process in(l′).P running at l can be translated into a
process that first retrieves a datum at l and then checks if it is l′; if the check succeeds, the process
continues, otherwise it places back the accessed datum and looks for another one.
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A second feature that distinguish K from πa-calculus is the allocation of processes and
their movements, together with the check of locality existence before migration. Process distribu-
tion is relevant in K to establish where actions out and in have to take place. Thus, we can
define a parameterized encoding for processes, ([P])u, where u is the locality where P runs. Then,
if P is of the form out(u′).Q, we translate it to ūu′ | ([Q])u, while, if P is of the form in(!x).Q, we
translate it to u(x).([Q])u. A process P of the form eval(Q)@u′.R running at u is translated to the
parallel composition of ([R])u and ([Q])u′ , if existence of locality u′ is ascertained.

The last feature we have to model is the distinction between names that are addresses of network
nodes and raw names. The former ones can be then used as target of remote operations (in the case
of K only actions eval), while the latter ones cannot. By using a π-calculus terminology,
only the first ones are Names (we intentionally used the capital letter), while the latter ones are
just values. However, the status of a name (without the capital letter) can change according to the
context: a Name will always remain such in any context, while a value l can become a Name if the
context provides a node with address l.

To deal with this sophisticated feature (that, as we have already discussed in Remark 6.7, creates
a relevant gap between πa-calculus and K-based calculi), we use a reserved channel ex to record
existence of localities. Thus, if l is a Name in the K net considered for translation, then
channel ex will repeatedly offer l in the encoded net, i.e. the encoding will contain a process of the
form

! ex l , (νc)(c̄ l | !c(x)(c̄ x | ex x))

The encoding is summarized in Table 13. There, we also assume the possibility of writing
πa-calculus processes with recursion – that can be implemented through replication, as usual –
and we write c̄ and c to mean output and input of dummy data. In the translation of actions in(l)
and eval, the fresh restricted channel c is used to implement a form of internal choice. In both
cases, the first addendum can evolve only if the name matching succeeds. On the other hand, the
second addendum can always be executed: this fact introduces divergence in the encoding. Notice,
however, that exactly one of the two addendum can evolve. Finally, like in the encoding of K in
µK, the fact that ex always provides data is necessary to obtain a fully abstraction result w.r.t.
translated contexts. Again, translated contexts do not have a full discriminating power over this
channel.

The proof of soundness somehow follows proofs already given in the paper; we only sketch the
main steps and leave the details to the interested reader. First, the translated barbed expansion in the
πa-calculus, written .tr

πa
, can be defined by following Definition 2.9. By following Proposition 2.10,

it can be proved that .tr
πa
⊂�

tr
πa

and, by following Lemma 2.13, that translated barbed congruence
up-to .tr

πa
is contained in �

tr
πa

. Then, we can prove that each K reduction is preserved by its
encoding.

Lemma 6.8 If N 7−→ N′, then ([N]) =⇒ &tr
πa

([N′]).

Now, since the encoding ([·]) is divergent, we can follow the ideas of Section 4 and define partial
reducts and partial states. Notice that, since divergence can originate both from the encoding of
name matching and of migrations, we have two possible cases for partial reducts.

Definition 6.9

1. A πa-calculus process p is a partial reduct of a K net N whenever

• N ≡ l :: in(l′).P | 〈l′〉 and p �
tr
πa

(νc)( c̄ | [x = l′]c.([P])u | c.(l̄ x | ([in(T ).P])l)) | ! ex l,
or
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• N ≡ l :: eval(Q)@l′.P ‖ l′ :: nil and
p �

tr
πa

(νc)( c̄ | [x = l′]c.(([P])l | ([Q])l′) | c.([eval(Q)@l′.P])l ) | ! ex l | ! ex l′.

2. A πa-calculus process p is a partial state of a K net N whenever N ≡ (ν̃l)(N1 ‖ · · · ‖

Nn ‖ N̄), p ≡π (ν̃l)(p1 ‖ · · · ‖ pn ‖ ([N̄])) and for all i it holds that pi is a partial reduct of Ni

(where ≡π is Milner’s structural equivalence, see [18]).

The pleasant property of µK’s partial reducts is here stronger.

Lemma 6.10 Let p be a partial reduct of N. Then,

• N ≡ l :: in(l′).P | 〈l′〉 and p
τ
−→ p′ imply that either p′ &tr

πa
([N]), or p′ &tr

πa
([P])l | ! ex l.

• N ≡ l :: eval(Q).P ‖ l′ :: nil and p
τ
−→ p′ imply that either p′ &tr

πa
([N]), or p′ &tr

πa

([P])l | ([Q])l′ | ! ex l | ! ex l′.

We can now state the reflection of reduction steps.

Lemma 6.11 If 〈|N|〉
τ
−→ p, then either N

τ
−→ N′ and p &tr

πa
〈|N′|〉, or p is a partial state of N.

Finally, it is easy to see that the encoding faithfully translates the barbs; it only adds new barbs
on ex but no translated context can fully observe them. Hence, the proof of the following concluding
theorem can be carried on easily.

Theorem 6.12 (Full Abstraction w.r.t. Translated Barbed Congruence) N �lcK M if and only
if ([N]) �

tr
πa

([M]).

Proof: For the ‘if’ direction, it suffices to prove that relation

< , {(N, M) : ([N]) �
tr
πa

([M])}
∪ {(N, M) : ∃p̄. ([N]) �

tr
πa

p̄ ∧ p̄ partial state of M}
∪ {(N, M) : ∃p̄. 〈|M|〉 �

tr
πa

p̄ ∧ p̄ partial state of N}

is barb preserving, reduction closed (up-to .lcK) and closed under translated contexts (again, up-to
.lcK). For the ‘only if’ direction, it suffices to prove that relation

< ,
⋃

N �lcK M {( ([N]), ([M]) )}
∪ {( ([N]), p) : p partial state of M}
∪ {(p, ([M])) : p partial state of N}

is barb preserving, reduction closed (up-to .tr
πa

) and closed under translated contexts (again, up-to
.tr
πa

).

7 Concluding Assessment and Related Work

The main results of our work are summarized in Table 14. There, a labelled arrow between two
calculi, X

P
−→ Y, means that language X can be encoded in language Y and that the encoding

enjoys property P. The arrow is dotted if the actual encoding can introduce divergence, i.e. infinite
sequences of reductions that in the source term were not present.

According to [22], each ‘reasonable’ encoding enc(·) should have a number of important fea-
tures aiming at guaranteeing the same the degree of parallelism, a close correspondence between
the names of the used channels and the same semantics. In particular, an encoding has to:
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KLAIM        µKLAIM 
 
 
 
 
 
          CKLAIM 
 
 
 
πa-calculus 
 
 
 
 

          L-CKLAIM 

F. A.  w.r.t.  ≅tr 

F. A. 
w.r.t.  ≅tr 

S. E. 
w.r.t.  ≅ 

F. A.  w.r.t.  ≅tr 

F. A.  w.r.t.  ≅tr 

where: F.A. stands for Fully Abstract,
S .E. stands for Semantically Equivalent,
↪→ stands for the identity encoding,
d stands for a divergent encoding,
−→ stands for a divergence-free encoding.

Table 14: Overview of our Results

1. be homomorphic w.r.t. the parallel operator, i.e. enc(N ‖ M) = enc(N) ‖ enc(M) ;

2. preserve renaming, i.e. for every permutation of names σ in the source language there exists
a permutation of names θ in the target language such that enc(Pσ) = (enc(P))θ;

3. preserve the basic observables, i.e. it has to preserve the visible behaviours of the encoded
terms;

4. preserve termination, i.e. it has to turn each terminating term in a terminating term.

All the encodings presented in this paper enjoy properties 2. and 3. . Property 4. is not enjoyed by
the encodings of µK in K and of K in the πa-calculus. This is related to the fact
that the kind of name matching used in K-based calculi (the one used in L [14]) is very
powerful: it permits performing boolean tests on names while retrieving them. Property 1. is not
enjoyed by the encoding of the πa-calculus in K and by the encoding of K in µK.
In this case we have a centralized entity (locality env) that coordinates the translation of names.
According to [20], the presence of such centralized authorities does not necessarily imply that the
encoding developed is weak: the resolution of names in the Internet (through the so called DNS)
requires some form of centralized knowledge to turn logical names in IP addresses. Indeed, we
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have that homomorphic translations are anyway guaranteed for nets ([[N ‖ M]] ≡ [[N]] ‖ [[M]]), and
we believe that in this framework, property 1. could be relaxed.

Concluding assessment. If we order the presented encoding by taking into account the properties
put forward in [22] and the facts that �

tr is coarser than � and that semantical equivalence implies
full abstraction (w.r.t. the same equivalence), we would have

S .E. w.r.t. �

−−−−−−−−−→ �
F.A. w.r.t. �

tr

−−−−−−−−−−→ �
F.A. w.r.t. �

tr

− − − − − →

where ‘�’ can be interpreted as ‘better than’.
Thus, the encoding of K in K is the best we can imagine: it does not introduce

divergence and translates nets into barbed congruent ones. The fact that barbed congruence is a
fine-grained equivalence makes our result even stronger. Hence, the two calculi have exactly the
same expressive power; remote communications are just a mean to simplify programming.

The encodings of K in µK and of πa-calculus in K are satisfactory. Indeed, they
enjoy the four properties of [22]; the very same properties enjoyed by Milner’s encoding of the
polyadic π-calculus into the monadic one [18]. The generated code (especially in the case of the
second encoding) is quite simple. These consideration lead us to conclude that source and target
languages of the two encodings have similar expressive power.

The encodings of µK in K and of K in πa-calculus are less satisfactory. The
two encodings may introduce divergence, and the encoding of polyadic communication (µK)
in monadic communication (K) is neither simple nor efficient. Table 8 substantiates this claim:
a lot of monadic exchanges are necessary to implement each polyadic communication. While this
could be acceptable from a theoretical point of view, it is hardly usable in practice. Therefore, we
conclude that, in a L-like framework, these two forms of communication are not interchange-
able, and that µK is more expressive than K.

In our view, the present work throws light on the expressiveness of K and vindicates the de-
sign choices that make it significantly different from standard process calculi. The results presented
here can be exploited also for assessing expressiveness of other calculi with a similar communica-
tion paradigm. In particular, we intend to assess more deeply the expressive power of pattern-
matching, by studying ‘reasonable’ encodings of calculi with communication based on pattern
matching into calculi with simple channel-based communications.

Related work. The works on encodings of process calculi that are strictly related to our approach
have been discussed throughout the paper. We want to conclude by examining the impact on ex-
pressiveness of alternative operators that have considered when designing K.

In [6] three different semantics for the output operation are studied in the setting of a simple
Linda-based process calculus: instantaneous output (an output prefix immediately unleashes the
corresponding tuple in the TS), ordered output (a reduction is needed to turn an output prefix into
the corresponding tuple in the TS) and unordered output (two reductions are needed to turn an
output into an available tuple, i.e. one to send the tuple to the TS and another one to make the
tuple available in the TS). According to this terminology, the semantics of K output operation
is ordered.

In [6] it is proved that the instantaneous semantics yields the most expressive setting. We
believe that the instantaneous semantics would simplify the theory developed in this paper. For
example, the proofs for the encoding of the πa-calculus into K would be simpler: the encoding
would be prompt and no normalization would be needed. However, instantaneous tuple emission
is unrealistic, especially in a global computing scenario where remote operations are enabled. On
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the other hand, unordered outputs are very close to the practice of global computers (consider,
e.g., sending e-mail messages). We believe that the theory presented in this paper can be tailored
to deal with such semantics. However, in [7] it is proved that the simple Linda-based process
calculus considered in [6] is Turing powerful under the instantaneous and ordered semantics but
not with the unordered semantics. The output operation of K represents a compromise between
expressiveness and implementability.

The calculi considered in this paper do not have a general non-deterministic choice operator.
This composition mechanism of ‘classical’ process calculi (e.g. CCS, CSP, ACP, π-calculus) is
useful for specifying systems but is hardly implementable (this is especially true in distributed
environments), thus it is missing in many languages designed while taking implementation issues
into account. For example, the πa-calculus is often presented without nondeterministic choice.
From a theoretical point of view, one may wonder if the addition of (restricted forms of) the non-
deterministic choice operator to the considered calculi would change their expressive power.

Since the same issue has been deeply studied in the setting of the πa-calculus, let us first briefly
summarize some relevant results. [21] presents two encodings of the πa-calculus with input-guarded
choice (where each summand begins with an input action) into ‘pure’ πa-calculus, and [20] defines
an encoding of a variant of the π-calculus with separate choice (where all summands begin with the
same kind of action) in the πa-calculus. [22] shows that no ‘reasonable’ encoding of the π-calculus
with mixed choice (where each summand begins with an action) in the πa-calculus can be ever
given. Since synchronous communication can be encoded through asynchronous communication,
[17, 5, 8], it follows that, in the setting of the πa-calculus, the introduction of (some forms of)
non-deterministic choice changes the expressive power of the language. Similar conclusions can be
drawn for the K-based languages we considered. By following [21, 20], we could implement
restricted non-deterministic choice. However, we have to say that a restricted form of choice is
provided implicitly by K and all its variants through actions read/in actions: their semantics is
determined by the availability of tuples matching a given template, and in case of multiple matching
the choice is internally determined.
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Abstract. We present a calculus inspired by K whose main features are: ex-
plicit process distribution and node interconnections, remote operations, process
mobility and asynchronous communication through distributed tuple spaces. We
first present a basic setting where connections are reliable and immutable; then,
we enrich the basic framework with two more advanced features for global com-
puting, i.e. failures and dynamically evolving connections. In each setting, we use
our formalisms to specify some non-trivial global computing applications; more-
over, we exploit the semantic theory based on an observational equivalence to
equationally establish properties of the proposed case-studies.

1 Introduction
Programming computational infrastructures available globally for offering uniform ser-
vices has become one of the main issues in Computer Science. The challenges come
from the necessity of dealing at the same time with issues like communication, co-
operation, mobility, resource usage, security, privacy, failures, etc. in a setting where
demands and guarantees can be very different for the many different components. A
key issue is the definition of innovative theories, computational paradigms, linguistic
mechanisms and implementation techniques for the design, realization, deployment and
management of global computational environments and their application.

On the linguistic side, we believe that a language for global computing should be
equipped with primitives that support network awareness (i.e. locations can be explic-
itly referenced and operations can be remotely invoked), disconnected operations (i.e.
code can be moved from one location to the other and remotely executed), flexible
communication mechanisms (like distributed repositories [10, 7, 14] storing content ad-
dressable data), and remote operations (like asynchronous remote communications).
On the foundational side, the demand is on the development of tools and techniques to
build safer and trustworthy global systems, to analyze their behaviour, and to demon-
strate their conformance to given specifications. Clearly, such semantic theories should
reflect all the above listed distinctive features of global systems.

In [12] we have developed the semantic theory of a calculus, called K, that
takes its origin from two formalisms with opposite objectives. On one hand, we have the
programming language X-K [3], a full fledged programming language for global
computers based on K [11]; on the other hand, we have the π-calculus [18, 20],
the generally recognized minimal common denominator of calculi for mobility. Thus,
K can be thought of as a variant of the π-calculus with process distribution and mo-
bility, remote operations and asynchronous communication through distributed repos-
itories. Moreover, it is equipped with semantic theories that can be used as means to
state and prove properties of programs written in X-K.



In this paper, we extend K with new primitives (somehow inspired by [4]) to
model the interconnection structure underlying a net; the resulting formalism is called
K (topological K) and its main feature is that only directly connected nodes
can directly interact. Sophisticated routing algorithms are then needed to enable re-
mote operations between nodes that are not directly connected; however, this aspect is
invisible to users because it is transparently supported by the underlying network ar-
chitecture. This choice reflects a concrete feature of global computers: only physically
connected machines can exchange information.

To softly introduce the reader to our language, we start in Section 2 by presenting
a very basic model where inter-node connections are explicitly programmable but fixed
at the outset. This scenario is very close to LANs: indeed, physical connections are
reliable and immutable (or change very rarely). Section 3 presents a possible use of the
language to program communications between not adjacent machines. In particular, we
present a routing messenger agent and prove soundness of its behaviour by exploiting
may testing [13], an intuitive notion of observational equivalence.

We then present two variations of this basic formalism. In Section 4, we enrich the
language with different forms of failures, another key feature of global computers. We
start with a scenario where only nodes and node components (i.e., data or processes)
can fail and use it to establish soundness of a distributed fault-tolerant protocol, the ‘k-
set agreement’ [9]; then, we briefly present a way to also encompass link failures. The
second variation of the basic framework is in Section 5, where links can be dynamically
changed by processes. The use of the language with both link failures and dynamic
connections is exemplified by programming two routing scenarios and by stating and
establishing their soundness.

Section 6 concludes the paper with a discussion on related work. More technical
material is relegated in Appendix A, where we give a sound (bisimulation-based) proof
technique for may testing that can be used for proving properties of the considered
examples. Appendixes B and C contain part of the proofs relative to the examples that
have been removed from the body of the paper to save space.

2 The Language

2.1 Syntax

The syntax of K, given in Table 1, is parameterized with respect to the following
syntactic sets, which we assume to be countable and pairwise disjoint: L, of localities,
ranged over by l;U, of locality variables, ranged over by u;V, of basic values, ranged
over by V;Z, of basic variables, ranged over by x;X, of process variables, ranged over
by X. We use ` to range over L ∪U.

The exact syntax of expressions, e, is deliberately not specified; we just assume that
expressions contain, at least, basic values and variables. Localities, l, are the addresses
(i.e. network references) of nodes. Tuples, t, are sequences of expressions, localities or
locality variables. Templates, T , are used to select tuples: in particular, ! x and ! u, that
we call formal fields, are used to bind variables to values.

Processes, ranged over by P,Q,R, . . ., are the K active computational units and
may be executed concurrently either at the same locality or at different localities. They



N: C:
N ::= 0

∣∣∣ l :: C
∣∣∣ { l1 ↔ l2}

∣∣∣ (νl)N
∣∣∣ N1‖N2 C ::= P

∣∣∣ 〈t〉
∣∣∣ C1|C2

P: T:
P ::= nil

∣∣∣ a.P
∣∣∣ P1|P2

∣∣∣ X
∣∣∣ rec X.P t ::= e

∣∣∣ `
∣∣∣ t1, t2

A:
a ::= in(T )@`

∣∣∣ read(T )@`
∣∣∣ out(t)@`

∣∣∣ eval(P)@`
∣∣∣ new(l)

T: E:
T ::= e

∣∣∣ ! x
∣∣∣ `
∣∣∣ ! u
∣∣∣ T1,T2 e ::= V

∣∣∣ x
∣∣∣ . . .

Table 1. K Syntax

are built up from the terminated process nil and from the basic actions by using pre-
fixing, parallel composition and recursion. Actions permit removing/accessing/adding
tuples from/to tuple spaces, activating new threads of execution and creating new nodes.
Action new is not indexed with an address because it always acts locally; all the other
actions explicitly indicate the (possibly remote) locality where they will take effect.

Nets, ranged over by N,M, . . ., are finite collections of nodes and inter-node con-
nections. A node is a pair l :: C, where locality l is the address of the node and C
is the (parallel) component located at l. Components, ranged over by C,D, . . ., can
be either processes or data, denoted by 〈t〉. Connections, or links, are pairs of node
addresses { l1 ↔ l2} stating that the nodes with address l1 and l2 are directly linked
via a physical medium. Connections are bidirectional and can be duplicated, since the
same two nodes could be connected by using different physical media; hence the net
N ‖ { l1 ↔ l2} ‖ { l1 ↔ l2} is allowed. In the net (νl)N, the scope of the name l is private
to N; the intended effect is that if one considers the net N1 ‖ (νl)N2 then locality l of N2
cannot be immediately referred to from within N1.

Names (i.e. localities and variables) occurring in K processes and nets can be
bound. More precisely, prefixes in(T )@`.P and read(T )@`.P bind T ’s formal fields
in P; prefix new(l).P binds l in P, and, similarly, net restriction (νl)N binds l in N;
finally, rec X.P binds X in P. A name that is not bound is called free. The sets fn(·) and
bn(·) (respectively, of free and bound names of a term) are defined accordingly. The
set n(·) of names of a term is the union of its sets of free and bound names. As usual,
we say that two terms are alpha-equivalent if one can be obtained from the other by
renaming bound names. In the sequel, we shall work with terms whose bound names are
all distinct and different from the free ones. Moreover, as usual, we shall only consider
closed terms, i.e. processes and nets without free variables.

Notation 1. We write A , W to mean that A is of the form W; this notation is used
to assign a symbolic name A to the term W. We shall use notation ·̃ to denote sets
of objects (e.g. l̃ is a set of names). We shall sometimes write in()@l, out()@l and 〈〉
to mean that the argument of the actions or the datum are irrelevant. Finally, we omit
trailing occurrences of process nil and write Π j∈J Wj for the parallel composition (both
‘|’ and ‘‖’) of terms (components or nets, resp.) Wj.



match(l; l) = ε match(V; V) = ε

match(!u; l) = [l/u] match(!x; V) = [V/x]

match(T1; t1) = σ1 match(T2; t2) = σ2

match(T1,T2; t1, t2) = σ1 ◦ σ2

Table 2. Pattern Matching Function

2.2 Operational Semantics

K operational semantics is given in terms of a structural congruence and a reduc-
tion relation. The structural congruence, ≡, identifies nets which intuitively represent
the same net. It is inspired to π-calculus’s structural congruence (see, e.g., [20]) and
includes laws stating that ‘‖’ is commutative, associative and has 0 as identity element,
laws equating alpha-equivalent nets, laws regulating scope extensions and commutativ-
ity of restrictions, and laws allowing to freely fold/unfold recursive processes. More-
over, the following laws are peculiar to our setting:

(A) (C)
l :: C ≡ l :: C|nil l :: C1|C2 ≡ l :: C1 ‖ l :: C2

(BD) (LN)
{ l1 ↔ l2} ≡ { l2 ↔ l1} { l1 ↔ l2} ≡ { l1 ↔ l2} ‖ l1 :: nil

(S) (RN)

l :: nil ≡ { l↔ l} N ≡ (ν̃l)(N′ ‖ l′ :: P) l ∈ fn(P)

(νl)N ≡ (νl)(N ‖ { l↔ l′})

Law (A) states that nil is the identity for ‘|’, while law (C) turns a parallel be-
tween co-located components into a parallel between nodes (thus, it is also used to
achieve commutativity and associativity of ‘|’). Law (BD) states that links are bidi-
rectional, law (S) states that nodes are self-connected and law (LN) states that,
if there exists a link { l1 ↔ l2}, then nodes l1 and l2 do exist. Finally, law (RN) says
that any restricted name can be used as the address of a node, always available to the
processes knowing that name. Indeed, we consider restricted names as private network
addresses, whose corresponding nodes can be activated when needed, and successively
deactivated, by the owners of the resource (i.e. the nodes knowing its name).

The reduction relation is given in Table 3 and relies on two auxiliary functions:
E[[ ]] and match( ; ). The tuple/template evaluation function, E[[ ]], evaluates com-
ponentwise the expressions occurring within the tuple/template ; its definition is sim-
ple and, thus, omitted. The pattern matching function, match( ; ), verifies the compli-
ance of a tuple w.r.t. a template and associates values to variables bound in the template.
Intuitively, a tuple matches a template if they have the same number of fields, and cor-
responding fields match. Formally, function match is defined in Table 2, where we let
‘ε’ to be the empty substitution and ‘◦’ to denote substitutions composition. Here, a



(R-O)
E[[ t ]] = t′

l :: out(t)@l′.P ‖ { l↔ l′} 7−→ l :: P ‖ { l↔ l′} ‖ l′ :: 〈t′〉

(R-E)
l :: eval(P2)@l′.P1 ‖ { l↔ l′} 7−→ l :: P1 ‖ { l↔ l′} ‖ l′ :: P2

(R-I)
match(E[[ T ]]; t) = σ

l :: in(T )@l′.P ‖ { l↔ l′} ‖ l′ :: 〈t〉 7−→ l :: Pσ ‖ { l↔ l′}

(R-R)
match(E[[ T ]]; t) = σ

l :: read(T )@l′.P ‖ { l↔ l′} ‖ l′ :: 〈t〉 7−→ l :: Pσ ‖ { l↔ l′} ‖ l′ :: 〈t〉

(R-N) l :: new(l′).P 7−→ (νl′)(l :: P ‖ l′ :: nil)

(R-P)
N1 7−→ N′1

N1 ‖ N2 7−→ N′1 ‖ N2

(R-R)
N 7−→ N′

(νl)N 7−→ (νl)N′

(R-S)
N ≡ M M 7−→ M′ M′ ≡ N′

N 7−→ N′

Table 3. K Reduction Relation

substitution σ is a mapping of localities and basic values for variables; Pσ denotes the
(capture avoiding) application of σ to P.

The intuition beyond the operational rules of K now follows. Rule (R-O)
evaluates the expressions within the argument tuple and sends the resulting tuple to the
target node. However, this is possible only if the source and the target nodes are directly
connected. Rule (R-E) is similar: a process can be spawned at l′ by a process running
at l only if l and l′ are directly connected. Rules (R-I) and (R-R) require existence
of a matching datum in the target node and a connection between the source and the
target node. The tuple is then used to replace the free occurrences of the variables bound
by the template in the continuation of the process performing the actions. With action
in the matched datum is consumed while with action read it is not. Rule (R-N)
says that execution of action new(l′) simply adds a restriction over l′ to the net; from
then on, a new node with locality l′ and its links with other nodes of the net can be
allocated/deallocated by using law (RN). Rules (R-P), (R-R) and (R-S)
are standard.

K adopts a L-like [17] communication mechanism: data are anonymous
and associatively accessed via pattern matching, and communication is asynchronous.
Indeed, even if there exist prefixes for placing data to (possibly remote) nodes, no syn-
chronization takes place between (sending and receiving) processes.



2.3 Observational Semantics

We now present a preorder on K nets yielding sensible semantic theories. We fol-
low the approach put forward in [13] and use may testing preorder and the associated
equivalence. Intuitively, two nets are may testing equivalent if they cannot be distin-
guished by any external observer. More precisely, an observer O is a net containing a
node whose address is a reserved locality name test. A computation reports success

if, along its execution, a datum at node test appears; this is written
OK
===⇒ .

Definition 2 (May Testing Preorder and Equivalence). May testing preorder, v, is

the least preorder on K nets such that, for every N v M, it holds that N ‖ O
OK
===⇒

implies M ‖ O
OK
===⇒ , for any observer O.

May testing equivalence, ', is defined as the intersection of v and w.

3 Implementing Distant Communications: A Routing Messenger

To better clarify the features of our calculus, we now present a simple routing applica-
tion. In the setting we introduced, a process at l can perform action out(t)@l′ only if l
and l′ are directly connected. We now supply a protocol to deliver t from l to l′ under the
assumption that there exists a path of links from l to l′ in the connection graph. Clearly,
the example we present can be readily adapted to implement distant in, read and eval
actions.

For the sake of readability, we define a conditional construct to select one between
two processes for execution while discarding the other. It is defined as:

if ` = `′ then P else Q , new(l).out(` = `′)@l.( in(tt)@l.P | in(ff)@l.Q )

where we assume tt and ff to be boolean values, and ‘=’ be the equality test for names.
As intended, it can be easily proved that, if ` = `′, then only P can evolve and, if ` , `′,
then only Q can evolve (see Proposition 2 below).

We assume that, for each pair of (possibly indirectly) connected localities l1 and l2,
there is a (permanent and unique) tuple 〈l2, l3〉 at l1 recording the next directly connected
node l3 to visit for reaching l2.1 Now, the mobile agent delivering datum t from l to l′ is

Deliver(t, l, l′) , new(l′′).out(l)@l′′.rec X.in(!x)@l′′.read(l′, !y)@x.
if y = l′ then out(t)@l′ else out(y)@l′′.eval(X)@y

Intuitively, the restricted locality l′′ acts as a repository storing the locality where the
process is currently running. The recursive part first retrieves the current locality x, then
gets the next node y to visit before reaching l′; if such a node is l′ itself, then the current
node is directly connected to l′ and action out(t)@l′ ends the process, otherwise the
process migrates to node y and iterates its behaviour.

1 The main goal of routing algorithms is to build this data structure (called routing table) at the
outset and to maintain its consistency during net evolution. In our setting, links do not change;
hence, the routing table is calculated once and for all at the outset. For a more dynamic setting,
see Sections 4.2 and 5.



Soundness of the protocol can be formalized as follows. Let l′ be the address of a
node in N; if l is connected to l′ in N, then

N ‖ l :: Deliver(t, l, l′) ' N ‖ l′ :: 〈t〉 (1)

otherwise
N ‖ l :: Deliver(t, l, l′) ' N ‖ l :: nil (2)

Intuitively, Equation (1) states that, if the target node is reachable from the source
one, then agent Deliver properly forwards the message to its destination; moreover,
the agent has no other visible effect on the overall net behaviour. On the other hand, if
the source and the target nodes are not (even indirectly) connected, then the activity of
agent Deliver is completely transparent for any external observer.

Proof.
To prove the above equations, we first give a Proposition collecting some very simple
equational laws. Then, we give another simple Proposition establishing soundness of
the if-then-else construct introduced before. The proofs of these facts can be easily
carried on by exploiting a co-inductive (bisimulation-based) proof technique provided
in Appendix A.

Proposition 1.
1. l :: out(t)@l′.P ‖ { l↔ l′} ' l :: P ‖ { l↔ l′} ‖ l′ :: 〈t〉
2. l :: eval(Q)@l′.P ‖ { l↔ l′} ' l :: P ‖ { l↔ l′} ‖ l′ :: Q
3. (νl′)( l :: in(T )@l′.P ‖ l′ :: 〈t〉 ) ' (νl′)(l :: Pσ) if match(E[[ T ]]; t) = σ
4. (νl)(l :: C) ' 0 whenever C is a datum 〈t〉, a stuck process nil or the parallel

composition of such components
5. l :: new(l′).P ' (νl′)(l :: P)

Proposition 2.
1. if l = l then P else Q ' P
2. if l = l′ then P else Q ' Q, whenever l , l′.

Finally, we need a Proposition that regulates the access to the routing tables stored
in the nodes of the routing messenger example.

Proposition 3. If observers do not provide data of the form 〈l′, ·〉 located at l, never
emit data of the form 〈l′, ·〉 at l, and never remove datum 〈l′, l′′〉 from l, then
1. l :: 〈l′, l′′〉 | read(l′, !x)@l.P ' l :: 〈l′, l′′〉 | P[l′′/x]
2. l :: read(l′, !x)@l.P ' l :: nil

Notice that considering observers like those required in Proposition 3 is natural, if
we consider data 〈l′, ·〉 as entries of the routing table of l. No entry can be ever
added/removed during the computation: the routing table is deterministic (there is at
most one path for each l′), it is calculated at the outset and never changes during the
computation. Of course, while the laws of Propositions 1 and 2 can be freely applied,
those of Proposition 3 can only be applied when the net contexts observe the same
restrictions that observers do.

We now prove the soundness of the protocol. For Equation (1), we know that, if l
and l′ are connected, then there is a path l , l0 → l1 → . . . → ln , l′ (for n ≥ 0) in the
connection graph underlying N. We now proceed by induction on n.



Base. In this case, l = l′ and hence

N ‖ l :: Deliver(t, l, l)
' (νl′′)(N ‖ l :: if l = l then out(t)@l

else out(l)@l′′.eval(rec X.in(!x)@l′′.read(l, !y)@x.
if y = l then out(t)@l else out(y)@l′′.eval(X)@y)@l)

' N ‖ l :: 〈t〉

The first equality is proved by using Propositions 1.5/.1/.3 and 3.1, and by the fact
that structurally equivalent nets are also may testing equivalent (easy to prove). The
second equality relies on Propositions 2.1, 1.1 and 1.4.

Induction. Let l , l0 → l1 → . . .→ ln , l′. Thus

N ‖ l :: Deliver(t, l, l′)
' (νl′′)(N ‖ l :: if l1 = l′ then out(t)@l′

else out(l1)@l′′.eval(rec X.in(!x)@l′′.read(l, !y)@x.
if y = l then out(t)@l else out(y)@l′′.eval(X)@y)@l1)

'

{
N ‖ l :: 〈t〉 if l1 = l′

N ‖ l1 :: Deliver(t, l1, l′) otherwise

' N ‖ l :: 〈t〉

The first and the second equalities when l1 = l′ (thus n = 1) are proved like in the
base case. The second equality when l1 , l′ is proved by using Propositions 2.2
and 1.1/.2/.1/.5 . The third equality relies on a straightforward induction or by
using reflexivity of ', according to whether l1 , l′ or not.

We are left with Equation (2): l and l′ are not connected. Thus, there is no association
〈l′, ·〉 in the routing table of l and it will never appear. Thus,

N ‖ l :: Deliver(t, l, l′) ' (νl′′)(N ‖ l :: read(l′, !y)@l.if y = l′ . . .)
' N ‖ l :: nil

The first equivalence is proved like above, while the second one relies on Proposi-
tions 3.2 and 1.4.

4 Modelling Failures

We now enrich the basic framework with a mechanism for modelling various forms
of failures, a key feature of global computers. We start with failure of nodes and node
components; then, we use this setting to prove the properties of a distributed fault-
tolerant protocol. Finally, we sketch a minor modification of our framework to also let
node links fail.



4.1 Failure of Nodes and Node Components

We start by letting only nodes and node components fail. This is simply achieved by
adding the operational rule

(R-FN) l :: C 7−→ 0

that models corruption of data (message omission) if C , 〈t1〉| . . . |〈tn〉, node (fail-
silent) failure if l :: C collects all the clones of l, and abnormal termination of some
processes running at l otherwise. Modelling failures as disappearance of a resource (a
datum, a process or a whole node) is a simple, but realistic, way of representing fail-
ures, specifically fail-silent and message omission, in a global computing scenario [5].
Indeed, while the presence of data/nodes can be ascertained, their absence cannot be-
cause there is no practical upper bound to communication delays. Thus, failures cannot
be distinguished from long delays and should be modelled as totally asynchronous and
undetectable events.

For the sake of clarity, we shall denote with v f and ' f the may testing preorder
and equivalence obtained when adding rule (R-FN) to the rules in Table 3.

A Distributed Fault-tolerant Protocol: k–set Agreement We now use may testing to
verify the correctness of k–set agreement [9], a simple distributed fault-tolerant pro-
tocol. Suppose to have an asynchronous message-passing totally-connected distributed
system with n principals; each principal has an input value (taken from a totally ordered
set) and must produce an output value. The principals can fail and we adopt a fail-silent
model of failures; however, the communication medium is reliable, i.e. messages sent
will surely be received although the order and the moment in which messages will ar-
rive are unpredictable because of asynchrony. The agreement problem requires to find a
protocol that satisfies three properties: termination (i.e. the non-faulty principals even-
tually produce an output), agreement (i.e. all the non-faulty principals produce the same
output value) and validity (i.e. the output value must be one of the input values). It is
well-known (see, e.g. [2]) that a solution for this problem does not exists even if a single
failure occurs.

The k–set agreement problem relaxes the agreement property to enable the existence
of a solution. Indeed, for each 1 ≤ k ≤ n, it requires that, assuming at most k − 1 faulty
principals, the non-failed principals successfully complete their execution by producing
outputs taken from a set whose size is at most k. Notice that for k = 1 we get the
agreement problem without failures.

A possible solution for the k–set agreement problem is given by the following pro-
tocol, taken from [2], executed by each principal:

(i) send your input value to all principals (including yourself)
(ii) wait to receive n − k + 1 values

(iii) output the minimum value received
In this way, if we call I the set of the input values, the set of output values O is formed
by the k smallest values in I (for the sake of simplicity, we assume that the elements in
I are pairwise distinct; however, the protocol works even if input values are duplicated
– in this case I and O are multisets).



We let integers play the role of the input/output values, while principals are repre-
sented as distinct nodes, whose addresses are taken from the set l̃ , { l1, . . . , ln}; more-
over, we let di ∈ I to be the input value of the principal associated to the node whose
address is li. Once we fix the value for k, node li hosts the process

Pk
i , out(di)@l1. . . . .out(di)@ln.in(!zi

1)@li. . . . .in(!zi
n−k+1)@li.out(mi)@l

with mi , min{ zi
j : j = 1, . . . , n− k+ 1} and l be a distinct locality used to collect output

values. The net implementing the whole protocol is

Nk
n , (ν̃l)( n

Π
i=1

li :: Pk
i )

where we restricted the localities associated to the principals because no external con-
text is allowed to interfere with the execution of the protocol. Notice that, having re-
stricted the l̃, all the principals are connected and no out prefix will ever block Pk

i (be-
cause of law (RN)). However, this does not prevent failures: the failure of (a reduct
of) Pk

i is indeed the failure of principal i.
A formulation of the three properties for the k–set agreement problem is given by

Equations (3) and (4) below, whose proof is in Appendix B. The formalization of k–set
agreement and validity properties is given by the Equation

Nk
n ' f Mk

n (3)

There, we exploit the auxiliary net

Mk
n , (ν̃l, l̃′)( n

Π
i=1

( li :: Qk
i ‖ l′i :: Π

w∈O
〈w〉 ) )

where
Qk

i , out(di)@l1. · · · .out(di)@ln.in(!zi
1)@li. · · · .

in(!zi
n−k+1)@li.in(mi)@l′i .out(mi)@l

We assume that nodes whose addresses are in l̃′ cannot fail; this is reasonable because
they are only auxiliary nodes and hence their failure is irrelevant for the original for-
mulation of the problem. Intuitively, node l′i acts as a repository for li and contains the
possible output values (i.e. the elements of O), while the last in action of Qk

i is a test for
checking that the output value produced by the principal i is in O. The net Mk

n obviously
satisfies the wanted properties since its principals output only values present in O. The
fact that |O| = k then implies the k–set agreement property, while the fact that O ⊆ I
implies validity.

In order to prove the termination property, it suffices to prove that

l ::
n−k+1
Π
j=1
〈〉 v f N̂k

n (4)

where N̂k
n , (ν̃l)( n

Π
i=1

(li :: P̂k
i ‖ { li ↔ l})) and processes P̂k

i is defined like Pk
i

with action out()@l in place of out(mi)@l. Clearly, if we only consider termination,
Nk

n and N̂k
n are equivalent, in the sense that a non-faulty principal produces an output

value in the first net if and only if its counterpart produces an output in the second net.
Equation (4) implies termination of the protocol, since it requires that at least n − k + 1



tuples are produced at l; by definition of the protocol, this is possible only if n − k + 1
principals terminate successfully.

In conclusion, we want to remark that other solutions to the agreement problem in
presence of failures have been given in literature. Some of these solutions use failure
detectors [8, 2]. Recently, one such solution has been formalized and proved sound by
using a process algebraic approach [16]. The solution in loc.cit. is, however, heavier
than ours and exploits properties of the operational semantics, instead of working in
a (simpler) equational setting. Moreover, it exploits failure detectors which are hardly
implementable in a global computing scenario.

4.2 Failure of Inter-Node Connections

The philosophy underlying our failure model can be easily adapted to deal with link
failures too. To this aim, we only need to add the operational rule

(R-FC) { l1 ↔ l2} 7−→ 0

that models the (asynchronous and undetectable) failure of the link between nodes l1
and l2.

Discovering Neighbours. Since the (multi)set of links in a net can change during com-
putations, the framework presented in Section 3 needs some adaption. Indeed, like in
practice, routing tables calculated at the outset must be updated during a computation,
because the original topology can change at runtime. This task is usually carried on
by routing algorithms. Several proposals have been presented in literature and different
standards use different solutions.

In general, routing algorithms are repeated at regular time intervals and consist in
two main phases: first, each node discovers its neighbours; then, it calculates its routing
table by usually sharing local information with its neighbours. We present here a simple
way to implement in K the first phase; the (more challenging) study of the second
phase is left for future work.

Neighbours can be discovered in a simple way. Each node l can try to send a “hallo”
message to another node l′; if this action succeeds, then a connection between l and l′

does exist; otherwise, nothing can be said (e.g., the message could get lost or the link
could be congested and this caused a delay to the message). In our framework, no
explicit message is needed: a simple action eval(nil)@l′ performed at l can be used as
test for existence of link { l ↔ l′} in the net. By letting v f still denote the may testing
preorder in this refined framework, soundness of our solution follows by proving that

l :: eval(nil)@l′.out(“CONN”, l, l′)@l v f { l↔ l′} ‖ l :: 〈“CONN”, l, l′〉

The equation above states that if the left hand side successfully passes the test of an
observer looking for a tuple 〈“CONN”, l, l′〉 at l, then the link { l ↔ l′} must exist. Its
soundness can be easily proved by exploiting the proof technique in Appendix A.



5 Modelling Dynamic Connections

Finally, we present another variation of the basic language that let connections dynam-
ically evolve. To this aim, we add two actions to create and destroy a link, respectively;
formally, we add the production

a ::= . . .
∣∣∣ login(`)

∣∣∣ logout(`)

to the syntax of Table 1. Intuitively, the first action, when executed at node l, creates a
new link between l and `, if the latter name is associated to a network node. Conversely,
the second action, when executed at node l, dissolves a link between l and `, if such a
link exists. These intuitions are formalised by the following operational rules, that must
be added to those in Table 3:

(R-L) l :: login(l′).P ‖ l′ :: nil 7−→ l :: P ‖ { l↔ l′}

(R-L) l :: logout(l′).P ‖ { l↔ l′} 7−→ l :: P ‖ l′ :: nil

Again, for the sake of clarity, we denote with 'd the may testing equivalence in the
calculus with dynamic connections.

Message Delivering in a Dynamic Net. To conclude, we now give an application of our
theory in a setting where node links change dynamically. To this aim, we use a simpli-
fied scenario inspired by the handover protocol, proposed by the European Telecommu-
nication Standards Institute (ETSI) for the GSM Public Land Mobile Network (PLMN).
The formal specification of the protocol and its service specification are in [19]; we use
here an adaption of their approach.

The PLMN is a cellular system which consists of Mobile Stations (MSs), Base Sta-
tions (BSs) and Mobile Switching Centers (MSCs). MSs are mobile devices that provide
services to end users. BSs manage the interface between the MSs and a stationary net;
they control the communications within a geographical area (a cell). Any MSC handles
a set of BSs; it communicates with them and with other MSCs using a stationary net.

A new user can enter the system by connecting its MS with a MSC that, in turn, will
decide the proper BS responsible for such a MS. Then, messages sent from the user
are routed to their destinations by the BS, passing through the MSC handling the BS.
However, it may happen that the BS responsible for a MS should be changed during
the computation (e.g., because the MS left the area associated to the BS and entered
in the area associated to a different BS). In this case, the MSC should carry on the
rearrangements needed to cope with the new situation, without affecting the end-to-end
communication.

We now model the key features of a PLMN in K; however, for the sake of
simplicity, several aspects will be omitted, like, e.g., the criterion to choose a proper
BS for a given MS, or the event originating an handover. Both MSs, BSs and MSCs are
modelled as nodes. For the sake of simplicity, we consider a very simple PLMN, with
one MSC (whose address is M) and two BSs (whose addresses are B1 and B2, resp.).

Let us start witht the process that performs the connecting formalities in M.

ENT ER , < gather a new connection f rom l > .read(!B)@BSlist.
eval(login(l))@B.logout(l).out(l, B)@Table



When a new user want to enter the PLMN, it has to perform a login(M) from his MS,
whose address is l; this generates an interrupt in M (that we do not model here) by
which the MSC can gather the address of the MS. This address, together with other
information (like the geographical area of the user or its credentials), are used by the
MSC to choose a proper BS; in our simplified framework, we let M take a BS’s address
from a private repository BSlist. Then, the MSC creates a new link from the chosen
BS to the MS and destroys the link from itself to the MS. Finally, it records in a private
repository Table the fact that the new MS is under the control of the chosen BS.

Once entered the PLMN, the new user can send some data d to (the MS of) a remote
user (whose address is l′); this is achieved by letting his MS (whose address is l) perform
an action of the form out(‘send’, l′, d)@l. Then, the BSs associated to l and l′ come into
the picture to properly deliver the message. In particular, let Bi be the BS associated to l
and B j be the BS associated to l′ (for i, j ∈ { 1, 2}). Then, the message is forwarded from
Bi to B j by the process

FWDi , read(!x, Bi)@Table.in(‘send’, !y, !z)@x.in(y, !B)@Table.out(y, z)@B

This process first retrieves the address of a MS associated to Bi (in particular, l); then,
it collects the message and forwards it to the BS associated to the destination MS.
Notice that, in doing this, it ‘locks’ the link between l′ and B j until the message will
be delivered to l′ (see below); this is necessary to avoid that a handover may interfere
with the message delivering. Then, the message is collected by B j and passed to l′ by
the process

CLT j , in(!dest, !mess)@B j.out(mess)@dest.out(dest, B j)@Table

This process retrieves the message sent by Bi and passes it to the final MS; then, it
releases the ‘lock’ on the link { B j ↔ l′} acquired by Bi by putting back in Table the
tuple 〈l′, B j〉. Clearly, there are also processes FWD j and CLTi running in B j and Bi

respectively, but they do not play any role here.
Finally, the handover is handled by the MSC via the following process:

HNDVR , in(!x, !B)@Table.read(!B′)@BSlist.
eval(logout(x))@B.eval(login(x))@B′.out(x, B′)@Table

This process first selects a MS-to-BS association to be changed (the reason why this
is needed is not modelled here); then, it chooses a new BS, properly changes the links
between the MS and the BSs, and updates the repository Table.

The overall resulting system is

S YS , (νTable, BSlist, B1, B2)(M :: ∗ENT ER | ∗ HNDVR
‖ BSlist :: 〈B1〉 | 〈B2〉 ‖ Table :: nil
‖ B1 :: ∗FWD1 | ∗CLT1 ‖ B2 :: ∗FWD2 | ∗CLT2 )

where ∗P denotes the replication of P and stands for an unbounded number of copies
of P running in parallel. Replication can be easily encoded through recursion by letting
∗P be a shortcut for rec X.(P|X). Soundness of the system can be formulated as (a proof



sketch is in Appendix C):

(νl)(l :: login(M).out(‘send’, l′, ‘HI’)@l ‖ l′ :: login(M) ‖ S YS )
'd (νl)(l′ :: 〈‘HI’〉 ‖ S YS ) (5)

Notice that l is restricted only to simplify proofs: soundness of the protocol is not af-
fected by the fact that the MSs are public or not.

6 Related Work

In the last decade, several languages for global computers have been proposed in liter-
ature; we mention here only the most strictly related ones.

In DJoin [15], located mobile processes are hierarchically structured and form a
tree-like structure evolving during the computation. Entire subtrees, and not only single
processes, can move and fail. Communication takes place in two steps: first, the sending
process sends a message on a channel; then, the ether (i.e. the environment containing
all the nodes) delivers the message to the (unique) process that can receive on that
channel. Failures are programmed (i.e., they result from the execution of some process
actions) and can be detected by processes. We believe that the setting presented in
this paper is more realistic than DJoin: first, we consider interconnection topologies
that are more general than trees; second, we do not assume any implicit engine for
distant communications; third, we model failures in a way that is closer to actual global
computers.

The Ambient calculus [6] is an elegant notation to model hierarchically structured
distributed applications. Like our work, the calculus is centered around the notion of
connections between ambients, that are containers of processes and data. Each language
primitive can be executed only if the ambient hierarchy is structured in a precise way;
e.g., an ambient n can enter an ambient m only if n and m are sibling, i.e. they are
both contained in the same ambient. However, like DJoin, Ambient strongly relies on
a tree-like structure for the ambient hierarchy. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge,
no explicit notion of failures, close to actual global computing requirements, has been
ever given for Ambient.

[21] presents N P, a distributed and agent-based language based on the π-
calculus. It relies on a flat net where named agents can roam. Communication between
two agents can take place only if they are located at the same node (thus no low-level
remote communication is allowed). However, the language also provides a (high-level)
primitive for remote communication, that transparently delivers a message to an agent
even if the latter is not co-located with the sender. This primitive is then encoded in the
low-level calculus by a central forwarding server, implemented by only using the low-
level primitives. The assumption that only co-located agents can communicate is, in
our opinion, too stringent. Moreover, it is not clear to us how the theory can be adapted
when failures enter the picture.

Finally, we want to remark that the use of observational equivalences to state and
proof soundness of protocols is a well-established technique in the field of process
calculi; some examples are [1, 18, 19, 22]. In particular, in the last paper, an automatic
verification tool to prove equivalences in the π-calculus is described. As an application,



the authors automatically verify an equality (more involved than ours) stating soundness
of the PLMN example.
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A Labelled Bisimulation as a Proof Technique for May Testing
Equivalence

Here we briefly sum up and re-adapt some of the theory presented in [12]. The main
goal of this section is to provide an easy to handle way to establish equalities under may
testing equivalence. Indeed, may testing is hardly usable in practice because of its uni-
versal quantification over observers. To this aim, we present a co-inductive bisimulation
that can be used to infer equalities under a may testing semantics.

The first step in this direction is to make apparent the actions a net intend to perform
in order to evolve. To this aim, we define a labelled transition relation,

α
−→ , defined as

the least relation over nets induced by the inference rules in Table 4. Transition labels
take the form

χ ::= τ
∣∣∣ (ν̃l) I @ l

∣∣∣ l1 → l2 α ::= χ
∣∣∣ l1 : . l2

∣∣∣ l1 : t / l2

where
I ::= nil

∣∣∣ (ν̃l) 〈t〉@ l

groups together those node components, called inert, that cannot perform any action.
We will write bn(α) for l̃ if α = (ν̃l) I @ l , and for ∅ otherwise; fn(α) is defined ac-
cordingly. Transitions labelled with τ are the only computational steps: it can be proved
that they are in a 1-to-1 correspondence with reductions. Labels nil @ l , (ν̃l) 〈t〉 @ l
and l1 → l2 describe net’s structure: they signal, respectively, the existence of a node
with address l, of a datum 〈t〉 at node l containing the restricted names l̃, and of a link
between l1 and l2. Finally, label l1 : . l2 (l1 : t / l2 , resp.) declares the intention of
some process located at l1 to send components to (receive the datum t from) node l2.

Let us now briefly comment on some rules of the LTS; most of them are adapted
from the π-calculus [20]. Rule (LTS-E) points out existence of nodes (label
nil @ l ) or of data (label 〈t〉 @ l ), while rule (LTS-L) points out existence of
links. Rules (LTS-O) and (LTS-E) spawn a component, but they require the ex-
istence of a link between the source and the target node in order to get concretised,
see rule (LTS-S). Rules (LTS-I) and (LTS-R) require the existence of the cho-
sen datum in the target node, and of a proper link, in order to get concretised, see rule
(LTS-C). Rule (LTS-O) signals extrusion of bound names. As in some presenta-
tions of the π-calculus, (LTS-O) is used to investigate the capability of processes to
export bound names, rather than to really extend the scope of bound names. To this last
aim, structural scope extension is used; in fact, in rules (LTS-S) and (LTS-C)
labels do not carry any restriction on names (whose scope must have been previously
extended). Rules (LTS-R), (LTS-P) and (LTS-S) are standard.

In [12], we have defined a labelled bisimulation on top of a similar LTS. There, we
have also proved that such a relation is an equivalence and it is a sound proof technique
for a similarly defined may testing equivalence2. As usual, we let =⇒ stand for the
reflexive and transitive closure of

τ
−→ , and

α
=⇒ stand for =⇒

α
−→ =⇒ (where juxtaposition

2 More precisely, in [12] we proved that a similar bisimulation coincides with a standardly de-
fined barbed congruence. This fact, together with the usual inclusion of barbed congruence in
may testing equivalence, yields the claimed proof technique.



(LTS-O)
E[[ t ]] = t′

l :: out(t)@l′.P
l : . l′
−−−−−→ l :: P ‖ l′ :: 〈t′〉 ‖ { l↔ l′}

(LTS-N)

l :: new(l′).P
τ
−→ (νl′)(l :: P)

(LTS-E)

l :: eval(Q)@l′.P
l : . l′
−−−−−→ l :: P ‖ l′ :: Q ‖ { l↔ l′}

(LTS-E)

l :: I
I @ l
−−−−→ l :: nil

(LTS-I)
match(E[[ T ]]; t) = σ

l :: in(T )@l′.P
l : t / l′
−−−−−−→ l :: Pσ ‖ { l↔ l′}

(LTS-L)

{ l1 ↔ l2}
l1→ l2
−−−−−→ 0

(LTS-R)
match(E[[ T ]]; t) = σ

l :: read(T )@l′.P
l : t / l′
−−−−−−→ l :: Pσ ‖ { l↔ l′} ‖ l′ :: 〈t〉

(LTS-C)

N1
l1 : t / l2
−−−−−−→ N′1 N2

l1→ l2
−−−−−→

〈t〉 @ l2
−−−−−−→ N′2

N1 ‖ N2
τ
−→ N′1 ‖ N′2

(LTS-S)

N1
l1 : . l2
−−−−−→ N′1 N2

l1→ l2
−−−−−→ N′2

N1 ‖ N2
τ
−→ N′1 ‖ N′2

(LTS-O)

N
(ν̃l) 〈t〉 @ l′
−−−−−−−−→ N′ l ∈ fn(t) − { l̃, l′}

(νl)N
(ν̃l,l) 〈t〉 @ l′
−−−−−−−−−→ N′

(LTS-R)

N
α
−→ N′ l < n(α)

(νl)N
α
−→ (νl)N′

(LTS-P)

N1
α
−→ N2 bn(α) ∩ fn(N) = ∅

N1 ‖ N
α
−→ N2 ‖ N

(LTS-S)

N ≡ M
α
−→ M′ ≡ N′

N
α
−→ N′

Table 4. K Labelled Transition System

denotes relation composition); moreover,
α̂
=⇒ stands for =⇒ , if α = τ, and for

α
=⇒ ,

otherwise.

Definition 3. A symmetric relation< between K nets is a (weak) bisimulation if,
for each N1 < N2, it holds that:

1. if N1
χ
−→ N′1 then N2

χ̂
=⇒ N′2 and N′1 < N′2, for some N′2;

2. if N1
l1 : . l2
−−−−−→ N′1 then N2 ‖ { l1 ↔ l2} =⇒ N′2 and N′1 < N′2, for some N′2;

3. if N1
l1 : t / l2
−−−−−−→ N′1 then N2 ‖ l2 :: 〈t〉 ‖ { l1 ↔ l2} =⇒ N′2 and N′1 < N′2, for some N′2.

Bisimilarity, ≈, is the largest bisimulation.

Bisimilarity requires that τ-steps must be replied to with zero or more τ-steps. Sim-
ilarly, labels of the form (ν̃l) I @ l or l1 → l2 must be replied to with the same label



(possibly together with some additional τ-step). This is necessary since such labels de-
scribe the structure of the net (its nodes, data and connections): to be equivalent, two
nets must have at least the same structure.

Labels of kind χ describe facts, i.e. computational steps or the structure of a net;
thus, they must be faithfully replied to. On the other hand, labels different from χ only
express intentions; thus, they are handled differently. For example, the intention of send-

ing a component, say N1
l1: . l2
−−−−−→ N′1, can be simulated by a net N2 (in a context where

l1 and l2 are connected) through execution of some τ-steps that lead to some N′2 equiv-
alent to N′1. Indeed, since we want our bisimulation to be a congruence, a context that
provides a link between the source and the target nodes of the sending action must not
tell apart N1 and N2. Similar considerations also hold for the case of the input actions
(third item of Definition 3), but the context now is [·] ‖ { l1 ↔ l2} ‖ l2 :: 〈t〉.

Theorem 1. ≈ ⊂ '

Bisimulations with Failures. We only need to properly extend the LTS to model fail-
ures of nodes, node components and inter-node connections. This can be achieved with
the expected rules:

(LTS-FN) l :: C
τ
−→ 0 (LTS-FC) { l1 ↔ l2}

τ
−→ 0

The bisimulation defined on top of the modified LTS, that we write ≈ f , is a sound proof
technique for the corresponding may testing equivalence ' f .

Bisimulations with Dynamic Connections. First, we need to properly extend the LTS
to accomodate actions login and logout. This can be achieved with the following rules:

(LTS-L) l1 :: login(l2).P
l1 : l2
−−−−→ l1 :: P ‖ { l1 ↔ l2}

(LTS-L) l1 :: logout(l2).P
l1 : ¬ l2
−−−−−−→ l1 :: P ‖ l2 :: nil

Clearly, fn( l1 : l2 ) = fn( l1 : ¬ l2 ) = { l1, l2} and bn( l1 : l2 ) = bn( l1 : ¬ l2 ) = ∅.
As we said in Section 5, the intention of connecting or disconnecting to a remote node
(as expressed by rules (LTS-L) and (LTS-L), respectively) gets concretised
when the target node or the connection we want to delete do exist. This is formalised
by the following rules:

(LTS-C)

N1
l1 : l2
−−−−→ N′1 N2

nil @ l2
−−−−−−→ N′2

N1 ‖ N2
τ
−→ N′1 ‖ N′2

(LTS-D)

N1
l1 : ¬ l2
−−−−−−→ N′1 N2

l1→ l2
−−−−−→ N′2

N1 ‖ N2
τ
−→ N′1 ‖ N′2

The definition of bisimulation extends ≈ to encompass also the intentions ex-
pressed by labels l1 : l2 and l1 : ¬ l2 . Formally, it suffices to extend Definition 3
with the following two requirements:

4. if N1
l1 : l2
−−−−→ N′1 then N2 ‖ l2 :: nil =⇒ N′2 and N′1 < N′2, for some N′2;

5. if N1
l1 : ¬ l2
−−−−−−→ N′1 then N2 ‖ { l1 ↔ l2} =⇒ N′2 and N′1 < N′2, for some N′2.

We call ≈d the resulting bisimilarity that is a sound proof technique for 'd.



B Proofs for the k-Set Agreement Example

To prove the properties formulated in Section 4, we first need a new equality

l :: I1| . . . |In v f l :: I1| . . . |Im if n ≤ m (†)

Second, we need to smoothly adapt some of the equalities put forward by Proposition 1:
the first equality holds only under the hypothesis that l′ is restricted, while the third
equality holds only under the further hypothesis that 〈t〉 is not corruptible at l′ (with “〈t〉
is not corruptible at l′ ”, we mean that l′ :: 〈t〉 does never fail). Then, we prove Equation
(3) as follows:

Nk
n ' f (ν̃l)( n

Π
i=1

li :: in(!zi
1)@li. . . . .in(!zi

n−k+1)@li.out(mi)@l | 〈d1〉 | . . . | 〈dn〉)
' f (ν̃l)( n

Π
i=1

li :: out(m′i)@l | 〈di1〉 | . . . | 〈dik−1〉)
' f (ν̃l, l̃′)( n

Π
i=1

( li :: in(m′i)@l′i .out(m′i)@l | 〈di1〉 | . . . | 〈dik−1〉 ‖ l′i :: Π
w∈O
〈w〉 ) )

' f (ν̃l, l̃′)( n
Π
i=1

( li :: in(!zi
1)@li. . . . .in(!zi

n−k+1)@li.in(mi)@l′i .out(mi)@l

| 〈d1〉 | . . . | 〈dn〉 ‖ l′i :: Π
w∈O
〈w〉 ) )

' f Mk
n

where m′i denotes mi[d̃/̃z], with d̃ , { d1, . . . , dn} − { di1 , . . . , dik−1 } and z̃ , { z1, . . . , zn−k+1}.
The first and the last steps have been inferred by applying several times (the revised
formulation of) Proposition 1.1 . The second and the fourth steps have been inferred by
applying several times (the revised formulation of) Proposition 1.3; notice that, since
the number of failures is at most k − 1, the number of non-corruptible data present
in each li is at least n − k + 1. The third step relies on Proposition 1.3 and .4 . It is
worth to notice that m′i ∈ O because, since |O| = k, at least one principal whose input
value, say d′, is in O has not failed; hence d′ has been received by all the (non-failed)
principals. Moreover, we assumed that the l̃′ cannot fail and hence the data they host
are uncorruptable.

To conclude, we are left with proving Equation (4). This can be done very similarly
as follows:

N̂k
n ' f (ν̃l)( n

Π
i=1

li :: in(!zi
1)@li. . . . .in(!zi

n−k+1)@li.out()@l | 〈d1〉 | . . . | 〈dn〉 ‖ l :: nil)
' f (ν̃l)( n

Π
i=1

li :: out()@l | 〈di1〉 | . . . | 〈dik−1〉 ‖ l :: nil)
' f l ::

n
Π
j=1
〈〉

w f l ::
n−k+1
Π
j=1
〈〉

The first two steps are derived in the same way. The third step is derived using (the
revised version of) Proposition 1.1 and Proposition 1.4. The fourth step derives from
(†).



C Proofs for the Message Delivering in a Dynamic Net

First, we need two laws for the primitives login and logout, that are quite expectable.

l :: login(l′).P ‖ l′ :: nil 'd l :: P ‖ { l↔ l′} (?)

(νl′)(l :: logout(l′).P ‖ { l↔ l′}) 'd (νl′)(l :: P ‖ l′ :: nil) (??)

Moreover, we also need an adapted version of Proposition 1.3 to deal with action read.
It is defined as follows:

(νl′)( l :: read(T )@l′.P ‖ l′ :: 〈t〉 ) 'd (νl′)(l :: Pσ ‖ l′ :: 〈t〉)
if match(E[[ T ]], t) = σ. (‡)

We are ready to prove Equation (5), yielding the soundness of the protocol for the
PLMN. It is easy to prove that

(νl)(l :: login(M).out(‘send’, l′, ‘HI’)@l ‖ l′ :: login(M) ‖ S YS )

'd (νl, Table, BSlist, B1, B2)( l :: 〈‘send’, l′, ‘HI’〉 ‖ l′ :: nil
‖ M :: ∗ENT ER | ∗ HNDVR ‖ BSlist :: 〈B1〉 | 〈B2〉

‖ Table :: 〈l, Bi〉 | 〈l′, B j〉 ‖ { l↔ Bi} ‖ { l′ ↔ B j}

‖ B1 :: ∗FWD1 | ∗CLT1 ‖ B2 :: ∗FWD2 | ∗CLT2 )

'd (νl, Table, BSlist, B1, B2)( l :: nil ‖ l′ :: nil
‖ M :: ∗ENT ER | ∗ HNDVR ‖ BSlist :: 〈B1〉 | 〈B2〉

‖ Table :: 〈l, Bi〉 | 〈l′, B j〉 ‖ { l↔ Bi} ‖ { l′ ↔ B j}

‖ B1 :: ∗FWD1 | ∗CLT1 ‖ B2 :: ∗FWD2 | ∗CLT2
‖ Bi :: in(l′, !B)@Table.out(l′, ‘HI’)@B )

, K

The first equality can be inferred using laws (?) and (‡), Proposition 1.2, laws (?)
and (??), and Proposition 1.1; the second equality can be inferred using law (‡) and
Proposition 1.3. Now we cannot proceed equationally: indeed, there are two paral-
lel components that may want to retrieve the tuple 〈l′, B j〉 at Table, i.e. the process
in(l′, !B)@Table.out(l′, ‘HI’)@B running at Bi and the process HNDVR running at M.
This fact makes Proposition 1.3 not applicable here.

To overcome this problem, we observe that there are only three possible evolutions
for K: make a handover for l, make a handover for l′, or complete the delivering of the
message that l sent to l′. The first evolution is compatible with the latter two ones that, in
turn, are mutually exclusive. Thus, letH be the set of pairs (N, (νl)(l′ :: 〈‘HI’〉 ‖ S YS )),
where N is any reduct of K obtained by giving the precedence to the handover of l′ w.r.t.
the message delivering. Symmetrically, let D be the set of pairs (N, (νl)(l′ :: 〈‘HI’〉 ‖
S YS )), where N is any reduct of K obtained by giving the precedence to the message
delivering w.r.t. the handover of l′. Now, it can be easily proved that

{ (K, (νl)(l′ :: 〈‘HI’〉 ‖ S YS )) } ∪ H ∪ D

is a bisimulation. By the fact that ≈d ⊂ 'd and by transitivity of 'd, this suffices to
prove Equation (5).
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Abstract. This paper1 presents the Kell calculus, a family of distributed process
calculi, parameterized by languages for input patterns, that is intended as a ba-
sis for studying component-based distributed programming. The Kell calculus is
built around a π-calculus core, and follows five design principles which are essen-
tial for a foundational model of distributed and mobile programming: hierarchical
localities, local actions, higher-order communication, programmable membranes,
and dynamic binding. The paper discusses these principles, and defines the syntax
and operational semantics common to all calculi in the Kell calculus family. The
paper provides a co-inductive characterization of contextual equivalence for Kell
calculi, under sufficient conditions on pattern languages, by means of a form of
higher-order bisimulation called strong context bisimulation. The paper contains
several examples that illustrate the expressive power of Kell calculi.
Key words: Process calculi, distributed programming, mobile code, ambients,
components, higher-order languages, higher-order bisimulation

1 Introduction

Wide-area distributed systems and their applications are increasingly built as heteroge-
neous, dynamic assemblies of software components. Such components can be down-
loaded from different sources, can spontaneously interact across the Internet, and may
fail, maliciously or accidentally, in many ways. In that context, a model for wide-area
distributed programming should provide the means to describe and reason about such
component assemblies, as well as to control their dynamic configuration (which com-
ponents to connect, which components to sandbox for security, from which trusted lo-
cation to download a component, which faulty component to replace, etc).

In the past fifteen years or so, there have been numerous works aiming at defin-
ing wide-area distributed programming models, especially in the area of distributed
process calculi (see e.g. [11,14] for recent surveys of distributed process calculi and
process calculi with localities), as well as in the area of component-based programming
and software architecture (see e.g. [21] for a recent overview of formal approaches to
component-based programming). Distributed process calculi are especially interesting
as foundations for distributed programming for they allow to formally elicit, in a con-
cise form, key operators and programming primitives which can then be analyzed in

1 The present paper is a revised and corrected version of the paper with the same title that appears
in LNCS 3267, Springer, 2004.



different ways (expressive power, semantical equivalences, etc), and which serve as a
basis for additional developments (type systems, specification logics, and verification
tools).

In the production of the last fifteen years, we can single out three major kinds of
distributed process calculi:

1. Variants of the first-order π-calculus with localities and migration primitives, in-
cluding notably the Distributed Join calculus [16,15], the Dπ calculus [19], lsdπ
[30], Nomadic Pict [38], and the Seal calculus [10], .

2. Variants of Mobile Ambients, including notably the original Mobile Ambients [9],
Safe Ambients [23], Safe Ambients with passwords [26], Boxed Ambients [6], New
Boxed Ambients [7], the M3 calculus [13], and the calculus of Bounded Capacities
[3].

3. Distributed higher-order calculi, including Facile/CHOCS [22,36], higher-order vari-
ants of Dπ [39,18], Klaim [28,29], and the M-calculus [33].

Interestingly, the first two kinds of calculi above share the same concern: allowing
process mobility while avoiding an explicitly higher-order calculus, on the grounds
that the semantical theory of higher-order process calculi is much harder than that of
first-order calculi. We shall argue below that such a concern is ill-founded, for two
main reasons. First, interesting reconfiguration phenomena in distributed assemblies of
components are inherently higher-order and can be given a more direct account using
higher-order communications. Second, process mobility remains an inherently higher-
order operation with the same semantical difficulties.

Among higher-order calculi, the M-calculus is the only one, to our knowledge, to
provide hierarchical and programmable localities. We argue below that such localities
are necessary to account for notions of components, as well as to provide extensive
isolation capabilities which are essential for security and fault handling. Unfortunately,
with its multiple routing rules, the M-calculus is rather complex, and developing di-
rectly a suitable bisimulation theory for it seems a daunting task. The Kell calculus
we study in this paper has been developed both as a simplification and a generaliza-
tion of the M-calculus. In particular, the Kell calculus has simple communication rules
across locality boundaries, which subsume the complex routing rules of the M-calculus.
Also, the Kell calculus is in fact a family of higher-order process calculi with localities,
which share the same basic operational semantics rules, but differ in the language used
to define receipt patterns in input constructs.

The simpler constructs of the Kell calculus (compared to those of the M-calculus)
allow us to develop a theory of strong bisimulation and a natural notion of contextual
equivalence for the Kell calculus. Under sufficient conditions on pattern languages, we
obtain a co-inductive characterization of contextual equivalence in terms of a form of
higher-order bisimulation, which, following Sangiorgi, we call strong context bisimula-
tion. Interestingly, strong context bisimulation for the Kell calculus is no more complex
than higher-order bisimulations that have been proposed for Ambient calculi and for the
Seal calculus. This lends support to our claim that the semantical theory of higher-order
process calculi need not be more complicated than for first-order process calculi with
mobility.



This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the main considerations
behind the different constructs of the Kell calculus, and discuss related work in that
light. In section 3 we define the syntax and operational semantics of the Kell calcu-
lus, and prove that the reduction semantics coincides with a labelled transition system
semantics, under sufficient conditions on the pattern language used. In section 4, we
introduce a strong contextual equivalence for the Kell calculus which we prove to coin-
cide with strong context bisimulation. In section 5, we discuss several instances of Kell
calculi, and give several examples that illustrate the expressive power of these calculi.
Section 6 concludes the paper with a discussion of further work.

2 Design principles

The Kell calculus is built around a π-calculus core, and obeys five main design princi-
ples which we consider important for a foundational model of distributed programming:
higher-order communications, hierarchical localities, programmable membranes, local
actions, and dynamic binding. In this section we motivate these design principles, we
introduce informally the main constructs of the Kell calculus, and we discuss related
work in the light of these principles.

π-calculus core The π-calculus is a standard of expressivity and a reference for con-
current computing. The Kell calculus has the same basic constructs than the π-calculus.
In particular, we have:

– Binary communication on named channels: an output on channel a is noted a〈w〉.T ,
where w is an argument, and T is continuation; an input on channel a can take the
form ξ . P , where ξ is an input pattern (e.g. a〈x〉, with x an input variable), and P
is a process.

– Parallel composition of processes: (P | Q) denotes the parallel composition of
processes P and Q.

– Restriction: νa.P denotes the restriction of name a in process P (or, equivalently,
the creation of a fresh name a whose initial scope is P ).

– A null process, 0, that does not perform any action.

The Kell calculus family arises from different choices for the language of input patterns.
Keeping the Kell calculus parametric in the language of input patterns, yielding a family
of Kell calculi, is motivated by two main reasons:

1. Calculi of different expressive power can be obtained by varying the language of
input patterns. For instance, [8] introduces a π-calculus with structured channel
names and proves that the π-calculus variant obtained is strictly more expressive
than the (synchronous) π-calculus. We present in the paper several Kell calculus
instances, with increasing expressive power. By just varying the pattern language,
we obtain calculi with name-passing, name matching and name-unmatching oper-
ators, polyadic communications, Join calculus-like patterns, and tuple-matching.

2. Sophisticated pattern matching capabilities are extremely useful in practical pro-
gramming languages, as demonstrated by pattern matching constructs in functional



languages such as OCaml. Jocaml and Polyphonic C# highlight the usefulness of
Join-calculus-like input patterns for practical concurrent programming. By allow-
ing pattern matching in Kell calculus input constructs, we can provide foundations
for distributed programming languages with filtering. Abstracting the pattern lan-
guage allows us to derive results (e.g. for the characterization of contextual equiva-
lence) that hold for a variety of Kell calculi, with different filtering characteristics.

Hierarchical localities Hierarchical localities are characteristic of the Distributed Join
calculus and of Ambient calculi. Localities in the Kell calculus are noted, classically,
a[P ], where a is the name of the locality, and P is a process. Intuitively, a[P ] can be
read “process P executes at location a”, or “a[P ] is a component named a, with state
(or behavior) P ”. A process P can in turn comprise a parallel composition of named
localities. A named locality a[P ] is the Kell calculus is called a kell2.

The introduction of hierarchical localities in the Kell calculus is motivated by two
main considerations:

1. The hardware and software structure of distributed systems almost always takes the
form of hierarchies of (named) localities. For instance, a wide area network con-
nects local-area networks, which comprise several machines, which execute several
virtual machines (residing in different user address spaces), that provide different
thread pools for running separate applications. This hierarchy constitutes a contain-
ment hierarchy with different failure semantics and control semantics. For instance,
a failure of the wide-area network may prevent communication between local-area
networks but does not hamper communication internal to a local-area network. In
contrast, the failure of a machine will cause the failure of all the virtual machines
that it executes. Also, a machine (or its operating system) may kill any of the virtual
machines it runs, whereas a local area network cannot shut down any of the ma-
chines it hosts. Named localities in the Kell calculus provide a way to model such
a hierarchy. This is useful to develop distributed management applications, con-
cerned e.g. with component deployment, security management (including building
firewalls for access control), and fault management (including isolating faulty sub-
systems). The approach to the secure execution of un-trusted components by means
of wrappers championed by Boxed-π [34] illustrates the use of named hierarchical
localities for isolation purposes.

2. The structure of software systems built by assembly of software components can
be modelled as hierarchies of named localities. We illustrate this in Section 5, with
the sketch of the modelling in the Kell calculus of a hierarchical component model,
representative of recent work on architecture description languages (see [25] for
a recent survey of architecture description languages). Allowing both sharing and
containment in software structures has for a long time been recognized as an im-
portant requirement in object-oriented programming, as witnessed by the numerous
works dealing with containment types for object systems (see e.g. [12] for a recent
work on this subject, and [1] for a use of containment types in a Java-based software
component model).

2 The word “kell” is intended to remind of the word “cell”, in a loose analogy with biological
cells.



Interestingly, apart from the M-calculus, no higher-order distributed process calcu-
lus provides hierarchical localities.

Local actions In the Kell calculus, computing actions can take four simple forms, il-
lustrated below with simple patterns:

1. Receipt of a local message, as in the reduction below, where a message, a〈Q〉.T ,
on port a, bearing the process Q and the continuation T , is received by the trigger
a〈x〉 . P :

a〈Q〉.T | (a〈x〉 . P ) → T | P{Q/x}

2. Receipt of a message originated from the environment of a kell, as in the reduction
below, where a message, a〈Q〉.T , on port a, bearing the process Q and contination
T , is received by the trigger a〈x〉↑ . P , located in kell b :

a〈Q〉.T | b[a〈x〉↑ . P ].S → T | b[P{Q/x}].S

In input pattern a〈x〉↑, the arrow ↑ denotes a message that should come from the
outside of the immediately enclosing kell.

3. Receipt of a message originated from a sub-kell, as in the reduction below, where a
message, a〈Q〉.T , on port a, bearing the process Q and continuation T , and coming
from sub-kell b, is received by the trigger a〈x〉↓ . P , located in the parent kell of
kell b:

(a〈x〉↓ . P ) | b[a〈Q〉.T | R].S → P{Q/x} | b[T | R].S

In pattern a〈x〉↓, the arrow ↓ denotes a message that should come from the inside
of a sub-kell.

4. Passivation of a kell, as in the reduction below, where the sub-kell named a is
destroyed, and the process Q it contains is used in the guarded process P :

a[Q].T | (a[x] . P ) → T | P{Q/x}

Actions of the form 1 above are standard π-calculus actions. Actions of the form 2
and 3 are just extensions of the message receipt action of the π-calculus to the case of
triggers located inside a kell. They can be compared to the communication actions in the
Seal calculus and in the Boxed Ambients calculus. Actions of the form 4 are peculiar
to the Kell calculus. They allow the environment of a given kell to exercise control over
the execution of the process located inside this kell. Notice that the construct a[P ].Q
plays a dual role: that of a locus of computation since process P may execute within
a and receive messages from the environment of a, and that of a message that may be
consumed.

The different actions in the Kell calculus are all local actions. This means that
atomic actions in the calculus occur entirely within the context of a locality, or at the
boundary between a locality and enclosing environment. Let us explain in detail what
this means. Consider the configuration C

∆
= c[a[P ] | b[Q] | S | . . .]. Localities a[P ] and

b[Q], which act as separate loci of computation, share a global communication medium,
represented by the enclosing locality named c. The locality c can be considered a model
of some communication network or computational environment, for its sub-localities.



What the principle of local actions forbids, if localities are supposed to model dis-
tinct locations in network space, is an event that would involve two remote localities
a and b in one atomic action, without the mediation of the enclosing locality. For in-
stance, the locality principle would forbid a reduction such as the following one, which
is reminiscent of the in primitive in Mobile Ambients):

(†) a[c〈P 〉 | R] | b[(c〈x〉 . x) | Q)] → a[R] | b[P | Q]

Interestingly, note that, by the same reasoning, we can consider as local a reduction
of the form:

(††) a[c〈P 〉 | R] | b[Q] | (c〈x〉↓ | b[y] . b[x | y]) → a[R] | b[P | Q]

Even though the effect is similar to that of the reduction (†), it is important to note here
that the transfer of process P from a to b is in fact mediated by the common environ-
ment shared by a and b. The atomic transfer between two adjacent domains is thus a
property of their environment (which may or may not model a realistic network). In fact
what is problematic with the reduction (†) is the fact that it mandates the existence of
a network environment where atomic transitions between potentially spatially remote
nodes are possible, thus excluding e.g. wide area networks. In contrast, reduction (††)
merely specifies a particular network environment which happens not to be a wide area
network. With this approach, one can model different forms of computational environ-
ments, which may or may not correspond to wide area networks, but one is neither
forced to consider atomic actions that need to occur across wide-area networks, nor
forced to only use purely asynchronous communications in all localities.

The principle of local actions is motivated by the inherent limitations and costs in-
volved in achieving atomic communication in an asynchronous network environment.
Strictly speaking, an atomic communication primitive (communication takes place in
full, and senders and recipients are aware of it, or not all) would entail common knowl-
edge (consensus), between senders and recipients, of the outcome of a successful com-
munication, a situation which is known impossible to achieve in a purely asynchronous
network with failures [24]. Probabilistic protocols can be used to get arbitrarily close
(in probability) to the ideal situation, but they are much more costly to implement than
the simple sending of a message, and they rely on assumptions about the knowledge of
each site on fault occurrences in a given configuration which are not necessarily valid
in a wide-area network. In a foundational calculus for distribution, adopting atomic re-
mote communication primitives would mean that a simple information exchange would
have to bear the cost of the implied atomicity. This is clearly not acceptable, for there
are useful programs that can be built relying on communication primitives with weak
guarantees. For instance, an application that monitors periodically a large number of
sensors distributed throughout a wide-area network can make use directly of a protocol
with weak guarantees such as the UDP Internet protocol. Relying on atomic commu-
nication primitives for these applications would result in higher performance costs for
no added benefit. Besides, since in a wide-area network with purely asynchronous be-
havior, failure cannot be distinguished from arbitrary long delays in communication, a
practical program would encapsulate an atomic remote communication primitive in a
timer watchdog, raising an exception if the communication takes too long to complete.



In effect, this encapsulation exposes the more complex transactional behavior of com-
munication, which comprises, from the point of view of the sender, two local actions: an
initial local action (initiating the communication), and a terminal local action (aborting
the communication, in case of communication failure or excessive delay, or reporting
success).

Interestingly, the principle of local actions is not valid in Ambient calculi. Even the
Boxed Ambient variants, which have been inspired by the Seal calculus (which does
enforce the principle of local actions), still contain at least one atomic communication
primitive: the in primitive. Of course, in Boxed Ambient calculi, one has also the first-
order communication primitives of the Seal calculus at his disposal. Still, the atomic
semantics of the in primitive is not satisfactory. As mentioned above, a more useful
semantics for this primitive would turn it into a transaction, with at least two possible
outcomes (success or failure), thus allowing the initiator of the communication to take
into account the potential occurrence of failures.

Higher-order communication Higher-order communication is an important feature of a
distributed programming model for it allows to model distributed software updates, the
introduction of new components in a system, and in general dynamic reconfiguration.
As can be seen in the discussion of the different actions of the Kell calculus above, the
Kell calculus supports higher-order communication.

In the first two categories of distributed process calculi we mentioned in the intro-
duction (variants of the π-calculus with mobility primitives, Ambient calculi), dynamic
reconfiguration is possible through mobility primitives, however we find that the mod-
elling of dynamic reconfiguration behavior in these models can become a bit contrived.

Consider for instance the following creation of a new configuration in the Kell cal-
culus:

a〈P,Q,R〉 | (a〈x, y, z〉 . b[x | c[y | e[z]]]) → b[P | c[Q | e[R]]]

One can have an analogous creation of a new configuration in an Ambient calculus via
a construction of the form

〈ε〉 | Mb | Mc | Me | (x).b[open b | c[open c | e[open e]]] →∗ b[P | c[Q | e[R]]]

where Mb
∆
= b[in b.P ], Mc

∆
= c[in b.in c.Q], Me

∆
= e[in b.in c.in e.Q]. Notice, how-

ever, that this is not entirely sufficient to capture the atomic creation given in the Kell
calculus above, for one needs to make sure that no parasitic move involves the b, c and
e ambients once they are released after the initial communication. This leads to quite
an involved protocol to perform the simple creation above. Another problem with such
distributed calculi, except for the Seal calculus, is the absence of a replication facility.
Thus, the following atomic action in the Kell calculus

a〈P 〉 | (a〈x〉 . b[x] | c[x | d[x]]) → b[P ] | c[P | d[P ]]

can only be obtained in an Ambient calculus with a protocol involving an a priori repli-
cation of P somewhere in the forest of ambients, and then routing the obtained copies
to their proper destinations, e.g.

!(x).x.P | 〈in b〉 | 〈in c〉 | 〈in c.in d〉 | (b[] | c[d[]]) →∗ b[P ] | c[P | d[P ]]



Again, ensuring the proper atomicity of the creation would involve additional subtlety
for what is a fairly simple atomic creation in the Kell calculus.

In the Seal calculus, the presence of the migrate and replicate primitive simplifies
the matter a bit, but the result is still fairly contrived compared to the simple reduction
in the Kell calculus:

a∗
1(e1).a

∗
2(e2).a

c
3(e3) | e1[P ] | e2[P | a↑

3
(d)] | a∗

1(b).a
∗
2(c).e3[P ] →∗ b[P ] | c[P | d[P ]]

As with Ambients, the above Seal configuration would need to be more sophisticated
to account for the atomic character of the original Kell calculus reduction.

The added complexity, in non-higher-order calculi, in expressing simple operations
such as those above could be justified if this resulted in a simpler semantical theory.
However, this is not the case: bisimulation equivalences defined for Ambient calculi
and for the Seal calculus so far are definitely higher-order. For the Seal calculus we do
not even have at this stage a sound and complete characterization of contextual equiv-
alence. The higher-order bisimulation we develop in Section 4.2 for the Kell calculus
is in fact no more complex than analogous bisimulations for Ambient calculi and the
Seal calculus. In addition, it yields a sound and complete characterization of contextual
equivalence (for a certain class of pattern languages). In our view, this removes a large
part of the prevention against higher-order languages on the ground of the complexity
of their bisimulation theory.

Finally, even though the Kell calculus has no primitive for recursion or replication, it
is possible to define receptive triggers, i.e. triggers that are preserved during a reduction
(much like definitions in the Join calculus) using its higher-order character. Let t be a
name that does not occur free in ξ or P . We define ξ �P as follows:

ξ �P
∆
= νt. Y (P, ξ, t) | t〈Y (P, ξ, t)〉

Y (P, ξ, t)
∆
= ξ | t〈y〉 . P | y | t〈y〉

It is easy to see with the rules of reduction given in Section 3 that if M | (ξ . P ) →
M ′ | Pθ, where θ is a substitution, then we have M | (ξ �P ) → M ′ | (ξ �P ) | Pθ.
The construction ξ �P is reminiscent of the CHOCS fixed point operator defined in
[36] and of Vasconcelos’ fixed point operator in higher-order π [37].

Programmable membranes This principle refers to the ability to design kells with vary-
ing semantics, in order to reflect the different kinds of containment structures (“do-
mains”) that may arise in a distributed system (e.g. failure, security, or communication
domains). Especially important for security is the ability to design different forms of
control to gain access to the internals of a kell (firewalls), or, conversely, to restrict ac-
cess from the internals of a kell to services provided by its environment (sandboxes and
wrappers). The principle thus implies the ability to define arbitrary interface protocols
to govern the communication between a locality and its environment, and the ability to
control communications to and from the contents of a locality, much as is provided by
the Seal calculus and calculi inspired by it such as Boxed Ambients and Boxed-π. The
examples below show that the Kell calculus supports programmable membranes in the
above sense. In contrast to Boxed-π and Boxed Ambients, the Kell calculus provides
the ability to control the internals of a given kell by means of passivation actions. Such



actions generalize the “migrate and replicate” constructs of the Seal calculus, while
providing a way to recover the expressive power of the passivate operator of the M-
calculus.

With the different forms of actions in the Kell calculus, one can program different
forms of membranes. Here are some examples:

Perfect firewall: Let P be an arbitrary process. The process νe.e[b[P ]] can only have
internal transitions. The context νe.e[b[ · ]] is a perfect firewall. We shall prove in
Section 4 that this is indeed so.

Transparent membrane: Assume that all messages to process P located in a take
the form rcv〈a,Q〉, that all messages sent by P to its environment take the form
snd〈c,Q〉, and that there is an environment process Env ∆

= snd〈(a), x〉↓ � rcv〈a, x〉
(this environment allows two processes located in different places to communicate,
as in a[P ] | b[Q] | Envt). Then, the process νe.e[Mt | a[P ]], where

Mt
∆
= (rcv〈a, x〉↑ � rcv〈a, x〉) | (snd〈(a), x〉↓ � snd〈a, x〉)

behaves exactly like a[P ] from the point of view of communications. Note that in
the process definition above we use a receipt pattern snd〈(a), x〉↓ that makes use
of a name variable (a), and of a process variable x, as well as a receipt pattern
rcv〈a, x〉↑ that makes use of a name matching pattern a and of a process variable
x. Pattern languages that support these constructs are defined in Section 5.

Intercepting membrane: Under the same assumption as for the transparent mem-
brane, the process νe.e[Mi | a[P ]], where

Mi
∆
= (rcv〈a, x〉↑ �FR(a, x)) | (snd〈(a), x〉↓ �FS(a, x))

defines a membrane around kell a[P ] that triggers behavior FR(a, x) upon re-
ceipt of a message rcv〈a,Q〉, and behavior FS(c, x) when P sends a message
snd〈c,Q〉.

Migration membrane: Under the same assumption as for the transparent membrane,
the process νe.e[Mm | a[P ]], where

Mm
∆
= Mt | (rcv〈a, enter〈x〉〉↑ | a[y] � a[y | x])

| (go〈(b)〉↓ | a[y] � snd〈b, enter〈a[y]〉〉)

defines a membrane around kell a[P ] that allows it to move to a different kell via
the go operation. Compare these operations with the migration primitives of Mobile
Ambients, and the go primitive of Dπ or of the Distributed Join calculus.

Fail-stop membrane: Under the same assumption as for the transparent membrane,
the process νe.e[Mf | a[P ]], where

Mf
∆
= Mt | (rcv〈a, stop〉↑ | a[y] . S)

| (rcv〈a, ping〈(r)〉〉↑ | a[y] � snd〈r, up〉 | a[y])

S
∆
= rcv〈a, ping〈(r)〉〉↑ � snd〈r, down〉



defines a membrane around kell a[P ] that allows to stop its execution (simulat-
ing a failure in a fail-stop model), and that implements a simple failure detector
via the ping operation. Compare these operations with the π1l-calculus [2] or the
Distributed Join calculus models of failures.

Fail-stop membrane with recovery: Under the same assumption as for the transpar-
ent membrane, the process νe.e[Mr | a[P ]], where

Mr
∆
= Mt | (rcv〈a, stop〉↑ | a[y] � b〈y〉 | T )

| (rcv〈a, ping〈(r)〉〉↑ | a[y] � a[y] | snd〈r, up〉)

T
∆
= (rcv〈a, ping〈(r)〉〉↑ | b〈y〉 � b〈y〉 | snd〈r, down〉)

| (rcv〈a, recover〉↑ | b〈y〉 � a[y])

defines a membrane around kell a[P ] that models fail-stop failures with the possi-
bility of recovery.

Dynamic binding In a distributed programming model, it is important to provide both
local and remote equivalent of libraries or services, because of the cost, safety, and
security considerations that may apply. Thus, it should be possible to access identically
named libraries or services (like a print service) at different sites. Dynamic binding
refers to this possibility of binding names of resources (functions, libraries, services)
to different entities, depending on the locations of processes accessing resources. It
is interesting to note that not all distributed process calculi support dynamic binding.
The Distributed Join calculus, for instance, does not support it since each definition is
uniquely defined: every resource is permanently bound to a single locality. In the Kell
calculus, just as with Ambient calculi and the Seal calculus, dynamic binding support is
a consequence of the local semantics of communication. Thus, we have the following
reductions, which illustrate that the outcome of an invocation of function fun depends
on the location of P

∆
= fun〈Q〉:

a[(fun〈x〉 �Fa(x)) | P ] | b[(fun〈x〉 �Fb(x)) | P ] →∗

a[(fun〈x〉 �Fa(x)) | Fa(Q)] | b[(fun〈x〉 �Fb(x)) | Fb(Q)]

3 The Kell calculus: syntax and operational semantics

3.1 Syntax

The syntax of the Kell calculus is given in Figure 1. It is parameterized by the pattern
language used to define patterns ξ in triggers ξ . P .

Names and Variables We assume an infinite set N of names, and an infinite set V of
process variables. We assume that N ∩ V = ∅. We let a, b, n,m and their decorated
variants range over N; and p, q, x, y range over V. The set L of identifiers is defined as
L = N ∪ V.



P ::= 0ea | x | ξ . P | νa.P | a〈P 〉.P | P | P | a[P ].P

a ∈ N, x ∈ V

Fig. 1. Syntax of the Kell Calculus

Processes Terms in the Kell calculus grammar are called processes. We note KL the set
of Kell calculus processes with patterns in pattern language L. In most cases the pattern
language used is obvious from the context, and we simply write K. We let P , Q, R,
S, T and their decorated variants range over processes. We call message a process of
the form a〈P 〉.Q. We let M,N and their decorated variants range over messages and
parallel composition of messages. We call kell a process of the form a[P ].Q. The name
a in a kell a[P ].Q is called the name of the kell. In a kell of the form a[. . . | aj [Pj ] | . . .]
we call subkells the processes aj [Pj ]. Processes of the form 0ea are null processes. They
differ only by their free variables ã. We note 0 the process 0∅.

Abbreviations and conventions We abbreviate a〈P 〉 a message of the form a〈P 〉.0. We
abbreviate a a message of the form a〈0〉. We abbreviate a[P ] a kell of the form a[P ].0.
In a term νa.P , the scope extends as far to the right as possible. In a term ξ . P , the
scope of . extends as far to the left and to the right as possible. Thus, a〈c〉 | b[y] . P |
Q stands for (a〈c〉 | b[y]) .(P | Q). We use standard abbreviations from the the π-
calculus: νa1 . . . aq.P for νa1. . . . νaq.P , or νã.P if ã = (a1 . . . aq). By convention,
if the name vector ã is null, then νã.P

∆
= P . Also, we abuse notation and note ã the

set {a1, . . . , an}, where ã is the vector a1 . . . an. We note
∏

j∈J Pj , J = {1, . . . , n}
the parallel composition (P1 | (. . . (Pn−1 | Pn) . . .)). By convention, if J = ∅, then∏

j∈J Pj
∆
= 0.

For the definition of the operational semantics of the calculus, we use additional
terms called annotated messages. Annotated messages comprise:

– Local messages: a local message is a term of the form a〈P 〉. We write Mm for a
multiset of local messages.

– Up messages: an up message is a term of the form a〈P 〉↑b . We write Mu for a
multiset of up messages.

– Down messages: a down message is a term of the form a〈P 〉↓b . We write Md for a
multiset of down messages.

– Kell messages: a kell message is a term of the form a [P ]. We write Mk for a
multiset of kell messages.

We write M for a multiset of annotated messages. Some of these terms are not pro-
cesses, namely those in Mu and Md; they are only used for matching purposes. We
often write these multisets as parallel compositions of annotated messages.

Let Mm be a multiset of local messages. We write M↑b
m for the multiset of up mes-

sages {m↑b | m ∈ Mm}, and M↓b
m for the multiset of down messages {m↓b | m ∈

Mm}.



K ::= · | ξ .K | νa.K | (P | K) | a[K].P | a〈K〉.P | a〈P 〉.K | a[P ].K

E ::= · | νa.E | a[E].P | P | E

Fig. 2. Syntax of Contexts

Contexts A Kell calculus context is a term K built according to the grammar given in
Figure 2. Filling the hole in K with a Kell calculus term Q results in a Kell calculus term
noted K{Q}. We note C the set of Kell calculus contexts. We let K and its decorated
variants range over C. We also make use of a specific form of contexts, called execution
contexts (noted E), which are used to specify the operational semantics of the calculus.

Substitutions We call substitution a (partial) function θ : (N → N) ] (V → K) from
names to names and process variables to Kell calculus processes. We write Pθ the
image under the substitution θ of process P . We note Θ the set of substitutions.

If f : E → F is a partial function, we note f(x) ↓ to indicate that f is defined at
x ∈ E . We note f(x) ↑ for ¬(f(x) ↓). We note f.dom = {x ∈ E | f(x) ↓} the domain
of function f and f.ran = {y ∈ F | ∃x ∈ E , f(x) = y} the range of function f .

The substitution θ ⊕ θ′ is defined iff

– let domn(θ) = θ.dom ∩ N be the domain of the substitution θ restricted to names;
for all n ∈ domn(θ) ∩ domn(θ

′), we have θ(n) = θ′(n) (that is: if the name n is in
the domain of both substitutions, it is mapped to the same name: one may test for
name equality);

– let domP(θ) = θ.dom ∩ V be the domain of the substitution θ restricted to process
variables; then domP(θ) C domP(θ

′) (one may not test for process equality).

If defined, θ ⊕ θ′ is the union of θ and θ′. We extend this operation to sets of substitu-
tions:

S1 ⊕ S2
∆
= {θ1 ⊕ θ2 | θ1 ∈ S1, θ2 ∈ S2, θ1 ⊕ θ2 defined}

Patterns A pattern ξ is an element of a pattern language L. A pattern ξ acts as a binder
in the calculus. A pattern can bind name variables, of the form (a), where a ∈ N, and
process variables. All name and process variables appearing in a pattern ξ are bound by
the pattern. Name variables can only match names. Process variables can only match
processes. Patterns are supposed to be linear with respect to process variables, that is,
each process variable x occurs only once in a given pattern ξ.

We make the following assumptions on a pattern language L:

– A pattern language L is a set of patterns that are multisets of single patterns ξm,
ξd, ξu, and ξk. The language L can be described by a grammar, with the multiset
union being represented by parallel composition.
• ξm is taken from the set Ξm and is a local message pattern: it is used to match

local messages;
• ξd is taken from the set Ξd and is a down message pattern: it is used to match

messages from immediate subkells;



• ξu is taken from the set Ξu and is a up message pattern: it is used to match
messages from the environment of the enclosing kell;

• ξk is taken from the set Ξk and is a kell message pattern: it is used to match
immediate subkells.

– Pattern languages are equipped with three functions fn, bn, and bv, that map a pat-
tern ξ to its set of free names, bound name variables, and bound process variables,
respectively. Note that patterns may have free names, but cannot have free process
variables (i.e. all process variables appearing in a pattern are bound in the pattern).

– One can decide whether a pattern matches a given term. More precisely, each pat-
tern language is equipped with a decidable relation match, which associates a pair
〈ξ, M〉, consisting of a pattern ξ and a multiset of annotated messages M , with a
substitution that makes the pattern match the multiset of annotated messages (see
section 3.2 for more details). We write θ ∈ match(ξ, M) for 〈〈ξ, M〉, θ〉 ∈ match.
We require that dom(θ) ⊆ bn(ξ) ∪ bv(ξ).

– Pattern languages are equipped with a function sk, which maps a pattern ξ to a
multiset of names. Intuitively, ξ.sk corresponds to the multiset of channel names
on which pattern ξ expects messages or kells. We identify ξ.sk = {ai | i ∈ I}
with the action

∏
i∈I ai (see section 3.3 for more details). We assume that we have

fn(ξ.sk) ⊆ fn(ξ), and that for any substitution from names to names σ, we have
(ξ.sk)σ = (ξσ).sk. In other terms, a pattern may not bind a name that appears in
its set of channel names (a trigger must know channel names in order to receive
messages on them).

– Pattern languages are equipped with a structural congruence relation between pat-
terns, noted ≡. We assume the following properties: if ξ ≡ ζ, then fn(ξ) = fn(ζ),
ξ.sk = ζ.sk, and bn(ξ) ∪ bv(ξ) = bn(ζ) ∪ bv(ζ). Moreover, the interpretation
of join patterns as multisets of simple patterns implies that the structural congru-
ence on patterns must include the associativity and commutativity of the parallel
composition operator.

– A pattern language is grounded (i.e. matching does not invent new names), and
it is compatible with the structural congruence defined below (see section 3.2 for
more details). In particular if P ≡ Q then there is no Kell calculus context that can
distinguish between P and Q.

Free names and free variables The other binder in the calculus is the ν operator, which
corresponds to the restriction operator of the π-calculus. Notions of free names (fn) and
free variables (fv) are classical and are defined in Figure 3. We note fn(P1, . . . , Pn)
to mean fn(P1) ∪ . . . ∪ fn(Pn), and likewise for other functions operating on free or
bound identifiers. We note P =α Q when two terms P and Q are α-convertible.

3.2 Reduction semantics

We define in this section a reduction semantics for Kell calculus processes. As usual,
we use a structural congruence relation, and a reduction step relation.



fn(0ea) = ea fv(0) = ∅
fn(a) = {a} fv(a) = ∅
fn(x) = ∅ fv(x) = {x}
fn(νa.P ) = fn(P ) \ {a} fv(νa.P ) = fv(P )
fn(a[Q].P ) = fn(a, Q, P ) fv(a[Q].P ) = fv(Q, P )
fn(a〈P 〉.Q) = fn(a, P, Q) fv(a〈P 〉.Q) = fv(P, Q)
fn(P | Q) = fn(P, Q) fv(P | Q) = fv(P, Q)
fn(ξ . P ) = fn(ξ) ∪ (fn(P ) \ bn(ξ)) fv(ξ . P ) = fv(P ) \ bv(ξ)

Fig. 3. Free names and free variables

Structural congruence The structural congruence ≡ is the smallest equivalence rela-
tion that verifies the rules in Figure 4. The rules S.PAR.A, S.PAR.C, S.PAR.N state
that the parallel operator | is associative, commutative, and has 0 as a neutral ele-
ment. Note that, in rule S.TRIG, we rely on the structural congruence relation on pat-
terns, also noted ≡. Note also that we do not allow an Ambient-like rule of the form:
a[νb.P ].Q ≡ νb.a[P ].Q if b 6∈ fn(a,Q). In presence of running process replication, if
one is not careful, the use of an ambient-like rule could give rise to behaviour which
would violate the idea that structurally equivalent processes should behave similarly in
the same evaluation context. The example below provides an illustration:

(a[x] . x | x) | a[νb.P ] → (νb.P ) | (νb.P )

(a[x] . x | x) | νb.a[P ] → νb.P | P

Yet to allow for communication across kell boundaries, some form of scope extrusion is
required. In the calculus, this scope extrusion is realized by the reduction relation itself,
as discussed below.

α-conversion We adopt the following classical convention for dealing with α-conversion

– Processes and agents that are α-convertible are identified, thus P = Q means P =α

Q and A = B means A =α B.
– When considering a collection of processes, agents, and substitutions, we assume

that the bound names and bound variables of processes and agents are chosen to
be different from their free names and their free variables, and from the names and
variables of the substitutions (where the names and variables of a substitution θ are
defined as (θ.dom∪fn((θ.dom)θ))∩N, (θ.dom∪fv((θ.dom)θ))∩V, respectively).

– In any discussion or proof, we assume that the bound names and bound variables of
any process, agents or actions under consideration are chosen to be different from
the names and variables occurring free in any other entities under consideration,
such as processes, agents, actions, substitutions, sets of names and variables.

In particular, note that with the convention, we have P | νa.Q ≡ νa.P | Q without
qualification on the free variables of P .

Reduction The reduction relation → is defined as the smallest binary relation on K2

that satisfies the rules given in Figure 6. We define the predicates ∆, Υ , Ψ in Figure 5.



(P | Q) | R ≡ P | (Q | R) [S.PAR.A] P | Q ≡ Q | P [S.PAR.C]

P | 0 ≡ P [S.PAR.N] νc.0ea ≡ 0ea\{c} [S.NU.NIL] νa.νb.P ≡ νb.νa.P [S.NU.C]

a 6∈ fn(Q)

(νa.P ) | Q ≡ νa.P | Q
[S.NU.PAR]

ξ ≡ ζ

ξ . P ≡ ζ . P
[S.TRIG]

P ≡ Q

K{P} ≡ K{Q}
[S.CONTEXT]

Fig. 4. Structural congruence

Predicate ∆ (resp. Υ , Ψ ) can be read as a function that, given a set U of local mes-
sages (resp. of kells, of messages in sub-kells), extracts a multiset Mm (resp. Mk, Md)
of local messages (resp. of kell messages, of down messages) to match, and a residual
V . Residuals are continuation processes that appear after a reduction step. Note the way
restriction is handled in rules R.RED.L and R.RED.G: when a message a〈P 〉 crosses a
kell boundary, all restricted names appear in the message payload P are extruded. We
call this way of handling restriction, dynamic scope extrusion.

In [10], authors of the Seal calculus argue in favor of a different form of dynamic
scope extrusion: the movement of processes outside a given locality can only take place
if all of their bound names have seen their scope extruded out of the enclosing locality
during a prior communication. In other terms, not only does scope extrusion out of a
locality only takes place during first-order communication (as in the previous case of
dynamic scope extrusion), but the movement of processes out of a given locality only
takes place if all of their bound names have been previously thus extruded. The argu-
ment behind this form of dynamic scope extrusion is that of security: names restricted
inside a given locality (e.g. a name such as a in b[νa.P ]) should be interpreted as local
channels, which should only become visible outside their enclosing locality by explicit
communication. Thus, a process which has non-extruded local channels is prevented
from moving, so as to not unduly expose these local channels. This argument, however,
is a bit moot. First, nothing prevents the unwary programmer from inadvertently turning
a local channel into a global one by communicating it outside of the enclosing locality.
If the distinction between local channels and global channels is important, we would
expect some additional means, such as a type system, to enforce it. Second, note that in
a form of dynamic scope extrusion where scope is systematically extended outside of a
locality prior to the move of a process out of that locality, restricted names still remain
private in absence of communication to other processes. A security issue therefore only
arises when restricted names are communicated to the wrong recipient (e.g. one with
the wrong security credentials), and the form of dynamic scope extrusion proposed in
[10] does not prevent it from occurring.

The reduction relation depends on a matching relation, match, which associates
pairs consisting of a multiset of patterns drawn from L and a multiset of annotated
messages M with substitutions (from names to names and from process variables to



∆(U, Mm, V ) ⇐⇒
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j∈J

aj〈Pj〉.Qj
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j∈J

aj〈Pj〉
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Υ (U, Mk, V ) ⇐⇒
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Ψ(U, Md, V, eg) ⇐⇒
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Md =
Y
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ai〈Pi〉
↓aj

V =
Y

j∈J

aj

2
4ν eej .Rj |

Y

i∈Ij

Si

3
5 .Qj

egj = ecj ∩ fn(
Y

i∈Ij

ai〈Pi〉)

eej = ecj \ egj

egj C fn(U) for all j ∈ J

egj C egk if j 6= k

eg =
Y

j∈J

egj

Fig. 5. Reduction Predicates



ξ 6= ∅ θ ∈ match(ξ, Mm | Md | Mk) ∆(U1, Mm, V1)
Υ (U2, Mk, V2) Ψ(U3, Md, V3, eg) eg C fn(ξ, P, U1, U2)

(ξ . P ) | U1 | U2 | U3 → νeg.Pθ | V1 | V2 | V3

[R.RED.L]

P ≡ P ′ P ′ → Q′ Q′ ≡ Q

P → Q
[R.EQV]

P → Q

E{P} → E{Q}
[R.CTX]

ξ 6= ∅ θ ∈ match(ξ, Mm | Md | Mk | M↑b)
∆(U1, Mm, V1) Υ (U2, Mk, V2) Ψ(U3, Md, V3, eg)

∆(U4, M, V4) eg C fn(ec, ξ, P, U1, U2, R, M) ec C fn(M)

b[νec.(ξ . P ) | U1 | U2 | U3 | R].T | U4 → b[νeg.νec.Pθ | V1 | V2 | V3 | R].T | V4

[R.RED.G]

Fig. 6. Reduction Relation

processes). This matching relation is assumed to be defined in terms of four functions,
matchm, matchd, matchu, and matchk, that define how a single pattern matches a
single annotated message. Each of these functions takes a single pattern ξr and an an-
notated message M , and returns either a set of substitutions if the annotated message
matches the pattern, or the empty set otherwise. Noting ξr a single pattern and Σ(J)
the set of permutations on finite set J , we have:

match(
∏

j∈J

ξr
j ,
∏

j∈J

Mj) =
⋃

σ∈Σ(J)



⊕

j∈J

match(ξr
j ,Mσ(j))




match(ξm, a〈P 〉) = matchm(ξm, a〈P 〉)

match(ξd, a〈P 〉↓b) = matchd(ξd, a〈P 〉↓b)

match(ξu, a〈P 〉↑b) = matchu(ξu, a〈P 〉↑b)

match(ξk, a [P ]) = matchk(ξk, a [P ])

The compatibility of the relation match with the structural congruence is formally
defined as follows.

Definition 1. Two substitutions θ, θ′ are said to be equivalent (noted θ ≡ θ′), iff θ.dom =
θ′.dom, and, for all a, x ∈ θ.dom, aθ = aθ′, and xθ ≡ xθ′.

Definition 2. A pattern language L is said to be compatible with the structural congru-
ence ≡ iff, for all ξ, ζ ∈ L, and all multisets of annotated messages M,M ′, whenever
ξ ≡ ζ, M ≡ M ′, if θ ∈ match(ξ, M), then there exists θ′ ∈ match(ξ,M ′) such that
θ ≡ θ′.

Definition 3. A pattern language L is said to be compatible with substitutions iff for
all ξ, M , injective substitution σ from names to names and bijective substitution ρ from
names to names, we have

– θ ∈ match(ξ, M) implies θσ ∈ match(ξσ, Mσ);



– θ ∈ match(ξρ,Mρ) implies θ′ ∈ match(ξ, M) with θ′ρ = θ.

Definition 4. A pattern language is said to be grounded if for all ξ ∈ L, and all mul-
tisets of annotated messages M , whenever θ ∈ match(ξ,M), we have fn(θ.ran) ⊆
fn(M).

In this paper, we only consider pattern languages that are grounded and compatible
with the structural congruence and substitutions.

Example 1. To illustrate these definitions, we introduce a first instance of the Kell cal-
culus with a simple pattern language. We call this calculus jK. The patterns in jK are
defined by the following grammar:

ξ ::= J | ξk | J | ξk J ::= ξm | ξd | ξu | J | J

ξm ::= a〈x〉 ξu ::= a〈x〉↑ ξd ::= a〈x〉↓ ξk ::= a [x]

The matching functions for jK patterns are defined inductively as follows:

matchm(a〈x〉, a〈P 〉)
∆
= {{P/x}} matchd(a〈x〉

↓, a〈P 〉↓b)
∆
= {{P/x}}

matchu(a〈x〉↑, a〈P 〉↑b)
∆
= {{P/x}} matchk(a [x] , a [P ])

∆
= {{P/x}}

Note that, apart from the use of join patterns (i.e. the possibility to receive multiple
messages at once), the pattern language of jK is extremely simple and does not allow
for name-passing.

The sk function for jK patterns is defined as follows:

(a [x]).sk = (a〈x〉).sk = a〈x〉↓ = a〈x〉↓b = a〈x〉↑ = a

(ξ1 | ξ2).sk = ξ1.sk | ξ2.sk

Example 2. The reduction rules R.RED.L and R.RED.G appear formidable, but only
because they allow arbitrary combination of local, up, down and kell messages to be re-
ceived by a trigger. Using simple jK patterns, on can see immediately that the following
rules are derived reduction rules in jK:

(a〈x〉 . P ) | a〈Q〉.S → P{Q/x} | S [LOCAL]

(a〈x〉↓ . P ) | b[a〈Q〉.S | R].T → P{Q/x} | b[S | R].T [OUT]

b[(a〈x〉↑ . P ) | R].T | a〈Q〉.S → b[P{Q/x} | R].T | S [IN]

(a [x] . P ) | a [Q] .S → P{Q/x} | S [KELL]

One can notice that the rules LOCAL, OUT, IN, and KELL correspond to the four kinds
of actions discussed in Section 2.



C ::= νea.Ω ‖ P

Ω ::= ∅ | a〈P 〉 | a〈P 〉↓b | a [P ] | Ω | Ω

Fig. 7. Syntax of Concretions

F ::= G | a[G].P | F@C | νea.F

G ::= (ξ)P | G@C | νea.G

Fig. 8. Syntax of Abstractions

3.3 Labelled transition system semantics

We define in this section a labelled transition system for Kell calculus processes. The
labelled transition system is defined by means of the same sub-reduction relation as for
the reduction semantics, and of a commitment relation in the style of the commitment
rules for the π-calculus defined in [27].

Abstractions and concretions We define the reduction relation using an extension of
Milner’s concretions and abstractions [27]. Extensions are required to the original no-
tions because of two features, which are peculiar to the Kell calculus input patterns:

1. The possibility for patterns to involve the simultaneous receipt of multiple mes-
sages (as for Join patterns), as illustrated with jK. This is the reason for the presence
of the name a in an abstraction (a〈x〉)P .

2. The possibility for patterns to rely on contextual information (enabling, for in-
stance, to capture the origin of messages, as indicated by the ↑ and ↓ arrows in
jK patterns).

We first define concretions. A concretion C,D consists of a multiset of annotated
messages (which are emitted), and a process that represents the rest of the computation.
Their syntax is given by the grammar in Figure 7, where P is as in Figure 1. The Ω
production of the grammar in Figure 7 yields (possibly empty) multisets of annotated
messages, which do not contain any up message as labelled transitions do not create
them. Up messages are dealt with in the definition of the pseudo-application operator
below.

We then define abstractions. An abstraction F is given by the grammar in Figure
8, where ξ, P are as in Figure 1, and C is a concretion. We call simple abstraction an
abstraction given by the G production in Figure 8.

Actions Actions are given by the grammar in Figure 9, where a ∈ N, ε and τ are
two distinct symbols that do not belong to N. Classically, τ represents the silent action.
Action ε is introduced merely for technical purposes, to signal the complete match of
messages with an input pattern in a trigger. We denote Λ the set of actions, and we let



α ::= ε | τ | a | a | α | α

Fig. 9. Syntax of Actions

α, β and their decorated variant range over Λ. By definition, the parallel operator | on
actions is associative and commutative, and has ε as a neutral element. Furthermore,
we set a | a = ε. The set of free names of an action α is defined inductively by:
fn(ε) = fn(τ) = ∅, fn(a) = {a}, fn(α | β) = fn(α, β). Abusing the notation, we
identify when necessary an action α with the set of names that occur in α. Thus, action
α = a | b | b | c is identified with the set {a, b, c}.

Agents An agent A is a Kell calculus process P , a concretion C or an abstraction F .
We note A the set of agents. We let A, B and their decorated variants range over agents;
F and its decorated variants range over abstractions; G and its decorated variants range
over simple abstractions; C,D and their decorated variants range over concretions.

The notions of free names, free variables, bound names and bound variables extend
immediately to agents, noting that fn((ξ)P ) = fn(ξ . P ), fv((ξ)P ) = fv(ξ . P ),
fn(a〈P 〉↓b) = fn(a, b, P ), fv(a〈P 〉↓b) = fv(P ), fn(Ω ‖ P ) = fn(Ω, P ), fv(Ω ‖
P ) = fv(Ω,P ), fn(F@C) = fn(F ) ∪ fn(C), and fv(F@C) = fv(F ) ∪ fv(C) (see
below the definition of the pseudo-application operator @).

Parallel composition of agents We define the effect of parallel composition on agents,
|: A × A → A, as follows, where C = νã.Ω ‖ P and C ′ = νc̃.Ω′ ‖ P ′:

F | Q
∆
= F@(∅ ‖ Q)

C | Q
∆
= νea.Ω ‖ (P | Q) if ea C fn(Q)

C | C′ ∆
= νea.νec.(Ω | Ω′) ‖ (P | P ′) if ea C fn(Ω′, P ′), ec C fn(Ω, P )

For all annotated multisets of messages Ω, we set by definition Ω | ∅ = ∅ | Ω = Ω.

Pseudo-application Pseudo-application @ is a syntactic construct to which we asso-
ciate an evaluation operation ‖ · ‖ that returns a set of Kell calculus processes. This
evaluation operation in turn depends on the matching relation.

(F@C)@C′ ∆
= F@(C | C′)

(νea.F )@(νeb.C)
∆
= νea.νeb.F@C if ea C fn(C), eb C fn(F )

‖νea.A‖
∆
= {νea.P | P ∈ ‖A‖}

‖(ξ)R@(Ω ‖ P )‖
∆
= {Rθ | P, θ ∈ match(ξ, Ω)}

‖(a[νec.(ξ)R@(Ω ‖ P )].T )@(Mm ‖ Q)‖
∆
= {a[νec.Rθ | P ].T | Q, θ ∈ match(ξ, Ω | M↑a

m )}

if fn(Mm) C ec
‖A‖

∆
= ∅ otherwise

Note that in the third clause of the above definition, we can have Ω = ∅, which accounts
for the possibility of triggers only receiving up messages. In this case the above clause



a〈P 〉.Q
a
−→ a〈P 〉 ‖ Q

[T.MESS]
a[P ].Q

a
−→ a[P ] ‖ Q

[T.KELL]

ξ . P
ξ.sk
−−→ (ξ)P

[T.TRIG] P
α
−→ A a 6∈ fn(α) α 6= ε

νa.P
α
−→ νa.A

[T.NEW]

P
τ
−→ Q

a[P ].R
τ
−→ a[Q].R

[T.KELL.P]
P

α
−→ C

a[P ].R
α
−→ a[[C]].R

[T.KELL.C]

P
α
−→ G

a[P ].R
α
−→ a[G].R

[T.KELL.F]
P

α
−→ A α 6= ε

P | Q
α
−→ A | Q

[T.PAR.L]

P
α
−→ A α 6= ε

Q | P
α
−→ A | Q

[T.PAR.R]
P

α
−→ F Q

β
−→ C α 6= ε

P | Q
α|β
−−→ F@C

[T.PAR.FC]

P
α
−→ F Q

β
−→ C α 6= ε

Q | P
α|β
−−→ F@C

[T.PAR.CF]
P

α
−→ C Q

β
−→ C′

P | Q
α|β
−−→ C | C′

[T.PAR.CC]

P
ε
−→ A Q ∈ ‖A‖

P
τ
−→ Q

[T.RED]

Fig. 10. Commitment Relation

reduces to:

‖(a[νec.(ξ)R@(∅ ‖ P )].T )@(Mm ‖ Q)‖
∆
= {a[νec.Rθ | P ].T | Q, θ ∈ match(ξ, M↑a

m )}

if fn(Mm) C ec

We define the auxiliary (partial) operator [[]] on agents as follows:

a[[νc̃.Mm ‖ P ]].Q ∆
= νẽ.Mm ‖ a[νf̃ .P ].Q ẽ = c̃ ∩ fn(Mm), f̃ = c̃ \ ẽ,

if ẽ C fn(a,Q)

Commitment relation The commitment relation is the smallest relation R ⊆ K×Λ×A,
that satisfies the rules in Figure 10.

A few comments are in order. First, one can note that actions in the commitment
relation provide relatively few information on the nature of the operation they signal.
For instance, a〈P 〉.Q, a[P ].Q, b[a〈P 〉.Q | R].S all give rise to a transition a

−→. This
is not a problem, however, for the concretions they give rise to, namely a〈P 〉 ‖ Q,
a[P ] ‖ Q, a〈P 〉↓a ‖ a[Q | R].S, a priori match different patterns. For instance, in
jK, the patterns a〈x〉, a[x], and a〈x〉↓ can distinguish between these different concre-
tions. Second, communication involving multiple messages is dealt with by assembling



abstractions and concretions in a piece-wise manner, until a match is found, which is
signalled by a transition of the form P

ε
−→ Q: action ε signals that all communication

channels have been matched, and the presence of Q as the result of the transition signals
that the match has been successful. Rule T.RED can then be used to effect the resulting
silent transition. Third, note the condition α 6= ε in rules T.NEW, T.PAR.L, T.PAR.FC,
T.PAR.CF. Strictly speaking, this condition is not necessary, but it does simplify the
handling of the different cases in the proofs by induction on the derivation of a transi-
tion P

α
−→ Q. Finally, note that, to simplify the semantics, we do a lot of (potentially

non-necessary) horizontal extrusion (rule T.NEW, the definition of parallel composition
for concretions, and the definition of pseudo application). This has no consequence on
the semantics as horizontal scope extrusion is part of structural equivalence. Vertical
scope extrusion is much more controlled (rule T.KELL.C) as it has semantic implica-
tions, as decribed before.

The correspondence between the reduction semantics and the labelled transition
semantics is given by the following theorem3.

Theorem 1. For all P,Q, P
τ
−→≡ Q iff P → Q.

Proof. (Sketch4) The proof is entirely classical. It relies on the following result, which
involves an extension of the structural congruence relation to agents: for all P,Q, when-
ever P ≡ Q, if P

α
−→ A, then there exists B ≡ A such that Q

α
−→ B, which is proved

by induction on the derivation of P ≡ Q. 2

4 Congruences for the Kell calculus

4.1 Context bisimulation

We first define a notion of context bisimulation for the Kell calculus, which is directly
inspired by Sangiorgi’s context bisimulation for HOπ [31]. We consider an early form of
context bisimilarity. This is required to obtain a co-inductive characterization of barbed
congruence for a large enough class of pattern languages (and in particular languages
that support name passing).

We say that an agent A is closed if it contains no free process variable (fv(A) = ∅).
We note Ac and Kc the set of closed agents and closed processes, respectively.

The definition of context bisimulation depends on applicative contexts and on the
definition of a new labelled transition system, trivially derived from the commitment
relation defined in Section 3.3.

An applicative context is a context containing the pseudo-application operator @.
Applicative contexts give the form of matching agents to consider. Applicative contexts
are given by the grammar in Figure 11, where F denotes a closed abstraction, C,D
denote closed concretions, νc̃. denotes arbitrary vectors of names, T, S denote closed
processes, and operator a[[ · ]].T is defined as follows:

a[[νc̃.Mm ‖ Q]].T = νẽ.M↓a
m ‖ a[νf̃ .Q].T

3 The proofs of the results reported in this paper can be found in the Appendix.
4 The proofs of the results reported in this paper can be found in the research report of the same

title, available at http : //sardes.inrialpes.fr/papers.



C ::= ( ·@C) | a[νec. · ].U@D | a[νec. · @C].U@D

F ::= (F@ · ) | a[νec.F@ · ].U@D | F@b[[νec. · | C]].V | a[νee.F@b[[νec. · | C]].V ].U@D

Fig. 11. Applicative contexts

P
α
−→ F Q ∈ ‖C{F}‖

P
α:C
−−→ Q

[TR.F]
P

α
−→ C Q ∈ ‖F{C}‖

P
α:F
−−→ Q

[TR.C]

P =α P ′P ′ λ
−→ Q′ Q′ =α Q

P
λ
−→ Q

[TR.α]

Fig. 12. Transition relation

with ẽ = c̃ ∩ fn(Mm), ẽ C fn(a, T ), f̃ = c̃ \ ẽ. We separate between F-applicative
contexts, noted F, which are applied to concretions, and C-applicative contexts, noted
C, which are applied to abstractions. The set of F-applicative contexts is noted F , and
the set of C-applicative contexts is noted C.

The labelled transition system we consider is given by the transition relation defined
as the smallest relation R ⊆ K × Λe × K that satisfies the rules in Figure 12, together
with the comitment rules in Figure 10. Labels in the transition system belong to the set
Λe = {τ} ∪ (Λ ×F) ∪ (Λ × C). We let λ range over Λe.

With this labelled transition system for the Kell calculus, the definition of strong
context simulation becomes the standard one:

Definition 5. A relation R ⊆ K2
c is a strong context simulation on closed processes iff

for all P,Q closed, whenever 〈P,Q〉 ∈ R we have fn(P ) = fn(Q) and, if P
λ
−→ P ′,

then there exists Q′ such that Q
λ
−→ Q′ and 〈P ′, Q′〉 ∈ R.

This definition is equivalent to the following one, which makes explicit the role of
applicative contexts:

Definition 6. A relation R ⊆ K2
c is a strong context simulation on closed processes iff

for all P,Q closed, whenever 〈P,Q〉 ∈ R we have fn(P ) = fn(Q) and:

1. If P
τ
−→ P ′, then there exists Q′ such that Q

τ
−→ Q′ and 〈P ′, Q′〉 ∈ R.

2. If P
α
−→ F , then for all closed C-applicative contexts C and for all P ′ ∈ ‖C{F}‖,

there exists F ′ and Q′ such that Q
α
−→ F ′, Q′ ∈ ‖C{F ′}‖, and 〈P ′, Q′〉 ∈ R.

3. If P
α
−→ C, then for all closed F-applicative contexts F and for all P ′ ∈ ‖F{C}‖,

there exists C ′ and Q′ such that Q
α
−→ C ′, Q′ ∈ ‖F{C ′}‖, and 〈P ′, Q′〉 ∈ R.

Note that the definition of strong context simulation does not consider transitions of
the form P

ε
−→ Q, P

α
−→ F with C such that ‖C{F}‖ is empty, or P

α
−→ C with F such



that ‖F{C}‖ is empty. We deem such transitions to be irrelevant for comparing process
behaviors: the first one is just an intermediate step in the derivation of a (meaningful)
τ -transition, the other two are transitions resulting from ill-matched abstractions and
concretions or from partial matching of a pattern. They are therefore eliminated from
the new labelled transition system and from Definition 6.

Clause 2 of Definition 6 can be understood intuitively as follows: a process Q sim-
ulates a transition of P that transforms P into an abstraction if, given any matching
concretion C and any process P ′ resulting from the match, Q can evolve into an ab-
straction that, when applied to C, contains a process that can simulate the behavior of
P ′. Application can be a direct application or an application involving a kell context,
because the abstractions considered may require matching with an up message. Clause
3 can be understood similarly.

Note that we could have considered a commitment relation with more informative
labels. For instance, we could have had different labels for transitions derived from
T.MESS and for transitions derived from T.KELL. However, the distinction between
the two kinds of transitions is made by the applicative contexts which can be applied,
so additional complexity in labels for the commitment relation is not required for the
final labelled transition system would be the same.

We can now define the notion of strong context bisimulation and the notion of strong
context congruence. Notice that the definition of strong context congruence requires
closure under substitution: this is because, as in the π-calculus, strong context bisimu-
lation is in general not a congruence for input constructs.

Definition 7. A relation R ⊆ K2
c is a strong context bisimulation on closed processes

if R and its inverse R−1 are both strong context simulations.
Two closed processes P and Q are said to be strongly context bisimilar, noted

P ∼ Q, if there exists a strong context bisimulation R such that 〈P,Q〉 ∈ R.
Two processes P and Q are said to be strongly context congruent, noted P ∼c Q, if

for all substitutions θ such that (fn(P,Q)∪fv(P,Q)) ⊆ θ.dom and (θ.ran∩K) ⊆ Kc,
we have Pθ ∼ Qθ.

Example 3. For any P = e〈T 〉, and any Q = e〈x〉↑ . S, we have νa.a[b[P ]] ∼ 0 ∼
νa.a[b[Q]], for there are no transitions possible from any of those terms. In fact, in the
Kell calculus, no interaction is possible between a process of the form P = νa.a[b[U ]]
and its environment (although P → νa.a[b[U ′]] if U → U ′). The execution context
E = νa.a[b[ · ]] constitutes a perfect firewall.

The following proposition is classical.

Proposition 1. The identity relation on K2
c is a strong context bisimulation. If R1 and

R2 are strong context bisimulations, then so is their composition R1R2. The relation
∼ is an equivalence relation, and is the largest strong context bisimulation.

We now define a sufficient condition on pattern languages to ensure that strong
context congruence is indeed a congruence on Kell calculus processes. This condition
is called substitution-compatibility. We first give an auxiliary definition.

Definition 8. Let θ, θ′ be two substitutions such that θ.dom = θ′.dom, and R be a
binary relation on processes. We define θ R θ′ as: ∀y ∈ (θ.dom ∩ V), yθ R yθ′.



Let R be a binary relation on processes. We extend R to vectors of processes thus:
let R̃ and S̃ be two vectors of processes of the same size l, then R̃ R S̃ iff for all i,
1 ≤ i ≤ l, Ri R Si.

Definition 9. Let R =
{
〈P{R̃/x̃}, P{S̃/x̃}〉 | P ∈ K, fv(P ) ⊆ x̃, R̃ ∼ S̃

}
. A pat-

tern language L is substitution-compatible iff for all ξ ∈ L, and all M, R̃, S̃, x̃, such
that R̃, S̃ are closed, R̃ ∼ S̃, and fv(M) ⊆ x̃, we have:

θ ∈ match(ξ, M{R̃/x̃}) implies ∃θ′, θ′ ∈ match(ξ,M{S̃/x̃}) and θRθ′

Example 4. The pattern language of the jK calculus is substitution-compatible. Con-
sider ξ = a[x], then we have match(ξ, M) 6= ∅ if M = a[P ]. We have M{R̃/ỹ} =

a[P{R̃/ỹ}] and M{S̃/ỹ} = a[P{S̃/ỹ}]. Now, define

θ
∆
= match(ξ,M{R̃/ỹ}) =

{
P{

eR/ey}/x

}

θ′
∆
= match(ξ,M{S̃/ỹ}) =

{
P{

eS/ey}/x

}

If R̃ ∼ S̃, we have xθ R xθ′, as required. The same is true for other patterns in jK.

Theorem 2. If the pattern language L is substitution-compatible, then ∼c is a congru-
ence on K.

Proof. (Sketch) The crucial step in the proof is a substitution lemma which asserts
that, if R1, . . . , Rn and S1, . . . Sn are closed processes such that Ri ∼ Si for all i ∈
{1, . . . , n}, then for all P such that fv(P ) ⊆ x̃, we have P{R̃/x̃} ∼ P{S̃/x̃}. The
substitution lemma is proved by proving that the reflexive and transivitive closure U
of the relation ≡ R ≡ is a strong context bisimulation, where R = {〈P,Q〉 | P =

H{R̃/x̃}, Q = H{S̃/x̃}, R̃ = R1, . . . , Rn, S̃ = S1, . . . , Sn, fv(H) ⊆ x̃, Ri ∼
Si}. This is proved in turn by showing that R progresses to U . The notion of progress is
an adaptation to the Kell calculus context bisimulation of the notion of strong progress
defined in chapter 2 of [32]. In turn, this is proved by induction on the derivation of the
transition P

α
−→ A, when considering 〈P,Q〉 ∈ R. 2

It is worth pointing out that the technique used by Sangiorgi for the higher-order
π-calculus [31] is not applicable in our context. Indeed, following the proof of the
equivalent lemma in [31], would require us first to prove directly that a[R] ∼ a[S]
if R ∼ S, for R and S closed. But proving that a[R] ∼ a[S] implies in our case
that we prove in particular that, for all P , (a[x])P@a[R] ∼ (a[x])P@a[S], i.e. that
P{R/x} ∼ P{S/x}, which leads to a circular argument.

4.2 Contextual equivalence

We now define strong barbed bisimulation for the Kell calculus. Barbs of a Kell calculus
process are defined as follows.



Definition 10. Observability predicates, ↓a, are defined as follows: P ↓a if one of the
following cases holds:

1. P ≡ νc̃.a〈P ′〉.Q | R, with a 6∈ c̃.
2. P ≡ νc̃.b[a〈P ′〉.Q | R].T | S, with a 6∈ c̃.
3. P ≡ νc̃.a[Q].T | R, with a 6∈ c̃.

Intuitively, a barb on a signals a local message (clause 1 of Definition 10), a down
message (clause 2 of Definition 10), or a kell message (clause 3 of Definition 10) on
channel a.

Definition 11. A relation R ⊆ K2
c is a strong barbed simulation if whenever 〈P,Q〉 ∈

R, we have:

1. If P ↓a then Q ↓a.
2. If P → P ′, then there exists Q′ such that Q → Q′ and 〈P ′, Q′〉 ∈ R.

A relation R is a strong barbed bisimulation if R and its inverse R−1 are both strong
barbed simulations.

Definition 12. Two closed processes P and Q are said to be strongly barbed bisimilar,
noted P ∼b Q, if there exists a strong barbed bisimulation R such that 〈P,Q〉 ∈ R.

Definition 13. Two processes P and Q are said to be strong barbed congruent, noted
P ∼c

b Q, if, for all closed contexts K, and all substitutions θ such that fv(P,Q) ⊆
θ.dom and θ.ran ⊆ Kc we have K{Pθ} ∼b K{Qθ}.

The following proposition is classical.

Proposition 2. ∼b is an equivalence relation on closed processes and the largest strong
barbed bisimulation. ∼c

b is an equivalence relation, and the largest congruence on
closed processes included in ∼b.

The observations defined for the Kell calculus are similar to those found e.g. in
Ambient calculi. They are also relatively weak: for instance, they do not distinguish
between a local message or a down message. However, they are valid observations,
regardless of the pattern language used. One could of course imagine strengthening such
observations, given more information on the pattern language. This is left for further
study, but we can show that if the pattern language contains jK patterns, observables
that indicate the type and source of the message yield a contextual equivalence that
coincides with the one presented here.

Definition 14. We say that a pattern language L contains the jK patterns iff

1. There is an injective translation [[ · ]] of jK patterns into patterns of L;
2. For every pattern ξ of jK and for every multiset of annotated messages M , we have

matchjK(ξ, M) = matchL([[ξ]],M)

Definition 15. We define precise strong barbs.



– P ↓a〈〉 iff P ≡ νc̃.a〈P ′〉.Q | R with a 6∈ c̃;
– P ↓a〈〉↓_ iff P ≡ νc̃.b[a〈P ′〉.Q | R].T | S with a 6∈ c̃;
– P ↓a[] iff P ≡ νc̃.a[Q].T | R with a 6∈ c̃.

The following proposition motivates our choice of simple observables.

Proposition 3. Let be ∼c
b
′ the strong barb congruence defined using observables of

Definition 15. If the pattern language considered includes the jK patterns, then ∼c
b and

∼c
b
′ coincide.

Definition 16. A language pattern L is said to be image-finite if, for all F,C,F,C,
‖F{C}‖ and ‖C{F}‖ are finite sets.

For pattern languages that are substitution-compatible, image-finite, and which con-
tain the pattern language of the jK calculus, the notion of strong barbed congruence and
strong context congruence coincide. This is given by the following theorem:

Theorem 3. If L is substitution-compatible, image-finite, and contains the pattern lan-
guage of the jK calculus, then ∼c and ∼c

b coincide, i.e. for all P,Q ∈ K, P ∼c Q iff
P ∼c

b Q.

Proof. (Sketch) We first note that ∼c⊆∼c
b, since ∼⊆∼b and ∼c

b is the largest congru-
ence included in ∼b. We then stratify the ∼ relation, i.e. we define a family of rela-
tions ∼k, where k ranges over integers, such that ∼ =

⋂
∼k. We then prove by

induction that for all integers k, if P 6∼k Q, then there exists a context K such that
K{P} 6∼b K{Q}. The induction case is dealt with by considering P

α
−→ A and the

different cases for α, exhibiting appropriate discriminating contexts for each case. 2

5 Instantiating the Kell calculus

We now present several instantiations of the pattern language for the Kell calculus that
illustrate the flexibility of our parameterized approach.

5.1 A polyadic name-passing jK

ξ ::= J | ξk | J | ξk J ::= ξm | ξd | ξu | J | J

ξm ::= a〈ρ〉 ξu ::= a〈ρ〉↑ ξd ::= a〈ρ〉↓ ξk ::= a [x]

ρ ::= a〈ρ〉 | ρ | ρ ρ ::= x | ρ | (a)〈ρ〉 | _

In this pattern language, the special pattern _ matches anything.
For convenience, we write a〈x1, · · · , xn〉 for a〈1〈x1〉 | · · · | n〈xn〉〉 where 1, · · · , n

only occur in these encodings.
We also write a〈0〉 for an argument a of a message in processes, and a〈_〉 in pat-

terns. That is the process

(a〈(b)〉 | c〈k〉 . b〈k〉) | a〈d〉 | c〈k〉



[[nil]]a
∆
= 0 [[n]]a

∆
= n

[[u(ex).S]]a
∆
= u〈ex〉 . [[S]]a [[!u(ex).S]]a

∆
= u〈ex〉 � [[S]]a

[[u〈eV 〉]]a
∆
= u〈[[ eV ]]a〉 [[νn.S]]a

∆
= νn.[[S]]a

[[out〈b, M〉.S]]a
∆
= out〈b, [[M ]]a〉.[[S]]a [[up〈M〉]]a

∆
= up〈[[M ]]a〉

[[in〈P 〉.S]]a
∆
= in〈a, [[P ]]a〉.[[S]]a [[S | T ]]a

∆
= [[S]]a | [[T ]]a

[[a(S)[P ]]] ∆
= νc.a[MS(a) | [[S]]a | c[MP(a) | [[P ]]a]] | Env

[[A ‖ B]] ∆
= [[A]] | [[B]] [[a〈M〉]] ∆

= in〈a, [[M ]]a〉
[[νn.A]] ∆

= νn.[[A]]

Fig. 13. Encoding the membrane calculus

corresponds to

(a〈(b)〈_〉〉 | c〈k〈_〉〉 . b〈k〈0〉〉) | a〈d〈0〉〉 | c〈k〈0〉〉

The matching functions are easily defined by induction:

matchm(a〈ρ〉, a〈P 〉)
∆
= matchr(ρ, P )

matchd(a〈ρ〉
↓, a〈P 〉↓b)

∆
= matchr(ρ, P )

matchu(a〈ρ〉↑, a〈P 〉↑b)
∆
= matchr(ρ, P )

matchk(a [x] , a [P ])
∆
= {P/x}

matchr(_, P )
∆
= {}

matchr(x, P )
∆
= {P/x}

matchr(ρ, P )
∆
= match(ρ, P )

matchr((a)〈ρ〉, b〈P 〉)
∆
= {b/a} ⊕ matchr(ρ, P )

As an illlustration of the expressive power of the polyadic name-passing jK calculus,
we consider an encoding of a π-calculus based instance (without hierarchical localities)
of the generic membrane model developed by G. Boudol [4]. In this model, a locality
has the form a(S)[P ], similar to that of M-calculus localities, with a control part S and
a process part P . We thus consider an instance of the membrane model where both the
control and process parts are written using the polyadic π-calculus. We refer the reader
to G. Boudol’s article in this volume for details about the membrane model.

The encoding of the π-calculus instance of the membrane model is given by the
functions [[]], defined inductively in Figure 13 (where S, T are arbitrary control pro-
cesses or plain processes, A,B are networks, i.e. parallel compositions of localities and
network messages of the form a〈M〉, and where M are local messages of the form
u〈Ṽ 〉, with u a channel name, V a value, which can be either a name or a process):

The auxiliary processes MS(a), MP(a) and Env are defined as follows (note that they
allow the incoming of messages from the outside—environment of the locality or the



control process S—and from the inside—the plain process P ):

MS(a)
∆
= (in〈a, x〉↑ �x) | (up〈x〉↓ �S | x)

MP(a)
∆
= (in〈a, x〉↑ �x)

Env
∆
= out〈(b), x〉↓ � in〈b, x〉

As one can see, the notion of membrane readily translates into a pair of nested kells,
with the outer one containing an encoding of the control part, and the inner one contain-
ing an encoding of the process part. It is important to note that the process Env above is
coalescing, i.e. Env | Env ∼c Env, which ensures that the encoding is compositional.

5.2 FraKtal

We present in this section a calculus, called FraKtal, in which we can model several
interesting features of a recent reflective component model called Fractal [5]. Fractal
provides traditional notions of commponent-based software-engineering, namely com-
ponents with input and output interfaces (or ports), which can be explicitly connected or
disconnected during execution by means of bindings (or connectors). In addition, Frac-
tal allows different forms of component introspection and intercession, such as adding
and removing subcomponents, adding and removing interceptors on interfaces, control-
ling a component execution and life-cycle, etc. Interestingly, the reflective features in
the Fractal model are introduced by means of a general component structure which dis-
tinguishes between the component membrane, which contains all the control functions,
and the component content, which consists of other components (the subcomponents).
This distinction between component membrane and component content is not dissimilar
to that of the generic membrane model mentioned above.

The calculus we use to model components is a simple extension of the previous
calculus with a construction that let us check that the argument of a message is not
a given name, which we write a. FraKtal also provide a way to bind such a name:
((m) 6= a) matches a name that is not a and binds it to m.

ξ ::= J | ξk | J | ξk J ::= ξm | ξd | ξu | J | J

ξm ::= a〈ρ〉 ξu ::= a〈ρ〉↑ ξd ::= a〈ρ〉↓ ξk ::= a [x]

ρ ::= a〈ρ〉 | ρ | ρ ρ ::= x | ρ | (a)〈ρ〉 | a〈ρ〉 | ((m) 6= a)〈ρ〉 | _

We similarly extend the matching functions, adding two cases for the helper func-
tion matchr:

matchr(a〈ρ〉, b〈P 〉)
∆
= matchr(ρ, P ) if a 6= b

matchr(((m) 6= a)〈ρ〉, b〈P 〉)
∆
= {b/m} ⊕ matchr(ρ, P ) if a 6= b



Sandboxes We now present a way to isolate some computation from the environment
as well as cleaning up the remains of this computation, in the form of a sandbox, defined
as:

sandbox〈x, (κ)〉
∆
= νb.νr.

( (
r〈z〉↓ . (b [y] .0) | κ〈z〉

)

b
[(

κ〈z〉↓ . r〈z〉
)
| b [x]

]
)

A sandbox works the following way: a firewall νb.b [b [P ]] is created, with an inter-
mediate definition that waits for some message on κ supposed to contain the result of the
computation. When such a message becomes available, it is consumed and forwarded
to a private channel r (this channel being private, there is no risk that the computation
in the sandbox, or some process in the environment, consumes it by mistake). This mes-
sage triggers another rule that forwards it back to the κ channel outside of the sandbox
as the final result, and creates a rule to garbage collect the sandbox.

Encoding association lists Our association list encoding, defined in Figure 14, uses
sandboxes for two reasons. First, it allows for handling lists atomically (for instance to
check that a list does not contain some value before changing it). Second, it lets us clean
up recursive definitions used to iterate on the list.

We can use such association lists to add a value to a key only if the key is not already
present, as in (we assume that lop, get, and set are known):

add1〈(n), x, (ok), (fail)〉 � νκ.




lop

〈(
get〈n, fail , set〈n, x, κ〈ok〈〉〉〉〉

(fail〈y〉 . κ〈fail〈y〉〉)

)
, κ

〉

(κ〈z〉 . z)




Encoding Components The encoding we choose for components is very much in-
spired by the encoding of the membrane calculus above: the controller of a component
is a kell that contains the content of the component, which is another kell. The controller
may contain other subcomponents, which implement for instance bindings between in-
terfaces. For instance, in the following configuration, a component A (whose membrane
is named Am), exposes a client interface Ac that is bound to the server interface Bs of
component B. Following the Fractal approach, the binding is under control of A.

Am




bind

[(
Ac〈x〉↑ � outb〈Bs〈x〉〉

)]

(
outb〈y〉

↓ � out〈y〉
)

(
Aci〈x〉

↓ � Ac〈x〉
)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

A [Aci〈args〉]




Bm



(
Bs〈x〉↑ � Bsi〈x〉

)

Bsi〈args〉

∣∣∣∣∣∣
B [· · · ]




(
out〈y〉↓ � y

)



new_list〈κ〉 � ν

„
lop, g, s, r

l, cons,nil

«
.

„
List

„
lop, g, s, r

l, cons,nil

« ˛̨
˛̨ κ〈lop, g, s, r〉

«

List

„
lop, g, s, r

l, cons,nil

«
∆
=

„
lop〈p, κ〉 � Lop

„
p, κ, g, s, r

l, cons,nil

««

Lop

„
p, κ, g, s, r

l, cons,nil

«
∆
= νκ′.

0
BBB@l〈xl〉 .

sandbox

*0
B@

p | l〈xl〉 | L

„
g, s, r

l, cons,nil

«

`
κ〈z〉 | l〈x′

l〉 . κ′〈z, x′
l〉

´

1
CA , κ′

+

`
κ′〈z, x′

l〉 . κ〈z〉 | l〈x′
l〉

´

1
CCCA

L

„
g, s, r

l, cons,nil

«
∆
= Set(s, l, cons) | Get(g, l, cons,nil) | Rem(r, l, cons,nil)

Set(s, l, cons)
∆
= s〈(n), y, z〉 | l〈xl〉 � l〈cons〈n〈y〉, xl〉〉 | z

Get(g, l, cons,nil)
∆
= g〈(n), (κ), x〉 | l〈xl〉 � Geti

„
n, κ, x, xl

cons,nil

«
| l〈xl〉

Geti

„
n, κ, x, xl

cons,nil

«
∆
= νgi.

0
B@

gi〈cons〈n〈y〉, z〉〉 �κ〈y〉

gi〈cons〈n〈y〉, z〉〉 � gi〈z〉

gi〈nil〈〉〉 �x

˛̨
˛̨
˛̨
˛

gi〈xl〉

1
CA

Rem(r, l, cons,nil)
∆
= r〈(n), (κ), x〉 � Remi

„
n, κ, x, xl

l, cons,nil

«
| l〈xl〉

Remi

„
n, κ, x, xl

l, cons,nil

«
∆
= ν

„
ri

rev

«
.

0
BBBBBBBB@

ri〈cons〈n〈y〉, z〉, z′〉 �κ〈y〉 | rev〈z, z′〉

ri〈cons〈((m) 6= n)〈y〉, z〉, z′〉 � ri〈z, cons〈m〈y〉, z′〉〉

ri〈nil〈〉, z′〉 �x | rev〈nil〈〉, z′〉

rev〈z, cons〈x, z′〉〉 � rev〈cons〈x, z〉, z′〉

rev〈z,nil〈〉〉 � l〈z〉

ri〈xl〉

1
CCCCCCCCA

Fig. 14. Operations on Lists



After a number of reductions, the message Aci〈args〉 on the internal interface
bound to Ac reaches the internal interface bound to Bs and the final configuration is:

Am




bind

[(
Ac〈x〉↑ � outb〈Bs〈x〉〉

)]

(
outb〈y〉

↓ � out〈y〉
)

(
Aci〈x〉

↓ � Ac〈x〉
)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

A []




Bm



(
Bs〈x〉↑ � Bsi〈x〉

)

Bsi〈args〉

∣∣∣∣∣∣
B [· · · ]




(
out〈y〉↓ � y

)

We are currently investigating the modelling of control features of Fractal compo-
nents, which require in particular the use of association lists presented above to store
the list of interfaces (both client and server), the list of subcomponents, as well as the
list of bindings between interfaces.

6 Conclusion and related work

We have introduced in this paper the Kell calculus, a family of higher-order process
calculi with hierarchical localities, and studied two notions of (strong) equivalence for
the kell calculus: a form of context bisimilarity and a notion of contextual equivalence,
inspired, respectively, by Sangiorgi’s contextual bisimilarity and barbed congruence for
the higher-order π-calculus. We have given sufficient conditions on pattern languages
to obtain a sound and complete co-inductive characterization of barbed congruence (or
contextual equivalence). To the best of our knowledge this is the first time such a result
is obtained for a higher-order calculus with hierarchical localities.

The Kell calculus is an attempt to simplify the M-calculus and to generalize it,
through the introduction of a family of input pattern languages. Both the M-calculus
and the Kell calculus highlight the importance of programmable membranes to deal
with different forms of localities, and the need to enforce a principle of local actions in
a calculus for mobile and distributed programming. These concerns are shared by the
work on a generic membrane model, developed as part of the Mikado project [4]. We
believe our work on the Kell calculus bisimulation semantics can be of direct use to
develop the semantical theory of the Mikado generic membrane model.

A number of recent works on bisimulations for mobile agent systems focus on
different variants of Mobile Ambients, and include e.g. work on a bisimulation-based
equivalence for Mobile Ambients with passwords [26], work on a sound and complete
co-inductive characterization of a contextual equivalence for New Boxed Ambients [7]
and for the Calculus of Mobile Resources [17]. The work by Hennessy et al. on SafeDpi
[18] contains a sound and complete characterization of (dependently) typed contextual



equivalence for a higher-order process calculus with flat localities. All these works rely
on a form of contextual bisimulation, but none of them support process passivation.

Apart from the M-calculus, which directly inspired the development of the Kell cal-
culus, the only process calculus with localities which we know of that contains a feature
related to process passivation is the Seal calculus. The migrate and replicate operator
of the Seal calculus provides much of the expressive power of the Kell calculus passi-
vation facility. The work closest to ours in terms of bisimulation semantics, is therefore
the work by Castagna et al on congruences for the Seal calculus [10]. This work defines
a notion of hoe-bisimilarity, which can be understood as an adaptation of Sangiorgi’s
higher-order context bisimilarity, and which is proved to be sound with respect to a nat-
ural contextual equivalence. Hoe-bisimilarity is not complete with respect to contextual
equivalence in the Seal calculus, however.

We believe the connection between the Kell calculus and component-based pro-
gramming, which was just sketched in the last section of this paper, to be very promis-
ing. We are currently working on a full Fractal interpretation in FraKtal, which should
allow us to leverage recent results in type systems for locality-based process calculi for
component-based programming.
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Abstract. We present a core language for component-oriented programming,
featuring higher-order communication, component passivation, explicit routing,
encapsulation, and a novel notion of component sharing. We show how this lan-
guage allows to naturally express software architectures with component sharing.

1 Introduction

Wide-area distributed systems and their applications are increasingly built as heteroge-
neous, dynamic assemblages of software components. Such components can be down-
loaded from different sources, can spontaneously interact across the Internet, and may
fail, maliciously or accidentally, in many ways. In that context, a model for wide-area
distributed programming should provide the means to describe and reason about such
component assemblages, as well as to control their configuration at run time (which
components to connect, which un-trusted components to sandbox for security, from
which trusted location to download a component, which faulty component to replace,
etc).

We call dynamic modularity the extent to which a programming language allows
programs to deploy, introspect, and modify their modular structure at run time. Several
recent component models such as ArchJava [3], Piccola [23,2], C2 [24], Fractal [5],
and, to a lesser extent, module-based systems such as MJ [12], support some form of
dynamic modularity. Our overall goal is to better and formally understand what dy-
namic modularity really means: at an abstract level what should a dynamically modular
program be able to do? We hope that the answer to this question can lead us to the
design of programming languages with high-level features for dynamic modularity.

We adopt a process calculus approach to the study of dynamic modularity. A process
calculus allows to formally elicit, in a concise form, key operators and programming
primitives which can then be analyzed in different ways (expressive power, semantical
equivalences, etc), and which can serve as a basis for additional developments (type
systems, specification logics, and verification tools). In this paper, we choose as a start-
ing point a higher-order process calculus with named, hierarchical locations, the Kell
calculus [30,32], and we illustrate, through a Kell calculus interpretation of the main
constructs of the Fractal component model, that the Kell calculus provides an adequate
basis for capturing most features of recent component-based models1.

1 We choose Fractal as our example component model because it allows the definition of classi-
cal software architectures based on components and connectors [16], while providing a richer







Section 4 defines our Kell calculus with sharing. Section 5 shows how to program sev-
eral component sharing examples within the calculus. Section 6 concludes the paper
with a discussion of future research.

2 Related work

The Kell calculus with sharing constitutes, to the best of our knowledge, the first at-
tempt to formalize a component model with dynamic modularity and sharing, using
an interpretation in a proces calculus. To understand the novelty of our approach, one
should point out one can always model sharing by means of references to components.
For instance, this is clearly possible in the Kell calculus, although communication with
referenced components (modelled as localities) will have to be mediated by appropriate
router processes along the path in the locality tree that connects the locality holding
a reference to the referenced locality. The difficulty lies in combining: (1) encapsu-
lation with fine-grain, objective control over communications, and locality migration
and replication; and (2) access to shared components with simple communication rules
governing the interactions with shared components. Previous process calculi missed
one element or the other.

The standard Kell calculus misses the second one since migration of a shared com-
ponent, or of a component holding a reference to a component, implies updating or
creating router processes along all the paths, in the locality tree, that connect localities
holding references to the shared one. This is true also for all process calculi with hier-
archical localities that feature local communications only (i.e. no direct communication
between arbitrarily distant localities in the locality tree), such as the Seal calculus [9],
and Ambient calculi, e.g. Mobile Ambients [8], Safe Ambients [22], Boxed Ambients
[6], New Boxed Ambients [7], and the M3 calculus [11]. The same issue occurs with the
M-calculus [29]: even though the M-calculus allows communication between arbitrarily
remote localities in the locality tree, this comes at the expense of complex routing rules,
which each M-calculus locality must obey, and dealing with the migration of a locality
referenced by many others still requires a complex management of router processes in
M-calculus locality membranes.

Process calculi that do not have this routing complexity problem, but miss the first
property, are the Distributed Join calculus [15], and process calculi with flat locali-
ties, such as the Dπ calculus [18] and its higher-order variants [34,17], Klaim [19],
lsdπ [28], and Nomadic Pict [33]. In the Distributed Join calculus, localities are tree-
structured, and communications between remote localities is entirely transparent, hence
the routing issue does not occur. However, a locality does not provide encapsulation of
its sub-localities, meaning that there is no control on communications and on local-
ity migration, which is entirely subjective. Likewise, process calculi with flat localities
do not provide encapsulation with control over communications. The tKlaim calculus
[14] is a recent development of Klaim to account for arbitrary communication topolo-
gies between localities, going beyond a simple flat structure with a full communcation
mesh. However, the calculus still falls short of full encapsulation of sub-localities, since
there is no objective control over process migration and execution. In fact, in process



calculi with a flat locality structure, the situation is very much similar to that found in
object-oriented languages: sharing is easy, but encapsulation is problematic.

The containment issue in object-oriented languages is somehow the dual of our
sharing problem: in object-oriented languages, sharing – through object or interface
references – is the norm. The issue, also called the aliasing problem, is to ensure ob-
ject encapsulation, i.e. making sure that an object that is supposed to be an integral
part of some container object, does not inadvertently become known, and thus directly
accessible, from outside of its container. The aliasing problem has been the subject of
intense scrutiny in the recent years. Particularly relevant for us, there have been sev-
eral works focusing on the expression and control of the extent of aliasing, focusing in
particular on schemes providing object or alias encapsulation, e.g. [4,10,25,26]. These
different approaches rely on type annotations that record protection information which
is preserved by subtyping. They partition objects into universes, where universes are the
owners of objects, and allow a nesting of universes which is then used to control which
references are allowed, forming the basis for containment. Interestingly, one such ap-
proach has been used to ensure component encapsulation in the ArchJava language [3],
that supports classical component-based programming in Java2.

From these different works, we retain the distinction between containment and own-
ership. Ownership corresponds in our case to standard Kell calculus encapsulation of a
locality inside an immediate parent locality. Thus, in configuration C = a[P | c[Q]],
component c[Q] is owned by component a. Containment corresponds to the presence
of a reference to a shared locality, as illustrated in Figure 2. In contrast to the object-
oriented view, our approach takes encapsulation and ownership as primitive. Our en-
capsulation is strong: for all Q, the configuration νa.a[c[Q]] can only execute internal
actions, which means the component c[Q] is completely isolated from its environment;
to allow communication between component c[Q] and the environment outside of a,
there must exist some router process R as in νa.a[R | c[Q]], that implements the trans-
fer of messages to and from c[Q]. This strong encapsulation and fine grain control over
communications enable us to develop a type free theory of containment and sharing
which provides quite a lot of flexibility, and naturally enforces invariants that are diffi-
cult to capture in the object-oriented approach (there is no need to control by typing the
propagation of references to shared components3). In addition, the ability to passivate
components provides a level of control on component execution that has no equivalent
in object-oriented languages. Yet, passivation is crucial to ensure a proper sandbox-

2 By “classical” component-based programming, we mean a component-based programming
model that is based on a hierarchical component model with explicit connectors, and without
sharing, as described e.g. in the ACME model [16]. The ACME model constitutes a subset of
the Fractal model.

3 This is not to say, of course, that typing would not be useful to enforce certain safety proper-
ties in our system – for instance, guaranteeing access to required shared components even in
presence of mobility. It just means that our Kell calculus with sharing has all the primitives
in place to exercize as fine a control as required on component ownership and containment,
without the need for a type system to enforce this control. In other words, a type system is
required, in object-oriented languages, in addition to new primitives for creating universes, to
control the propagation of references and enforce containment invariants. Such a type system
is not required in our approach for the required control can be put in place by program.



ing of un-trusted components, and to allow, for instance, denial of service attacks by
resource hogs (i.e. components that unduly mobilize resources for their execution).

3 Components and the Kell calculus

To motivate further our approach to component sharing using an extension of the Kell
calculus, we present in this section the main elements of a concrete component model,
the Fractal model [5]. We then discuss how Fractal component configurations without
sharing can be interpreted as processes of the Kell calculus. Finally, we present various
examples of component configurations with sharing, and explain informally how we
extend the Kell calculus with sharing to deal with these examples.

3.1 The Fractal component model

The Fractal component model is a general component model which is intended to imple-
ment, deploy, monitor, and dynamically configure, complex software systems, including
in particular operating systems and middleware. This motivates the main features of the
model: composite components (to have a uniform view of applications at various levels
of abstraction), introspection capabilities (to monitor, and control the execution of a run-
ning system), and re-configuration capabilities (to deploy, and dynamically configure a
system).

A Fractal component is a run-time entity that is encapsulated, and that has a distinct
identity. A component has one or more interfaces, and the number of its interfaces may
vary during its execution. An interface is an access point to a component, that supports
a finite set of methods. Interfaces can be of two kinds: server interfaces, which corre-
spond to access points accepting incoming method calls, and client interfaces, which
correspond to access points supporting outgoing method calls. The signatures of both
kinds of interface can be described by a standard Java interface declaration, with an
additional role indication (server or client). A Fractal component can be composite, i.e.
it may contain other components.

Communication between Fractal components is only possible if their interfaces are
bound. Fractal supports both primitive bindings and composite bindings. A primitive
binding is a binding between one client interface and one server interface in the same
address space. A composite binding is a Fractal component that embodies a commu-
nication path between an arbitrary number of component interfaces. These bindings
are built out of a set of primitive bindings and binding components (stubs, skeletons,
adapters, etc). Note that, except for primitive bindings, there is no predefined set of
bindings in Fractal. In fact bindings can be built explicitly by composition, just as other
components. The Fractal model thus provides two mechanisms to define the architec-
ture of an application: bindings between component interfaces, and encapsulation of
components in a composite.

The above features (hierarchical components, explicit bindings between compo-
nents, strict separation between component interfaces and component implementation)
are relatively classical. The originality of the Fractal model lies in its open reflective
features, and the ability to define component configurations with sharing. In order to



allow for well scoped dynamic reconfiguration, components in Fractal can be endowed
with controllers, which provide a meta-level access to a component internals, allow-
ing for component introspection and the control of component behaviour. In contrast to
other reflective component models such as OpenCOM [13], Fractal allows for arbitrary
forms of control and component reflection.

At the lowest level of control, a Fractal component is a black box, that does not
provide any introspection capability. Such components, called base components, are
similar to plain objects in an object-oriented language. Their explicit inclusion in the
Fractal model facilitates the integration of legacy software.

At the next level of control, a Fractal component provides a Component interface,
similar to the IUnknown in the COM model, that allows one to discover all its external
(client and server) interfaces.

At upper levels of control, a Fractal component exposes (part of) its internal struc-
ture. The structure of a FractalFractal component then can be seen as comprising two
parts: a membrane, which provides interfaces (called control interfaces) to introspect
and reconfigure its internal features, and a content, which consists in a finite set of com-
ponents. The membrane of a component is typically composed of several controllers. A
controller implements control interfaces and can typically superpose a control behavior
to the behavior of the component’s sub-components, including suspending, checkpoint-
ing and resuming activities of these sub-components. A controller can also play the role
of an interceptor, used to export the external interface of a subcomponent as an external
interface of the parent component, and to intercept the oncoming and outgoing method
calls of an exported interface.

The Fractal model allows for arbitrary (including user defined) classes of controller
and interceptor objects. It specifies, however, several useful forms of controllers, which
can be combined and extended to yield components with different reflective features,
including the following:

– Attribute controller: An attribute is a configurable property of a component. This
controller supports an interface to expose getter and setter methods for its attributes.

– Binding controller: supports an interface to allow binding and unbinding its client
interfaces to server interfaces by means of primitive bindings.

– Content controller: supports an interface to list, add and remove subcomponents in
its contents.

– Life-cycle controller: This controller allows an explicit control over a component
execution. Its associated interface includes methods to start and stop the execution
of the component.

3.2 The Kell calculus

The Kell calculus is a higher-order π-calculus with hierarchical localities (called kells),
local communications, and locality passivation. Actions in the Kell calculus are reduced
to communication actions and to passivation actions. The communication paradigm is
that a component may communicate directly with its encapsulated sub-components and
with its immediate parent component. Thus, communication actions take only three
simple forms, illustrated below:



1. Receipt of a local message, as in the transition below, where a message, a〈Q〉.T ,
on port a, bearing the process Q and the continuation T , is received by the trigger
(input construct) a〈x〉 . P :

a〈Q〉.T | (a〈x〉 . P ) → T | P{Q/x}

2. Receipt of a message originated from the environment of a kell, as in the transition
below, where a message, a〈Q〉.T , on port a, bearing the process Q and contination
T , is received by the trigger a↑〈x〉 . P , located in kell b :

a〈Q〉.T | b[a↑〈x〉 . P ].S → T | b[P{Q/x}].S

In input pattern a↑〈x〉, the arrow ↑ denotes a message that should come from the
outside of the immediately enclosing kell.

3. Receipt of a message originated from a sub-locality, as in the transition below,
where a message, a〈Q〉.T , on port a, bearing the process Q and continuation T ,
and coming from the sub-locality b, is received by the trigger a↓〈x〉 . P , located in
the parent kell of kell b:

(a↓〈x〉 . P ) | b[a〈Q〉.T | R].S → P{Q/x} | b[T | R].S

In pattern a↓〈x〉, the arrow ↓ denotes a message that should come from the inside
of a sub-kell.

Communication with other localities has to be explicitly programmed in the lan-
guage. For instance, in order to exchange messages, two sibling kells need the help
of their common parent kell, as depicted in the example configurations and transitions
below:

C =a[R | b[S] | e[T ]] R =(c↓〈x〉 � c〈x〉)

S =c〈P 〉.Q T =(c↑〈x〉 . T ′)

C → a[R | b[Q] | e[T ]] a[R | b[Q] | e[T ]] → a[R | b[Q] | e[T ′{P/x}]]

In this example, the parent locality a contains a forwarder c↓〈x〉�c〈x〉 which perma-
nently picks messages of the shape c〈P 〉 in its sub components, and puts them at its top
level. This allows sub components to receive these messages. Here, the sub component
b sends a message c〈P 〉.Q (where Q is the continuation, spawned after the message has
been sent); a transfers the message to its top level, where e is able to pick it, using an
up pattern c↑〈x〉. The construction (ξ � P ) denotes a replicated trigger, i.e. a trigger
which persists after a reaction, and is in fact a shorthand for νt.Yt,ξ,P | t〈Yt,ξ,P 〉, where
Yt,ξ,P = (t〈y〉 | ξ . P | y | t〈y〉).

Passivation in the Kell calculus is depicted in the example transition below, where
the sub-kell named a is destroyed, and the process Q it contains is used in the guarded
process P :

a[Q].T | (a[x] . P ) → T | P{Q/x}

Assume, for instance, that we want to model the dynamic update of component b, where
the new version P of the component program is received on channel a. We could effect



the replacement, in one atomic action, using a form of join pattern as input pattern, as
follows:

a〈P 〉 | (a〈x〉 | b[y] . b[x]) | b[Q] → b[P ]

where, the new version b[P ] is spawned, replacing the previous b component.

3.3 Interpreting Fractal in the Kell calculus

Representing a Fractal component (without sharing) in the Kell calculus is relatively
straightforward. A component named a, takes the form a[P | Q], where process P cor-
responds to the membrane of the component, and process Q, of the form c1[Q1] | . . . |
cn[Qn], corresponds to the content of the component, with n sub-components c1 to cn.
Interfaces of a component can be interpreted as channels on which a component can
emit (in the case of client interfaces) or receive (in the case of server interfaces) mes-
sages. To illustrate, we can give an interpretation of different controllers mentioned in
section 3.1. One can find an interpretation of a binding controller in [30].

An attribute of a component can be interpreted as some value held in a memory
cell by a component membrane. The attribute controller then provides getter and setter
methods for this attribute. Let att be such an attribute. A membrane P providing an
attribute controller interface could take the following form (where r is a continuation
channel, used to send back a response to a request):

P =νc.Setatt | Getatt | c〈V 〉 | . . . Setatt =(att↑〈set, y〉 | c〈x〉 � c〈y〉)

Getatt =(att↑〈get, y, r〉 | c〈x〉 � c〈x〉 | r〈x〉)

A simple content controller in the Fractal model just allows to add or remove a
component from a component content. A membrane P providing a simple content con-
troller interface could take the following form (where the content controller interface is
manifested by the cc channel, and a request for adding a component has two parame-
ters: the name c of a component, and the program of the component – i.e. membrane
and content):

P =Add | Rmv | . . . Add =(cc↑〈add, c, x〉 � c[x])

Rmv =(cc↑〈rmv, c, r〉 | c[x] � r〈c, x〉)

This interpretation is of course simplistic. A more realistic one would take into account,
e.g. exception conditions (for instance, the possible absence of a component to remove).

A life-cycle controller allows to control the execution of a component. As an illus-
tration, we can define a membrane P providing a simple content controller interface
that allows the suspension and resumption of sub-components (where the life-cycle in-
terface is manifested by the lfc channel, and a subcomponent c is supended by turning
it into a message on a channel of the same name as the component):

P =Suspend | Resume | . . . Suspend =(lfc↑〈suspend, c〉 | c[x] � c〈x〉)

Resume =(lfc↑〈resume, c〉 | c〈x〉 � c[x])



Again, a more realistic example would be more complex, but the point of this section
is just to demonstrate that capturing the operational essence of a reflective component
model such as Fractal (except for the component sharing aspects) is relatively direct
using the Kell calculus.

3.4 Component sharing

As stated in the introduction, component sharing arises in situations where some re-
source must be accessed by different user components. We consider in this section
several examples.

A first example of a software architecture with sharing is that of a log service. A
log service provides user components the ability to register status information. Figure 1
gives an example configuration, where L is the log service component, C and D are
user components. In this case, communications are essentially unidirectional, from the
user components to the shared component. In this example, the log service maintains
its own mutable state. Passivation of a client does not affect the execution of the log
service or the processing of logging requests previously sent by that client.

The same figure 1 can illustrate as well a second example of component sharing,
that of a shared programming library or module. In this case, the communication be-
tween client components C and D and the library L is bidirectional (typically, a re-
quest/response style of communication). The expected behavior in presence of passiva-
tion is different from the first example: if a client is passivated, requests to functions in
the library should be suspended along with the rest of the client activity.

As a third example of software architecture with sharing, consider a database service
used by several components of a system (for instance, a directory service). An example
configuration can again be depicted as in Figure 1. In this case, the communication
between client and service is bidirectional, but they are no longer independent as in the
case of the shared library, for the database service maintains a mutable state that can be
viewed by each client component. Passivation of the database service must consider the
ongoing execution of requests from different clients to avoid disrupting the service.

The three examples above correspond to plain software architecture examples,
implying a configuration on a single machine. One can consider also mixed soft-
ware/hardware configurations4. For instance, a sharing component structure models
naturally the case of a router R connecting two sub networks N0 and N1, as sketched
in Figure 3, where each network Ni contains machines mi0 to miki

. Machines in a
subnetwork communicate directly, thanks to the default subnetwork behavior. If a
message targets a machine of the second network, it is directed to the router that relays
it to the other network. The router itself is a machine that may fail, independently of
the other machines in the subnetwork.

It is possible to formalize these examples using the Kell calculus, relying on the fact
that names in the Kell calculus can act as references. For instance, one could model the
router configuration C as follows (an escaped name \a in an input pattern means that

4 As is usual with process calculi, one can consider our process calculus both as a programming
basis, or as a basis for abstract modelling and specification.





update a, but which is required to be a dominator of a, in the sense that all the references
to a must lie below b in the encapsulation graph. This conservatively delimits the scope
of a, and allows b to naturally perform the proper checks before removing it, such as
verifying that a is not used anymore.

In this paper, we adapt the last solution to our setting, ensuring that owners remain
dominators at run time. Technically, we superpose a new graph to the encapsulation
graph, called the ownership graph. Unlike the encapsulation graph, which may use shar-
ing, the ownership graph is a forest, i.e., no node may be shared. For example, in the
log example above, the Log component is owned by some super component of all of its
clients. The two graphs are generally distinct, which explains the title of the paper.

In the calculus, the ownership forest is captured by the locality hierarchy. Thus, in
configuration C = a[b[P ] | c[R | d[Q]]], component a is the owner of components b
and c, while c is the owner of component d. The encapsulation graph is captured via
the introduction of references to shared component: thus ∗a denotes a reference to the
componen named a. For instance, in the configuration D = a[H |b[P |∗e]|c[R|∗e]|e[Q]],
component a is the owner of component e, which is shared by components b and c. The
appearance of c as an owned component of a now serves also as a kind of declaration
for the shared component c, whose scope is the set of other owned components of a.
A reference ∗e can be manipulated exactly as a name in the Kell calculus extended
with sharing. In particular, new references can be created, and communicated. In the
latter case, note that references may escape their original scope: for instance, in the
configuration D above, if H passivates component b, and sends it outside of a, then the
reference to the shared component e will escape its scope in a. This is not a problem
for a reference ∗e actually refers to the closest component named e in the ownership
graph whose scope includes the reference. Allowing a component reference to escape
its scope allows us to model simply a primitive form of dynamic binding for shared
components.

4 The calculus

In this section, we introduce our calculus of components. We start with the abstract
syntax of the calculus, and then present its dynamic semantics.

4.1 Syntax

Let us first introduce some notation: for all meta variables X , we let X̃ range over
parallel compositions, lists, multi sets, or finite sets of X’s, according to the context.
Moreover for any set X , we let X∗ denote the set of lists of elements of X . Also, given
two sets X1 and X2, X1 # X2 means that they are disjoint. We fix two denumerable
sets Vars and Names of variables and names, respectively. Then, define raw processes
P as in Figure 4,

Raw rocesses include the null process 0, variables x, references to components ∗a,
parallel composition P |Q, and higher-order messages a〈ũ〉.P , where ũ ranges over lists
of arguments u, which can either be names or processes. Furthermore, the language fea-
tures components a[P ].Q, identified both by a variable and a name, and containing the



Process: P ::= 0 | x | ∗a | P |Q | a〈eu〉.P | a[P ].Q | νa.P | ξ̃ . P

Argument: u ::= a | P

Pattern: ξ ::= a[x] | ∗a | aα〈eη〉

Argument pattern: η ::= x | a | \a

Place pattern: α ::= • | ↑ | ↓

Fig. 4. Syntax

running raw process P , plus a continuation Q. The calculus also features a global, ea-
ger name creation construct νa.P . Intuitively, this means that all the names introduced
by “active” (as defined below) occurrences of ν have already been created. Lastly, the
calculus includes triggers φ = ξ̃ . P , formed of a multi set of patterns ξ, and a process
P . For syntactic convenience, we write ξ1| . . . |ξn for the corresponding multi set of
patterns.

Patterns can be of three kinds. The first two are related to passivation. The full,
deep passivation pattern is a[x], which corresponds to the passivation of any compo-
nent named a at the current level, i.e., owned by the ambient component. The pattern
∗a implements a shallow form of passivation, in the sense that it modifies the set of sub
components of the current component: the reference to the component named a is with-
drawn from the current component. Of course, it may be re-introduced after matching,
if the reference has to remain present. For instance, if P = a[P1].P2 | ∗e, then by the
reduction relation defined below P |a[x] . 0 will reduce to P2 | ∗e, whereas P | ∗ e . 0
will reduce to a[P1].P2. Finally, patterns include messages aα〈η̃〉, consisting of a name
and a list of argument patterns η, annotated with a place pattern α. Argument patterns
are variables, for higher-order arguments, or names, for first-order ones. Names may
be escaped as in \a, which means that the matching argument must be exactly a; for
non-escaped names, any name will do. Variables and non-escaped names appearing in a
trigger pattern are bound by the trigger. Place patterns determine from where the match-
ing message may be received: the up place pattern ↑ forces it to be consumed in some
super component, the here place pattern • corresponds to the current component, and
the down place pattern ↓ to some sub component. By convention, ν has the least prece-
dence, followed by the trigger symbol .. Moreover, we define persistent triggers ξ̃ � P
as syntactic sugar for νt.Y (P, ξ̃, t)|t〈Y (P, ξ̃, t)〉, where Y (P, ξ̃, t) = ξ̃|t〈y〉.P |y|t〈y〉.

Remark 1
Seeing our calculus as a kernel programming language, name creation should be un-
derstood as an action. For active occurrences of ν, this action has already been per-
formed, and hence such occurrences correspond to statically created fresh names. But
it remains possible to dynamically create a fresh name, by placing the ν in a trigger.
Semantically, this implies that when a pattern reacts, it must atomically create all its
active fresh names.



Next, we define some syntactic notions on raw processes. An occurrence in a pro-
cess is active iff it is neither in the argument of a message, nor in a continuation, nor
in a trigger. An occurrence in a process is unboxed iff it is not inside a component, i.e.,
not in the active part of a component a[P ].Q. Also we call identifiers the elements n of
Vars ∪ Names.

We define structural congruence as follows.

Definition 1 (Structural congruence)
The structural congruence ≡ is the smallest congruence ensuring that:

– parallel composition is commutative and associative, with unit 0;
– active ν’s are extrudable, provided no capture occurs;
– bound identifiers may be freely α-converted.

Definition 2 (Processes)
Processes are ≡-equivalence classes. Correct substitution preserves ≡, so we extend it
to processes, and call the result capture-avoiding substitution.

A last bit of syntax is needed: we introduce a notion of canonical form for processes.

Definition 3 (Canonical form)
A process is said to be in canonical form iff all the active ν’s are at top level.

The explanation of this definition is twofold. First, we have mentioned that name
creation is global and eager, meaning that νa.P represents a process where the fresh
name a has already been created. The will to respect this intuition forces us to require
all the active ν’s to be extruded before any passivation occurs. Indeed, if the above
process νa.P is duplicated, we want to obtain νa.(P |P ) rather than (νa.P )|(νa.P ),
which would contradict the intended semantics of name creation.

4.2 Dynamic semantics

We now turn to defining the semantics of our calculus. The idea is that in triggers,
the patterns determine both when the trigger may be used, and also what the reaction
consumes from the ambient context. First, in Figure 5, independently from the syntax of
triggers, we define the kind of data that may be consumed by reactions, which we call
resources. We then define the matching relation, which establishes the correspondence
between resources and patterns. Finally, we define the reduction relation.

Resources A resource can be a parallel composition of messages M̃ , intuitively con-
sumed at the level of the matching trigger. Resources also include: down messages, i.e.,
compositions of messages M̃↓, intuitively taken from some sub-components; up mes-
sages, i.e., compositions of messages M̃↑, intruitively taken from the parent component
of the component containing the matching trigger; shared messages, i.e., encapsulated
compositions of messages a?(M̃), intuitively taken from the shared component a. The
mark ? is a technical device used during the collection of resources, but patterns may not
take advantage of this form of resource: all resources of the form a?(M̃) are replaced



Resource: F ∈ Rsrc ::= fM | fM↑ | fM↓ | a?(fM) | ∗a | a[P ]

Message: M ∈ Msg ::= a〈u〉

Fig. 5. Resources

by down messages M̃↓ before matching. A resource of the form ∗a is used for shallow
passivation. Of course, the user may re-introduce it after matching, which allows to
use it for checking the presence of some sub component named a. Finally, a resource
may be a component without its continuation a[P ], which represents deep passivation:
when it is consumed, the process running at a is merely stopped and its continuation
is launched. Passivation is tied to the ownership hierarchy, and allows the owner of a
component to remove it, or replace it with another one.

Environments An environment is a multiset of resources. Environment union, denoted
∪, is the multi set union.

Matching Let us now define the matching relation, which defines how resources are
consumed by patterns. For this, we define the following notions of projection from
patterns and environments.

Definition 4
We write

– for any α, ξ̃|α for the restriction of ξ̃ to patterns of the shape aα〈η̃〉,
– ξ̃| [] for its restriction to patterns of the shape x = a[y],
– and ξ̃| find for its restriction to patterns of the shape ∗a.

Similarly, for environments, we write

– E| • for the restriction of an environment E to local messages,
– E| ↓ for its restriction to resources of the shape M̃↓, with non-empty M̃ ,
– E| ↑ for its restriction to resources of the shape M̃↑,
– E| ? for its restriction to resources of the shape a?(M̃),
– E| [] for its restriction to resources of the shape a[P ],
– and E| find for its restriction to resources of the shape ∗a.

Next, we define the notion of lifting, which is useful for defining matching uni-
formly.

Definition 5 (Lifting)
We define lifting on patterns and resources as follows:

baα〈η̃〉c = a〈η̃〉
b∗ac = a
bξc = ξ otherwise

bM̃↓c = bM̃↑c = M̃
b∗ac = a
bF c = F otherwise,



This definition naturally extends to lists of patterns and environments.

We now define matching as follows.

Definition 6 (Matching)
Let ρ range over the set Projs = {↑, •, ↓, [], find} of projections. The matching relation
is then defined by match(ξ̃ . R,E) 3 P iff

– P = Θ(R),
– Θ = Σρ∈ProjsΘρ, where Σ denotes the union of substitutions with pairwise disjoint

domains,
– for all ρ ∈ Projs, dom(Θρ) = BI(ξ̃| ρ) and Θρ(bξ̃| ρc) = bE| ρc.

The reduction relation To define the reduction relation, we first define two auxiliary
operations on resources.

Definition 7
We define forgetting on resources as follows:

da?(M̃)e = M̃↓ dF e = F otherwise

We define operation ?(.) on resources as follows:

?(a?(M̃)) = {a} ?(F ) = ∅ otherwise

These definitions naturally extend to environments.

Also, given a process P we define the set Cell(P ) of its sub-components names as
follows:

Definition 8
We define operation Cell(.) by induction on the form of process P as follows:

Cell(a[Q]) = {a} Cell(P ) = ∅ otherwise
Cell(P1 | P2) = Cell(P1) ∪ Cell(P2)

We now come to define the reduction relation of our calculus, which we do in
three layers: the pre-heating relation, the heating relation, and the reduction relation.
Resources are consumed during a pre-reduction phase called pre-heating. This phase
collects resources into an environment E ∈ Environments, and the residual process.
During the pre-heating phase some resources of the shape a?(M̃) appear without being
checked: they are guessed from a reference a, without any indication on the nature of a.
The actual availability of such resources is checked later on, by rule H-MSG-FOUND
in the heating relation. Between pre-heating and heating, the actual matching occurs
as described above. The reduction relation is defined formally as the smallest relation
satisfying the rules in Figure 6.

We give the basic intuition behind the different rules. We first note that
the reduction rules minus rules SH-PASS-REF, SH-UP, SH-GUESS-SHARED,



Pre-heating

SH-MSG-HERE
fM. eP ;e {fM}, eP

SH-EMPTY

P ;e ∅, P

SH-PASS-REF

∗a;e {∗a}, 0

SH-PASS-KELL

a[P ].Q;e {a[P ]}, Q
SH-UP
fM. eP | ∗e;e {fM↑}, eP | ∗e

SH-GUESS-SHARED

∗a;e {a?(fM)}, ∗ a

SH-DOWN

P ;e
fM, Q

a[P ].T ;e {fM↓}, a[Q].T

SH-UP-NESTED

P ;e
fM↑, Q

a[P ].T ;e {fM↑}, a[Q].T

SH-PAR
P1;e E1, Q1 P2;e E2, Q2

P1 | P2;e E1 ∪ E2, Q1 | Q2

Heating

H-MATCH
U ;e E, V R;e E

′
, S IsUp(E′)

match(φ, dEe ∪ E
′) 3 P

a[φ|U ].T |R 7→ E| ?, a[P |V ].T |S

H-MSG-FOUND

P 7→ E ∪ {a?(fM)}, Q

P | a[fM. eP |P1].P2 7→ E, Q|a[ eP |P1].P2

H-CTX-PAR
P 7→ E, Q

P | T 7→ E, Q | T

H-CTX-KELL
P 7→ E, Q Cell(Q)#?(E)

a[P ].T 7→ E, a[Q].T

Reduction

RED
P ≡ P

′
P

′ 7→ ∅, Q
′

Q
′ ≡ Q

P → Q

CTX
P → Q

E{P}→ E{Q}

Fig. 6. Dynamic semantics



SH-UP-NESTED, H-MSG-FOUND, H-CTX-PAR, and H-CTX-KELL are essentially
the rules of the standard Kell calculus (the conclusion of rule H-MATCH reduces to
x = a[φ|U ].T |R 7→ ∅, a[P |V ].T |S in absence of shared components, yielding exactly
the basic matchig rule of the Kell calculus).

In presence of sharing, the idea is that each reference to a shared component, whose
definition is located in a parent component, acts as the referred component with respect
to communication actions:

– If the referred component can emit certain messages, then the reference can emit the
exact same messages. In other words, from the point of view of message emission,
a reference ∗a behaves exactly as the shared component a[P ].Q it refers to.

– The up messages which can be received by a shared component a[P ].Q com-
prise messages originating with the parent component of the shared component, as
well as messages originating from the sub-components of the parent component in
which ∗a occurs as a reference. In other words, from the point of view of receiving
up messages, everything works as if a shared component a[P ].Q had in fact mul-
tiple parent components: its owner component, and all the subcomponents of the
owner component in which there is an active reference ∗a to the shared component.

Consider for instance the following configuration:

A = h[a[(e↑1〈x〉 | e
↑
2〈y〉 . P ) | c〈Q〉] | l1[e1〈U〉. | ∗a] | l2[e2〈V 〉. | ∗a | c↓〈z〉 . R]]

The component a can emit the message c〈Q〉, which implies that a reference ∗a
to a can be considered as emitting the message c〈Q〉. Hence we have the following
reduction:

A → h[(m = a[(e↑1〈x〉 | e
↑
2〈y〉 . P )]) | l1[e1〈U〉. | ∗a] | l2[e2〈V 〉. | ∗a | R{Q/z}]]

But the component a can also receive messages from both component l1 and l2 since
it is a shared subcomponents of both. Hence we have also the following reduction:

A → h[a[P{U, V/x, y} | c〈Q〉.] | l1[∗a] | l2[∗a | c↓〈z〉 . R]]

5 Examples

We now review the examples of Section 3.4 within our calculus. First, assume given two
components list = List [. . .] and pair = Pair [. . .], working as follows. They expect
messages from their super components, on channels List and Pair , respectively. These
messages should contain 1) a name identifying an action to execute, 2) the correspond-
ing arguments, and 3) a return channel name. Then, they send messages on the return
channel, which have to be picked up as down messages by the client super component.
For convenience, we use the syntactic sugar a.bα(ũ) for aα〈b, ũ〉 (as patterns, and also
as processes when α = •), and let x = a.b(ũ) in Q for νc.a.b(ũ, c)|(c↓〈x〉 . Q), with
some fresh c. For instance, let x = List .cons(P,Q) in R uses the result x of consing
P and Q in R. In the following, the action names should be standard enough not to
explain them.



Example 1
The log service example can be represented as follows.

o[Log [ list | pair | (Log .log↑(c, x) | state 〈y〉 � let z = Pair .pair(c, x) in

let t = List .cons(z, y) in

state〈t〉) ]
| c0[∗Log | P0]
...
| cn[∗Log | Pn | d[∗Log | P ]] ]

The encapsulation links to Log are represented by occurrences of the reference
∗Log. The ownership of Log by o is encoded by the fact that the sub-component Log

appears at the top-level in o. The implicit scope of Log , restricted to processes encap-
sulated in o, ensures that o is a dominator of Log .

An example similar to the Log service is a shared printer. Instead of lists, we choose
a representation for queues, with standard push and pop operations.

Example 2
The shared printer example can be represented as follows.

o[Printer [ queue | pair

| (Printer .lpr↑(c, j) | state 〈q〉 � let x = Pair .pair(c, j) in

let q′ = Queue.push(x, q) in

state〈q′〉)

| (Printer .lpq↑(r) | state 〈q〉 � r〈q〉 | state〈q〉)
| . . . code to actually print . . . ]

| c0[∗Printer | P0 | let x = Printer .lpq() in . . .]
...
| cn[∗Printer | Pn | d[∗Printer | P ]] ]

The shared library example can be represented similarly. We can however empha-
size the code server aspect of the example with a representation that only requires a
unidirectional communication between the clients and the shared library. The shared
library is thus modelled as a code server that allows an instance of the library code to
be made available on request in the user component that requires it.

Example 3
The shared library example can be represented as follows.

o[Library [lib〈P 〉.new | (new↑ � lib〈P 〉.new)

| c0[∗Library | P0 | (lib↓〈x〉 . x)]
...
| cn[∗Library | Pn | d[∗Printer |P ]] ]



Finally, we review the router example, which is more direct, because it does not
require any data structure: we just assume that names include integers. Note that, with
the simple pattern language used, we have to write one trigger for each sub network.
In order to overcome this difficulty, we could slightly enrich the pattern language with
constraints, for instance as in (i↑〈j, k, x〉 when i 6= j) � j〈j, k, x〉. For now, we stick
with our first solution.

Example 4
The router example can be encoded by:

N [ R [ n↑
0〈\1, j, x〉 � n1〈1, j, x〉

| n↑
1〈\0, j, x〉 � n0〈0, j, x〉 ]

| Network0 | Network1

where, for i = 0, 1, we have Network i = Ni[∗R|mi0[. . .]| . . . |miki
[. . .]].

6 Conclusion

We have presented in this paper an extension of the Kell calculus that allows the def-
inition of process configurations with shared localities. Such an extension is crucial to
provide a direct, formal interpretation of component models with sharing. Sharing, in
turn, is a feature that proves extremely useful when describing or programming soft-
ware architectures or systems with shared resources. To our knowledge, this is the first
process calculus with localities that has been proposed to handle configurations with
sharing. The approach adopted in the paper draws on a distinction between ownership
and containment that is similar to that in recent works on containment types and the
control of aliasing in object-oriented programming languages. In contrast to the latter,
however, ours is a type-free approach, that takes strong encapsulation and containment
as primitive, and which allows very fine-grain control over communications, as well as
sandboxing and the control of component execution.

The work we have presented here is only preliminary, however. Apart from the
standard issues appearing when one introduces a new process calculus, e.g. developing
a bisimulation-based behavioral theory, developing a type system for the calculus, there
are two inter-related questions that pertain (1) to the control of communications with
shared components, and (2) to the control over dynamic binding. The first issue con-
cerns a potential security hole in our design. It can be succinctly stated as follows: in
the Kell calculus with sharing we have presented in this paper, the construct νa.a[c[P ]]
is no longer a perfect firewall ! This is due to the fact that P may have references to
shared kells, which may in turn allow P to emit and receive messages from its environ-
ment. What would be required is a way to combine shared components as in this paper,
and a fine-grain control on communications as in the standard Kell calculus. A simple
solution would be to add constraints to the access to shared components by decorating
the kell construct, a[.], with explicit authorizations for access to shared components.
For instance, we could have the following constructs:

– a[P ]∅ would mean that P cannot access shared components, whereas



– a[P ]∗ would mean that P is allowed to access any shared component,
– a[P ]S would mean that P is allowed to access all the shared components whose

names appear in the set S, and
– a[P ]S would mean that P is allowed to access any shared components, save those

whose names appear in the set S.

The semantics of these consructs would be given by a simple modification of the
rules SH-UP-NESTED and H-CTX-KELL, given below (where e ∈ • is true if • = ∗,
and e ∈ • is true if e 6∈ S and • = S):

SH-UP-NESTED-BIS

P ;e M̃↑, Q e ∈ •

a[P ]•.T ;e {M̃↑}, a[Q].T

H-CTX-KELL-BIS
P 7→ E, Q Cell(Q)#?(E) •#?(E)

a[P ]•.T 7→ E, a[Q].T

With these new constructs and rules, we recover the perfect firewall equation for
νa.a[c[P ]•]∅ is indeed a perfect firewall: no communication of P is possible with the
environment outside of a.

This solution, however, is still not satisfactory in view of the second issue, which
is to provide a fine-grain control over dynamic binding in the calculus. Indeed, even
with the above amendments, it is not easy to know which references a given process
holds. This prevents a simple programming of communication control. For instance,
one would like to write (a〈s, x〉 when s 6∈ S . c[x]s), with the understanding that s is
shared reference held by the second argument of incoming messages a〈s, P 〉, and that
S denotes a set of shared services which P should not have access to. However, in the
current proposal, there is no easy way to extract the shared references from a passivated
process, which makes it difficult to form a message of the form a〈s, P 〉, where s is
guaranteed to be the shared reference held by P . A solution to the latter problem lies
probably in a non-trivial extension of the passivation construct, together with additional
assumptions on input pattern matching. This is left for further study.

Another aspect which warrant further study, is the exact relation between ap-
proaches to object containment and ownership in object-oriented languages, and
the Kell calculus with sharing. As a minimum, we need to investigate the different
benchmarks used in the object-oriented programming community, and how they are
handled in our Kell calculus with sharing.
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